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Preface

When the series editor, Dr. John M. Walker, asked me approximately 1 year ago whether I
was interested in editing a book on CRISPR technologies, I immediately took his generous
offer and started my first and challenging editorial journey. Firstly, as a junior researcher, it
has always been a great honor and encouraging experience to be capable of contributing
with knowledge and outreach to our scientific community. Secondly, the particular research
field and technology that we will be focusing on in this book is one of the most fast growing
and important breakthroughs during the past decade. And most importantly, as a researcher
working on gene editing for over 10 years, I deeply realize the importance of having a good
serial of protocols, experimental tips, and notes to increase the success rate and outcomes of
scientific projects.

When I first started the “Pig andHealth” PhD project back in 2008, my objective was to
recapitulate the pathogenesis of human diseases, e.g., breast cancer and diabetes, using
genetically tailored pig models. One major milestone of my PhD study was disrupting the
BRCA1 gene in primary porcine fibroblasts by homologous recombination and subse-
quently generating a BRCA1 knockout pig by somatic cell nuclear transfer. Generating a
gene knockout (KO) animal during the pre-TALENs and pre-CRISPR era was rather
technically challenging and time-consuming. Although I spent almost 3 years and finally
got my BRCA1 KO pig, I wish my project was conducted now rather than 10 years ago.
Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), known as the second generation of programmable DNA
nucleases, were already available during that period. But this technology was not very
broadly adopted by the scientific community. One main reason is that the ZFN technology
is relatively difficult for the design and generation, and there is a lack of user-friendly
protocols and methods instructing the generation and functional validation of ZFNs.

When the transcription activator-like effector (TALE) protein was engineered as a
programmable DNA endonuclease (TALEN) for gene editing, as compared to ZFNs,
TALEN-based gene editing was more rapidly applied by the whole scientific community.
One important driving force of the TALEN technology is conventional web tools and
protocols developed for TALEN vector design and construction. Using one the most
popular TALEN assembly methods developed by Daniel F. Voytas’s group, although one
has to select the different modular plasmids from a large stock of premade ones, it is much
easier when compared to ZFNs to generate a couple of TALEN constructions.

Since the first proof-of-principle study of harnessing the clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) for gene
editing in 2012, led by Jennifer Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier, the CRISPR-Cas9-
based gene editing technology rapidly took over ZFNs and TALENs and was successfully
applied for genome editing in almost all cell types and organisms. To date, many Cas9
orthologs, different CRISPR systems from bacteria and archaea have been repurposed for
gene editing. And many more genetic manipulation tools have been built on top of the
CRISPR-Cas9 system, such as CRISPR-based gene activation, gene interference, base
editing, DNA methylation, and histone acetylation. Among all the already harnessed
CRISPR-Cas systems utilized for gene editing, the CRISPR-Cas9 system is still the most
extensively developed and broadly used one.
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The CRISPR-Cas9 technology is commonly known and described as simple, efficient,
and cost-effective. However, a successful CRISPR gene editing experiment/project requires
strategic planning and user-friendly guidelines to select the most suitable CRISPR-Cas
system and target sites with high activity and specificity. Also, how to quantify the CRISPR
gene editing activity (indel), how to efficiently deliver the CRISPR-Cas9 components into
target cells or tissues, and how to enrich and isolate gene-edited cells with desired genetic
modifications: these are among the most frequently asked questions and experiments when
conducting a CRISPR gene editing study. This book is intended to assist undergraduates,
graduates, and researchers with detailed guidelines and methods for the CRISPR gene
editing field.

I would like to thank all the contributing authors at the front lines of developing
CRISPR technology and applications. Methods covering CRISPR gRNA design, CRISPR
delivery, CRISPR activity quantification (indel quantification), and examples of applying
CRISPR gene editing in human pluripotent stem cells, primary cells, gene therapy, and
genetic screening are included in this book. Without their contributions, this book could
never have been written.

My grateful thanks also to my colleagues from the Lars Bolund Institute of Regenerative
Medicine and the DREAM team for their assistance in editing the book.

Aarhus, Denmark Yonglun Luo
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Part I

Methods for CRISPR-gRNA Design and Quantification
of Activity



Chapter 1

CRISPR-gRNA Design

Maria Pallarès Masmitjà, Nastassia Knödlseder, and Marc Güell

Abstract

Gene editing has great therapeutic impact, being of interest for many scientists worldwide. Clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) technology has been adapted for gene editing
to serve as an efficient, rapid, and cost-effective tool. To fulfill CRISPR experiment’s goals, two components
are important: an endonuclease and a gRNA. The most commonly used endonucleases are Cpf1 and Cas9
and are described in depth in this chapter. The gRNA targets the genome site to be edited, giving great
importance to its design to obtain increased efficiency and decreased off-target events. In this chapter, we
describe different tools to design suitable gRNAs for a variety of experimental purposes.

Key words CRISPR, gRNA design, Genome editing, Cas9, Cpf1

1 Introduction

Technologies for genome engineering are on high demand. The
adaptation of CRISPR, a new tool for gene editing, has revolutio-
nized the field of genome engineering [1, 2]. Nowadays, CRISPR
is the most used technology in gene editing, with Cas9 being the
most used CRISPR system [3].

Basically, this new technology consists of two components: A
single- or double-strand endonuclease, such as Cas9 or Cpf1, and a
synthetic single-guide RNA (gRNA) which will direct the CRISPR
system to a target region in the genome. The Cas9-gRNA complex
scans the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) region and forms
Watson-Crick base pairing to a target DNA fragment of 20 nucleo-
tides [3]. This conformation enables the endonuclease to cleave site
specifically the target DNA. Finally, the endogenous DNA repair
machinery of the cells repairs the double-stranded break and intro-
duces the desired changes.

Minimizing to a two-component system enabled genome engi-
neering to be easier than ever before. The gRNA can be changed to
any target DNA sequence of interest.

Yonglun Luo (ed.), CRISPR Gene Editing: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1961,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-9170-9_1, © Springer Science+Business Media, LLC, part of Springer Nature 2019
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This chapter provides a methodology for gRNA design and
includes all necessary information and options when designing an
adequate gRNA for your CRISPR experiment.

2 Nuclease Types

Choosing the right nuclease is key for our experiment success.
There are many different nucleases to use; the CRISPR-Cas system
is divided into 2 classes, which are divided into 6 types and 19 sub-
types [4]. However, the most used endonucleases are Cas9 and
cpf1, both from class 2, which both work as a single unit for
recognition of the target and cleavage (Table 1).

Cas9 is a dual RNA-guided DNA endonuclease of type II. It
cleaves double-stranded DNA.

It has preference for PAM (protospacer-adjacent motif)
sequence 50NGG03 following the 20 bp gRNA target [5], and it
generates blunt ends three nucleotides upstream of the PAM site.

Multiple Cas9 variants have been developed including a nickase
Cas9 and a dead Cas9. Nickase Cas9 (nCas9) has either of the two
nuclease domains (HNH and RuvC) [6] inactivated whereas if both
nuclease domains are inactivated it becomes Dead cas9 (dCas9).
nCas9 generates single-strand breaks (SSBs), a pair of nCas9 can be
used to generate paired nicks instead of DSBs, and this would
reduce off-target cleavage [7]. dCas9 will work as a site-specific
DNA-binding vehicle able to be combined with other effectors
instead of a genome editing tool [8].

On the other hand, Cpf1 is a CRISPR type V endonuclease
which recognizes PAMs 50-TTN which is more frequent in the
human genome than Cas9 PAMs requirements, and also improves
the editing of TA-rich parts of the genome [9]. This endonuclease
cleaves in a staggered manner creating five nucleotide 50 overhang
18–23 bases away from PAM. It is also smaller than Cas9 nuclease
enabling a better packaging in viruses if needed; however, there are
two relevant types of Cas9: Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes

Table 1
Features of Cas9 and Cpf1

Cas9 Cpf1

Type II V

Cleavage Double-stranded DNA Double-stranded DNA

Protospacer-adjacent motif
(PAM)

NGG03 50-TTN

Ends Blunt end 3 nt upstream
PAM

5 nucleotide 50 overhang 18–23 nt from
PAM

4 Maria Pallarès Masmitjà et al.



(SpCas9) and Cas9 from Staphylococcus aureus (SaCas9) which is
smaller and better for adeno-associated viruses packaging and
transduction [10].

3 gRNA Efficiency

gRNAs will guide the CRISPR system molecules to the specific site
intended to edit in the genome. It has a scaffold that will bind the
endonuclease and a spacer of 20 nucleotides which target specific
sequence in the genome.

The efficiency of the gRNA can vary from a sequence to
another, and it is crucial for the genome editing experiment.
Some factors are known to correlate with high efficiency gRNAs
such as higher stability of the duplex between gRNA and target
DNA [11]. Scores tend to correlate with gRNA efficiency, but their
accuracy depends on the experimental system considered [12]. For
instance, Moreno-Mateos score is useful for zebrafish injection
experiments [13] (where gRNAs need to be very stable after injec-
tions including G-rich sequence) but inaccurate in cultured mam-
malian cells [14]. This score is also reliable for assays based on
delivery of gRNAs produced synthetically or by T7 in vitro tran-
scription [15]. The most common scores are based on datasets
where gRNA is continuously expressed from a U6 promoter so
they do not need to be very stable. One of the most used for
mammalian cells is the score by Doench et al. [16]; also the Wang
score is useful when designing second generation libraries of human
gRNAs in some cancer cell lines [17]. It is recommended to use
scoring systems trained with the same expression system planned to
be used. The web tool http://crispor.org provides multiple scores
such as Moreno-Mateos and Doench simultaneously to help select
efficient gRNA for different applications.

Recently, approaches based on machine learning such as
CRISTA have been developed, which determines the propensity
of a genomic site to be cleaved by a gRNA [18].

4 gRNA Off Target

CRISPR RNA-guided endonucleases have been tested for its off-
target activity in human cells. Cpf1 is highly specific in human and
does not show much measurable off target [19]. There is an essen-
tial need of identifying Cas9-induced off-target mutations, to pre-
vent unwanted chromosomal translocations or unintended
mutations, in human research to ensure safe use of the CRISPR
nucleases in genome engineering and treatment of diseases
[20, 21]. Off targets are generally induced by the targeted site
and never represent a random change [20].

CRISPR-gRNA Design 5
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Off-target cleavage represents a major challenge for CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated genome editing, as Cas9 is able to cleave even if
there is no complete complementarity between genomic site and
gRNA sequence [22]. It was believed that Cas9 specificity was
strictly controlled by PAM and the 20 nt guide sequence, but
recently it was shown that it was controlled by a 5 bp sequence 50

of the PAM, termed “Seed Sequence” [23]. Through the recent
findings of the importance of the sequence in proximity to the
PAM, some rules for the design were proposed:

1. U-rich seeds: WHY? Decrease of sgRNA abundance and
increase of specificity.

2. Mis-matches: WHERE? Tolerated better at the 50end of the
sgRNA.

3. GC content: HOW? Exceptionally high or low GC content in
sgRNA leads to an increase in activity. Guanine is preferred as
first base after PAM and cytosine as the base for the fifth
position after PAM [23].

Researchers try to find different solutions for minimizing and
eliminating off-target mutations in CRISPR experiments. One way
is to minimize the concentration of used gRNA or/and Cas9 in
human cells. Another way is to change the gRNA sequence by
either truncating the 30ends within the tracrRNA-derived sequence
or by addition of two guanines on the 50ends prior to the comple-
mentary region. Paired nickases represent an additional approach,
where two gRNAs and a cas9 nickase are generating nicks at the
target site [7].

It was shown that 5’ truncated gRNAs at their complementary
region, which have at least 17-18 nt of complementary function,
are as efficient as their full-length construct, but with a lower off-
target cleavage [24]. While all the mentioned approaches decrease
off-target cleaves, also on-target efficiency gets reduced and
through truncated guides, indel formation can occur and lead to
less overall target sites in the genome [22]. Slaymaker et al. engi-
neered the cas9 nuclease in a structure-guided manner where they
neutralize positive charges in the nt-groove. Hereby, off-target
indel formation could be decreased and on-target cleavage
stabilized [22].

The off-target activity of the CRISPR system can be carefully
minimized by designing a precise gRNA. A study to minimize the
off-target binding of the gRNAs was performed using the earlier
study on the on-target activity as a model (Rule Set 1) and setting
up computational design rules to create better gRNA libraries
[16]. It is important to mention the CFD score (cutting frequency
determination), which predicts off-target scores combined with
Doench et al. designed gRNA designer 2016 which can predict
activity and specificity of guides [16].
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In a similar way, in order to facilitate Cpf1-based genome
editing, a study of >11,000 different target sequences and guide
RNAs was performed [9] and a tool to predict indel sequences for
given target sequences was created (http://big.hanyang.ac.kr/
cindel).

5 gRNA Design

To design a satisfactory CRISPR gene editing experiment, here are
some important steps:

1. Selection of a suitable endonuclease. We described cas9 and
cpf1 before, the most used endonucleases in CRISPR
experiments.

2. Target selection of the gRNA upstream 50-NGG for cas9 or
downstream of TTN for cpf1.

3. Selecting an efficient gRNA with reduced off-target. Different
candidates can be found using different tools described in
Table 2.

4. Design ssODN template (optional for homology-directed
repair (HDR)).

As mentioned before, the specificity of the nuclease depends on
the 20 nt sequence on the gRNA that will base pair with our target
sequence. The two critical points to design a suitable gRNA are the
efficiency to target our gene of interest avoiding large off-target
events. In the previous section about gRNAs, we mentioned some
useful scores to design it such as Wang score and CFD score or
tools to calculate off target like sgRNA scorer for cas9 or hanyang
for cpf1 gRNAs. Select an efficiency score that has been trained on
the same gRNA production system planned in your experiment
(U6 expression, synthetic/T7 in vitro transcribed).

6 gRNA Expression, Construction, and Delivery

There are a wide variety of approaches to deliver the CRISPR
machinery (gRNAs and endonucleases) to the experimental system
of election; here we will mention some of them:

1. By PCR amplification: enclose the gRNA onto the reverse
primer used to amplify a U6 promoter template. The amplicon
can be co-transfected into the cells with cas9 expression plas-
mid. This is a good method for quick screening of different
gRNAs candidates and for generating libraries.
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2. By plasmid-based procedure: oligo pairs encoding the 20 nt
guide sequence which will be annealed and ligated into a
plasmid (which can be the cas9 expression plasmid).

3. Topocloning the gRNAs onto an episomal vector and
co-transfecting it with the endonuclease plasmid.

4. Endonucleases and gRNAs can also be transfected into the cells
as mRNA and RNA, or RNA-protein complexes.

7 Design of Repair Template (Only for HDR Applications)

Previously, there was the need to use plasmid-based donor repair
templates containing homology arms flanking the site of alteration.
Nowadays, ssODNs [25] can be used for short modifications in a
defined locus without cloning. For high HDR efficiency, ssODNs
contain flanking sequences around 40 bp on each side homologous
to the target regions.

It has been shown that by adding ssDNA donors complemen-
tary to the strand that cas9 dissociates from first, the HDR rate in

Table 2
Selected websites for gRNA design

Websites for design

Link Name Description

http://tools.genome-engineering.
org

CRISPRDesign To take a large input sequence, identify and rank
good target sites and predict their off-target
equivalent sites and also specify the necessary
oligos and primers; you also can select 20 bp
nucleotide sequences and score them and
design the primers manually.

http://crispor.org CRISPOR To design, evaluate and clone guide sequences
for CRISPR experiments. It provides multiple
scores to design a more accurate gRNA
depending on the system used. It also works
with cpf1 gRNAs.

https://portals.broadinstitute.
org/gpp/public/analysis-tools/
sgrna-design

sgRNAdesigner
2016

To rank gRNA candidates maximizing the
on-target candidates and minimizing the off-
target using Rule Set 2 from Doench et al.

https://genome.ucsc.edu UCSC genome
browser

To look for CRISPR gRNA. It has already all the
reliable gRNA sequences designed and simply
choose by looking at the target gene region

http://big.hanyang.ac.kr/cindel CINDEL To predict indel sequences for given target
sequences for Cpf1 gRNAs. The sequence
must be 27 bp maximum.
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human cells can be increased using either cas9 or nickase
variants [26].

8 Functional Validation of gRNA

1. Cell culture and transfection with endonucleases and gRNAs.

2. Isolation of the clonal cell lines (optional). There are many
techniques to isolate the successfully edited clonal cell lines:
to isolate cells with specific modifications you can use FACS
enrichment or serial dilutions followes by an expansion period
to establish a new clonal cell line.

9 On-Target Efficiency

There are different methodologies to calculate the success of a
CRISPR experiment.

1. Gene editing efficiency can be estimated using SURVEYOR
nuclease assay [27].

2. Sanger sequencing can be used to assess the mutation reper-
toire generated.

3. Fragment analysis based to estimate population of indels.

4. Deep sequencing can simultaneously measure efficiency and
mutations repertoire [28, 29].

10 Off-Target Analysis

Many different high-throughput sequencing techniques have
evolved lately to analyze on-target and off-target efficiency. Two
highly used systems are GUIDE-seq and CIRCLE-seq [30, 31].

11 Conclusion

CRISPR is a relatively new tool for gene editing. Appropriate
experimental design may impact significantly the quality of the
results.
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Chapter 2

Tracking CRISPR’s Footprints

Lin Lin and Yonglun Luo

Abstract

The programmable clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-
associated 9 (Cas9) and CRISPR-Cas9-derived gene editing and manipulation tools have revolutionized
biomedical research over the past few years. One important category of assisting technologies in CRISPR
gene editing is methods used for detecting and quantifying indels (deletions or insertions). These indels are
caused by the repair of CRISPR-Cas9-introduced DNA double-stranded breaks (DBSs), known as
CRISPR’s DNA cleavage footprints. In addition, CRISPR-Cas9 can also leave footprints to the DNA
without introducing DSBs, known as CRISPR’s DNA-binding footprints. The indel tracking methods have
contributed greatly to the improvement of CRISPR-Cas9 activity and specificity. Here, we review and
discuss strategies developed over that past few years to track the CRISPR’s footprints, their advantages, and
limitations.

Key words CRISPR, Cas9, Indels, DSB, Indel frequency, Off-target

1 The Important Role of Endogenous DSB Repair Machineries in CRISPR Gene
Editing

Living organisms have developed an intrinsic mechanism to repair
lesions introduced to their genetic materials. Some of these genetic
lesions can be lethal, such as DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs).
Unrepaired DSBs will lead to chromosomal abnormality and cell
death. In mammalian cells, several DSB repair mechanisms have
evolved to cope with these lethal DNA damages. Two major DSB
repair pathways have been broadly accepted to be the main DNA
repair mechanisms in mammalian cells: non-homologous end join-
ing (NHEJ) and homology-directed repair (HDR) [1]. More and
more evidences have uncovered that microhomology-mediated end
joining (MMEJ) and single strand annealing (SSA) are two DNA
repair mechanisms that mammalian cells frequently used to repair
DSBs (Fig. 1) [2, 3].

The DNA repair machinery is a very complicated but systemat-
ically organized system that cells have developed to maintain their
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genomic stability. Errors introduced to the DSBs repair pathways
are the major cause of oncogenesis in humans. In 2015, the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Tomas Lindahl, Paul Modrich,
and Aziz Sancar, to acknowledge their work on deciphering the
molecular mechanisms of DNA repair processes [4–6]. Although
great progresses have been achieved in understanding the mecha-
nism of DNA repair machinery in mammalian cells, and many genes
such as LIG4, KU70, KU80, DNA-PKcs, MRN, ARTEMIS,
RAD51, TP53, BRCA1, and NSB1 are found to be involved in
the DSB repair pathways, our knowledge of the cellular DNA repair
machinery is still expanding [7].

DSBs are not always a bad thing. Traditional gene knockout by
homologous recombination or HDR has greatly contributed to the
generation of cell and animal models for biomedical research
[8]. However, this approach is hampered by its extremely low
efficiency. It has long been observed that introduction of DSBs
can lead to disruption of gene function, or knockout, and can
dramatically enhance the efficiency of HDR. Thus, there has been
a long period of hunting for programmable DNA nucleases, which
can be harnessed to introduce DSBs to a specific gene locus. The
discovery of meganucleases (MGNs) and zinc finger nuclease
(ZFNs) are two keystones for the foundation of gene editing,
which is conceptionally defined as intentional modification of
genes using a molecular scissor [9–11]. These two generations of

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of DSB repair by homology-directed repair (HDR), non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ), microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), and single strand annealing in mammalian cells. HDR
leads to precise and intended gene insertion, replacement, or modification. Indels (deletions or insertions) are
typically introduced by NHEJ. Variable-size small and large deletions are introduced by MMEJ and SSA,
respectively, after the repair of DSBs
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gene editing tools are not very broadly adopted mostly due to the
technical difficulty and the workload of designing and generating a
working MGNs or ZFNs. The Transcription Activator-Like Effec-
tor Nucleases (TALENs) technology is the second revolution in the
gene editing history. Compared to MGNs and ZFNs, TALENs
hold a much more stringent protein-to-DNA code for targeting.
The DNA-binding domain of a TALEN is defined by the number
and order of four types of modular repeated domains. These highly
conserved 33–34 amino acids repeated domains contain two diver-
gent 12th and 13th amino acids, also known as repeat variable
diresidue (RVD): NG, HD, NI, NN/NH/NK that target T,
C, A, G nucleotide respectively. Nevertheless, it is still quite time-
consuming to generate a pair of TALEN vectors, although the
whole procedure of generating TALENs has been greatly simplified
compared to MGNs and ZFNs. The third generation of revolution
in gene editing history is the RNA-guided endonucleases, also
known as the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated protein (Cas) gene edit-
ing technologies [12–14].

The CRISPR-Cas gene editing technology has overcome
almost all the disadvantages of previous gene editing tools. Unlike
MGNs, ZFNs, and TALENs, the CRISPR gene editing tool is
based on RNA-to-DNA code for targeting. Thus, the sole Cas
protein, with the Streptococcus Pyogenes Cas9 protein (SpCas9)
being the most broadly used one, can be used for gene editing in
almost all cells and organisms [15]. Designing and generating a
new CRISPR targeting component is now simply achieved through
changing the guide sequences presented in a small RNA molecule,
known as guide RNA (gRNA) or small guide RNA (sgRNA). In the
SpCas9-based CRISPR gene editing system, the gRNA is a chime-
ric RNA (crRNA:tracrRNA), which interacts with SpCas9 and
guides SpCas9 to the target site through a Watson-Crick base
pairing between the guide sequences of crRNA and the target
site. As the guide or spacer sequences are the same as the target
site (protospacer), the bacterial Cas protein has evolved an
extremely smart system to distinguish self and non-self sequences,
which is the of protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)-dependent DNA
cleavage system [12]. Once all these features are met, the endonu-
clease activity of Cas9 protein is activated and a DSB is introduced
in the target sites (Fig. 2).

One essentially common feature and outcome of all these gene
editing tools is the introduction of a DSB to the target site. These
DSBs are repaired by endogenous DNA repair machineries, leading
to DNA alterations such as small deletions or insertions (called
indels) at the DSB sites. These indels are just like footprints left
by CRISPR to the DNA. Thus, quantification of the indel fre-
quency has been used to quantify the overall activity and specificity
(off-target) of these gene editing tools. Several methods have been
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developed over the past decade for quantifying indel frequency and
specificity (Fig. 3). To give readers a systematic overview and help
with choosing the right method for their CRISPR gene editing
experiment, this chapter reviews the advantage and disadvantage of
different methods.

2 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by Mismatch-Specific Endonuclease Assay (MSE)

The mismatch-specific endonucleases have been the gold standard
of measuring overall activities of gene editing tools [16]. This assay
is based on the mismatch-specific endonucleases such as Surveyor
nuclease and T7 endonuclease 1 (T7E1) that are capable of cleaving
heteroduplex DNAs [17]. The whole procedure of quantifying
CRISPR activity by Surveyor assay or T7E1 is relative simple.
First, genomic DNA or cell lysate is made from cells or tissues
that are typically a few days after being treated with Cas9-gRNA
components. The delivery of Cas9-gRNA can be in various forms,
such as transfections in plasmid DNA, RNP, mRNA, or transduc-
tion through viral vectors [18–21]. Second, the targeted region is
amplified by PCR using a specific primer and proofreading DNA
polymerase. As the repairing of DSBs introduced by CRISPR/Cas9
is mainly mediated by NHEJ and MMEJ in mammalian cells, the
targeted PCR product is a mixture of WT amplicons and amplicons
with various indels. Third, the PCR product is purified and

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of CRISPR-Cas9-mediated gene targeting and the core components. The SpCas9
protein has two nuclease domains: RuvC and HNH. The first step of CRISPR gene editing is delivery of Cas9
and gRNA into cells, which can form Cas9:gRNA complex. The next step is the nucleus entry of Cas9:gRNA
complex, mediated by the nucleus localization signal (NLS) peptides fused Cas9. The last step of CRISPR gene
editing is the repair of DSBs introduced by Cas9:gRNA with DSBs repair machineries
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subjected to the generation of heteroduplex DNA through dena-
turing and annealing. And finally, the heteroduplex DNA is
digested with mismatch-specific endonuclease and indel frequency
is quantified by measuring the electrophoresis band intensity using
software such as Image J.

The assay is in principle very straightforward, as the mismatch-
specific endonucleases can recognize any mismatches. However, to
achieve a successful mismatch-specific endonuclease assay, two steps
must be fully optimized: (1) Amplification of target region by PCR.
This PCR should be very specific. (2) The generation of heterodu-
plex PCR product. The purity of PCR product, buffers, denaturing
and annealing programs should be well optimized to generate
authenticable heteroduplex PCR products. In addition to the prac-
tical steps, a few studies have highlighted that mismatch-specific
endonuclease assay could underestimate the actual gene editing
efficiency [22, 23]. Increasing evidence proves that indels gener-
ated by CRISPR for a specific site are not fully random [24]. For
example, a given CRISPR target site has an activity as high as 90%,
and the majority of indels is one base pair deletion. Most of the
indel-containing PCR product will not form heteroduplex DNA.
Thus, the mismatch-specific endonuclease assay can only be used to
estimate the activity of gene editing tools.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the procedures and methods used for CRISPR indel profiling. Mismatch-
specific enzyme assay, TIDE, IDAA, HRM, and Drop-Off methods are presented
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3 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by TIDE and TIDER Assays

TIDE (Tracking of Indels by DEcomposition) and TIDER assays
are developed by Bas van Steensel’s group from the Netherlands
Cancer Institute [25, 26]. According to our experience [27, 28],
TIDE and TIDER assays are by far the most convenient, cost-
effective, and fastest methods for quantifying indel frequency and
genotyping. The assay is based two PCRs, two standard capillary
sequencing (or Sanger sequencing), and sequencing trace decom-
position algorithm. Unlike enzymatic-based assays which can only
estimate the overall indel frequency, TIDE can provide quite accu-
rate and sensitive calculation of indel frequency for each class of
indels. Very detailed instructions and a friendly web-based TIDE
analysis tool are provided by Bas van Steensel’s group (seeChapter 3
of this book), which really benefit the whole gene editing commu-
nity (https://tide.deskgen.com). Similarly, another web tool,
CRISP-ID, has been developed for genotyping up to three alleles
from a single Sanger sequencing trace [29]. The CRISP-ID serves
as a very good method for genotyping gene-edited single clones.

4 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by IDAA Assay

IDAA (Indel Detection by Amplicon Analysis) is another method
developed by Eric P. Bennett and colleagues from Copenhagen
University [23, 30]. This assay is based on tri-primer amplicon
labeling and DNA fragment size analysis using capillary electropho-
resis, also see another similar method reported by Ramlee,
M.K. and colleagues [31], also see Chapter 4 of this book. One
conventional and smart design of the IDAA system is the utilization
of a unique FAM-label primer, which can be used for almost any
target site. This strategy greatly reduces the cost of using directly
fluorescent-labeled target primers. IDAA has much more advan-
tages over enzymatic-based indel quantification methods. Com-
pared to the TIDE method, the IDAA is similar in its sensitivity,
reproductively, and cost for indel quantification. However, IDAA
can only give the quantification of each indel types such as one base
pair insertion, while TIDE can provide more detailed information
of the indels such as the constitution of this one base pair insertion.
Nevertheless, IDAA provides a very good, conventional and cost-
effective method for quantifying indel frequency.

5 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by High Resolution Melting Curve

High resolution melting (HRM) curve assay is based on the size-
and base-dependent melting temperature of PCR amplicons
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[32, 33]. The HRMmethod has been used for epigenetic genotyp-
ing, high-throughput genotyping, and SNP genotyping. Com-
pared to enzymatic-based methods and TIDE, the HRM method
can provide a much more cost-effective and high-throughput
option for screening a large number of gene-edited clonal cells
(Fig. 3). For HRM, the PCR reaction and melting curve determi-
nation can be performed in the same reaction tube consecutively,
thus avoiding many practical steps such as purification of PCR
product, concentration measuring, enzymatic-reaction and gel
electrophoresis for enzymatic-based method, or preparation of
Sanger sequencing for TIDE. However, the HRM method is not
sensitive enough to measure overall indel frequency as compared to
the aforementioned methods. In addition, the HRM method can-
not quantify the frequency of different types of indels.

6 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by Drop-Off Assay

The Drop-Off assay is based on droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) for
quantification of indel frequency and genotyping, developed by
Lynne-Marie Postovit and colleagues from the University of
Alberta and Bio-Rad Laboratorie [34]. This approach uses two
fluorescent-labeled duplexed primer probes-based ddPCR for
indel detection and quantification [35]. One reference probe
binds to a distal none-target site of the amplicon, and another
NHEJ/drop-off probe binds the nuclease target site. The Drop-
Off assay has a great advantage for distinguishing mono- and
bi-allelic modified cell clones, as well as having a relatively high
sensitivity (up to 0.6% tested). However, since the method is based
on probe hybridization, the Drop-Off method might not be able to
distinguish 1 bp indels from wt. We and many other groups have
found that, for most gRNA, 1 bp indels (1 bp deletion or insertion)
are the most frequent indel types. The Drop-Off will underestimate
overall indel frequency when used to evaluate gRNA efficiencies.

7 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by Surrogate Reporter Systems

Another approach of assaying the Cas9 gRNA activity is using
surrogate reporter vectors. The finding that plasmids and extra-
chromosomal DNAs can also utilize the endogenous DNA repair
machineries leads the development of several surrogate reporter
vector to sensing DBS and repair in cells [36]. Surrogate vectors
have been made based on HDR, NHEJ, SSA, and fluorescent- or
antibiotic-based reporters [37–41]. The common feature of all
these surrogate reporter vectors is that a surrogate target site,
which is identical to the actual target site in the genome, is intro-
duced to the inactivated fluorescence or antibiotic gene of the
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reporter vector. Previously, we have developed a system based on
Split EGFP and SSA-mediated DSB repair, called C-Check [38],
also see Chapter 5 of this book. Upon introduction of a DSB to the
surrogate target site of C-Check vector, SSA-mediated DSB repair
will generate a functional EGFP. We have validated that the C-
Check-based CRISPR activity correlates well with TIDE-based
quantification [28]. Although surrogate vectors cannot distinguish
the different indel profiles, C-Check and other fluorescent surro-
gate reporter vectors serve as an extremely useful tool for enrich-
ment of gene-edited cells [42].

8 CRISPR’s Footprint Detection by Targeted Amplicon Next-Generation Sequencing
(TA-NGS)

Targeted amplicon next-generation sequencing (TA-NGS) is a very
straightforward method for both quantifying the activity and indel
profile of CRISPR-Cas9 gene in cells. Similar to enzymatic-based
assay, TIDE, or IDAA, TA-NGS is based on PCR amplification of
the target region from cells treated with CRISPR-Cas9 compo-
nents. The PCR product is then subjected to next-generation
sequencing using any of the commercially available NGS platforms.
Currently, many sequencing NGS platforms have been used for
such purposes including Illumina miSeq system, BGIseq500, Ion
Torrent, etc. The TA-NGS method has several unique advances
that other methods lack. First, TA-NGS has the highest sensitivity
and R2 coefficient when compared with TIDE, T7E1, and IDAA
[23]. Second, TA-NGS is the only method that can give most
spectrum of indels in the cells, including what kind of indels and
their percentage. However, the TA-NGS method also has its dis-
advantages. First, the TA-NGS method is more expensive and takes
a relatively longer period (approximately 1 week) as compared to
other methods. Secondly, handling of the TA-NGS data could be
impractical for most labs that are not familiar with NGS data.
However, several web tools have been developed to facilitate the
application of TA-NGS in gene editing experiments, such as the
AGEseq [43], CRISPResso [44], BATCH-GE [45], and CRISPR-
DAV [43] for analysis of CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing outcomes
from deep sequencing data.

9 Genome-Scale Detection of CRISPR’s Footprints

In addition to activity, specificity is another major concern of
CRISPR-Cas9 or CRISPR-Cas9-derived gene editing and manipu-
lation tools. Currently, by engineering the catalytic domain of Cas9
protein and using protein fusion strategy, the CRISPR-Cas9 system
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has been developed for nicking single strand, gene interference,
gene activation, DNA methylation, histone acetylation, base edit-
ing, etc. [46–51]. When discussing the specificity of CRISPR-Cas9,
we have to look at it from two different angles: (1) cleaving nontar-
get sites and (2) binding to nontarget sites; all together we refer to
these as CRISPR footprints.

All aforementioned methods are focusing on detecting and/or
measuring the CRISPR-introduced cleavages and indels. In order
to unbiasedly detect the global CRISPR cleavage footprint, a few in
intro and in vivo genome-scale CRISPR cleavage footprint meth-
ods have been developed. The commonly used in vitro methods for
detecting CRISPR cleavage footprint are Digenome-seq [52] and
CIRCLE-seq [53], which are based on in vitro nuclease-digested
genomes (Digenome-seq), circularization of fragmented genomic
DNA followed by nuclease digestion (CIRCLE-seq), and selective
enrichment and identification of adapter-tagged DNA ends by
sequencing (SITE-Seq) [54]. The disadvantage of in intro methods
is that they cannot recapitulate the effects of chromatin structure on
CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage footprints. A few in vivo methods have
been developed to detect the genome-wide CRISPR cleavages in
cells, including high-throughput, genome-wide translocation
sequencing (HTGTS) [55], capturing of double-stranded oligo-
deoxynucleotides into DSBs (GUIDE-seq) [56], capturing of
integrase-defective lentiviral vectors (IDLVs) into DSBs (IDLV-
seq) [57], and directly labeling DSBs in situ with biotinylated linker
and streptavidin enrichment (BLESS) [58]. All these in vivo meth-
ods commonly rely on the DSBs introduced by CRISPR/Cas9, and
capture DSBs chemically or through inserting a DNA tag. In
addition, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) has been broadly
used to identify CRISPR cleavage footprints [59, 60]. However,
the WGS method is only recommended to genotype whether off-
targets have been introduced to CRISPR-edited cell clones or
gene-edited animals. Due to the high frequency of somatic muta-
tions and polymorphism, cautions should be carefully taken when
defining single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), indels (deletions
or insertions) resulted from CRISPR cleavage or simply from
parental inheritance or somatically accumulated mutations.

Another major type of CRISPR’s footprint is binding to non-
target sites. This kind of footprints is more prominent than the
cleavage footprint. The binding of CRISPR-Cas9 to DNA is
depending on both the Cas9 protein’s DNA-binding ability and
the Watson-Crick base pairing between the gRNA spacer and the
target site. Through neutralizing Cas9 protein’s DNA-binding
domain, high-fidelity Cas9 proteins have been generated
[61, 62]. Unlike DNA cleavage, CRISPR-Cas9 is much more
loosely depending on the matches between the gRNA spacer and
the target site. Three mismatches between the gRNA spacer and the
target site can almost completely prevent DNA cleavage by
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CRISPR-Cas9, whereas CRISPR-Cas9 can still firmly bind to sites
with 9 mismatches [63]. The different characteristics between
CRISPR DNA cleavage and binding footprints highlight the
importance of developing and using the right method to validate
the specificity of CRISPR-Cas9-based gene engineering tools. For
example, the catalytically inactivated Cas9 (dCas9) has been har-
nessed for epigenome editing such as histone acetylation, DNA
demethylation, DNA methylation, etc. Previously, we showed
that the fusion of dCas9 to the DNA methylation catalytic domain
of DNMA3A or DNMT3B can achieve efficient methylation of the
CpG dinucleotides adjacent to the target site [64]. Using targeted
bisulfite sequencing for a few selected potential off-target sites
selected based on sequence similarity, we cannot detect off-target
methylation. However, using unbiased whole-genome bisulfite
sequencing, we found that the dCas9-DNMT3A and dCas9-
DNMT-3B can cause quite a large number of unspecific methyla-
tions, which is enriched in open chromatin regions, promoter,
5’UTR regions, and CpG island. Similarly, when defining the spec-
ificity of Cas9-derived effectors that rely on DNA binding of
dCas9-gRNA, unbiased CRISPR footprint detection methods
should be chosen.

10 CRISPR Indels Are Not Random

It is commonly thought that the DSBs introduced by gene editing
tools, e.g., CRISPR/Cas9 in mammalian cells are predominantly
repaired by NHEJ and MMEJ pathway, which is error prone and
random. The formation of indels has thus been considered as
random and unpredictable in cells. As our knowledge of the indel
profiles increases from CRISPR-edited studies, it becomes clear
that these indel events are not random. Megan van Overbeek and
colleagues analyze indel profiles of 223 target sites in human cells
and found that classical NHEJ and MMEJ are the major DNA
repair machineries in mediated DSB repair, and the protospacer
sequences (target site) determine the indel outcomes [24]. Consis-
tent with that, we also observed that for each gRNA, the indel
profiles are consistent across experimental repeats (Fig. 4) and
different cell types [28] (Fig. 5).

Another frequently observed characteristics of gene editing
indels is the highly frequent insertion of 1 bp at the break site
[65], also see Figs. 4 and 5. It has been found that small indels
occur earlier during CRISPR gene editing. Consistent with that, a
study from Eric Bennett’s group systematically evaluates the effect
of different delivery formats (lentivirus transduction, plasmid lipo-
fection, and ribonuclear protein electroporation) and time on
CRISPR cleavage indel profiles [65], and observes similar indel
profile characteristics. Large indels and deletions, which are
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mediated by MMEJ or SSA, appear much later [24]. These large
indels are more frequently found in clonal gene-edited cells, which
have been prorogated from a single cell to a cell clone. It is thus not
surprising to find large deletions and complex rearrangements after
repair of DSBs introduced by CRISPR Cas9 in a report
recently [66].

Fig. 4 Profiling of CRISPR indel patterns of three gRNAs by TIDE in HEK293T cells. Experiments have been
conducted in triplicates and tested with wild-type SpCas9 and the enhanced SpCas9 (eSpCas9)
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Fig. 5 Profiling of CRISPR indel patterns of three gRNAs with wild-type SpCas9 or the enhanced SpCas9
(eSpCas9) by TIDE in HEK293T and Hela cells
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One advantage of DSBs not being repaired randomly is to
predict the indel outcomes for each CRISPR target site. Based on
MMEJ-mediated DSB repair, the CRISPor web tool incorporates
the function for predicting indels [67]. And recently, the first
achievement of predicting CRISPR chromosomal editing events
was reported [68], which is achieved by specific PAM configura-
tions. However, since the overhang cleavage profiles also affect
indel outcome, a full prediction of indel outcome for a single
gRNA is still required and will be extremely useful for increasing
the accuracy of in silico predicting CRISPR activity in the future.

11 Concluding Remarks

The CRISPR gene editing technology has now been broadly
adopted by almost all gene-related applications and research
groups. Many assisting methods developed for CRISPR gene edit-
ing have contributed greatly to the technology’s evolution, such as
in silico web tools for CRISPR design, software for off-target
prediction and data analysis, methods to enhance delivery, modifi-
cations to enhance targeting editing efficiency, methods for track-
ing the CRISPR’s footprints, etc. Currently, most methods for
detecting CRISPR indels or activity are focusing on small indels.
Although compared to these small indels, large indels are much
rarer and occur much later after CRISPR gene editing. Large indels
are more frequently found in cells if the CRISPR gene editing
vectors are stably integrated. Efficient, cost-effective and high-
throughput methods for tracking CRISPR-induced large indels
are required in the future.

Since there are many methods for tracking CRISPR’s foot-
prints, the next question is which one we should choose for our
experiment, also see outstanding questions. This is quite depending
on the expertise and accessibility to the required facilities of each
research group. In our experience, a combination of these methods
is recommended to achieve a successful CRISPR gene editing
outcome. For each CRISPR gene editing project, first, we carefully
designed a few gRNAs, TIDE assay primers, and C-Check vectors.
Second, we measure each gRNA’s activity by TIDE and C-Check in
the actually targeting cells and surrogate cells (HEK293). Finally,
the best gRNA will be selected based on TIDE and C-Check
results. C-Check is further used to enrich cells carrying the desired
mutations by fluorescence-activated cell sorting.

The CRISPR technology is still fast growing and more
improvements are needed to bring the technology to successful
clinical applications. Tracking the CRISPR’s footprints is of great
importance. We have recently discovered that when a piece of
DNA/gene is deleted by CRISPR, this piece of DNA, instead of
just simply degrades, forms a functional extrachromosomal circular
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DNA in cells [69]. This discovery expands the genome engineering
applications of CRISPR. A better understanding of how DBSs are
repaired in cells, the outcome of editing loci, and even the faith of
the deleted DNA or genes by CRISPR will continue to contribute
to evolutions of the CRISPR gene editing.
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Chapter 3

Rapid Quantitative Evaluation of CRISPR Genome Editing
by TIDE and TIDER

Eva Karina Brinkman and Bas van Steensel

Abstract

Current genome editing tools enable targeted mutagenesis of selected DNA sequences in many species.
However, the efficiency and the type of introduced mutations by the genome editing method are largely
dependent on the target site. As a consequence, the outcome of the editing operation is difficult to predict.
Therefore, a quick assay to quantify the frequency of mutations is vital for a proper assessment of genome
editing actions. We developed two methods that are rapid, cost-effective, and readily applicable: (1) TIDE,
which can accurately identify and quantify insertions and deletions (indels) that arise after introduction of
double strand breaks (DSBs); (2) TIDER, which is suited for template-mediated editing events including
point mutations. Both methods only require a set of PCR reactions and standard Sanger sequencing runs.
The sequence traces are analyzed by the TIDE or TIDER algorithm (available at https://tide.nki.nl or
https://deskgen.com). The routine is easy, fast, and provides much more detailed information than current
enzyme-based assays. TIDE and TIDER accelerate testing and designing of DSB-based genome editing
strategies.

Key words CRISPR-Cas, Genome editing, Indel mutation, Mutagenesis, DNA mutational analysis/
methods, Sanger sequencing, Web tool, Algorithm

1 Introduction

CRISPR-based systems are popular and widely used for genome
editing in the field of molecular biology. CRISPR endonuclease
Cas9 introduces a DSB into the genomic DNA with high precision.
Due to the error-prone repair mechanisms of the cell, this often
results in insertions or deletions at the targeted site [1]. This is
exploited to make functional knock-outs of specific genes and
regulatory elements [2–4]. Alternatively, to gain more control
over the nature of the mutations, strategies have been developed
that introduce small nucleotide changes around a precisely targeted
site by using a donor template [5, 6]. In the latter approach the
genomic DNA around the DSB break is replaced by the DNA of
the donor template through homology-directed repair (HDR),
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resulting in the introduction of a designed mutation with high
accuracy [7, 8]. This precise editing creates the possibility to gen-
erate and study specific disease-causing nucleotide variants
[6, 9]. Typically, one starts with a homogeneous cell line and
ends up with a pool of cells with a complex mix of indels and/or
designer mutations [10–12]. To study a mutation of interest, clonal
mutant lines need to be isolated from the cell pool. Because this is a
very labor-intensive process it is important to know a priori the
efficiency in which the desired mutation(s) have been introduced.
However, a complicating factor is that the efficacy of the program-
mable nucleases can vary dramatically depending on the sequence
that is targeted. In addition, different cell types have a varying
performance in transfection capability. These factors make the effi-
cacy of CRISPR experiment difficult to predict. For this reason it is
usually necessary to test several guide RNAs (gRNAs) that lead the
endonuclease to the site of interest. This is even more critical when
a template-directed strategy is applied, which often has a low effi-
ciency because HDR repair pathways are generally less active than
error-prone non-templated repair [10, 12]. Hence, a quick and easy
assay to estimate the frequencies of the diverse introduced muta-
tions in the cell pool is of key importance.

We developed two methods that can accurately quantify the
efficiency of either indels or template-directed mutations in a pool
of cells. Both methods are rapid and cost-effective. The method
TIDE (Tracking of Indels by DEcomposition) identifies and quan-
tifies indels. It requires only a pair of standard Sanger sequence
traces of two PCR products [13]. The sequence traces are then
analyzed using an easy-to-use web tool. Note that TIDE can only
detect overall indel frequencies, but not nucleotide substitutions or
specifically designed indels. For the latter purpose we developed
TIDER (Tracking of Insertions, DEletions, and Recombination
events) [14]. This method can estimate the incorporation frequency
of template-directed mutations, including point mutations, and
distinguish them from a background of additional indels that origi-
nate from competing erroneous repair pathways. Although TIDER
can also quantify indels alone, TIDE is slightly simpler to implement
and therefore more suited for the assessment of non-templated
editing experiments. The corresponding web tools for both TIDE
and TIDER are freely accessible at http://tide.nki.nl.

2 Materials

2.1 Guide RNA

Design

TIDE and TIDER are suitable for any species in which genomic
editing experiments can be performed. CRISPR guide RNAs can
be designed using various online design web tools (e.g., http://
crispr.mit.edu/, https://chopchop.rc.fas.harvard.edu/, https://
www.deskgen.com/).
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2.2 DNA Purification

Buffers and Solutions

Usually, 1–3 days after transfection genomic DNA is isolated.
Genomic DNA of a minimum of 1000 cells should be isolated to
get a comprehensive sampling of the complexity of the mutations
that are introduced by the repair of the CRISPR-Cas9 double
strand break. A standard genomic DNA isolation Kit (e.g., BioLine
ISOLATE II Genomic DNA Kit) can be used according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. DNA can also be isolated with the proto-
col for isolation of high-molecular-weight DNA from mammalian
cells using proteinase K and phenol/chloroform extraction [15].

2.3 PCR

Amplification

of Control

and Experimental

Sample DNA

PCR reactions are carried out with primers surrounding the
expected break site. We advise to amplify and sequence a stretch
of DNA 500–1500 bp enclosing the designed editing site. The
projected break site should be located preferably ~200 bp down-
stream from the sequencing start site.

1. Genomic DNA.

2. PCR primers (see Note 1).

3. PCR master mix (example makes 50 μL):

21-� μL H2O

2 μL Primer a (10 μM stock)

2 μL Primer b (10 μM stock)

� μL Genomic DNA (~50 ng)

25 μL 2� pre-mix of buffer, Taq polymerase, and dNTPs
(e.g., BioLine MyTaq)

4. PCR program:

Step Temperature Time (min:s) Number of cycles

Initial denaturation 95 �C 1:00 1

Denaturation 95 �C 0:15 25–30�
Annealing 55–58 �C 0:15
Extension 72 �C 0:10

Final extension 72 �C 1:00

4 �C Hold

5. Check an aliquot of the PCR product on 1–2% agarose gel. A
sharp single band should be visible.

6. Purify the PCR product using a kit according to manufacturer’s
instructions (e.g., BioLine ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit).
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2.4 Two-Step PCR

Amplification

of Reference DNA

(TIDER Only)

1. Genomic DNA.

2. PCR primers (see Notes 2 and 3).

3. PCR master mix (example makes 50 μL):

PCR mix1 PCR mix2

21-� μL H2O H2O

2 μL Primer a (10 μM stock) Primer d (10 μM stock)

2 μL Primer c (10 μM stock) Primer b (10 μM stock)

� μL Genomic DNA (~50 ng) Genomic DNA (~50 ng)

25 μL 2� pre-mix of buffer, Taq
polymerase, and dNTPs
(e.g., BioLine MyTaq)

2� pre-mix of buffer

4. PCR program:

Step Temperature Time (min:s) Number of cycles

Initial denaturation 95 �C 1:00 1

Denaturation 95 �C 0:15 25�
Annealing 55–58 �C 0:15
Extension 72 �C 0:10

Final extension 72 �C 1:00
4 �C Hold

5. Purify PCR product using kit and manufacture instructions
(e.g., BioLine ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit).

6. Anneal the following two PCR products for 1 min 95 �C, cool
down to 20 �C (0.1 degrees/s).

48 μL Annealing buffer (¼10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA)

1 μL PCR mix1

1 μL PCR mix2

7. Extend the annealed products and amplify the joined product.

18 μL H2O

2 μL Primer a (10 μM stock)

2 μL Primer b (10 μM stock)

3 μL Annealed oligo mix

25 μL 2� pre-mix of buffer, Taq polymerase, and dNTPs (e.g., BioLine
MyTaq)
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8. PCR program:

Step Temperature Time (min:s) Number of cycles

Initial denaturation 95 �C 1:00 1

Denaturation 95 �C 0:15 25�
Annealing 55–58 �C 0:15
Extension 72 �C 0:10

Final extension 72 �C 1:00

4 �C Hold

9. Check the PCR product on 1–2% agarose gel. A sharp single
band should be visible.

10. Purify the PCR product using a kit and manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (e.g., BioLine ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit).

2.5 Sanger

Sequencing

We strongly recommend that all PCR products (control, experi-
mental sample(s), and for TIDER also the reference) are sequenced
in parallel. Purified PCR samples are prepared for Sanger sequenc-
ing with the following protocol or can be send for commercial
Sanger sequencing.

1. Purified PCR samples (100 ng).

2. PCR primers. Similar primers as in Subheading 2.3 can be used
(see Notes 1 and 3).

3. PCR master mix (example makes 20 μL):

15.5-� μL H2O

0.5 μL Primer a or primer b (10 μM stock)

� μL Purified PCR samples (100 ng)

4 μL BigDye (e.g., BigDye® terminator v3.1 of Applied Biosystems)

PCR program:

Step Temperature Time (min:s) Number of cycles

Initial denaturation 96 �C 1:00 1

Denaturation 96 �C 0:30 30�
Annealing 50 �C 0:15
Extension 60 �C 4:00

4 �C Hold
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4. Samples are analyzed by a Sanger sequence instrument (e.g.,
Applied Biosystems 3730 � l DNA Analyzer). Sequence trace
files must be saved in .ab1 or .scf format.

2.6 Equipment 1. Cell counter.

2. Microcentrifuge.

3. PCR cycler.

4. Nanodrop.

2.7 Software The TIDE and TIDER web tools are both available at https://tide.
nki.nl or https://deskgen.com.

3 Methods

3.1 Control

and Experimental

Sample Generation

For both methods genomic DNA is isolated from the cell pool that
was transfected with the nuclease or guide RNA alone (control) and
from cells exposed to both Cas9 and guide RNA (experimental
sample). For TIDER the experimental sample is also
co-transfected with the donor template. Then a region of about
500–1500 base pairs around the target site is amplified by PCR
from DNA of the control and experimental sample (Fig. 1a, b).
Next, the PCR amplicons are subjected to conventional Sanger
sequencing. In the PCR product of the experimental sample, the
sequence trace may consist of a combination of multiple sequences
derived from unmodified DNA and DNA that has acquired a
mutation (Fig. 2a).

3.2 Reference

Sample Generation

(TIDER Only)

TIDER is required for genome editing experiments in the presence
of a donor template. In addition to the control and experimental
sample trace (see Subheading 3.1), TIDER requires one extra San-
ger sequencing trace called “reference.” The reference is similar to
the control sequence, except that it carries the desired base pair
changes as designed in the donor template (Fig. 2e). There are two
paths to obtain the reference sequence as described below.

The reference sequence can be easily created in a 2-step PCR
protocol based on site-directed mutagenesis [16]. Here, two addi-
tional primers are required that overlap and carry the desired muta-
tion(s) (mutated primers c, d, which are reverse complement of
each other) (Fig. 1c). These primers are used in combination with
the primers used for the amplification of the control and experi-
mental sample (control primers a, b). The control forward primer a
is combined with the reverse mutated primer c and the forward
mutated primer d with the control reverse primer b, resulting in
two PCR amplicons that incorporate the designed mutations. Then
the two amplicons are denatured and hybridized at the comple-
mentary ends in an annealing reaction. The second PCR uses the
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annealing mixture as a template and the control forward and reverse
(primers a and b) as primers. This PCR starts with an extension step
followed by exponential amplification. This results in a PCR prod-
uct carrying the designed mutations (see Notes 2 and 3).

Alternatively, the reference DNA can be ordered as synthesized
DNA. The design should include a similar DNA code as the PCR
product of the control sample, except that it should carry the
designed mutation(s) as in the donor template. The annealing
sequences for the forward and reverse primers (a, b) should also
be present in the synthesized fragment. Similar to the control and
test sample, the reference can be amplified with primer a, b (see
Note 3).

3.3 Web Tool The PCR products of the control, optional reference, and experi-
mental sample are processed by conventional Sanger sequencing.
The resulting sequence trace files (.ab1 or .scf format) are then
uploaded into the TIDE or TIDER web tool (both available at
http://tide.nki.nl and https://deskgen.com). In addition, a char-
acter string representing the guide RNA sequence (20 nt) is
required as input (see Notes 4 and 5). Then, the software will
perform several calculations. First, the guide RNA sequence is

primer a

primer b

sample = mixed pool

primer a

primer b

primer c

primer d

reference = designed mutations

primer a

primer b

primer a

primer b

control = wild type

mutations after DSB repair
designed bp changes

gDNA

PCR PCRPCR

mix, denature,
anneal, extend

PCR

+

PCR

TIDER

TIDE

a b c

Fig. 1 Method to generate the required input samples for TIDE and TIDER. Control and test samples can be
obtained by PCR using primers spanning the CRISPR target site (primers a, b). The reference sequence (TIDER
only) can be created in a similar way as site-directed mutagenesis [16] (see Subheading 3.2 for detailed
explanation)
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aligned to the control sequence in order to determine the position
of the expected Cas9 break site. Next, in all Sanger sequence traces
an alignment window is automatically selected that runs from
100 to 15 bp upstream of the break site. The sequence segment
in this window of the experimental sample (and the optional refer-
ence) is aligned to that of the control in order to determine any
offset between the sequence reads. Users may change the default
settings for these calculations, which is necessary when alignment
problems occur with these settings (see Notes 6 and 7). Subse-
quently, two output plots are generated: one plot that can help with
quality control and one that displays the indel/HDR spectrum.

3.4 Quality Control For generation of the quality control plot the signals of all
nucleotides: A, G, T, C at each position in the sequence file are
used. In general, each position in the sequence trace is represented
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Fig. 2 Overview of TIDE and TIDER algorithm. Due to imperfect repair (and repair by homology-directed repair
with a donor template) after cutting by a targeted nuclease, the DNA in the cell pool consists of a mixture of
indels (and designed mutations). The various introduced mutations in the pool are disentangled by TIDE or
TIDER. (a) TIDE requires as input a guide RNA sequence string and two sequences are required: (1) wild-type
control, (2) composite test sample. (b) For quality control the aberrant sequence signal is visualized in control
(black) and treated sample (green), the expected break site (vertical dotted line), region used for alignment
(pink bar), and the region used for decomposition (gray bar). A constant composite sequence signal is yielded
after the break site. (c) Trace decomposition yields the spectrum of indels with their frequencies. (d) In
presence ofþ1 insertions, the base composition is estimated. (e) Input files for TIDER are identical to TIDE and
one additional sequence file with designed mutations in the used donor template. (f) Quality plot showing only
the proportion of desired mutated nucleotide(s) as designed in donor template that is/are present in the control
(black) and treated sample (green). The region for alignment (pink bar) and decomposition (gray bar) as used in
TIDER are represented. (g and h) Decomposition gives the spectrum of indels (g) and the HDR events (h) with
their frequencies
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by one predominant nucleotide signal indicative of the actual nucle-
otide. The minor signals from the other three nucleotides are
normally considered as background. In TIDE(R) the percentage
of these aberrant nucleotides is plotted along the sequence trace of
the control and the experimental sample. Thus, a value of 0% at a
position indicates that the detected nucleotide does not differ from
the control sequence while a value of 100% indicates that the
expected nucleotide was not detected at all (and instead only one
or more of the other three nucleotides) (Fig. 2b). The percentages
of aberrant nucleotides in the control should be low along the
whole sequence trace. However, the experimental sample consists
of a mixture of multiple sequences due to the presence of indels and
possible point mutations. Around the break site the sequences start
to deviate from the control, which is visible with consistently ele-
vated signal of the aberrant sequence signal. Note that there is a
25% chance that an identical nucleotide in a mutated sequence is
found as is present in the control sequence at the same position,
because there are only 4 different nucleotides available. This plot
allows the user to visually inspect the sequence deviation caused by
the targeted nuclease and enables to verify the alignments and
quality of the data. It is important to confirm that (1) the break
site is located as expected, (2) the aberrant signal is only increasing
around the break site and (3) remains elevated downstream of the
break site. The sequence trace downstream of the break site is
decomposed into its individual sequence components. The region
used for this purpose is marked as the decomposition window. All
parameters in TIDE(R) have default settings but can be adjusted if
necessary. The user can interactively change the alignment and
decomposition windows. Choosing a different decomposition win-
dow is often a remedy to circumvent locally poor sequence traces,
which should be avoided (see Notes 8–10).

For TIDER two additional quality plots are generated. In one,
the aberrant signal of the reference trace compared to the control
trace is plotted. This can be used to verify whether the designed
mutation(s) is/are present at the expected location. In the second
one, the percentage of the designed mutation(s) present in the
experimental sample is plotted, representing the relative incorpora-
tion of the donor template (Fig. 2f).

3.5 Mutation

Detection by

Decomposition

For the detection of individual mutations with the corresponding
frequencies, the TIDE and TIDER software perform a decomposi-
tion of the mixed sequence signal in the experimental sample. This
composite sequence trace is a linear combination of the wild type
(control) and the mutated sequences. For TIDE, the decomposi-
tion is performed on a sequence segment downstream of the break
site. As a rule of thumb, the larger the decomposition window
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is chosen, the more robust the estimation of mutations is (see
Note 9). To perform the decomposition, a set of sequence trace
models are generated that contain all possible indels of size {0..n}
(n is by default set to 10). The models are derived from the control
trace and contain all nucleotide peak signals of the decomposition
window shifted by the appropriate number of positions to the left
or right. A wild-type trace (shift 0) is also added as a model. Then,
using non-negative linear modeling the combination of trace mod-
els that can best explain the composite sequence trace in the experi-
mental sample is determined (Fig. 2c) (seeNote 11). AnR2 value is
calculated as a measure of the goodness of fit (seeNotes 10 and 12),
and the statistical significance of the detection of each indel is
calculated.

For TIDER the mutation detection is more complex. It is
mandatory that the decomposition window in TIDER covers the
location of the designed mutation(s) in the donor template (see
Notes 9 and 13). In contrast to TIDE, the decomposition window
of TIDER spans by default only 100 bp. In case only few base pair
changes are introduced, the sequence with the designed mutation
will be very similar to the wild-type sequence. The smaller decom-
position window of TIDER emphasizes the difference between the
control and reference better. Simulations of all possible insertions
and deletions are generated from the control file and placed in a
decomposition matrix together with the control and reference.
Subsequently, decomposition of the experimental sample is per-
formed thereby choosing the best combination of the models in
the decomposition matrix. This results in an estimation of the
incorporation frequency of template-directed mutation(s) and dis-
tinguishes these from the background of indels that are introduced
by error-prone repair (see Note 14).

The reliability of TIDE and TIDER depends on the quality of
the input samples (see Note 15). For an accurate TIDE
(R) estimation it is recommended that (1) R2 > 0.9 and (2) aber-
rant signals upstream of the break site are below 10% in the quality
plot. This applies to all files: control, reference, and experimental
sample. To verify the results the samples can be sequenced from the
opposite strand (see Note 13).

3.6 Sequence

Determination

of the þ1 Insertion

(TIDE Only)

During repair of CRISPR-Cas9 a single base pair is frequently
inserted at one of the DNA ends of the break [13, 17, 18]. TIDE
provides an estimate of the base composition of this insertion. This
may be of interest if one wishes to obtain a particular sequence
variant (Fig. 2d). For longer insertions this base calling is compu-
tationally complicated and currently not implemented.
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4 Notes

1. Primer design recommendations for control and experimental
sample. Primers a, b need to cover the CRISPR target site.
The length of the PCR product can vary, but there should be
at least >50 bp up- and downstream of the break site for the
alignment (see Notes 6 and 7) and decomposition windows
respectively (see Note 9).

2. Primer design recommendations for reference sample. Primer c, d
should carry the designed mutation(s) as present in the donor
template (see Subheading 3.2, Note 3). It is advised to include
at least 10 complementary nucleotides on the 30 side of the
mutation(s).

3. Donor plasmid contamination in isolated genomic DNA.
Potentially, a donor template that was transfected into the
cells could co-purify with genomic DNA and be co-amplified
in the PCR if it contains the primer sequences. This could result
in an overestimation of the HDR events. This is generally not a
problem with short ssODN donors, but with plasmid tem-
plates with long homology arms the primers a, b should be
chosen outside of these homology arms. Alternatively, the
donor plasmid may be cleared from the cells by a few passages
of culturing.

4. Nuclease type. TIDE(R) is currently designed for regular Cas9.
But it can be used to analyze data from another nuclease, by
entering in the web tool the DNA sequence around the
expected cut site. The TIDE(R) web tool assumes that the
DSB is induced between nucleotides 17 and 18 of the guide
RNA sequence string (Fig. 3f). Note that if the exact break-
point is unknown, TIDE will estimate the amount of the indels
correctly, but the nucleotide composition of the þ1 insertion
will not be reliable. TIDER will only work when the exact
cutting position is known and when the nuclease is a blunt
cutter.

5. No guide RNA match. Sometimes a mismatch occurs in the
control sequence at the location of the sgRNA. This will stop
the TIDE(R) analysis. In this case, edit the base annotation in
the chromatogram file into IUPAC nucleotides of the expected
control sequence (Fig. 3g). The peak signals in the chromato-
gram should not be altered. Viewing and editing of chromato-
gram files can be performed with Snapgene or Chromas
software.

6. Alignment cannot be performed. By default, the alignment
window begins at nucleotide number 100, because the first
part of the sequence read tends to be of low quality. The end
of the alignment window is set automatically at 15 bp upstream
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of the break site. When this window is too small or when the
break site is located upstream of nucleotide 100, the alignment
cannot be performed correctly. Then the start of the alignment
window should be set manually closer to nucleotide number
1 (Fig. 3c).

7. Incorrect alignment. When the beginning of the sequence trace
is of poor quality, the alignment function can make a mistake.
This results in a quality plot with a high aberrant sequence
signal along the whole length of the sequence trace (Fig. 3d).
The aberrant sequence signal should only increase around the
expected cut site (blue dashed line). In case of poor alignment,
the start of the alignment window needs to be adjusted until a
proper alignment is achieved (default of 100).

8. Quality plot recommendations. In the experimental sample,
around the break site a consistently elevated signal is expected,
which is due to indels introduced at the break site. The starting
position of this elevated signal may be used to verify that breaks
were induced at the expected location. The control trace
should have a low and equally distributed aberrant sequence
signal along the whole trace. The reference trace in the case of
TIDER should only have high scores at the positions of the
altered nucleotides. Fluctuations in the control and reference
signal reflect local variation in the quality of the sequence trace.
Near the end of the sequencing traces the aberrant signal is
often high, typically due to the lower quality of the trace
toward the end (Fig. 3a). When a sequence stretch of poor
local quality is present in the decomposition window the calcu-
lations of TIDE(R) are compromised. The boundaries of the
decomposition window can be manually adjusted to remove
the region that is of low quality; this will improve the estima-
tions. Another area to avoid in the decomposition window is a
stretch of repetitive sequences. These regions can be recog-
nized in the quality plot as a sudden stretch without aberrant
nucleotides (Fig. 3b). Such region might confound the decom-
position of the sequence trace.

9. Decomposition window recommendations. For TIDE, the
default decomposition window spans the entire sequence
trace from the break site until the end of the sequence minus
the size of the maximum indel. When the boundaries of the
decomposition window cannot fulfill this constraint, the soft-
ware will report that the boundaries are not acceptable. For
example, this can occur when the break site is too close to the
end of sequence trace. To address this, the decomposition
window boundaries should be set further apart or a smaller
indel size should be chosen. Alternatively, new primers have to
be designed according to Note 1. For TIDER the decomposi-
tion window is by default 20 bp upstream of the break to 80 bp
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downstream from the break. This smaller window compared to
TIDE has more discriminatory power for subtle designed base
pair changes.

10. Goodness of fit. R2 is a measure for the reliability of the esti-
mated values. For example, if theR2 value is 0.95, it means that
95% of the variance can be explained by the model; the remain-
der 5% consists of random noise, very large indels,
non-templated point mutations, and possibly more complex
mutations. Decomposition results with a lowR2 must be inter-
preted with caution. A low R2 can be caused when the settings
are not optimal or when the sequence quality is not good (see
Note 15). A low R2 value can also arise when a sequence
stretch with a poor local quality is present in the decomposition
window (see Note 8). Furthermore, the presence of indels
larger than the maximum indel size that is considered can affect
theR2 (default of 10). By default these are not modeled, which
may result in a low R2 score. The size range of indels that are
modeled can be manually changed to larger number to test if
this improves the fit (Fig. 3e).

11. Allele-specific indels. The different bars in the plot represent the
insertions, deletions, and/or template-directed mutations in
the cell population. These mutations are not specific of an
allele. To determine allele-specific information a cell clone
needs to be isolated and analyzed again by TIDE(R). A diploid
cell gives a percentage of ~50% per mutation.

12. Overall efficiency. The overall efficiency refers to the estimated
total fraction of DNA with mutations around the break site. It
is calculated as R2 � 100% wild type.

13. Distal designed mutations. It has been reported that the incor-
poration of donor template sequence is less efficient when the
designed point mutations are further away from the break site
[19]. This often leads to a variation in incorporation frequently
of the distal and proximal designed mutations as can be
observed in the quality plots. Such a situation may confound
TIDER estimates. The decomposition window can be
restricted to either the proximal or the distal mutations to
resolve the individual efficiencies.

14. Natural versus designed mutations. In general, TIDER is able
to discriminate “naturally” occurring deletions and insertions
from templated “designed” indels. Only in the presence of a
small designed deletion (�1, �2) near the expected break site
the designed mutation may be underestimated [14]. In case
the designed mutation consists of an insertion larger than þ1,
TIDER does not consider natural insertions of the same size,
because the decomposition becomes less robust. This is gener-
ally acceptable, because natural insertions larger than þ1 are
rarely observed [13, 17].
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15. Poor sequence quality. When the sequence has poor quality
overall, TIDE(R) will yield poor results with a low R2 value
(see Note 10) since too much noise is present in the data. The
quality plot will show an overall high aberrant sequence signal
in the control (the reference) and the experimental sample,
before and after the break site (seeNote 8). It is recommended
to check the chromatograms of the samples (Fig. 3h) for poor
sequencing quality. If so, these samples cannot be analyzed
reliably by TIDE(R). Note that sometimes the peak signals in
the chromatogram appear normal, but the file can contain
wrongly unannotated or additional annotated nucleotides
(Fig. 3i). TIDE(R) gives a warning when the spacing between
the nucleotides in the chromatogram of the sequence trace is
not consistent, which is often an indication for wrongly unan-
notated or additional annotated nucleotides. In case of this
warning, the chromatograms should be carefully investigated
(use Snapgene or Chromas software).
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Chapter 4

Fast and Quantitative Identification of Ex Vivo Precise
Genome Targeting-Induced Indel Events by IDAA

Saskia König, Zhang Yang, Hans Heugh Wandall, Claudio Mussolino,
and Eric Paul Bennett

Abstract

Recent developments in gene targeting methodologies such as ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9 have
revolutionized approaches for gene modifications in cells, tissues, and whole animals showing great promise
for translational applications. With regard to CRISPR/Cas9, a variety of repurposed systems have been
developed to achieve gene knock-out, base editing, targeted knock-in, gene activation/repression, epige-
netic modulation, and locus-specific labeling. A functional communality of all CRISPR/Cas9 applications is
the gRNA-dependent targeting specificity of the Cas9/gRNA complex that, for gene knock-out
(KO) purposes, has been shown to dictate the indel formation potential. Therefore, the objective of a
CRISPR/Cas9 KO set up is to identify gRNA designs that enable maximum out-of-frame insertion and/or
deletion (indel) formation and thus, gRNA design becomes a proxy for optimal functionality of CRISPR/
Cas9 KO and repurposed systems. To this end, validation of gRNA functionality depends on efficient,
accurate, and sensitive identification of indels induced by a given gRNA design. For in vitro indel profiling
themost commonly usedmethods are based on amplicon size discrimination or sequencing. Indel detection
by amplicon analysis (IDAA™) is an alternative sensitive, fast, and cost-efficient approach ideally suited for
profiling of indels induced by Cas9/gRNAwith similar sensitivity, specificity, and resolution, down to single
base discrimination, as the preferred next-generation sequencing-based indel profilingmethodologies. Here
we provide a protocol that is based on complexed Cas9/gRNA RNPs delivered to primary peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated fromhealthy individuals followed by quantitative IDAA indel profiling.
Importantly, the protocol described benefits from a short “sample-to-data” turnaround time of less than 5 h.
Thus, this protocol describes a methodology that provides a suitable and effective solution to validate and
quantify the extent of ex vivo CRISPR/Cas9 targeting in primary cells.

Key words Indel detection by amplicon analysis (IDAA™), NGS, Ex vivo precise genome targeting,
PBMCs, Indel “finger print”, Primary cells, CD34+, CRISPR/Cas9, RNP, Synthetic gRNA,
ProfileIt™

1 Introduction

Precise genome targeting events mediated by designer nucleases
(DNs) such as CRISPR/Cas9, zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), tran-
scription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), or

Yonglun Luo (ed.), CRISPR Gene Editing: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1961,
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meganucleases (MNs) [1] induce formation of double-strand DNA
breaks (DSBs) that are mostly repaired by the cellular error-prone
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway [2] leaving small
insertions or deletions (indels) or a combination of both at the
repaired DSB site. The simplicity and efficiency of gene editing
methodologies make them ideally suited to be employed for inacti-
vation of gene function in any cellular context. By definition, indels
are less than 1 kb in length while larger sized indels are referred to as
copy number variants [3]. In the context of DN-induced indels,
their sizes are commonly smaller than 30 bp. However, indel
formation is a complex process guided not only by the nature of
the induced DSB (blunt or staggered) but also by the primary
targeted sequence that may contain microhomology regions
driving the repair process [4]. Notwithstanding, the use of DN
based on the widely used S. pyogenes Cas9 (in the following referred
to as Cas9) generally results in predominant single base indels
[5–9], which imposes important requirements to the indel detec-
tion methodology used [10, 11]. The ability to detect indels is
relatively new, and “gold standards” for indel detection are not
yet established [3]. Up to now, indel detection has primarily been
accomplished by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) followed by
direct size discrimination by electrophoretic or sequence-based
methodologies [10]. Regarding the latter, indel detection by
next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches has been widely
adopted. However, the choice of sequencing platform can have a
profound effect on indel detection accuracy and heavily depends on
technically challenging bioinformatic alignment analysis of the mas-
sive amount of output sequence data generated [3, 12, 13]. In this
context, a critical issue is how to evaluate the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of indel detection by NGS. While each of the different NGS
platforms, including the various bioinformatic algorithms used, has
strengths and limitations, a common issue is the lack of “gold
standards” for detection and annotation. In short of such reference
standards, it is difficult to assess the indel detection sensitivity and
specificity of a given NGS assays. Manual review of NGS indel calls
is laborious and time consuming. With increasing application of
NGS methods for evaluation of editing events in the context of
precise genome targeting, rigorous and standardized methods for
indel detection that do not require extensive manual review will be
required. To this end the recently described TIDE [14] and ICE-D
methodologies [15] have provided an alternative sequencing solu-
tion to NGS-based indel detection. These methods are however
based on Sanger sequencing which limits the indel detection sensi-
tivity to 5–10% [16, 17] and their sensitivity and resolution for
complex cell pool indel profiling still remains to be determined.
IDAA methodology [11] provides a fast and accurate alternative to
sequence-based indel detection (Fig. 1). IDAA depends neither on
laborious amplicon library preparation followed by NGS nor on
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extensive bioinformatic data deconvolution, but is based on abso-
lute unbiased and direct identification of fragments amplified from
individual indel events in a given sample. The simplicity of IDAA
enables cost-effective indel analysis, superior throughput, and
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Fig. 1 Schematic outline of the ex vivo IDAA indel profiling workflow. (a) Human
healthy donor PBMCs are isolated, cultured ex vivo (1) followed by CRISPR/Cas9
RNP delivery (2). (b) Designer nucleases precisely targeted to a defined genomic
locus introduce DNA DSBs that are repaired by cellular repair mechanisms and
result in indel formation at the targeted site. (c) Tri-primer amplification across
the targeted site by use of the universal fluorophore labeled FAMfor primer
enables uniform labeling of amplicons. (d) Fluorophore labeled amplicons are
analyzed by capillary electrophoretic fragment analysis, followed by quantitative
indel identification by ProfileIt™. The illustration depicts the indel “finger print,”
with WT/unmodified amplicon peak shown in yellow and indels out-of-frame or
in-frame shown in blue and white respectively
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importantly with quantitative detection and sensitivity similar to
NGS [8, 10] (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The core of IDAA is based on
two simple principles: a tri-primer amplicon labeling step that
allows for uniform fluorophore amplicon labeling (Fig. 1) and
standard capillary electrophoretic analysis of labeled amplicons
using commonly available standard sequenator instrumentation.
The complete turnaround time for IDAA is 4–5 h from targeted
cell sample preparation to quantitative indel profiling. IDAAs high-
throughput amenability has been described for in vitro cell line
engineering and Cas9-induced germline indel transmission rates
estimation in whole animals [7–9, 18]. This protocol focuses on
the use of IDAA for indel profiling of primary human cells manipu-
lated ex vivo, with particular emphasis on its applicability as an indel
profiling step in ex vivo gene editing applications [19] (Fig. 3). In
addition, by comparing the indel profiles of the same gRNA in a
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Fig. 2 Comparative profiles for indel detection of a sample by NGS and IDAA™/ProfileIt™ quantitative
analysis. (a) MiSeq NGS profile of amplicons derived from a cell lysate 2 days post COSMC Cas9 nucleofection
as previously described [11]. The five most dominant indel events are labeled 1–5 with indication of
unmodified wild type peak (WT). (b) IDAA profile derived from analysis of the same cell lysate as displayed
in (a), analyzed by GeneMapper software (ThermoScientific, USA), and with labeling of the same dominant
indel events. (c) Depicts the indel “finger print” of the same IDAA sample as shown in panel A and B, but
analyzed by ProfileIt™, with quantification of the five most dominant indels shown as % of total indels
including unmodified/WT product (shown in yellow) and with all out-of-frame indels shown in blue. The
quantitative results for the profile shown are presented in Table 1
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Table 1
ProfileIt quantification of indels shown in Figs. 2c and 3

Figure WT/bp Total/%
Out-of-
frame/%

First
indel/%

Second
indel/%

Third
indel/%

Fourth
indel/%

Fifth
indel/%

2c 339 62.2 59.6 +1/32.0 �4/10.6 �8/4.3 �11/2.9 �1/2.1

3a (lower) 431 38.3 34.6 +1/29.3 �13/2.5 �279/2.1 �21/1.6 �16/1.4

3b (upper) 431 76.5 67.2 +1/44.5 �1/5.0 +2/4.3 �279/3.9 �16/3.8

3b (lower) 431 66.7 54.5 +1/25.1 �1/7.6 �16/6.7 �32/6.1 �21/5.5

3c (upper) 431 66.3 34.5 �15/13.1 �5/6.9 1/5.2 �1/5.0 �12/4.2

3c (lower) 431 89.0 42.3 �5/27.9 �15/22.0 �3/7.0 �6/5.4 �12/5.1

NB! 5 most frequent indel events are given as % relative to total indels, including unmodified allele

Fig. 3 IDAA™/ProfileIt™ analysis of ex vivo delivered Cas9 RNP to human cells. An in vitro transcribed gRNA
(gRNA #1) and two different synthetic gRNA designs (synCCR5 gRNA #1 and #2), targeting the human CCR5
between the corresponding amino acids 80 and 120, were complexed with Cas9 and delivered to K562 cell
line, isolated donor PBMCs, or purified CD34+ cells respectively. (a) Depicts the indel “finger print” from
in vitro transcribed gRNA#1, as described in the protocol, complexed with Cas9 delivered to K562 cells (lower
panel). Out-of-frame indel formation monitored three days post nucleofection as compared to untreated K562
cells (upper panel) of 34.6% was achieved. (b) Depicts the indel “finger print” derived from RNP complexed
with synCCR5 gRNA#1 delivered to PBMCs isolated from different human healthy donors (A or B). Similar indel
profiles (“indel finger prints”) are observed three days post nucleofection in PBMCs from two different donors,
marked by black arrow heads. Relative difference in WT allele presence is attributed to differences in
nucleofection efficiency. (c) Depicts the indel “finger print” from RNP complexed with synCCR5 gRNA#2
delivered either to PBMCs or CD34+ cells isolated from the same human healthy donor A. Similar indel “finger
prints” are observed 3 days post nucleofection in PBMCs and CD34+ cells. Relative difference in WT allele
presence is attributed to differences in nucleofection efficiency. In the three panels, the quantification of the
five most dominant indels is shown as % of total indels including unmodified/WT product (shown in yellow)
and out-of-frame indel % is indicated and the respective indels shown in blue. Indel quantification for all
profiles shown can be found in Table 1
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human cell line and primary cells, we show that the indel profile
serves as an “finger print” that is strictly dependent on gRNA
design and on the target sequence.

2 Materials

2.1 Primary Human

PBMC Isolation and

Culture

1. Leukocyte reduction system (LRS) chamber containing the
blood sample for further processing.

2. 50 mL Falcon Conical Centrifuge Tubes.

3. PBS.

4. T75 Tissue Culture Flasks.

5. Biocoll Separating Solution (Biochrom, Berlin, Germany).

6. RPMI 1640 with GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wal-
tham, USA) + 10% FCS (PAA, Pasching, Austria).

7. Human interleukin 2 improved sequence (IL-2 IS), premium
grade (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).

8. Tissue culture plates.

9. NucleoCounter NC250 (ChemoMetec, Allerod, Denmark) or
similar device.

10. Humidified incubator at 37 �C and 5% CO2.

2.2 Thawing and

Activation of Primary

Human PBMCs

1. Primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs;
see Note 1).

2. RPMI 1640 with GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wal-
tham, USA) + 10% FCS.

3. Human T cell activation kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Glad-
bach, Germany).

4. Human interleukin 2 improved sequence (IL-2 IS), premium
grade (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).

5. Anti-CD25 antibody, human (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Glad-
bach, Germany).

6. Tissue culture plates.

7. NucleoCounter NC250 (ChemoMetec, Allerod, Denmark) or
similar device.

8. DynaMag15 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) or similar.

9. Humidified incubator at 37 �C and 5% CO2.

2.3 PCR-Template

Preparation for In Vitro

Transcription of the

gRNA Targeting the

Human CCR5 Gene

1. Eukaryotic expression vectors containing a U6-driven gRNA
targeting the gene of interest (e.g., gRNA#1 or gRNA#2 used
in this study, targeting the human CCR5 coding sequence
between the corresponding amino acids 80 and 120). As an
example use the MLM3636 Addgene, cat. no. 43860 for clon-
ing the desired gRNA.
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2. Forward and reverse oligonucleotides (100 μM; see Note 2).

3. Q5® Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase and 5� Q5
Reaction Buffer (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, USA).

4. 10 mM dNTP Solution Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich,
USA).

5. QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).

6. RNaseZAP (Sigma, St. Louis, USA).

7. Nuclease-free water (Ambion, Austin, USA).

8. 10 mg/mL ethidium bromide (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany).

9. 6� Orange Loading dye: 100 mg Orange G (Roth, Karlsruhe,
Germany), 10 mLGlycerol, 40 mL dH2O. Aliquot and store at
�20 �C.

10. Agarose.

11. TAE gel running buffer: 40 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 20 mM
acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA.

12. RNase free 1.5 mL safe-lock tubes (Eppendorf, Hamburg,
Germany).

13. PCR Cycler.

14. Nanodrop1000 (PEQLAB, Erlangen, Germany) or other
DNA quantification device.

15. Agarose gel electrophoresis apparatus.

16. Fusion FX (Vilber, Eberhardzell, Germany) or other UV
imager.

17. Benchtop centrifuge.

2.4 In Vitro

Transcription and

Purification

1. HiScribe T7 High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, USA).

2. DNase I 2000 units/mL (Rnase free; New England Biolabs,
Ipswich, USA).

3. MEGAclear Transcription Clean-Up Kit (Ambion, Austin,
USA).

4. DEPC-treated water.

5. 10� TBE buffer: 890 mM Tris, 890 mM boric acid, 20 mM
EDTA (see Note 3).

6. Urea.

7. Acrylamide 30% (29:1) (Biorad, Hercules, USA).

8. TEMED (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany).

9. APS (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany).

10. Low range ssRNA ladder (New England Biolabs, Ipswich,
USA).
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11. 2� RNA loading dye (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, USA).

12. Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Vertical Electrophoresis Cell (Biorad,
Hercules, USA).

2.5 CRISPR-Cas9

Components Delivery

into PBMCs

1. Recombinant Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (spCas9) protein,
high concentration (PNA Bio, Thousand Oaks, USA).

2. In vitro transcribed gRNA from Subheading 2.4 or in alterna-
tive synthetic gRNA chemically modified to include 20-O-
methyl analogs and 30 phosphorothioate internucleotide lin-
kages at the first three 50 and 30 terminal RNA residues (e.g.,
Synthego CRISPRevolution sgRNA EZ Kit).

3. P3 Primary Cell 4D Nucleofector � kit (Lonza, Basel,
Switzerland).

4. 4D Nucleofector X device (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland).

5. Flow cytometry device such as the Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences,
Allschwil, Switzerland).

2.6 Cell Lysis and

DNA Extraction

1. CoboExtract DNA extraction solution (Cobo Technologies).

2.7 Tri-primer

IDAA PCR

1. FAMFOR, Fwd and Rev IDAA primers can be ordered in a kit
format from TAG Copenhagen (http://www.TAGC.com) or
custom-synthesized on a 10-nmol scale, desalted, or reverse-
phase column purified by standard oligo service providers (see
Note 4).

2. Design IDAA Fwd and Rev primers to amplify a 200–550 bp
product spanning the nuclease cut site using Primer3 or similar
software. Add the following 50 extension to the IDAA Fwd
primer: 50-AGCTGACCGGCAGCAAAATTG-30 (seeNote 5).

3. PCR plates, 96 wells.

4. Axygen 8-strip PCR tubes (Fischer Scientific).

5. Thermocycler with programmable temperature stepping func-
tionality, 96 wells, for tri-primer fluorophore labeling of ampli-
cons a Veriti Thermocycler is recommended or Eppendorf
Mastercycler with vapo.protect.

6. Benchtop microcentrifuge.

7. Eppendorf Thermomixer R, dry block heating and cooling
shaker.

8. Agarose gel electrophoresis system.

9. Novex XCell SureLock Mini-Cell.

10. Blue-light transilluminator and orange filter goggles.

11. TEMPase Hot Start DNA Polymerase with 10� ammonium
buffer and MgCl2 (Ampliqon).
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12. dNTP 100 mM (Ampliqon).

13. UltraPure DNase/RNase-free dH2O.

14. TAE buffer, 10�.

15. UltraPure agarose.

16. MassRuler Low Range DNA Ladder.

17. TrackIt CyanOrange loading buffer (Life Technologies).

18. SYBR Safe DNA Gel Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

2.8 Amplicon

Analysis by Capillary

Electrophoresis

1. A capillary electrophoresis instrument that supports denaturing
capillary electrophoresis (see Note 6).

2. Hi-Di Formamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

3. Prepare aliquots and store them at �20 �C for up to 3 months
(see Note 7).

4. GS500LIZ or GS600LIZ size standard (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

2.9 ProfileIT Indel

Profiling and

Quantification

1. ProfileIt™ software will work on any modern PC or mobile
device supporting one of the following web browsers: Google
Chrome 32+, Firefox 45+, Safari 10+, Microsoft Edge 12+.

2. License to Viking ProfileIt™ indel profiling software analysis
program (https://viking.sdu.dk/pages/software/profileit/).

3 Methods

3.1 Primary Human

PBMC Isolation and

Culture

Estimated time required: 5 h.

1. Transfer the blood sample from the leukocyte reduction system
(LRS) chamber to a 50 mL Falcon tube and note the volume
(see Note 8).

2. Wash the chamber with 30 mL PBS (PAN Biotech, Aidenbach,
Germany) by adding it directly to the cells in the 50 mL Falcon
and transfer the solution into a T75 culture flask.

3. Add 29 mL PBS for each 6 mL of cell suspension (seeNote 9).

4. Prepare 50 mL Falcon tubes with 15 mL of Biocoll (Biochrom,
Berlin, Germany) for the density gradient separation (see Note
10).

5. Carefully overlay Biocoll with 35 mL cell suspension and cen-
trifuge at 400 � g for 30 min at 20 �C (see Note 11).

6. Discard the supernatant and transfer the cellular layer into a
new 50 mL Falcon tube.

7. For washing, fill up to 50 mL with PBS and centrifuge at
300 � g for 10 min at 20 �C.
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8. Discard the supernatant and repeat the washing step once.

9. Resuspend the pellet of freshly isolated human PBMC in
40 mL PBS and determine the cells concentration using a
Nucleocounter or a similar device.

10. Use the cells immediately for further experiments or freeze
them down in FCS + 10% DMSO and store cells in liquid
nitrogen in appropriate aliquots.

11. Prepare a suitable amount of culture medium (RPMI 1640
with GlutaMAX, 10% FCS, 50 U/mL IL-2).

12. Culture PBMCs in the freshly prepared medium from Sub-
heading Subheading 3.1, step 11 and keep the cells at a con-
centration not lower than 2 � 106 cells/mL and
1.3 � 106 cells/cm2 at 37 �C with 5% CO2.

3.2 Thawing and

Activation of Primary

Human PBMCs

Estimated time required: 1 h.

1. To metabolically activate PBMCs prepare CD2, CD3, and
CD28 coupled magnetic beads according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions and store at 4 �C. The final beads concen-
tration is 1 � 108 beads/mL (see Notes 12 and 13).

2. If using freshly isolated PBMCs, proceed directly to step 4. If
using frozen PBMCs, before thawing them, prepare 9 mL pre-
warmed medium indicated in Subheading 3.1, step 11 and
thaw the cells in a 37 �C water bath.

3. Immediately add the cell solution into the prewarmedmedium.
Subsequently, centrifuge for 5 min at 300 � g and resuspend
the cells in an appropriate volume of medium, depending on
the estimated cell amount (see Note 14).

4. Determine the cells concentration using a cell counter or
equivalent device.

5. Take the required amount of beads based on the number of
PBMCs to be activated (cells:beads ratio of 2:1), and wash the
beads by gently resuspending them in 100–200 μL of medium.

6. Centrifuge at 300 � g for 5 min, discard the supernatant, and
resuspend the beads in a volume of medium corresponding to
the initial volume of the beads suspension. Add the beads to the
cells and seed them in the cell concentration mentioned above
(Subheading 3.1, step 12).

7. Incubate the cells at 37 �C with 5% CO2 for 3 days.

8. Monitor PBMCs activation via flow cytometry, using a device
such as Accuri C6, upon staining the cells with an anti-human
CD25 antibody (diluted 1:50) following manufacturer’s
instructions (see Note 15).
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9. After three days, remove beads using a commercially available
magnet system as the DynaMag15 (Invitrogen, see Note 16)
following manufacturer’s instructions. Determine the cell con-
centration and culture as suggested in Subheading 3.1, step 12
to recover the cells before nucleofection.

3.3 PCR-Template

Preparation for In Vitro

Transcription of the

gRNA Targeting the

Human CCR5 Gene

Estimated time required: 1 h.

1. Mix 1 μL of 10 μM forward and reverse primers (see Note 2)
with 1 μL of 10 mM dNTPs, 10 μL 5� Q5 Reaction Buffer,
0.5 μL Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase, 1 ng of
plasmid template, and fill up to 50 μL with nuclease-free water.
Cycling conditions: 30 s—98 �C, 30� (5 s—98 �C, 30 s—
69 �C, 20 s—72 �C), 2 min—72 �C (see Notes 17 and 18).

2. Check the PCR reaction on a 1% agarose gel in 1� TAE buffer
with ethidium bromide by mixing 3 μL of PCR reaction, 9 μL
water, and 2 μL 6� orange loading dye. Let the gel run for
30 min at 100 V and visualize with a UV light device.

3. If the reaction is successful, purify the rest of the PCR reaction
using QIAquick PCR Purification Kit and follow the manufac-
turer’s instructions (see Note 19).

4. Determine the DNA concentration using a Nanodrop or an
equivalent device.

5. The purified PCR amplicons can be used immediately for the
in vitro transcription or stored at �20 �C (see Note 21).

3.4 In Vitro

Transcription and

Purification

Estimated time required: 1 day.

1. Perform the in vitro transcription using the HiScribe T7 High
Yield RNA Synthesis Kit following the manufacturer’s protocol
for short transcripts (see Notes 18 and 20). Briefly, mix 1.5 μL
Reaction Buffer (10�), 1.5 μL ATP (100 mM), 1.5 μL UTP
(100 mM), 1.5 μL CTP (100 mM), 1.5 μL GTP (100 mM),
1.5 μL T7 RNA Polymerase Mix, 1 μg of PCR template from
Subheading 3.3, step 5 and fill up to 20 μL with nuclease-free
water. Incubate for at least 16 h overnight at 37 �C.

2. To remove the DNA amplicons add 70 μL H2O, 10 μL DNase
Buffer I, and 2 μL DNase I. Incubate for 15 min at 37 �C.

3. For purifying the gRNA use the MEGAclear Transcription
Clean-Up Kit and follow the manufacturer’s protocol (see
Notes 22–24).

4. Measure the concentration and check the quality of RNA with
a Nanodrop or equivalent device (seeNote 25) and aliquot the
gRNA in suitable amounts for later analysis. Store at �80 �C.
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5. As additional quality control the gRNAs can be visualized on a
denaturing PAGE. Therefore prepare a 10% PAGE gel with
8 M Urea. For 10 mL mix 1 mL of 10� TBE, 4.8 g Urea,
3.35 mL Acrylamide 30%, 29:1 and fill up to 10 mL with
ddH2O. Mix at 37 �C until everything is dissolved.

6. Add 10 μLTEMED and 100 μL of 10% APS, pour immediately
and insert a suitable comb.

7. After polymerization is complete (generally about 30 min)
remove the comb and any bottom spacers from the gel. Fill
the lower reservoir of the electrophoresis tank with 1� TBE
buffer and place the gel into the lower tank (see Note 26).

8. For sample preparation, mix 500 ng of gRNA in 5 μLH2O and
5 μL loading dye (2�). To properly evaluate the length of the
RNA, use 2 μL low range ssRNA ladder mixed with 8 μL
loading dye (2�). Incubate the samples and the ladder at
70 �C for 10 min, to denature the RNA and avoid the forma-
tion of secondary structures, and put immediately on ice. Wash
the wells with 1� TBE buffer to remove residual urea and gel
pieces and load the samples and the ladder. Run the gel at
220 V for 30–60 min to 1 h until the lower dye front reaches
the end of the gel. Afterwards stain the gel with EtBr by mixing
20 mL H2O with 7.5 μL EtBr and incubating for about
20 min. Afterwards wash 2–3 times with water and visualize
the bands using a UV light device.

3.5 CRISPR-Cas9

Components Delivery

into PBMCs

Estimated time required: 2 h.

1. Prepare a 48-wells plate with 500 μL/well of the PBMCs
culture medium and equilibrate the plate in the incubator at
37 �C with 5% CO2 until nucleofection.

2. Prepare a master mix of nucleofection solution for all reactions
by mixing the solution and supplement (see Note 27).

3. Count the cells using a device such as NucleoCounter NC250
(ChemoMetec, Allerod, Denmark) or equivalent and aliquot
1� 106 cells for each planned reaction (seeNote 28). Place the
reaction tubes into an incubator at 37 �C with 5% CO2 until
further procedure.

4. Prepare the RNPs by mixing the gRNA from Subheading 3.4
(or a synthetic gRNA as indicated in Subheading 2.5, item 2)
and the spCas9 protein in a 5:1 ratio (e.g., for 1� 106 cells, use
100 pmol gRNA and 20 pmol spCas9 protein). Mix the two
components by gentle pipetting and incubate the reaction tube
for 10 min at 37 �C in the incubator (see Notes 28–32).
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5. While precomplexing the RNPs, centrifuge the aliquoted cells
for 5 min at 300 � g and resuspend them in 20 μL nucleofec-
tion solution.

6. Add the 20 μL of cell solution to the RNPmix and gently pipet
the whole mixture into the nucleofection cuvette without cre-
ating any bubble. Perform the nucleofection using the EO-115
program (see Note 33).

7. Immediately after nucleofection, transfer the solution to one
well of the 48-wells plate from Subheading 3.5, step 1 and use
100 μL of this medium to recover all remaining cells from the
nucleofection cuvette.

8. Incubate the cells at 37 �C with 5% CO2 until further analysis.

9. The viability of the cells can be assessed one day after nucleo-
fection by flow cytometric analysis and staining with a viability
marker like 7AAD, by using a small aliquot of cells (e.g.,
50 μL). If needed cells can be further cultured as explained in
Subheading 3.1, step 12 (see Note 34).

10. Indel profiling can be performed three days post nucleofection
for an optimal result. Due to the enhanced dynamics in indel
formation for RNP Cas9 delivery indel profiling can effectively
be done 1 day post RNP delivery [9]. To this end, transfer
the cells to 1.5 mL tubes and pellet them by centrifugation
at 300 � g for 5 min at room temperature. Proceed to IDAA
profiling or store the cells at �20 �C for later analysis (see
Note 35).

3.6 Cell Lysis and

DNA Extraction

Estimated time required: 30 min.

1. Add CoboExtract solution to the cell pellets isolated in Sub-
heading 3.5, step 10, to yield a lysate of 20–10,000 cells μL�1

(seeNote 36). Transfer lysates to Eppendorf or PCR tubes and
incubate in heat block or a thermocycler for 20 min at 65 �C
followed by 10 min at 98 �C.

2. CoboExtracted cell lysates are now ready for IDAA tri-primer
amplification or can be stored at �20 �C (see Note 37).

3.7 Tri-primer

IDAA PCR

Estimated time required: 3 h.

1. Resuspend the IDAA Fwd primer to a final concentration of
2.5 μM and the IDAA Rev and FAMFOR primers to 25 μM in
10 mM Tris (pH 8.0) (see Note 4).

2. Setting up the IDAA PCR. Set up the following IDAA reaction
for each sample to be analyzed. Include a nontransfected con-
trol sample.
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Component
Amount
(μL)

Final
concentration

Ammonium PCR buffer (Ampliqon), 10�
(Important Note 39)

1.25 1�

dNTP, 100 mM (25 mM each) 0.125 1 mM

IDAA Fwd primer, 2.5 μM 0.125 0.025 μM

IDAA Rev primer, 25 μM 0.125 0.25 μM

FAMFOR primer, 25 μM (see Note 38) 0.125 0.25 μM

DNA polymerase (Ampliqon) (see Note
39, important)

0.12 0.5 U

MgCl2, 25 mM
DMSO (see Note 39, important)

0.7
0.625

2.5 mM
5%

CoboExtract cell lysatea from Subheading 3.6,
step 2 (see Note 37)

1 20–20,000
cells

ddH2O 8.33

Total 12.5

aAlternatively, 1–100 ng purified genomic DNA may be used

3. Perform PCR using the following “touch down”a cycling
conditions:

Cycle number Denature Anneal Extend

1 95 �C, 15 min

2–16 atouch down 95 �C, 30 s a72 �C, 30 s 72 �C, 30 s

17–41 95 �C, 30 s 58 �C, 30 s 72 �C, 30 s

42 72 �C, 30 min

aDecrease annealing temperature by 1 �C in each subsequent touch down cycles

4. Run 2.5 μL of the PCR product on a 1.5% (w/v) agarose gel to
check amplification. There should be only one clear band and
no smear (see Notes 40 and 41).

5. Proceed with amplicon analysis of tri-primer PCR product by
capillary electrophoresis in the following section. Alternatively,
tri-primer PCR products can be shipped to certified IDAA
analysis custom service providers (see Note 42).

3.8 Amplicon

Analysis by Capillary

Electrophoresis

Estimated time required: 2 h.

1. Create a master mix of the size standard and formamide as
detailed below and aliquot 10.3 μL into separate wells of a
96-well plate. Add 0.5 μL of each appropriately diluted IDAA
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PCR from Subheading 3.7, step 5 to each separate well of the
96 plate (see Note 43).

Component Amount (μL)

Hi-Di Formamide (ABI) 10

GS500LIZ size standard (ABI) 0.3

2. Denature for 5 min at 98 �C.

3. Mix by vortexing and spin down briefly.

4. Load plate(s) onto sequenator instrument and run fragment
analysis according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 44).

3.9 ProfileIT Indel

Profiling and

Quantification

Estimated time required: 30 min.

1. After capillary electrophoretic run completion, all run files (.fsa
files), containing the individual raw sample data, are uploaded
into profileIt™.

2. Log on to ProfileIt with username/password provided.

3. Go to Projects in the header.

4. Select new.

5. Add “Project Name.”

6. Select Project and click create.

7. Select new project from the list.

8. Click the button new task.

9. Select ProfileIt.

10. Add a “Task name” and click next.

11. Upload .fsa files.

12. Any of the uploaded files may be marked as the “control
sample” and “negative control” may be specified.

13. Click run task.

14. View Results.

15. Select a normalization/WT peak by clicking on the desired
peak in the control sample profile and select set as normaliza-
tion peak. Normalization peak will be shown in yellow as shown
in Figs. 1, 2c, and 3. Select marking of out-of-frame INDELs,
which will be shown in blue as in Figs. 1, 2c, and 3.

16. Click the button export data. Save or show overall statistics
(download in XLXS format). All quantitative information is
presented as shown in Table 1.

17. Display individual sample profiles to see detailed info of pro-
files, zoom-in on peak areas, and to download images.
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4 Notes

1. PBMCs can be used fresh or aliquoted as required and frozen in
FCS containing 10% DMSO in liquid nitrogen.

2. In vitro transcription of the gRNA is performed with a com-
mercially available T7 RNA polymerase-based kit. Thereby, the
PCR template used for transcription has to contain a T7-driven
gRNA. One can use the following general primers to generate
gRNAs targeting the sequence of choice by replacing the “x”
with the target site: T7_TargetX_fw:
50ttaatacgactcactataGGxxxxxxxxxxxxxx; T7_gRNA_rv:
50aaaagcaccgactcggtgccac. Importantly, for the proper
T7-driven transcription, the target site should begin with a
50GG as highlighted in bold capital letter.

3. Weighing and mixing of boric acid should be performed under
a fume hood.

4. The 6-FAM fluorophore is light-sensitive and should be stored
in the dark at �20 �C, where it will be stable for at least
6 months.

5. Test new IDAA primers in the tri-primer setup on control
samples (non-nuclease treated cells) with roughly same cell
concentration as the samples to be genotyped. There should
be only one clear band and no smear, when analyzed by 1.5%
(wt/vol) agarose gel electrophoresis.

6. The resolution of IDAA™ enables the discrimination of DNA
fragments down to single base pairs. This performance is met
by instruments such as ABI’s 310, 3100, 3130, 3500, or 3730
Genetic Analyzers (Applied Biosystems/Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific). The examples shown in this protocol have all been gen-
erated using the ABI3500�L instrument, but similar results
can be obtained using older models such as an ABI3130 instru-
ment [11, 18].

7. Only freeze–thaw twice.

8. Generally the blood sample is collected in a leukocyte reduction
system (LRS) chamber that is used to separate the white blood
cells from blood products such as platelets and red blood cells.

9. Include the 30 mL PBS used for washing the chamber into the
calculation.

10. To further separate PBMCs from, e.g., Erythrocytes and Gran-
ulocytes a density gradient is applied using a hydrophilic
polymer.

11. Don’t use the break for the centrifugation to avoid mixing of
the cellular layers.

12. The beads can be stored up to 4 months at 4 �C.
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13. Generally we recommend not to vortex the loaded beads and
only mix by flicking the tube.

14. The cell concentration should not be lower than 2� 106 cells/
mL.

15. By looking at the forward and sideward scatter, activated cells
increase in size and granularity. Expression levels of the CD25
marker on the cell surface can be analyzed as its higher expres-
sion correlates with a higher activation status.

16. Use a magnet suitable for the volume of the cell suspension.

17. Optimize PCR conditions for each primer pair to avoid any
unspecific band.

18. The input material for in vitro transcription should be 1 μg of
PCR template with a final concentration of at least 90 ng/μL.
Thereby, more than one PCR reaction might be needed.

19. PCR reactions from the same plasmid template can be pooled
and eluted from one column to increase the concentration.

20. Change gloves regularly to avoid contaminations. All steps
should be performed under RNase-free conditions by using
RNase-free material (e.g., safe-lock tubes, pipette tips) and the
working area and equipment (e.g., pipettes, tip boxes, racks)
should be cleaned with RNaseZAP prior to start working.
However, use RNaseZAP sparingly as it can lead to the degra-
dation of the in vitro transcribed RNA. For reproducible
results, make aliquots of kit components.

21. Prolonged storage or repeated freeze and thaw might reduce
the quality of the PCR amplicon. This will subsequently impact
on the yield and quality of the resulting gRNA.

22. Perform all centrifugation steps at maximum speed in bench-
top centrifuge.

23. For elution use option 1 and incubate the filter cartridge in the
elution tube at 70 �C for 10 min before centrifugation.

24. Immediately after elution, store the RNA on ice until further
processing.

25. For pure RNA the expected ratios are: about 2 for 260 nm/
280 nm and about 2.0–2.2 for 260/230 nm.

26. Try to remove bubbles by using a syringe and fill the upper
reservoir with 1� TBE to cover the wells. Pre-run and warm
the gel for at least 30 min at 200 V.

27. For each sample, mix 16.4 μL of nucleofection solution with
3.6 μL of supplement solution. Prepare a master mix according
to the total number of samples to transfect. The nucleofection
solution should be kept at room temperature prior to use.
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28. Perform the procedure under RNase-free conditions and use
RNase-free material.

29. The gRNAs and Cas9 protein should be stored in suitable
aliquots to avoid repeated freeze and thaw cycles which might
lead to a decreased activity of the nucleases.

30. All reactions should contain the same volume and the volume
of the nucleofected reagents should not exceed 10% (means a
maximum of 2 μL for a 20 μL reaction) of the total volume.
RNase-free water can be used to fill up the volume.

31. Cells should not be longer than 5–10 min in the nucleofection
solution as this may impact on cell viability. When having many
samples, prepare the cells and RNPs in several steps.

32. Transfection efficiency can be monitored by adding a sample
transfected with an mRNA encoding for a green fluorescent
protein. Lower cell numbers might lead to increased toxicity.

33. Do not perform more than two reactions at once as RNPs
might degrade and viability of the cells impaired when keeping
them for too long in the nucleofection solution.

34. If the cells should be maintained and expanded for a longer
time, repeat the activation every seven days and remove the
beads after 3 days of activation. Depending on the application,
cells can be harvested for analysis, such as qPCR, T7 Endonu-
clease 1 (T7E1) assay, or IDAA assay, every 7 days after
reactivation.

35. Cell pellets are stable at �20 �C for extended periods of time,
more than several months.

36. The cell number required for indel profiling by IDAA™ has a
large dynamic range going from thousands of cells down to
10 cells or less [9]. The CoboExtract cell lysate template input
volume into the tri-primer PCR reaction should be limited to
1–2 μL, since excessive content of lysate affects the perfor-
mance and fidelity of the PCR reaction. However, depending
on the objective, a broad range of cell numbers can be used in
the tri-primer PCR reaction as described in this protocol.

37. CoboExtracted cell lysates are stable for extended periods of
time, more than several months.

38. Importantly, observe the 10:1:10 molar ratio of FAMFOR
primer:IDAA Fwd primer:IDAA Rev primer for optimal ampli-
con labeling and yields.

39. DNA polymerases, including Taq, possess a template-
independent 30 nucleotide extension activity [20–22]. Most
commonly a single base (preferentially adenine) is added to
the 30 end of the amplicon. This activity should be maximized
to completion as illustrated in Fig. 4. As recently noted [23],
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the 30-template independent Taq DNA polymerase activity. The 30 template independent
activity of several DNA polymerases is well documented [20–22]. Indel profiles shown are derived from
ST6GALNAC1 locus amplified from human genomic DNA [7]. From top to bottom the panels show how
optimization of PCR buffer, from standard KCl buffer, ammonium buffer, standard KCl buffer plus 5% DMSO,
ammonium buffer plus 5% DMSO, and in the latter case followed by ProfileIt™ correction can improve the 30

template independent activity from split “stutter” peak formation to a single peak. The fully 30 elongated
fragment/peak is indicated with an arrow head. Importantly, careful inspection of WT peak profile and optimal
30 extension of amplicons by use of optimal 5’- “end base” design [24] is required for reliable IDAA
quantification
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decreased level of amplicon extension may for some targets be
observed when strict ammonium buffer, addition of 5%DMSO
(as previously recommended [8] and shown herein) and/or
optimal reverse primer 5’-end base design, preferrable G [24],
are not used. Thus, inclusion of a nontargeted control sample is
highly recommended, in order to assess the level of potential
residual un-extended amplicon, which ultimately can be
resolved using ProfileIT™ as shown in Fig. 4.

40. PCR product may be stored in the dark at 4 �C for up to
2 weeks or at �20 �C for up to 6 months.

41. The tri-primer product should be a single clear product when
analyzed by standard agarose gel; however, minor amounts of
unspecific product in most cases do not interfere with the
results.

42. Tri-primer PCR products are stable at room temperature and
may directly be shipped to custom service providers certified
for IDAA analysis, such as Cobo Technologies (https://
coboscientific.com/genome-editing/indel-detection-by-
amplicon-analysis-IDAA/). The turnaround time for Quanti-
tative IDAA analysis will depend on service provider and may
range from 1 to 14 days.

43. In order not to exceed the upper threshold limit of the instru-
ment, the amount of product generated in the IDAA tri-primer
PCR, amount of diluted tri-primer PCR product may need to
be diluted up to 1:150 fold. Normally PCR product may be
stored in the dark at 4 �C for up to 2 weeks or at�20 �C for up
to 6 months. The optimal amount of IDAA PCR to analyze
may vary from 0.1 to 1 μL. If analyzing other than 200–450 bp
IDAA PCR amplicons, choose the size standard accordingly,
but optimal resolution is achieved for tri-primer amplicons
smaller than 600 bp.

44. The 6-FAM fluorophore is unstable in formamide and IDAA
PCRs should therefore be analyzed within 1–2 days after prep-
aration for the analytical run.
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Chapter 5

Functional Evaluation of CRISPR Activity by
the Dual-Fluorescent Surrogate System: C-Check

Lin Lin and Yonglun Luo

Abstract

Rapid evaluation of the CRISPR gRNA activity is an essential step of employing the technology in editing
genes. Through machine learning strategy, the rule sets for in silico designing gRNAs with high activity has
greatly improved. However, there are still discrepancies between different prediction rule sets, and between
the predicted and actual gRNA activities. Thus, experimentally validating gRNA activity is still the gold
standard in defining the best gRNAs for gene editing experiments. One such approach for experimentally
selecting gRNAs with high activity is fluorescent surrogate reporter vectors. We had previously developed a
dual-fluorescent surrogate system, called C-Check, which based on single-strand annealing repair of the
DNA double-strand breaks introduced by CRISPR-Cas9 to generate a functional EGFP. The system offers
a tool for rapid functional evaluation of CRISPR gRNA activity, as well as for enrichment of gene edited
cells. In this chapter, we will give a step-by-step instruction on the design, generation, and application of the
C-Check system for quantifying gRNA activities.

Key words CRISPR, Cas9, Reporter vector, Surrogate vector, C-Check, Gene editing

1 Introduction

The discovery of programmable DNA endonucleases (ZFNs,
TALENs, and CRISPR-Cas9) has greatly accelerated both aca-
demic and industrial applications that involves the modification of
the genetic codes [1–3]. The ease of vector design, generation and
efficiency undoubtedly and rapidly made CRISPR-Cas9 as the most
popular selection in the tool box of gene editing enzymes. Just
through changing the typically 20 nt guide sequences of the small
guide RNA (gRNA), the sole Cas9 protein can be redirected to the
targeted site which is complementary to the 20 nt guide sequences
and comprises a proximity DNA motif, known as protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM). The PAM for Cas9 protein from Strepto-
coccus pyogenes (SpCas9), the most broadly used CRISPR-Cas9
system, is 50-NGG-30 where “N” represents any nucleotide fol-
lowed by two guanine (G). The evolutionary requirement of
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PAM gives CRISPR-Cas9 a unique and powerful feature of dis-
criminating self and none-self target sites. This PAM-dependent
feature contributes greatly to the specificity of CRISPR-Cas9 [4].

One common question that every user of the CRISPR-Cas9
technology encounters is that what is the activity of the selected
gRNA. During the last few years, several methods have been devel-
oped to streamline the quantification of CRISPR-Cas9 activity
[5–8]. When an active Cas9-gRNA component is delivered to the
cells, a DNA double-strand break (DSB) will be introduced to the
target site. Mammalian cells have evolved several DSB repair path-
ways to repair these lethal DNA lesions, such as non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ), homology-directed repair (HDR),
microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), and Single-Strand
Annealing (SSA). One way of quantifying the CRISPR-Cas9 activ-
ity is through harnessing the cellular DSB repair pathway to gener-
ate a functional surrogate vector, which contains the same locus as
the intended target site in the genome. To simplify the cloning as
well as quantifying CRISPR-Cas9 activity, we have generated a
dual-fluorescent reporter vector, called C-Check [7]. This vector
employs the SSA-mediated repair of two truncated EGFP genes,
which contains 500 bp homologous sequences. The C-Check vec-
tor contains several unique features (Fig. 1): (1) Golden-Gate
Assembly technology was employed to simplify the cloning proce-
dure and increase efficiency; (2) A Lac-Z expression cassette was
included in the cloning site to enable blue-and-white selection of

BsaI

AGTCGTGAGACC
TCAGCACTCTGG

GGTCTCAACCGT
CCAGAGTTGGCA

BsaI

EGFP100-600PGK CMV asRED pAlacZ EGFP100-600 pA

Golden-Gate 
Cloning site 

EGFP-CDS

1 100 600 720bp

stop* stop*

SpecRes

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the C-Check vector. The C-Check vector contains two expression cassettes.
First, a consecutive AsRED expression cassette is used as a reference control for normalization. Second, a
truncated EGFP expression cassette, of which the EGFP genes is splitted into two parts with 500 nt in
homology. A BasI-based golden-gate cloning site is used for insertion of any surrogate DNA for C-Check-
based CRISPR activity assay. Upon introduction of double-stranded DNA breaks (DSB) at the surrogate DNA by,
e.g., CRISPR, DSB repaired by single-strand annealing with the 500 nt homologous sequences will generate a
functional EGFP expression cassette
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positive clones; (3) A constitutive AsRed expression cassette was
included for normalization of transfection and expression normal-
izations (Fig. 1). We demonstrated that the CRISPR-Cas9 activity
quantified by C-Check correlates well with the functional readouts
of indel frequency in cells [9–11].

Although the C-Check vector described here is for quantifying
CRISPR-Cas9 activity, the system can be used to quantify the
activity of any programmable DNA nucleases that can introduce
DSBs. In this method chapter, we provide a detail instruction and
guideline of how to design, generate, and quantify the C-Check-
based CRISPR-Cas9 activity.

2 Materials

2.1 Generation

of C-Check Vector

1. P119_C-Check (Addgene Plasmid #66817) (see Note 1).

2. Restriction enzymes: BsaI (Eco31I), BsmBI, BbsI, BamHI,
KpnI (see Note 2).

3. T4 DNA ligase.

4. 10� T4 DNA ligase buffer.

5. LB medium.

6. LB agar plates with 50 μg/mL spectinomycin.

7. 0.5 M IPTG.

8. 100 mg/μL X-gal.

9. Chemically competent E. coli cells (see Note 3).

10. 5� KCM buffer.

11. DNA oligonucleotides.

12. C-Check screening primer (Forward): 50-TGGTGAGCAA
GGGCGAGGAGCTG

13. DreamTaq DNA polymerase.

14. 10 mM dNTP.

15. ddH2O.

16. 10� NEBuffer2.

17. NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit.

18. Plasmid miniprep kit.

19. Plasmid midiprep kit.

20. 1% Agarose gel.

21. Heating block.

22. Thermal cycler.

23. Gel electrophoresis system.
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2.2 C-Check

Transfection

1. Human embryonic kidney 239T (HEK293T) cells.

2. D10 medium: DMEM (high glucose), 10% FBS, 1� Gluta-
MAX, and 1� P/S.

3. Fetal bovine serum (FBS).

4. 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA.

5. PBS without calcium and magnesium.

6. Tissue culture tested plasticwares: 6-well, 24-well.

7. X-tremeGENE 9 transfection reagent.

2.3 Evaluate

C-Check by Flow

Cytometry

1. Fetal bovine serum (FBS).

2. 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (phenol red free).

3. 4% formaldehyde.

4. PBS without calcium and magnesium.

5. 96-well round well plates.

6. Flow cytometry.

7. Software for analyzing FCS data file.

3 Methods

Carry out all procedures at room temperature in a classified labora-
tory unless otherwise specified.

3.1 The Principle

of Choosing

the Optimal C-Check

Design Approach

The C-Check vectors can be generated through (1) assembly of
synthesized oligonucleotides (synthetic approach) or (2) PCR
amplification of the targeted region (PCR approach). The principal
of choosing synthetic or PCR approach depends on the number of
gRNAs to be evaluated and how the gRNA target sites are
distributed in the genome. Please follow these principles to choose
the optimal approach:

1. Number of gRNAs (1–3), use the synthetic approach.

2. Number of gRNA (over 3), if all gRNAs target the same
genomic locus within a very close region (less than 500 bp),
use PCR approach.

3. Number of gRNA (over 3), if all gRNAs are located in a broad
genomic region (over 500 bp), use a combination of synthetic
and PCR approach.

4. Design one C-Check vector for each gene/locus.

3.2 C-Check Vector

Generation—Synthetic

Approach

1. Design C-Check oligonucleotides according to Table 1 (see
Note 4).

2. Synthesize C-Check oligonucleotides, desalt purification. For
oligos longer than 70 nt, use HPLC purification.
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3. Dilute oligos to 100 μM with TE buffer.

4. Prepare oligo annealing mixture in a 200 μL PCR tube: 1 μL
each of 100 μLC-Check oligos (sense and antisense), 2 μL 10�
NEBuffer 2, 16 μL ddH2O.

5. Mix the oligos thoroughly and quick spin using a bench top
centrifuge.

6. Place the tube in a thermal cycler.

7. Denature the oligos at 95 �C for 5 mins, then decrease the
temperature to 25 �C by about 2 degrees per minute using the
ramping rate of delta C (see Note 5).

8. Save the annealed oligos at 4 �C before use. For long-term
storage, save annealed oligos at �20 �C.

9. Digest 1 μg of the P119 C-Check plasmid with BsaI restriction
enzyme.

10. Separate the digested P119 C-Check vector with 1% agarose
Gel electrophoresis.

11. Purify the C-Check plasmid backbone band (6693 bp) using a
gel clean-up kit.

12. Prepare an ice box and a 200 μL PCR tube.

13. Place the PCR tube on ice, and prepare the C-Check ligation
reaction containing: 50 ng of the C-Check plasmid backbone,
1 μL of the anneal C-Check oligos, 1 μL T4 DNA ligase, 2 μL
10� T4 ligase buffer, and add ddH2O to a total volume of
20 μL.

14. Place the ligation mixture in a thermal cycler, set to the right
temperature and time for the ligase used.

15. Once the ligation is completed, save the ligation product at
�20 �C until use.

3.3 C-Check Vector

Generation—PCR

Approach

Most steps of the PCR approach are the same as the synthetic
approach. Here we highlight those steps unique for the PCR
approach.

Table 1
Guide for designing C-Check oligonucleotides by synthetics

Oligo name 50 linker Target sequencesa 30 linker Oligo to be order

GOI-CC-For GTCGGAt (target strand:NNN) ataGGT GTCGGAt(target strand:NNN)
ataGGT

GOI-CC-Rev CGGTACCtat (reverse compliment
strand:NNN)

aTC CGGTACCtat(reverse
compliment strand:NNN)aTC

aEach target site should contain the 20 nt protospacer sequences and the PAM (NGG for SpCas9). Multiple sites can be

placed in a tandem manner, so one C-Check vector can be used to evaluate the activity of several gRNAs
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1. Design PCR primers using the primer designing scheme
provided in Table 2.

2. Synthesize DNA oligos using any certificated supplier.

3. Perform PCR using isogenic genomic DNA template from cells
which will be used for subsequent gene editing (see Note 6).

4. Analyze the PCR specificity with a 1.5% agarose gel electropho-
resis. The PCR should give a unique and intense band of
expected size. If not, pre-optimization of the PCR should be
carried out.

5. Purify the PCR product using a PCR clean-up kit.

6. Digest 200–500 ng of PCR product using the corresponding
restriction enzyme (see Table 2).

7. Purified digested PCR product using a 1.5% agarose gel.

8. Ligate the PCR product to the purified P119 C-Check back-
bone from Subheading 3.2 and carry out the ligation steps
accordingly.

3.4 Transformation

and PCR Screening

of C-Check Vector

1. Transform chemically competent E. coli cells using 1–2 μL of
the C-Check ligation product.

2. Spread transformed cells on a LB agar plate containing 50 μg/
mL spectinomycin, IPTG and X-Gal (see Note 7).

3. For PCR-based screening of the C-Check vector, prepare two
sets of 200 μL PCR tubes (lysate set and LB set). The positive
rate of C-Check cloning is over 95%, pick up to 3 maximum
colonies (white clones) for PCR-based screening.

4. Add 50 μL LB medium (50 μg/mL spectinomycin) to each
well of the LB set tubes, mark the tubes as LB1, LB2, LB3.

5. Add 30 μL ddH2O to each well of the lysate set, mark the tube
as LS1, LS2, LS3.

Table 2
Primer designing scheme for PCR-based generation of C-Check vectors

For BsaI-based cloning of C-Check vector Notes

C-Check-F: ATAAGGTCTCAGTCGGAt---SS---- Target sites should not contain BsaI
recognition site.C-Check-R: ATAAGGTCTCACGGTACCtat---AS----

For BsmbI-based cloning of C-Check vector

C-Check-F: ATAACGTCTCAGTCGGAt---SS---- Target sites should not contain BsmbI
recognition site.C-Check-R: ATAACGTCTCACGGTACCtat---AS----

For BbsI-base cloning of C-Check vector

SSA-F: ATAAGAAGACATGTCGGAt----SS---- Target sites should not contain BbsI
recognition site.SSA-R: ATAAGAAGACATCGGTACCtat---AS----
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6. Use a sterile 100 μL pipette tip, pick one white clone, firstly dip
into LB1, gently swirl for 1 s.

7. Then place the tip in LS1 of the lysate tube.

8. Repeat pick the rest of colonies as steps 6 and 7.

9. Cap the lysate set and LB set tubes.

10. Place the LB set tubes at 37 �C incubator.

11. Place the lysate set tubes in a thermal cycler, lyse the cells at
98 �C for 10 min.

12. Save the lysate at 4 �C, and use 1 μL lysate as template for PCR
screening.

13. If using the synthetic approach for generating C-Check vector,
PCR screening is carried out using the C-Check screening
primer (Forward) and the antisense C-Check oligo (seeNote 8).

14. If using the PCR approach for generating C-Check vector,
PCR screening can be carried out using the same condition as
amplifying the fragment as in Subheading 3.3, step 3.

15. Analyze PCR with a 1.0% agarose gel. For synthetic approach,
the length of PCR product should be 600 bp + the length of
C-Check antisense oligo. For PCR approach, the length of
PCR product will be the same as the cloning fragment.

16. Set up LB culture of the PCR positive clones, 5 mL
LB + 50 μg/mL spectinomycin.

17. Purify C-Check plasmid using a miniprep kit.

18. Validate the C-Check plasmids with restriction enzymes
(RE) digestion: BamHI and KpnI. Positive clones will result
in two bands: one of 6.6 kb and the other of 600 bp+C-Check
oligo/fragment.

19. Set up LB culture of one RE positive clone for midi-prep.

20. Purify plasmid using a commercial midi-prep kit.

21. Save plasmid at 4 �C until used.

3.5 Transfection

of HEK293T Cells

with C-Check

and CRISPR

1. Seed 50,000 HEK293T cells per well to a 24-well plate, pre-
pare triplicate for each transfection and enough wells of cells
(see Note 9).

2. Transfect HEK293Tcells with X-tremeGENE 9 or other trans-
fection reagents. For each transfection, use a molar ratio of
Cas9:gRNA:C-Check ¼ 1:1:1.

3. Inspect cells using a fluorescent microscope 48 h post transfec-
tion (Fig. 2).

3.6 Analysis

of Transfected Cells by

Flow Cytometry

1. Prepare 5% FBS-PBS.

2. Wash cells with PBS twice.
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3. Add 100 μL 0.05%Trypsin-EDTA (phenol red free) to each
well (see Note 10).

4. Incubate at 37 �C for 4–5 mins.

5. Add 500 μL 5% FBS-PBS to each well to stop trypsin.

6. Pipette up and down a few times and transfer the cells to tubes
or 96-well round-well plate that is compatible with flow cyto-
metry analysis, kept on ice until analysis.

7. If the cells are not analyzed immediately, fixed the cells with 4%
formaldehyde for 10 min.

8. Wash cells twice with PBS.

Fig. 2 Fluorescent microscopy pictures of C-Check-based measurement of CRISPR activity. Un-transfected
HEK293T cells, HEK293T cells transfected with C-Check only, C-Check + Cas9, and C-Check+Cas9+gRNA
targeting the surrogate region. Magnification, 100�
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9. Resuspend the cells in 500 μL PBS and save at 4 �C until flow
cytometry analysis. The cells can be kept at 4 �C for one week.

10. To set up the flow cytometry, use the un-transfected cells, cells
transfected with C-Check plasmid only, and cells transfected
with C-Check, Cas9 and gRNA (see Note 11).

11. The C-Check fluorescence intensity will give a hook effect;
analyze the data using the gating principles shown in Fig. 3.

4 Notes

1. The C-check plasmid can be ordered from Addgene or can be
requested directly from us.

2. We used FastDigest restriction enzymes from Thermo Scien
tific to shorten the waiting time of digestion. Restriction
enzymes from other suppliers will also work but require longer
digestion time.

3. The chemically competent cells we used for our study is made
by ourselves. If using commercially made ones, it is important
to use competent cells that are recombination deficient. The
C-Check vector contains internal homologous sequences. If
the competent cells are proficient in recombination, this will
greatly decrease the success of generating the C-Check vector.

4. Artificial stop codons were added as linker to the C-Check
oligos to prevent both the read through and the introduction
of alternative start codon.

5. The denaturing step should be controlled to minimum length,
as the triphosphate stability is not great at 95 �C. If not using a
thermal cycler, the anneal oligos can be prepared using a

Fig. 3 FACS analysis of C-Check-based measurement of CRISPR activity. Gatings for transfected cells
(AsRED+) and for cells that underwent SSA-mediated repair (EGFP+AsRED+) are presented
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heating block, but prepare the annealing mixture in a 1.5 mL
EP tube instead. First denature at 95 �C for 5 min, then turn
off the heating block and let it cool down naturally.

6. It’s crucial to use isogenic genomic DNA from the cells (not
the HEK293T cells used for C-Check assay) which will be used
for the subsequent targeting. SNPs are highly frequent in cells.
The use of isogenic genomic DNA ensures that the gRNAs
activity measured exactly reflect that in the targeted cells.
Proofreading DNA polymerase should be used to avoid the
introduction of mutations by PCR.

7. The addition of IPTG and X-Gal to the LB plate is to exclude
negative clones. We observed that approximately 1–2 blue
clones (negative) can be observed for a good digestion.

8. Instead of using the antisense C-Check oligo as the reverse
primers for PCR, one of the CRISPR oligos can also be used
as reverse primer.

9. For each C-Check transfection, the following control groups
should be prepared: (1) Un-transfected cells; (2) C-Check
plasmid only; (3) C-Check + Cas9 expression plasmid.

10. The reason of using phenol red free trypsin is to avoid the steps
of washing the cells after trypsinization.

11. Use the 488 nm laser and 530/30 filter for EGFP, 561 nm
laser and 586/15 filter for AsRED. The voltages for 488 nm
laser and 561 nm laser have to be optimized for according to
the instrument used.
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Chapter 6

CRISPR-Cas9 Delivery by Artificial Virus (RRPHC)

Suleixin Yang, Qinjie Wu, Yuquan Wei, and Changyang Gong

Abstract

Since its first harnessing in gene editing in 2012 and successful application in mammalian gene editing in
2013, the CRISPR-Cas9 system exerted magnificent power in all gene-editing-related applications, indi-
cating a sharp thrive of this novel technology. However, there are still some critical drawbacks of the
CRISPR-Cas9 system that hampered its broad application in gene editing. Efficient delivery of the Cas9
protein and its partner small guide RNA (sgRNA) to the target cells or tissue is one of the technical
bottlenecks. CRISPR-Cas9 delivery via DNA plasmids still plays the big role in gene editing methods. With
regard to the disadvantages of CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids, the most acute barrier lies in its large size (>10 kb)
and the subsequent low transfection efficiency by conventional transfection method. In this chapter, what
we present is an easy method by fabricating CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids into nanoparticle system and efficiently
delivered into target cells to achieve gene editing.

Key words CRISPR-Cas9, Transfection, Artificial virus, Branched polyethylene imine, Heptafluor-
obutyric anhydride

1 Introduction

Technical revolutions always lead to an outbreak of research and
applications in both academic and industrial communities. Gene
editing has attracted massive attentions due to its broad applica-
tions in science, biology, and health. Over the last few decades,
there has been a great shortage of efficient gene editing tools. But
with the discovery of TALENs and especially the third-generation
gene editing tool Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-
dromic Repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 [1–4], gene editing technology
was universally utilized in laboratories around the world and play a
valuable and indispensable role in molecular botany[5–7], genetics
[8, 9], and pharmacology [10]. With the booming of scientific
research applying these gene editing tools, most researchers noticed
some tough merits that hampered the CRISPR-Cas9’s perfor-
mance to be fully brought out, such as off-target effect, gene-
correction efficiency, and difficulty of delivery [11]. The large size
of CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids were broadly discussed [12, 13] which
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affects packaging efficiency. Different kinds of methods have been
tried to circumvent the inherent weakness that led to low efficiency
of transfection. Virus-mediated CRISPR-Cas9 delivery, such as
adeno-associated virus, lentivirus, and adeno virus [14–18], were
mostly adopted, while the innate immune responses or DNA sens-
ing mechanism can often affect the long-term performance. Never-
theless, none of them sharply improved the condition [19].

In this chapter, we describe a simple method of fabricating a
kind of powerful “artificial virus” nanoparticle [20] with high-
transfection efficiency to deliver CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids [21],
known as RRPHC. The nanoparticle is based on the amphiphobi-
city of fluorinated compounds and phase-separation [22], which
augmented affinity to lipid membranes like cell lipid bilayer mem-
branes and lysosomal/endosomal membranes. The fluorinated
branched polyethylene imine (bPEI) was used as the core material
to condense the CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids, followed by furtherly
wrapped with the cell penetrating peptide R8-RGD modified hya-
luronan shell.

2 Materials

Prepare all solutions using ultrapure water and analytical grade
reagents.

1. Anhydrous methanol.

2. Triethylamine.

3. Ethylene glycol-monomethyl ether.

4. N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N0-ethylcarbodiimide hydro-
chloride (EDCI).

5. N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS).

6. Ninhydrin.

7. Hydrindantin.

8. Branched polyethylene imine (bPEI, molecular
weight ¼ 1800).

9. Heptafluorobutyric anhydride.

10. Hyaluronic acid (HA, molecular weight ¼ 35 KD).

11. [c(RGDfK)-RRRRRRRR-Cys] (RGD-R8) was synthesized by
Chinapeptides (Suzhou, China).

12. Maleimide-PEG2000-NH2.

13. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution: 8 g/L sodium chlo-
ride, 0.2 g/L potassium chloride, 1.42 g/L disodium phos-
phate, 0.24 g/L monopotassium phosphate, pH 7.4.
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14. 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer: 0.1 M
2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid, pH 6.5.

15. Sodium acetate buffer: 0.2 M sodium acetate, pH 5.4.

16. Rotavapor.

17. Magnetic Stirer.

18. Lyophilizer.

19. Microplate Reader.

20. Inverted fluorescence microscopy.

21. Flow cytometer.

22. Dialysis membrane (1000 Da).

3 Methods

3.1 Synthesis of

Fluorinated PEI (PFs)

and RGD-R8-PEG-HA

(RRPH)

The “artificial virus” was constituted by a plasmid-loading core PFs
and RRPH shell. Here in the convenience of distinguishing, we
denoted the plasmid-loading nanosphere as PFs complex (PFC).
PFC is subsequently coated by RRPH, named as RRPHC, which
resembled virus on a larger scale. Core materials PFs (s means
grafting ratio) laid the foundation of high transfection efficiency.
PFs can be easily synthesized through a one-step method (Fig. 1):

1. Replace air with nitrogen to keep an absolute water-free
environment.

2. Dissolve 200 mg bPEI in 5 mL anhydrous methanol in a
round-shaped flask in an ice bath with magnetic stirring.

3. After 30 mins, when the sticky bPEI was totally dissolved, add
200 μL of anhydrous triethylamine into the bPEI solution.

4. Assemble the constant pressure drop funnel on top of the
aforementioned round-shaped flask.

5. Dissolve 220 μL heptafluorobutyric anhydride in 10 mL anhy-
drous methanol in the constant pressure drop funnel with
magnetic stirring.

6. Add the heptafluorobutyric anhydride solution from step 5
into the bPEI solvent system from step 4 at a speed of
3 drops per second.

7. Displace the ice bath until last drop of heptafluorobutyric
anhydride solution.

8. 48 hours later, the liquid in the flask was collected.

9. Dialyze the liquid from step 8 against double-distilled
(dd) water using a dialysis membrane for 3 days with 3 times
renewal per day.
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10. Lyophilize the liquid from step 9 for 2 days, followed by its
measurement of weight and store at �20 �C.

11. Dissolve 42.3 mg HA in 20 mL 25 �C MES buffer and the
carboxylic groups of HA were activated by EDCI and NHS for
2 h.

12. Add 200 mg Mal-PEG-NH2 to the reaction and proceed for
24 h.

13. The liquid from step 12 was dialyzed against double-distilled
water for 3 days in PBS in a dialysis membrane (MWCO,
3500 Da).

14. Add 15 mg RGD-R8 into the liquid collected from step 13
and react for another 48 h.

15. Dialyze the final product in PBS for 2 days and 1 day in ddH2O
and lyophilize for 2 days.

3.2 Characterization

of PFs and RRPH

To characterize the syntheses of PFs and RRPH. Three different
chemical shifts of 19F-NMR spectrum indicated the grafts of fluor-
orines (Fig. 2a). FTIR image showed the existence of carbonyl
group (1686 cm�1) and C-F bond (1225 cm�1) compared to
bPEI (Fig. 2b). And for RRPH, the characteristic absorption
peaks: carboxylic group (3442 cm�1), ester group (1162 and

Fig. 1 Synthesis of PFs and RRPH
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1075 cm�1), guanidine group (1636 cm�1) (Fig. 2d) testified the
successful modifications of PEG and R8-RGD on HA.

Grafting ratio of fluorophores on bPEI was measured by an
improved ninhydrin method [23]:

1. Dissolve 170 mg ninhydin and 30 mg hydrindantin in 20 mL
ethylene glycol-monomethyl ether.

2. Mix 100 μL ethylene glycol-monomethyl ether solution from
step 1 with 100 μL sodium acetate buffer.

3. Add 100 μL bPEI 1.8 K or PFs to the liquid from step 2 and
heat in boiling water for 10 mins.

4. Cool down the mixture for several minutes, and dilute it with
300 μL ethanol/water (v/v ~60:40) solution.

5. Measure the absoption values at 570 nm at different concen-
trations of primary amine using a UV-Vis spectroscopy.

6. Draw the calibration curve (Fig. 3) basing on data like table
below (Table 1), which shows the absoption value
(X) vs. molarity of primary amines (Y).

7. Retrodict (Eq. 1) samples’ Abs and deduce the molarity (X0).

8. Obtain the equation (Eq. 2), which numbers of grafted fluoro
groups (dubbed as n) could be solved.

Fig. 2 NMR and FTIR spectra of PFs (a, b) and RRPH (c, d)
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9. Divide n by 16 (numbers of primary amines which we reckon
each bPEI 1.8 K molecule possess after calculation) equals the
grafting ratio.

Fig. 3 Evaluation of size and zeta potential (a), TEM (b), and condensation ability (c) of RRPHC. Reprinted from
Ref. [19] with permission (a and b)

Table 1
Evaluation of grafting ratio of the PFs

Theoretical PFs Measured PFs n Grafting ratio (%)

PF20 PF15 2.42 15.1

PF30 PF23 3.68 23.3

PF40 PF30 4.80 30.1

PF50 PF33 5.28 33.2

n stands for the average number of heptafluorobutyric acid groups grafted on every sample
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From the characterization of Table 1, we can see that the tested
grafting ratio was lower than therory.

Y ¼ 406:7X � 6:572 ð1Þ
Equation 1, Y stands for Abs while X for concentration of

primary amine

C

196n þ 1800ð Þ � 16� nð Þ ¼ X0 ð2Þ

Equation 2, C stands for mass concentration and X0 for retro-
dict molarity.

3.3 Preparation

of Ternary Complexes

RRPHC

In this protocol, we chose PF33 (as showed previously, 33 represents
the grafting ratio which reached 33%) in our experiments and the
NPs are assembled by simple layer by layer mixing.

1. Dilute 5 μg plasmids in 50 μL PBS in a 1.5 mL EP tube.

2. Disperse 50 μg PF33 in 50 μL serum-free media in a 1.5 mL
EP tube.

3. Mix the plasmids and PF33 together and incubate at room
temperature for 25 mins.

4. Add 30 μL RRPH stock solution (5 μg/μL, RRPH dissolved in
PBS) into the tube and incubate for 15 mins to form ultimate
nanoparticles. A schematic procedure is shown in Fig. 4.

3.4 Evaluation

of Size, Zeta Potential,

and Condensation

Ability

The size and zeta potentials of RRPHC could greatly impact the
efficiency, stability, and safety in vitro and in vivo. Here we used
dynamic light scattering to measure the size and zeta data of the
nanoparticle. Before coated by RRPH, the diameter was
77.5 � 3.6 nm, and has a zeta potential of +21.3 � 2.3 mV. Fur-
thermore, as showed in Fig. 5a, after coated by RRPH, the diame-
ter escalated to 131.3� 4.2 nm, and zeta potential met an overhaul
to �21.8 � 1.8 mV. Also, the size change was observed via trans-
mission electoral microscopy (Fig. 5b). These phenomena together
indicated the successful wrapping of the negative electrical RRPH.
Usually the nanoparticles possess a diameter of 100–200 nm, and
the zeta potential can reach approximately �20 mV.

In order to test the condensation ability of the nanoparticles,
gel electrophoresis assays were conducted (Fig. 3c). 500 ng
CRISPR-Cas9 GFP plasmids are respectively incubated with differ-
ent amounts of PFs and subsequent RRPH, and the “disappeared”
band would show at how low a ratio can our materials tightly wrap
the plasmids, thus protecting it from degradation.

3.5 Choosing Best

Transfection Ratio

The best transfection ratio is chosen based on testing lots of ratios.
To test that, we typically seed 293T cells (1 � 105 cells/well) to
several 12-well plates one day prior to transfection. 24 hours later,
the media was replaced by fresh serum-free media to synchronize
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Fig. 4 Line that reflect the relationship of concentration of primary amines
and Abs

Fig. 5 Concise procedures of preparing RRPHC nanoparticle
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the cells by serum starvation. Then 1 μg CRISPR-Cas9-GFP plas-
mids were mixed with different amount of PFs to get binary com-
plexes with ratios ranging from 1:1 to 15:1, and incubate for
25 mins. RRPH was subsequently added into former tubes to
incubate for another 15 mins to generate nanoparticles coating
plasmids. The nanoparticles with different ratios were added to
each well and after 6 h, the serum-free medium was replaced with
normal cell culture medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). To
evaluate the efficiency of transfection, fluorescent images were
taken 24 h later after transfection (Fig. 6) via a fluorescent micros-
copy. Transfection efficiency was also determined by flow cytometer
(FCM).

4 Future Prospects

To efficiently deliver the CRISPR-Cas9 plasmids into cells for
achieving genome editing, efficient delivery methods such as our
approach are in huge demand. By overcoming the inherent draw-
backs in relation to the large plasmid size for transfection, the
RRPHC platform provides several advantages: tightly enough to
encapsulate the plasmids and readily enough to deliver the plasmids
into nucleus. In our previous work, we found RRPHC possess
staggering potency for its high transfection efficiency in cancer
cells such as B16-F10, HCT116, and SK-OV-3 (Fig. 6) and at
the same time, low cytotoxicity, readiness of fabrication, low-cost,
and great tumor-targeting ability in vivo [20] implying the pros-
perous applications of the artificial virus (RRPHC). For further
improvement, the RGD-R8 moiety may be replaced by other func-
tional ligands and peptides if necessary. In addition, projects on
further exploration of PFs with higher grafting ratios, different
forms (linear, branched, and super-branched), and molecular
weight (1,200, 10,000, 25,000, etc.) of PEI are being carried
out. We expect to furtherly develop the RRPHCmethod to achieve
better CRISPR gene editing efficiencies and translation into clinical
trials.

Fig. 6 Transfection results using RRPHC on different types of malignant tumor cells
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Chapter 7

Production and Validation of Lentiviral Vectors for CRISPR/
Cas9 Delivery

Laura Barrett Ryø, Emil Aagaard Thomsen, and Jacob Giehm Mikkelsen

Abstract

Genetic information transferred by HIV-1-based lentiviral vectors as single-stranded RNA is converted to
double-stranded DNA by reverse transcription and subsequently inserted into the genome of recipient cells.
Integration into the genome allows stable, long-term expression of genes-of-interest driven by promoter
sequences contained within the vector. This technology can be used as a standard method for production of
cells stably expressing Cas9 protein and single guide RNA (sgRNA), the key components of the CRISPR
genome editing system. Here, we provide a protocol for production and validation of VSV-G-pseudotyped
lentiviral vectors for delivery of the CRISPR system and generation of knockout cell lines.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Lentiviral, sgRNA, Genome-wide screening, Forward genetics

1 Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)-derived lentiviral
vectors, originally developed by Naldini and coworkers [1, 2],
remain powerful carriers of genetic information. Several recent
reports describe the effective use of lentiviral vectors for therapeutic
gene transfer, including gene delivery to hematopoietic stem cells
for treatment of immunodeficiences and leukodystrophies [3–6],
but for many researchers, lentiviral vector systems are key tools in
everyday studies of molecular biology and genetics. Also for
genome editing and delivery of the components of the CRISPR/
Cas9 system, lentiviral vectors have become cherished vehicles.

Already in the 1990s, shortly after the invention of lentivirus-
based vectors, initial biosafety concerns induced the development
of safer lentiviral vector systems, resulting in the third-generation
lentiviral vector system [7], which is essentially the system currently
used in many laboratories. This system features a chimeric long
terminal repeat (LTR) containing a constitutive promoter upstream
of the vector transcript. In a later version of this vector, the U3
region in the downstream LTR was partially deleted, facilitating
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formation of proviral DNA devoid of HIV-1-derived promoter
elements [8, 9]. These vectors, referred to as “self-inactivating”
(SIN) lentiviral vectors, allowed integration of vector-derived DNA
with expression of the transgene driven strictly by an internal
promoter of choice. Early on, cell lines for production of lentiviral
vectors were developed [10], but state-of-the-art lentiviral vector
production today is based on transfection of four plasmids (three
packaging constructs and a transfer vector) into easy-to-transfect
HEK293T cells. Here, we provide a protocol for production and
validation of lentiviral vectors transferring Streptococcus pyogenes
SpCas9 and single guide RNA (sgRNA) expression cassettes.

2 Materials

2.1 Production of

Lentiviral Vectors

1. Lentiviral packing and transfer plasmids (Addgene IDs: 12253,
12251, 12259)

2. 2.5 M CaCl2.

3. 2� Hepes Buffered Saline (2�HBS), pH 7.2.

4. dH2O.

5. HEK293T cells.

6. 15 mL falcon tubes.

7. p15 dishes.

8. 0.45 μM filter.

9. Centrifuge tubes.

10. General reagents and appliances for cell culturing.

11. Ultracentrifuge (We run the samples in a SW28 rotor using the
Beckman coulter centrifuge tubes, reference number:
358126).

12. PBS.

13. Parafilm.

2.2 Titration of

Lentiviral Particles

1. General reagents and appliances for cell culturing.

2. qPCR master mix.

3. qPCR primer and probe sets for amplification of the Wood-
chuck Hepatitis Virus post-regulatory element (WPRE) and
segments of the albumin gene.

4. pAlbumin available from Addgene (www.addgene.org;
Addgene ID: 22037).

5. 96-well optical plate.

6. Optical film.

7. Lightcycler Real-Time PCR system.
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8. Antibiotic (depending on the resistance gene in the transfer
plasmid).

9. 0.6% methylene blue solution.

10. Regular H2O.

11. Optional: polybrene.

2.3 Generation of

Knockout Cell Lines

Using CRISPR/Cas9

1. pLentiCas9-blast [11], pLentiGuide-Puro [11], and pLenti-
CRISPR v2 [11] available from Addgene (www.addgene.org;
Addgene IDs: 52962, 52963, 52961).

2. Blasticidin (final concentration suitable for your cell line).

3. Puromycin (final concentration suitable for your cell line).

4. General reagents and appliances for cell culturing.

2.4 Assessment of

CRISPR Gene

Disruption Efficiency

by TIDE Analysis

1. Reagents for PCR.

2. Primer set to amplify a fragment encompassing the sgRNA
target region.

3. 1% agarose gel.

4. General equipment to run an agarose gel.

5. Gel extraction kit.

6. Barcodes to send samples for sequencing, or in-house Sanger-
sequencing equipment.

3 Methods

3.1 Production of

Lentiviral Vectors

Initially you will need HEK293T cells and an estimate of the yield
of lentiviral vectors required for a certain application. You will also
have to consider whether or not you will need to further purify and
concentrate viral particles harvested in growth medium from trans-
fected HEK293T cells (we refer to this harvest as a “crude” prepa-
ration) by ultracentrifugation.

The production of lentiviral vectors takes 4–6 days depending
on the number of harvests from transfected producer cells and
whether you will need to up-concentrate the vector preparation
by ultracentrifugation.

This protocol below is based on production of lentiviral vectors
in p15 dishes. You may want to scale it down and use p10 dishes (see
Note 1).

1. Day 1, seed 1 � 107 HEK293T cells per p15 dish in 25 mL
medium.

2. Day 2, change medium on the HEK293T cells (25 mL
DMEM) 1 h prior to transfection.

3. Prepare the transfection mix according to Table 1 (seeNote 2).
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Co-transfect the HEK293T cells with the lentiviral packag-
ing and transfer plasmids. We use the third generation lentiviral
packing plasmids available at Addgene (www.Addgene.org).
Names of the plasmids that we use and plasmid amounts are
provided in Table 1.

4. Add dH2O to the pDNA mix to a final volume of 1089 μL
and mix.

5. Add 121 μL 2.5 M CaCl2 and mix by pipetting up and down.

6. Add 1210 μL 2�HBS buffer to the pDNA-CaCl2 solution.

7. Vortex the solution thoroughly (10–15 s) immediately after
adding the 2�HBS.

8. Incubate the transfection mix at room temperature for 15 min
(seeNote 3). Add the 2.42mL transfectionmix dropwise to the
cells and gently swirl the dish to distribute the transfection mix.

9. Day 3, remove the medium from the p15 dish and add 19 mL
fresh medium (see Note 4).

10. Check the transfection efficiency (optional): on day 3 you can
evaluate the transfection efficiency by fluorescence microscopy.
If you estimate the transfection efficiency to be below 75%,
consider starting over. Examples of GFP expression 24 and
48 h after successful transfection with pCCL/PGK-eGFP as
the transfer plasmid are provided in Fig. 1.

11. Day 4, pool the supernatant from the p15 dishes if you have
more than one dish transfected with the same pDNA mix.

12. If you are planning on doing a second harvest on day 5, add
19 mL fresh medium and incubate for another 24 h (see Note
5).

13. Filter the pooled supernatant through a 0.45 μm filter (see
Note 6).

3.2 Concentration by

Ultracentrifugation

1. Divide the supernatant equally between an appropriate number
of centrifuge tubes (aliquote approximately 24 mL per tube
leaving space for the sucrose solution).

Table 1
Amount of each plasmid used for preparing the transfection mix

Plasmid per p15 dish (μg)

pRSV-REV 7.26

pMD.2G 9.07

pMDIg/p-RRE 31.46

Transfer plasmid 31.46
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2. Slowly add 4 mL sucrose solution to the bottom of the centri-
fuge tubes using a serological pipette (see Note 7).

3. Weigh the centrifuge tubes and adjust the volumes to ensure
balance in the centrifuge.

4. Ultracentrifuge for 2 h at 113,000 � g at 4 �C.

5. After centrifugation, discard the supernatant and let the tubes
stand upside down for 2 mins.

6. Remove any remaining supernatant from the tube.

7. Add the volume of PBS�/� corresponding to the desired fold
up-concentration (see Note 8).

8. Cover the centrifuge tubes with parafilm and let the virus pellet
resuspend overnight at 4 �C.

9. Repeat the protocol for supernatant from day 5 and discard the
cells.

10. Pool the virus particles from the first and second harvest, make
aliquots in appropriate sizes to avoid repeated thawing and
freezing, and store the aliquots at �70 to �80 �C until use.

Fig. 1 Expected level of GFP expression 24 and 48 h after DNA transfection. HEK293T cells were seeded in a
p15 dish and transfected with the plasmids indicated in Table 1 including pCCL/PGK-eGFP as the transfer
plasmid. GFP expression, in this case driven by the phosphoglycerate kinase promoter (PGK), was assessed
24 (a) and 48 (b) hours after transfection by fluorescence microscopy. Right panels show the same area using
light microscopy
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3.3 Titration of

Lentiviral Particles by

qPCR

A viral titer is a numerical expression of the quantity of viral units in
a given volume and is usually either a physical titer or a transduc-
tional (functional) titer. Physical titers can be estimated by p24
ELISA or qPCR on viral RNA. These assays are generally faster to
perform than assays used to determine a transductional titer. How-
ever, the assays used to determine a physical titer tend to overesti-
mate the titer, as they measure both functional and defective viral
particles. Transductional titers are based on serial transductions of
the target cells and indicate the amount of infectious virus particles
in a given volume. These assays are in general more laborious than
the ones used to determine physical titer. However, they are con-
sidered to be more accurate and are specific for the cell type in
which the assay is performed. In this protocol, we present two ways
to determine the transductional titer of a preparation of lentiviral
vectors.

Assessing transductional titer by qPCR is a viable option in
both suspension and adherent cells. The protocol that we use is
adapted from a protocol developed by Didier Trono’s lab (https://
tronolab.epfl.ch/) and utilizes qPCR to determine the titer of a
lentiviral vector batch. This titer assay is based on qPCR measure-
ment of the number of lentiviral DNA copies integrated into the
genome of the target cells plus potential episomal DNA intermedi-
ates. The number of integration-competent particles in the virus
batch can be calculated by normalizing to an endogenous control
gene with two copies per cell.

In this set up, the Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus Posttranscrip-
tional Regulatory Element (WPRE), present in most third-
generation lentiviral vectors, is used to determine the number of
integrated lentiviral DNA copies, and the gene encoding albumin is
used as the endogenous control gene.

1. Day 1, seed 1 � 105 target cells per well in a 6-well dish or in
another culture format. Prepare one well for each dilution of
the vector batch and one extra well for a non-transduced
control (see Note 9 if the targets cells are cultured in
suspension).

2. Day 2, transduce the target cells with appropriate dilutions of
the vector batch (see Note 10). If the target cells can tolerate
polybrene, it is possible to supplement with 8 μg/mL poly-
brene (final concentration) to increase the transduction
efficiency.

3. Count the number of cells in the non-transduced well and
re-seed them. The number of cells is used to calculate the
titer after the qPCR has been performed; re-seeded cells serve
as a control in the qPCR reaction.

4. Day 3, change medium on the transduced cells and on control
cells.
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5. Day 6, extract genomic DNA (gDNA) from each individual
well using your preferred protocol.

6. Elute gDNA with dH2O.

7. Store gDNA at �20 �C until use.

3.4 Quantification of

WPRE in Proviral DNA

The primer and probe sets for the qPCR are presented in Table 2.
The WPRE primer/probe set is used for quantification of the
WPRE sequence, which is contained in the vector and thus inserted
into the genome of the target cells after lentiviral transduction. The
albumin gene primer/probe set is used for quantification of the
endogenous albumin gene, which is used to normalize for the
amount of gDNA present in the qPCR reaction. The albumin
primer/probe set is specific for the human albumin gene, so if
your target cells have nonhuman origin, an alternative primer/
probe set should be used. The standard curves for WPRE and the
albumin gene are made using plasmids containing WPRE and
albumin gene sequences (see Note 11).

1. Adjust the DNA concentrations of the two plasmids containing
the WPRE and the albumin gene sequence to 1 μg/μL.

2. The first point of the standard curves should be 1 � 108 mole-
cules in 8 μL corresponding to 1.25 � 107 molecules per μL.
Adjust the concentration of the two plasmids for the standard
curves accordingly (see Note 12).

3. Generate the standard curves by making tenfold dilutions until
10 molecules in 8 μL (8 serial dilutions in total).

4. Prepare the gDNA samples. The gDNA sample amount in each
qPCR reaction should be between 50 and 100 ng in 8 μL
(6.25–12.5 ng/μL).

5. Prepare two master mixes (Table 3), one for quantification of
WPRE and one for quantification of the albumin gene accord-
ing to the following protocol. All samples and standards should
be run in technical duplicates as a minimum.

Table 2
Sequences of primers and probes used for qPCR

Target sequence Primer/probe Primer/probe sequence

WPRE WPRE_forward 50-GGCACTGACAATTCCGTGGT-30

WPRE_reverse 50-AGGGACGTAGCAGAAGGACG-30

WPRE_probe 50-FAM-ACGTCCTTTCCATGGCTGCTCGC-BHQ-30

Albumin Albumin_forward 50-GCTGTCATCTCTTGTGGGCTGT-30

Albumin_reverse 50-ACTCATGGGAGCTGCTGGTTC-30

Albumin_probe 50-FAM-CCTGTCATGCCCACACAAATCTCTCC-BHQ-30
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6. Place 9 μL of the master mix into the appropriate number of
wells in a 96-well optical plate.

7. Add 8 μL DNA sample to each of the appropriate wells.

8. Seal the plate with optical film.

9. Centrifuge the plate at 200 � g for 1 min at room temperature
to ensure that all liquid is at the bottom of the wells.

10. Place the 96-well plate in the real-time PCR machine and run
the appropriate program depending on the fluorochromes
(FAM) and quencher (BHQ) used in the TaqMan probes.
Run the amplication reaction as follows: Preincubation for
10 mins at 95 �C followed by 45 cycles: 15 s at 95 �C, 1 min
at 60 �C.

11. Analyze the amplification using the standard curve method.

12. Calculate for each sample the WPRE copy number per cell
using the following formula:

Vector copy number per cellð ÞQuantity mean of WPRE sequence
Quantity mean of albumin gene � 2

(see Note 13).

13. Calculate the transduction titer using the formula below.

Titer
Integrating particles

mL

� �
¼ Number of recipient cells counted at day 2ð Þ � Vector copy number per cell

Volume of virus in mL

3.5 Titer

Determination of

Lentiviral Vectors by

Quantification of

Colony-Forming Units

(CFU)

Another way to determine the number of infectious particles in a
lentiviral vector batch is to do a colony-forming units (CFU) assay.
Obviously, this method is not an option in suspension cells, but
provides a less work-intensive method of assessing the transduc-
tional titer on adherent cells. This assay requires that the transfer
plasmid contains a selection cassette, which is inserted into the
genome of the target cells after lentiviral transduction. If your
lentiviral transfer plasmid does not contain a selection cassette,
measurement of titer should be performed with qPCR.

1. Day 1, seed 1 � 105 target cells per well in a 6-well dish or in
another culture format. Seed one well for each dilution of the
vector batch and include an extra well for a non-transduced
control for the drug selection.

Table 3
Table guide for preparing Maxima qPCR master mix

8.5 μL Maxima qPCR master mix or equivalent

0.17 μL forward primer (10 μM)

0.17 μL reverse primer (10 μM)

0.17 μL probe (10 μM)
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2. Day 2, transduce the target cells with serial tenfold dilutions of
the lentiviral vector batch. If the target cells can tolerate poly-
brene, it is possible to supplement with 8 μg/mL polybrene
(final concentration) to increase the transduction efficiency.
Leave one well un-transduced.

3. Day 3, change medium on the target cells.

4. Day 4, start selection for drug-resistant cells at a concentration
suitable for the target cells (see Note 14).

5. When colonies have appeared (typically after 4–6 days depend-
ing on the cell type), remove the medium from the wells.

6. Wash the wells with PBS.

7. Add an appropriate volume of 0.6% methylene blue solution to
each well.

8. Incubate at room temperature for 15 min.

9. Wash the wells with H2O and leave to air dry.

10. Count the number of colonies manually and calculate the CFU
per mL using the following formula:

CFU

mL
¼ Number of formed colonies

Volume of virus� containing supernatant added in mL:

3.6 Generation of

Knockout Cell Lines

Using CRISPR/Cas9

The lab of Feng Zhang has developed two lentiviral systems for easy
and efficient delivery of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to mammalian
cells: a one-vector system plentiCRISPRv2 encoding all elements
necessary for genome editing in one vector, and a two-vector
system, by which SpCas9 and the sgRNA are delivered on two
separate lentiviral vector constructs (plasmids referred to as
plentiCas9-Blast and plentiGuide-Puro, respectively). Both systems
allow you to clone-in your 20-nucleotide sgRNA sequence of
interest in the context of a lentiviral vector plasmid, allowing incor-
poration of derived vector RNA into lentiviral particles. These
vectors are not the only available vectors for lentiviral delivery of
the CRISPR/Cas9 system, but the following protocols are based
on our experience with these vectors.

The protocols below describe the generation of knockout cell
lines based on 2 to 3 weeks of drug selection for cells carrying one
or more integrated copies of the vector. However, for some cell
types, which can easily be transduced (e.g., HEK293 cells), high
indel frequencies can be achieved by transferring vector-containing
supernatant to the recipient cells. Hence, depending on the cell
type, indel frequencies above 90% can be achieved 5 days post
transduction without selection (Fig. 2a). In the shown example,
indel rates of 50% were achieved in normal human dermal fibro-
blasts (NHDF) after 5 days (Fig. 2b). In our hands, we rarely detect
indels within the first day after transduction, but observe the largest
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increase in indel frequency between 48 and 72 h after lentiviral
delivery of the CRISPR/Cas9 system (Fig. 2a, b). Thus, under
conditions allowing high levels of transduction, the majority of
the SpCas9-mediated cleavage occurs within this time frame.
Although the preferred methodology may obviously depend on
the application, we recommend carrying out drug selection for
the time indicated in the protocols. This ensures depletion of
non-transduced cells and allows use of lower amounts of vector,
leading to reduced risks of integrating more than one lentiviral
vector in transduced cells.

3.7 Generation of

Knockout Cell Lines

Using the One-Vector

CRISPR/Cas9 System

For the generation of knockout cell lines using lentiviral delivery of
the one-vector CRISPR/Cas9 system, clone the sgRNA sequence
of interest into the plentiCRISPRv2 [11] plasmid (resulting in
plentiCRISPRv2-sgRNA) and prepare a batch of lentiviral vectors
(designated LV/lentiCRISPRv2-sgRNA) according to the guide-
lines in Subheading 3.1 using plentiCRISPRv2-sgRNA as the
transfer plasmid.

1. Day 1, seed 1–2 � 105 targets cells per well in a 6-well dish or
in another suitable culture format. Seed four wells in total (see
Note 15).

2. Day 2, transduce cells in three of the wells with the LV/
lentiCRISPRv2-sgRNA batch. If the target cells can tolerate
polybrene, it is possible to supplement with 8 μg/mL poly-
brene (final concentration) to increase the transduction

Fig. 2 Gene disruption rates in HEK293 cells and normal human dermal fibroblasts over a period of 5 days.
HEK293 (a) and NHDF-15 (b) cells were transduced with LV/lentiCRISPRv2-sgRNA encoding a sgRNA targeting
the SERPING1 gene. 24 h after transduction the virus-containing medium was removed and the cells were
harvested in 24-h intervals, and the indel frequencies were determined by TIDE analysis. Data are depicted as
mean + SEM
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efficiency. The fourth well serves as a control for the puromycin
selection applied on day 4.

3. Day 3, change medium on the target cells.

4. Day 4, start selection with puromycin in all four wells at a
concentration suitable for the target cells.

5. Renew puromycin-containing medium every second or third
day, and maintain puromycin selection for 14 days. Passage the
cells if needed. At the first passage after transduction, pool the
three wells containing transduced cells. Expect the cells in the
non-transduced well to die within the first 4–7 days.

6. Day 19, freeze down aliquots of the cell population for later
studies and harvest gDNA for validation of CRISPR/Cas9
activity leading to gene disruption.

3.8 Generation of

Knockout Cell Lines

Using the Two-Vector

CRISPR/Cas9 System

The generation of stable SpCas9-expressing cell lines can be accom-
plished with the plentiCas9-blast vector. Due to the nature of
lentiviral infection, it is recommended to transduce at a low multi-
plicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1–0.3. The low MOI helps control
the number of inserted copies of the SpCas9-encoding cassette per
cell. This will produce a heterogeneous population of cells, ideally
each with a single insertion, reducing the overall heterogeneity of
the population in terms of SpCas9 expression levels.

Prior to creation of SpCas9-expressing cells, produce a batch of
LV/lentiCas9-blast vectors and assess the titer (see Subheadings
3.1–3.5).

Proceed following the general steps described below.

1. Day 1, seed 2–5 � 105 cells per well in a 6-well dish or in
another suitable culture format. Seed cells in 4 wells in total.

2. Day 2, transduce 3 wells with LV/lentiCas9-Blast using a viral
particle load ensuring low MOI. The needed volume of the
vector preparation is determined based on the specific titer in
the relevant cell line.

3. Day 3, replace medium with medium containing blasticidin;
the fourth well serves as a control for blasticidin selection.

4. From Day 4 to 17, once each well becomes confluent, pool
cells from the different wells and proceed by culturing cells in a
larger appropriate culture volume. Maintain cells under blasti-
cidin selection and passage as required (see Note 16).

5. Day 18, freeze down several aliquots of the population and
proceed to test the functionality of SpCas9 in the blasticidin-
resistant population.

6. (Optional) To establish and characterize individual SpCas9-
expressing clones, seed cells individually to start generating
expanded cell clones.
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3.9 Validation of

SpCas9-Expressing

Cell Lines and gRNA

Transduction

After 2 weeks of blasticidin selection most cell lines should be
completely depleted of blasticidin-sensitive cells. Since the blastici-
din resistance gene is expressed by the same promoter as SpCas9
and the two genes are fused by a P2A-peptide sequence, any
blasticidin-resistant cell should also contain SpCas9 protein. Asses-
sing the functionality and efficiency of SpCas9 in the cells can be
done by delivering a sgRNA to the cells (see Note 17). We recom-
mend doing this by transducing the cells with LV/lentiGuide-
Puro, a vector that contains a sgRNA scaffold as well as a selection
marker. A high-activity sgRNA (here designated sgRNAX) should
be cloned into plentiGuide-Puro for this step.

1. Day 1, seed 2–5 � 105 cells per well in a 6-well dish or in
another suitable culture format. Seed 4 wells in total.

2. Day 2, transduce 3 wells with LV/LentiGuide-Puro-sgRNAX.

3. Day 3, apply puromycin to all wells; the fourth well will serve as
a control for puromycin selection.

4. Day 4–11, maintain puromycin selection and passage cells as
usual (see Note 18).

Day 11. Harvest gDNA for PCR, sequencing and TIDE analy-
sis, as described in Subheading 3.9 (see Note 19).

3.10 TIDE-Based

Validation of CRISPR/

Cas9-Mediated Gene

Knockout

One way to validate CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing in the cell
lines created in Subheadings 3.6 and 3.7 is by tracking of indels by
decomposition (TIDE) [12]. The TIDE software requires two
chromatograms of the region targeted by the Cas9/sgRNA com-
plex, (1) one from the cell lines generated in Subheadings 3.6 or
3.7 and (2) one from an untreated control population of the same
cell line (or alternatively a population of cells transduced with a
control vector). The TIDE software analyzes the two supplied
chromatograms by using the height of each peak in the chromato-
gram to determine the relative abundance of aberrant nucleotides.
The output is an indel frequency, which represents the fraction of
alleles cleaved by Cas9 and subsequently repaired by NHEJ in a cell
population.

1. Extract gDNA from the knockout population created in Sub-
headings 3.6 or 3.7 and from an untreated population of the
same cell line using your preferred protocol.

2. PCR-amplify the sgRNA target region using the gDNA as
template (see Note 20).

3. Run the PCR on a 1% agarose gel and purify the PCR band.

4. Sequence the PCR products; if you follow the recommended
primer design, this can be done with your forward primer.
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5. Perform TIDE analysis using the TIDE software (https://tide.
nki.nl/) or alternatively ICE analysis (https://ice.synthego.
com).

An example of a TIDE analysis is shown in Fig. 3. This
TIDE analysis is performed on primary fibroblasts after lenti-
viral delivery of the one-vector CRISPR/Cas9 system with a
sgRNA targeting the SERPING1 gene.

Fig. 3 TIDE analysis performed on primary fibroblasts after lentiviral delivery of the one-vector CRISPR/Cas9
system with a sgRNA targeting the SERPING1 gene. An example of the output from a TIDE analysis showing an
indel frequency of 96.2% with a one base pair insertion as the most common indel (a). The TIDE software also
returns a quality control of the chromatograms uploaded depicted as % aberrant sequence with an illustration
of the expected cut site (b)
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4 Notes

1. Production specifications are displayed in Table 4 below.

2. Transfection control: The transfection efficiency is absolutely
crucial for production of high-titer vector preparations. If the
transfer plasmid does not contain a fluorescent marker gene, it
is recommended to include a transfection control. You can
either transfect cells in a separate dish with a transfer plasmid
expressing a fluorescent marker or include 1 μg of a standard
expression plasmid (non-lentiviral) encoding a fluorescent
marker in the transfection.

3. When carrying out a large-scale production, it is recommended
to split the transfections into several rounds. Do not prepare
more than 10 transfection mixtures at once, since incubation of
the transfection mixture for prolonged periods of time will
reduce the potency of the transfection.

4. If you are not ultracentrifuging the vector-containing superna-
tant, and the recipient cells grow in another medium than
DMEM, change to that medium now. The cells are very con-
fluent at this point, so be gentle when adding the fresh
medium.

Table 4
List of production specifications used in this method

Reagent Amount/volume

Day 1

HEK293T cells per p10 dish 4 � 106

DMEM 10 mL

Day 2

DMEM 1 h before transfection 10 mL

pRSV-REV 3 μg

pMD.2G 3.75 μg

pMDIg/p-RRE 13 μg

Transfer plasmid 13 μg

dH2O in transfection mix To a final volume of 450 μL

2 M CaCl2 50 μL

2�HBS 500 μL

Day 3

DMEM 7–10 mL
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5. If you are doing a second harvest on day 5, you can store the
first harvest at 4 �C, pool it with the second harvest, and then
make the aliquots or do the ultracentrifugation at day 5.

6. If you are not up-concentrating the vector preparation by
ultracentrifugation, the crude vector-containing supernatant
is now ready to use. To avoid repeated thawing and freezing,
make aliquots of the crude preparation in appropriate sizes and
store the aliquots at �70 to �80 �C until use.

7. When preparing the sucrose cushion aspirate 7 mL of the
sucrose solution in a 5 mL serological pipette. Slowly release
the sucrose solution into the tube and stop when you reach
3 mL. By doing this, you will have a 4 mL solution in each tube
allowing you to keep track of the volume added and avoid
disturbing the sucrose cushion by accidentally blowing air
into it.

8. We typically add 85 μL to each tube resulting normally in a
vector batch with an approximately 300-fold higher concentra-
tion of vectors relative to the crude prep.

9. If the recipient cells are suspension cells, you can combine day
1 and day 2 and do seeding and transduction in one step.

10. We normally go for 1000 μL, 200 μL, and 50 μL crude virus
(vector-containing supernatant) or the equivalent volume of
ultracentrifuged virus in a total volume suitable for your
culture.

11. We use the pCCL-PGK-Puro-H1-MCS plasmid [13] for the
WPRE standard curve, but any vector containing the WPRE
element (like pLentiGuide-Puro or pLentiCRISPRv2) can be
used. pAlbumin (acquired from Addgene) is used for the Albu-
min standard curve.

12. The conversion from grams to number of molecules of pAlbu-
min is carried out as depicted below. As the size of pAlbumin is
7539 bp plasmid and the estimated molecular weight of a base
pair is 660 g/mol, the calculation is as follows:

Molecular weight of pAlbumin ¼
7539 bp� 660

g
mol

bp ¼ 5� 106 g
mol.

If the concentration of the plasmid stock is 1 μg/μL then

Molar concentration ¼
1�10�6g

μL

5�106g
mol

¼ 2� 10�13mol
μL

and the number of molecules per μL ¼
2� 10�13 mol

μL � 6:02� 1023 Molecules
mol ¼ 1:2� 1011 molecules

μL .

Since 1:2�1011

1:25�107
¼ 9:6� 103, the first sample of the standard

curve for Albumin should be a 9.6 � 103 times dilution of the
1 μg/μL pAlbumin plasmid.
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13. As two alleles of the albumin gene are assumed to be present in
the genome, the relative quantity mean of WPRE and the
albumin gene needs to be multiplied by 2 (indicated by “�2”
in the equation above).

14. Keep the cells in selection medium throughout the experiment.
When the cells in the non-transduced control well have died
off, and the colonies in transduced wells have reached a size
visible with the naked eye, the colonies can now be stained and
counted.

15. If the target cells are suspension cells, you can combine day
1 and day 2 and do seeding and transduction in one step.

16. Consider expanding your cells throughout the selection period
in order to achieve a large cell population for freezing and
storage. This will provide aliquots with minimum passage
time ready for downstream applications.

17. Alternatively, Cas9 protein levels can be assayed by Western
blot using anti-Flag antibodies. Obviously, this only confirms
the expression and does not provide an assessment of
functionality.

18. By using the two-vector system, the presence of Cas9 protein at
a steady state in the cell allows for a more rapid generation of
saturated knockout levels after sgRNAs delivery. Thus, one
week of puromycin selection will suffice with the two-vector
system.

19. With a typical Cas9-expressing population and delivery of a
high-activity sgRNA species, indel formation should be near
maximum after 1 week of puromycin selection. Expect an indel
rate determined by TIDE above 75%.

20. Primer design: When designing primers for the PCR reaction,
place the forward primer minimum 200–300 bp upstream of
the expected Cas9 cut site to allow enough sequence for align-
ment with the control sequence. Aim for a PCR amplicon of
700–1000 bp and make sure that the primer set is not able to
amplify another region in the genome of the same size.
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Chapter 8

Rapid and Simple Screening of CRISPR Guide RNAs (gRNAs)
in Cultured Cells Using Adeno-Associated Viral (AAV)
Vectors

Julia Fakhiri, Manuela Nickl, and Dirk Grimm

Abstract

Genome editing reagents including the recently introduced CRISPR/Cas9 system have become established
and widely used molecular tools to answer fundamental biological questions and to target and treat genetic
diseases. The CRISPR system, originally derived from bacteria and archaea, can be delivered into cells using
different techniques, comprising (1) transfection of mRNA or plasmid DNA, (2) electroporation of plasmid
DNA or the Cas9 protein in a complex with a g(uide)RNA, or (3) use of nonviral or viral vectors. Among
the latter, Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are particularly attractive owing to many favorable traits:
(1) their apathogenicity and episomal persistence, (2) the ease of virus production and purification,
(3) the safe handling under lowest biosafety level 1 conditions, and (4) the availability of numerous natural
serotypes and synthetic capsid variants with distinct cell specificities. Here, we describe a fast and simple
protocol for small-scale packaging of CRISPR/Cas9 components into AAV vectors. To showcase its
potential, we employ this method for screening of gRNAs targeting the murine miR-122 locus in
Hepa1–6 cells (using AAV serotype 6, AAV6) or the 50LTR of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
in HeLaP4-NLtr cells (using a synthetic AAV9 variant). We furthermore provide a detailed protocol for
large-scale production of purified AAV/CRISPR vector stocks that permit higher cleavage efficiencies
in vitro and are suitable for direct in vivo applications.

Key words AAV, Adeno-associated virus, CRISPR, gRNA, GuideRNA, T7E1 assay

1 Introduction

In 2012–2013, a series of reports on the adaptation of the prokary-
otic CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeats) system to mammalian cells have launched a fundamental
revolution in biological and medical research [1–4]. Compared to
other genome editing tools, such as zinc-finger nucleases (ZFN) or
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), CRISPR/
Cas9 is very easy to customize as this system only requires two
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components, the endonuclease Cas9 and a guide RNA (gRNA),
and as one can redirect Cas9 by simply adapting the targeting
sequence present in the gRNA [5]. Moreover, one can concomi-
tantly target different genomic loci by multiplexing gRNAs, which
facilitates efforts to decipher cellular networks and to answer com-
plex biological questions [6–8]. Last but not least, by fusing a
catalytically inactive Cas9 mutant to effector protein domains or
other moieties, it is possible to modulate the epigenetic status of
specific loci or to tag target DNAs with fluorescent markers, among
many other applications [9–14].

Owing to this breadth and versatility, CRISPR has become the
most popular tool for genome editing and is already widely used by
academic and industrial laboratories around the world. In part, this
success is due to the fact that an initial bottleneck in the application
of CRISPR technology, i.e., a need of efficient, specific, and safe
means for Cas9/gRNA delivery into cells, has recently been over-
come by others and us. Most notable and in the center of this article
is that the CRISPR machinery can be packaged into, and delivered
by, recombinant Adeno-associated viruses (AAV), which permits
robust genome editing in numerous different cell types and organs
in small and large animals [15–18]. To this end, one can use either
two separate AAV vectors (one for each component, Cas9 and
gRNA) or all-in-one vectors that carry both parts on a single vector
genome [19–27]. The choice of one over the other is highly
dependent on the cell type, efficiency of transduction (i.e., gene
delivery by viral vectors, which in the case of AAV is primarily
determined by the capsid), and the size of the Cas9 variant used
(e.g., SpCas is 4.1 kilobases [kb] long, versus SaCas with only
3.1 kb) [1, 2, 28]. The latter is critical because AAV vectors have
an inherent limit for packaging of foreign DNA of around 4.8 kb,
which—in the case of SpCas—leaves little space for regulatory
sequences such as promoters [19]. Of note, the small size of
gRNAs and associated promoters in a range of a few hundred
base pairs enables their delivery by so-called “self-complementary”
AAV vectors, which express more quickly than conventional single-
stranded AAV vectors (but can only accommodate up to 2.4 kb of
foreign DNA, which is enough for gRNA expression cassettes but
not for Cas9) [29–31].

Here, we provide a protocol for rapid screening of gRNAs
using a workflow combining small-scale AAV production (Fig. 1)
with a “quick & dirty” T7 endonuclease I assay (Fig. 2). Using this
two-step method, we routinely prescreen gRNAs in a variety of cell
lines and primary cells, as exemplified here with two cell lines,
HeLaP4-NLtr and Hepa1–6 (Fig. 2). As shown below and as is
typical for this method, we achieve potent target DNA cleavage of
up to about 50%, which is already sufficient for many downstream
applications.
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To further improve AAV transduction and thereby enhance
DNA editing efficiency, we moreover enclose a protocol for pro-
duction of highly concentrated and purified viral stocks. To clean
up viral “crude lysates,” ultracentrifugation is typically used for
separation of full viral particles (i.e., capsids containing an AAV

DNA mix 6-well 150 cm2

dish

AdH:HP:VP 850:850:850 
(ng)

14:14:14
(μg)

H20 49 μL 800 μL

300 mM NaCl 49 μL 800 μL

PEI mix 6-well 150 cm2

dish

PEI 22 μL 400 μL

H20 27 μL 400 μL

300 mM NaCl 49 μL 800 μL

AdH HP VP

DNA mix

+

PEI mix

Vortex

Incubate
10 min

70-80%
confluent

Thaw
37°C

Freeze
-196°C

5x

5x
Harvest cells
800×g, 15 min

Subject to 5 
freeze-thaw cycles

Crude lysates can be used directly on cells

Vector purification using iodixanol
gradient ultracentrifugation (see Fig. 3a)

Determination of genome copies/mL 
via qPCR titration of viral stocks

Centrifuge at max speed, 15 min, 4°C

AdH = Adenoviral helper plasmid expressing
adenovirus genes required for AAV production
HP = AAV helper plasmid expressing AAV2
rep and a specific AAV cap (natural or synthetic)
VP = vector plasmid harboring the transgene 
flanked by the AAV ITRs (packaging signals)

Seed cells 24 h
before transfection

PEI/NaCl

Fig. 1 Small- and large-scale PEI transfection scheme for the production of recombinant AAV vectors. ITRs
inverted terminal repeats. This figure contains clipart from Servier Medical Art (https://smart.servier.com/)
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vector genome) from undesired empty capsids based on their dis-
tinct densities. Two commonly used substances for preparing these
gradients are iodixanol and cesium chloride. Here, we focus on
iodixanol gradient centrifugation, a method that has gained wide
popularity since its publication in 1999 [32] due to its (1) applica-
bility to every AAV serotype, (2) speed as compared to cesium
chloride purification, and (3) safety, as iodixanol is nontoxic in
mammalian cells. Below, we exemplify its use to purify different
commonly used AAV serotypes encoding distinct gRNAs, and we
provide a representative overview of the titers that can be obtained
(Fig. 3). The compatibility with many AAV capsid variants is impor-
tant as these differ in the efficiency and specificity with which they

denaturation
and reannealing

addition of T7 
endonuclease

agarose gel 
electrophoresis

cleavage
products

uncleaved
DNA

PCR
amplification

a

b c
LTR2LTR1 control

0.85
0.65

0.4
0.3

0.5

kb

32.3% 46.7%

0.6
0.8
1.0

0.4
0.3

kb

11.5% 6.7% 9.3%

controlg1 g2 g3

Fig. 2 T7 endonuclease I (T7E1) assay from cells transduced with crude lysates of AAV-CRISPR vectors. (a)
Scheme showing the principle of the T7E1 assay. First, the region flanking the gRNA target site (depicted in
dark blue) is PCR-amplified, which results in wild-type (blue) or mutated (green) amplicons. Then, the sample
is heated and slowly cooled down to allow the formation of heteroduplexes. Finally, T7 endonuclease I is
added to the sample which cuts the DNA strands at mismatches (depicted as bulges). The resulting DNA
fragments are separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (a typical result is shown schematically). (b) T7E1
assay using SpCas9 and gRNAs targeting the integrated HIV-1 50 LTR (human immunodeficiency virus 50 long
terminal repeat) in HeLaP4-NLtr cells. The first two lanes show samples from cells treated with crude AAV
lysates encoding Cas9 and two different gRNAs (LTR1, LTR2). The expected cleavage bands are visible (LTR1:
446, 332 bp; LTR2: 467, 311 bp). (c) T7E1 assay with gRNAs targeting the endogenous miR-122 locus in
Hepa1–6 cells. The first three lanes show samples from cells treated with crude AAVs encoding SaCas9 and
three gRNAs that target the same region but differ in length (20, 21, and 22 nucleotides for g1, g2, and g3,
respectively). The expected cleavage bands are visible (697, 317 bp). Control ¼ sample from cells only
transduced with crude AAV lysates encoding Cas9. Percentages of inserts and deletions (indels), calculated
based on band intensities, are indicated below
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transduce cells in vitro and in vivo [15, 33–36]. Therefore, a pre-
screening of a particular cell line or cell type of interest for the best-
performing AAV serotype is highly recommended (see Note 1).

Collectively, the detailed protocols presented in this chapter
should provide readers with all the essential skills that are needed
for the scalable production of basic AAV-CRISPR vectors and for
their application in mammalian cells.

2 Materials

All solutions should be prepared with double-distilled water
(ddH2O) and autoclaved or filter-sterilized by passing through a
0.22 μm filter. Solutions should be stored at room temperature,
unless indicated otherwise.

2.1 Transfection

and Cell Harvest

1. Cell counting device or Neubauer chamber.

2. Beckman Avanti® centrifuge or equivalent.

60%

40%

25%

15%

Crude 
lysate Ultracentrifugation

50,000 rpm

2 h, 4°C

Serotype Virus
particles/dish

AAV2 1.8 x 1011

AAV6 4.9 x 1010

AAV8 1.2 x 1011

AAV9 1.0 x 1011

Empty capsids

Vector

Cell debris

a

b

Fig. 3 Large-scale iodixanol purification of AAV vectors. (a) Schematic represen-
tation of an iodixanol gradient before and after ultracentrifugation. The purified
vector particles containing a full-length genome accumulate in the 40% phase.
(b) Packaging of gRNAs into different, commonly used AAV serotypes and the
amount of viral particles per 150 cm2 dish as estimated by qPCR analysis
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3. Polyethylenimine (PEI) solution: weigh 0.323 g PEI (Poly-
sciences) and add water to a final volume of 1 L. Stir for 1 h
at 60 �C until the PEI completely dissolves. Transfer to 50 mL
Falcon tubes and perform three freeze/thaw cycles at�80 �C/
37 �C. Store PEI aliquots (e.g., in 50 mL aliquots) at �80 �C.

4. 300 mM NaCl: weigh 17.52 g NaCl and add water to a final
volume of 1 L.

5. 1 M MgCl2: weigh 203.3 g MgCl2·6H2O and dissolve in
800 mL water. Adjust the volume to 1 L with water.

6. Benzonase buffer: weigh 8.8 g NaCl, then add 2 mL 1 M
MgCl2, 50 mL 1 M Tris–HCl, and 900 mL water. Adjust pH
to 8.5 with 1 M NaOH and fill up to 1 L with water.

7. Benzonase nuclease (Merck) 100,000 U.

8. Cell scraper.

9. 50 mL Falcon tubes or 500 mL Corning centrifugation tubes
(for small- or large-scale AAV vector preparations,
respectively).

10. 1� 0.25% trypsin/EDTA.

11. Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium (DMEM).

12. Fetal bovine serum (FBS).

13. Penicillin/Streptomycin (Pen/Strep).

2.2 Iodixanol

Gradient

Centrifugation

1. Ultracentrifuge plus Beckman 70 Ti/70.1 Ti rotors or equiva-
lent (see Note 2).

2. 3 or 5 mL syringes and 19- or 21-gauge (G) needles.

3. Beckman tube sealer.

4. 60% iodixanol stock solution (Opti-Prep, Progen Biotechnik
GmbH). Keep sterile and protected from light.

5. Sterile Pasteur glass pipettes.

6. Beckman Quick-Seal centrifugation tubes: 14 � 89 mm or
25 � 89 mm.

7. 1 M PBS-MK-NaCl buffer: weigh 58.4 g NaCl, 263 mg
MgCl2, and 149.1 mg KCl. Add 1� PBS to a final volume of
1 L.

8. 1� PBS-MK buffer: weigh 263 mg MgCl2 and 149.1 mg KCl.
Add 1� PBS to a final volume of 1 L.

9. Iodixanol working solutions:

15% iodixanol solution: mix 12 mL 60% iodixanol and 36 mL
1 M PBS-MK-NaCl buffer.

25% iodixanol solution: mix 20 mL 60% iodixanol, 28 mL 1�
PBS-MK buffer, and 120 μL phenol red.
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40% iodixanol solution: mix 30 mL 60% iodixanol and 15 mL
1� PBS-MK buffer.

60% iodixanol solution: 60% iodixanol plus 2.5 μL/mL
phenol red.

2.3 T7 Endonuclease

I (T7E1) Assay

1. PCR thermocycler.

2. Hybridization oven with a rotating platform.

3. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO).

4. dNTP mix, 10 mM each.

5. Biozym LE Agarose.

6. Proteinase K.

7. High-fidelity polymerase (Phusion Hot Start Flex).

8. DirectPCR Lysis reagent (Cell) (Viagen Biotech).

9. T7 endonuclease (10,000 U/mL).

10. 50� Tris-Acetate-EDTA (TAE) stock solution: weigh 363 g
Tris base and dissolve in 500 mL water. Carefully add
85.65 mL glacial acid and 750 mL 0.1 M EDTA. Adjust pH
to 8.5 with 1 M NaOH and fill up to 1.5 L with water.

11. 2% agarose: weigh 14 g agarose and add 700 mL 1� TAE. Boil
until completely dissolved. Cool down to 50 �C and add
ethidium bromide to a final concentration of 0.5 μg/mL.

3 Methods

3.1 Small-Scale

Production of AAV

Vectors (Crude

Lysates)

The following protocol describes the production of recombinant
AAV vectors in a 6-well plate, yielding “crude lysates” that are
ideally suited for rapid and parallel gRNA screening.

1. Seed 5 � 105 HEK293T cells per well in DMEM containing
10% FBS and 1% Pen/Strep one day before transfection.

2. Once the cells have reached a density of 70–80% (typically 24 h
after plating), prepare the PEI-DNA transfection mix as
depicted in Fig. 1 (see Note 3).

3. Add the transfection mix dropwise to the cells, gently shake the
plate, and place at 37 �C. There is no need to change the
growth medium after transfection.

4. After 72 h, remove the medium from the cells and add 1 mL
PBS. Harvest the cells by pipetting up and down using a P1000
pipette.

5. Centrifuge at 800 � g for 10 min at 4 �C.

6. Discard PBS and suspend the cells in 300–500 μL PBS.
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7. Subject the cell suspension to five freeze-thaw cycles by alter-
nating between liquid nitrogen (or a dry ice/ethanol bath) and
37 �C, to obtain a crude cell lysate.

8. Spin down at 16,100 � g and 4 �C for 10 min to remove cell
debris.

9. Transfer vector-containing supernatant to a 1.5 mL microcen-
trifuge tube and use directly in cells or freeze at �80 �C for
long-term storage.

3.2 Large-Scale AAV

Vector Production

This protocol and the following (Subheading 3.3) describe the
steps for production of highly concentrated and pure AAV vector
stocks suitable for direct in vitro application in cells as well as in vivo
use.

1. Grow HEK293T cells in a sufficient number of 175 cm2 flasks
(plate 7� 106 cells per flask) for subsequent plating of 150 cm2

dishes for vector production. For example, five to six 175 cm2

flasks will typically yield enough cells for 50 dishes. See Note 4
for a calculation of the total amount of virus needed and then
refer to Fig. 3b to estimate the number of dishes to be seeded.

2. Cell harvest: after 48 h, remove the medium completely and
wash the cells in each flask with 15 mL PBS. Add 2 mL 0.25%
trypsin/EDTA solution and incubate for 2 min at 37 �C. Stop
the reaction by adding at least 8 mL medium and thoroughly
suspend the cells by pipetting to obtain a single-cell suspension
(clumps can decrease transfection efficiency). Collect all the
harvested cells in one flask and count them using a Neubauer
chamber or a similar device.

3. Seed 4� 106 cells per 150 cm2 plate in 22mLmedium. Pile ten
plates and shake in multiple horizontal directions to achieve a
homogenous cell distribution. Incubate the cells for 48 h at
37 �C (see Note 5).

4. Prepare PEI-DNA transfection mixes as depicted in Fig. 1. Add
the mix dropwise to the cells and incubate for 72 h at 37 �C.

5. Harvest the cells using a cell scraper and transfer into 50 mL
Falcon tubes or 500 mL centrifuge buckets (the latter are used
for larger volumes).

6. In groups of 10, wash the plates once with 15 mL PBS (transfer
the PBS from one plate to the other) and add to the harvested
cells.

7. Centrifuge in a Beckman Avanti® centrifuge at 800 � g for
15 min.

8. Discard medium completely and suspend the cells in 15 mL
PBS (pool multiple cell pellets if necessary).
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9. Repeat centrifugation at 800 � g for 15 min and then discard
supernatant.

10. Resuspend the cell pellet in 5 mL benzonase buffer for small
gradients (up to 10 plates of cells) or in 20 mL for larger
gradients. The cell suspension can be stored at �80 �C.

11. Vortex well and subject to five freeze-thaw cycles by alternating
between liquid nitrogen (or dry ice/ethanol bath) and 37 �C,
to obtain a crude cell lysate.

12. To remove plasmid DNA, add benzonase (50 U/mL) and
incubate at 37 �C for 1 h, while inverting the tubes every
15 min.

13. Centrifuge the resulting “crude lysate” twice for 15 min at
4000 � g and 4 �C, and always save the supernatant. Progress
directly to iodixanol gradient centrifugation or freeze at
�20 �C.

3.3 Iodixanol

Gradient Purification

1. Arrange Beckman ultracentrifugation tubes (14 � 89 mm for
small gradients/25 � 89 mm for large gradients) in a holder
and put a sterile Pasteur pipette into each.

2. Transfer the vector cell lysate (5 or 20 mL for small or large
gradients, respectively) through the Pasteur pipette into the
tube, using a 5 or 10 mL pipette (see Fig. 3a).

3. Add each of the different iodixanol solutions in the following
order using a 2 mL plastic pipette extended with a P1000 tip,
taking care to avoid air bubbles at any stage (see Note 6).

(a) 1.5 mL (small) or 7 mL (large) 15% iodixanol solution.

(b) 1.5 mL (small) or 5 mL (large) 25% iodixanol solution.

(c) 1.5 mL (small) or 4 mL (large) 40% iodixanol solution.

(d) 1.5 mL (small) or 4 mL (large) 60% iodixanol solution.

4. Carefully add benzonase buffer using a 3 mL syringe and 19G
needle to top off the tube.

5. Close the tubes with metal caps and seal using a heating device
to seal the tubes.

6. Centrifuge the tubes at 4 �C for 2 h at 230,000 � g in a
Beckman 70.1 Ti rotor or at 257,000 � g in a Beckman
70 Ti rotor. Set the acceleration to “max” and deceleration to
“slow.”

7. Puncture the tube carefully below the 60–40% interface with a
21G needle attached to a 5 mL syringe (see Note 7).

8. Collect up to 1 mL per tube, taking care not to touch the
40–25% interface.

9. Repeat for each tube. As iodixanol is nontoxic, the vectors can
be directly added to cells. Optionally, they can be further
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concentrated and the iodixanol can be exchanged to PBS
[37, 38]. For long-term storage, keep the vectors at �80 �C
in aliquots that are sufficiently small to avoid repeated freezing
and thawing.

3.4 Assess Vector

Titer

This protocol describes how to assess vector titers using quantita-
tive (q)PCR analysis (SYBR green or probe-based) with appropriate
primers binding in the transgene or AAV ITR region.

1. Take a 10 μL sample of the vector (or H2O as negative control)
and add 10 μL TE buffer and 20 μL 2 M NaOH, vortex well,
and incubate at 55 �C for 30 min. This step denatures the viral
particles and releases the encapsidated DNA.

2. Neutralize the solution by adding 38 μL 1 M HCl and vortex
well. At this step, the sample can be stored at �80 �C.

3. Directly before qPCR analysis, bring the volume to 1 mL by
adding 922 μL water. Prepare a 1:10 working dilution and
measure the samples in triplicates (around 1.5–5 μL of sample
and 10–15 μL of Master Mix per qPCR reaction).

4. To estimate the viral titer (genome copies/mL), a standard
curve with known amounts of plasmid DNA is required. For
this, prepare a stock containing 3.5 � 1011 molecules/mL of
the AAV vector plasmid used for transfection during produc-
tion. Use the following formula to determine the number of
molecules per mL of your plasmid preparation:

DNA concentration g
mL

� �
660� size of plasmid in bp

� 6:02� 1023

660 ¼ average molecular weight for one bp of DNA
(in Da).

6.02 � 1023 ¼ Avogadro’s number (the number of mole-
cules in one mole of plasmid DNA).

Prepare 1:10 dilutions ranging from 3.5 � 1011 down to
3.5 � 106 molecules/mL and measure the standards and sam-
ples in triplicates.

5. Run an appropriate cycling program on your qPCR instrument
according to manufacturer’s instructions for the used polymer-
ase. To create the standard curve, plot the Ct values of the
standard samples on the y-axis and the logarithm of the number
of molecules per ml on the x-axis. Then use the linear equation
of the standard curve and the Ct values of your AAV samples to
determine the x-values. As your samples have been diluted
1:1000 with water after neutralization, multiply the deter-
mined x-values with 1000 to obtain the number of viral gen-
omes per mL. If you titrated a single-stranded AAV construct,
this value has to be multiplied by two, because the plasmid used
to create the standard curve is double-stranded.
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3.5 Transduction

of Cells and Cell Lysis

This protocol describes the transduction of cells with two AAVs,
the first one encoding the Cas9 endonuclease and the second one a
single or multiple gRNA(s) against a desired target sequence.

1. Seed 2500 HeLaP4-NLtr cells or 8000 Hepa1–6 cells per well
in 100 μL DMEM containing 10% FBS and 1% Pen/Strep in a
96-well plate (see Note 8).

2. Transduce the cells by adding 10 μL of each crude lysate or
2–20 μL of each purified vector (encoding Cas9 or gRNA) (see
Note 4).

3. After 72 h, remove medium and wash cells with 150 μL 1�
PBS per well. Dilute DirectPCR (Cell) reagent 1:2 with water
and add 11U/mL Proteinase K. Add 140 μL of this lysis buffer
per well in the 96-well plate. Seal the plate with aluminum foil
and shake in a hybridization oven with a rotating platform at
150 rpm for 12–16 h at 55 �C.

4. Incubate the samples in a PCR cycler for 45 min at 85 �C to
inactivate the Proteinase K. Proceed to PCR amplification (see
next chapter) or freeze at �20 �C.

3.6 PCR and “Quick

& Dirty” T7E1 Assay

This protocol describes how to determine the target DNA cleavage
efficiency after treatment with Cas9/gRNA-encoding AAV vectors
using the T7 endonuclease I (T7E1) assay (Fig. 2a).

1. Prepare a 25 μL PCR mix containing 7.5 pmol of each primer,
5 pmol dNTPs, 3%DMSO, 1�HFbuffer (for PhusionHot Start
polymerase), 0.5 μL Phusion Hot Start Flex, and 5 μL template
DNA. Add water to a final volume of 25 μL (see Note 9).

2. Run the reaction as follows: 98 �C 10 min; 40 cycles of
(1) denaturation (98 �C, 10 s), (2) annealing (55–72 �C,
15 s), (3) extension (72 �C, 30 s), followed by a final extension
at 72 �C for 10 min (see Note 10).

3. After the PCR, heat the sample for 5 min at 95 �C and let it
cool down slowly to 25 �C in increments of �5 �C and 5 min
per step.

4. Add 5U T7 endonuclease I per sample and incubate for 20 min
at 37 �C.

5. Stop the reaction by placing the tubes on ice and run the
samples immediately on a 2% agarose gel.

6. Visualize cleavage pattern (as shown in Fig. 2b, c) and quantify
cleavage using the following formula [39, 40]:

% DNA cleavage ¼ 100�
�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� f raction cleaved
p �
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4 Notes

1. Complete AAV expression systems including the adenoviral
helper, an AAV vector genome encoding a fluorescent reporter
and one AAV helper plasmid (for production of one AAV
serotype) are commercially available as kits (e.g., Stratagene).
Further AAV helper plasmids encoding different cap genes
including synthetic variants can be purchased in addition
(e.g., Cell Biolabs), with no need to order one separate kit for
each. Ready-to-package AAV-CRISPR plasmids are moreover
available from the authors or through Addgene (for example,
Addgene plasmid #61591 is an all-in-one AAV-CRISPR con-
struct harboring SaCas9 and a site for cloning of a gRNA). For
fast screening of AAV variants on your cell type of interest,
package a fluorescent reporter gene such as GFP (for example,
pscAAV-GFP, Addgene #32396) into the different AAV sero-
types, using the protocol provided in Subheading 3.1 (see also
Fig. 1 for a transfection scheme). Incubate the cells with 10 μL
of each of the different AAV(x)-GFP vectors (x denotes the
capsid variant) and estimate the percentage of GFP-positive
cells after 48–72 h by fluorescence microscopy or FACS
analysis.

2. By changing the run length, other rotors can be used. To
determine the optimal run length that results in comparable
sedimentation of particles, check the K-factor of the rotor and
apply the following formula [41]:

t1

k1
¼ t2

k2

t1, t2 ¼ duration of the run for rotor 1 and 2, respectively

k1, k2 ¼ K-factor for rotor 1 and 2, respectively

3. It is highly recommended to package a reporter gene (such as
pscAAV-GFP, Addgene #32396) in parallel as a positive con-
trol, especially for researchers new to the field, to obtain a
feeling about the efficiency of the AAV vector system in a
given setting.

4. For purified vectors, a MOI of 1 � 105 of each of the two
vectors (Cas9/gRNA) is usually sufficient to obtain good edit-
ing efficiencies. MOI ¼ multiplicity of infection, i.e., the
amount of viral particles per cell. For example, to achieve a
MOI of 1 � 105 in 1 � 104 cells, a total of 1 � 109 viral
particles is needed. Note that these numbers are estimates, and
that optimal MOIs are dependent on a variety of parameters
including the efficiency of a selected AAV capsid on a given cell
type. Hence, these parameters need to be fine-tuned experi-
mentally in order to maximize subsequent gene editing
efficiencies.
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5. To save time, the transfection can be performed already after
24 h. Therefore, to obtain an optimal cell density, 6–7 � 106

cells per 150 cm2 dish should be seeded.

6. Iodixanol is a viscous material, especially the 60% stock solu-
tion. Therefore, the use of a 2 mL plastic pipette helps to form a
continuous, smooth flow of iodixanol and avoids clogging of
the Pasteur pipette with air. Air bubbles are tricky to remove
and may destroy the gradient. If this problem occurs, trapped
air can be removed by carefully tapping the Pasteur pipette
from the top. In case this does not help, applying more pressure
by sticking and tapping a second Pasteur pipette in the first
should solve the problem. At the end, close the opening of the
pipette with a thumb and carefully pull it out of the gradient.
Remove residual air bubbles by tapping the tube at the table.
This last step is important because too much entrapped air can
deform and destroy the tubes during ultracentrifugation.

7. To puncture the ultracentrifugation tubes, mount them first in
an appropriate ring stand, avoiding too much pressure. Then,
puncture the upper part with a 21G needle to permit air inflow.
Take a second 21G needle and insert it slightly below the
40–60% interface in an approximately 45� angle (as shown in
Fig. 3a). Gently apply pressure on the needle that slowly
increases, turn the bevel up and collect around 1 to 1.2 mL.
When reaching the 25–40% interface, it is advisable to turn the
bevel down again, to minimize the risk of collecting any empty
capsids or contaminants.

8. The optimal number of cells seeded per well is dependent on
the cell size and time-frame of experiment and should therefore
be determined experimentally. As an optional step, the trans-
duction can be performed twice to increase editing efficiency.
For this, change medium two days after the first transduction
and transduce a second time. After 48 h, continue with step 2.

9. Primers used in the T7E1 assay should ideally amplify a product
of around 700 to 2500 bp. If the PCR product is very small, the
even smaller T7E1 cleavage products will be hard to visualize
on the gel. Furthermore, the gRNA target site must not be
positioned exactly in the middle between the primers, as the
resulting cleavage products would have the same size and
therefore could not be separated on the agarose gel. For suffi-
cient separation, cleavage products should differ by at least
100 bp in length.

10. The “quick & dirty” T7E1 assay is only applicable to validated
PCRs that yield a single, defined product. If side products are
observed, separate the bands through agarose gel electropho-
resis and extract the correct DNA band from the gel. Also
notable is that the rapid T7E1 assay assumes comparable
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amplification in all reaction tubes, which may not always be the
case. Thus, for a more quantitative estimation and comparison
of gRNAs, the same amounts (200–500 ng) of input DNA
should be used. For this purpose, purification of PCR products
is necessary using standard protocols such as phenol/chloro-
form extraction, agarose gel electrophoresis, or spin columns.
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Chapter 9

Electroporation-Based CRISPR/Cas9 Gene Editing
Using Cas9 Protein and Chemically Modified sgRNAs

Anders Laustsen and Rasmus O. Bak

Abstract

CRISPR/Cas9 is an effective and easy-to-use tool for editing the genome of many human cancer cell lines.
However, in some hard-to-transfect cell lines and primary cells, gene editing is more challenging. This
protocol details an electroporation-based protocol for the delivery of Cas9 protein from Streptococcus
pyogenes complexed with chemically modified sgRNAs. We have found this protocol to work very
efficiently in numerous cell lines and primary cells that are difficult to transfect by conventional chemical-
based transfection methods.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Gene editing, Chemically modified sgRNAs, Electroporation, Nucleo-
poration, Gene knockout

1 Introduction

Upon the discovery of the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technology,
numerous publications highlighted the great therapeutic potential
of the technique [1]. However, most of these initial publications
employed plasmid delivery in standard easy-to-transfect cancer cell
lines, and it quickly became evident that gene editing in more
“exotic” cell lines and primary cells was more challenging
[2]. Many cancer cell lines have been adapted for laboratory use,
including selection for high transfection rates and high transgene
expression levels. Consequently, these cell lines may lack parts of
the innate immunological machinery for responding to foreign
nucleic acids [3, 4]. In other cell lines or in primary cells where
this machinery is intact, plasmid DNA may lead to a widespread
interferon response and consequent low transgene expression
and/or widespread toxicity. Similar to other gene editing technol-
ogies, it also quickly became evident for the CRISPR/Cas9 system,
that prolonged expression from DNA-based vectors led to higher
off-target activity [5, 6]. Luckily, Cas9 has proven much easier to
produce as recombinant protein than, for example, zinc finger
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nucleases and TALENs, which has addressed the need for a hit-and-
run delivery approach where the nuclease acts only within a short
time frame [6]. Another limiting factor of the system is the stability
of the 100 nt sgRNAs, which are not protected from nuclease-
mediated degradation. However, we and others have shown that
the use of synthetic and chemically modified sgRNAs can markedly
enhance gene editing [5, 7, 8]. These sgRNAs carry modified
nucleotides that render the sgRNAs resistant to nucleases. Syn-
thetic and modified sgRNAs can be complexed with Cas9 protein
to form a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) prior to cellular delivery. Com-
bined with electroporation, where a short electrical pulse permea-
bilizes the cell membrane and enables very efficient uptake of
macromolecules, Cas9 RNP constitutes a highly effective method-
ology for gene editing in hard-to-transfect cells [5, 9].

Here we outline a protocol for electroporation of Streptococ-
cus pyogenes Cas9 RNP. We describe steps to optimize this proto-
col using GFP mRNA delivery as a proxy for Cas9 RNP delivery to
identify optimal electroporation conditions. Using this protocol,
we generally observe >50% gene editing efficiencies in a wide array
of cell types.

2 Materials

2.1 CRISPR/Cas9

Reagents

and GFP mRNA

1. Cas9 protein. Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 protein can be
purchased from numerous vendors, e.g., IDT, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, or NEB. For decreased off-target activity, we recom-
mend the HiFi Cas9 variant from IDT. Store at �20 �C.

2. sgRNA. Synthetic chemically modified single guide RNAs can
be purchased from Synthego, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
TriLink, or Dharmacon. We recommend ordering with the
following format with the target-specific nucleotides desig-
nated with N, and three nucleotides at both termini modified
with 20-O-methyl 30phosphorothioate (underlined):
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGUUUUAGAGCUA-
GAAAUAGCAAGUUAAAAUAAGGCUAGUCCGUUAU-
CAACUUGAAAAAGUGGCACCGAGUCGGUGCUUU-
U. Store at �80 �C.

3. GFP mRNA. GFPmRNA is available from numerous commer-
cial sources, e.g., TriLink Biotechnologies, OZ Biosciences,
Miltenyi Biotec, and SBI. Alternatively, GFP mRNA can be
produced by standard in vitro transcription methods. Store at
�80 �C.

2.2 Electroporation

Devices and Reagents

1. Electroporation device, e.g., the 4D-Nucleofector System
(Lonza), the Nucleofector 2b Device (Lonza), or the Neon
Transfection System (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
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2. Electroporation kits. Cell type-specific electroporation kits can
be purchased for the two nucleofection devices (Lonza) or a
single universal kit for all cell types can be purchased for the
Neon Transfection System. These include electroporation cuv-
ettes/tips and electroporation buffers. For the Lonza devices,
homemade electroporation buffers can be used (see step 3) and
can be combined with repeated use of the nucleofection cuv-
ettes/strips after careful rinsing and sterilization. If using the
Nucleofector IIb, generic cuvettes are available (VWR or
Thermo Fisher Scientific).

3. Electroporation buffers. Electroporation buffers are included
in the electroporation kits mentioned above. For the Lonza
nucleofectors, we have found for some cell types that different
solutions/buffers work as well as the suggested buffers. These
include Opti-MEM, Solution 1 M (as described in [10]),
and K562 electroporation solution (as described in [11]). As
described in the methods section, we suggest trying several
buffers to optimize the electroporation procedure.

3 Methods

We here outline electroporation procedures for the Lonza
4D-Nucleofector System using the Nucleocuvette strip format.
For other formats or electroporation devices, please follow the
manufacturer’s suggestions. Before identifying the optimal electro-
poration protocol and conditions, we recommend doing a prior
screening of a range of sgRNAs for your target genetic locus. This
can be performed by plasmid-based expression of Cas9 and the
different sgRNAs (e.g., using pX330) as detailed by Ran et al.
[12]. Targeted cleavage can subsequently be validated in an easy-
to-transfect cell line such as HEK293. Alternatively, the sgRNAs to
be screened can be purchased as “ready-to-transfect” synthetic
sgRNAs from commercial vendors and screened directly in the
relevant cell type. As a positive control sgRNA we recommend
using a CCR5-targeting sgRNA, which we have found to be highly
potent (CCR5 sgRNA target site: 50-GCAGCATAGTGAGCCC
AGAA-30) [11].

3.1 Identification

of Optimal

Electroporation

Settings Using GFP

mRNA

1. Prepare an electroporation parameter matrix according to
Fig. 1a. Consult the electroporation device manual, company
website, technical specialists, and previous publications for
suggestions on which electroporation kit, buffer, and program
to use. Optionally, include the electroporation buffers men-
tioned above.

2. Prepare a cell population with high viability (>90%) and in
logarithmic growth phase (see Note 1).
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3. Count the cells and distribute the desired cell number into one
Eppendorf tube per electroporation buffer to be tested (see
Note 2).

4. Pellet cells by centrifugation at room temperature at 300 � g
for 5 min.

5. Aspirate the supernatant and wash the cells by resuspending
them in PBS. Pellet the cells by centrifugation at room temper-
ature at 300 � g for 5 min.

6. Aspirate the supernatant and gently resuspend the cells in elec-
troporation buffer by pipetting up and down (see Note 3). Use
20 μL of buffer per electroporation, i.e., 20 μL per 200,000
cells. The sample that will serve as an un-electroporated sample
is then transferred directly into prewarmed culture media in an
appropriate culture vessel. To the remaining cell suspension,
add 1 μg of GFP mRNA per sample to be electroporated, i.e.,
1 μg per 20 μL electroporation buffer (see Note 4). Mix by
pipetting gently up and down.

7. Distribute the cell + GFP mRNA suspension into wells of the
Nucleocuvette strip (21 μL/well). Make sure the samples cover
the bottom of the wells and avoid air bubbles (see Note 5).
Attach the lid to the Nucleocuvette strip.

8. Program the nucleofection device according to the electropo-
ration parameter matrix designed in step 1 and electroporate
the samples.

a) b)
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Fig. 1 Optimization of electroporation parameters. (a) Schematic representation of an electroporation
parameter matrix used to evaluate different combinations of electroporation programs and buffers using
GFP mRNA delivery that serves as a proxy for Cas9 RNP delivery efficiencies. (b) Example of electroporation
optimization results in a hard-to-transfect cell line (PMDC05) using a 2 � 2 electroporation parameter matrix
testing the combination of two different buffers and two different electroporation programs. Offset histograms
show expression of GFP and red numbers indicate percentage of viable cells as measured 24 h post-
electroporation
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9. Immediately after electroporation, add prewarmed culture
media to the cells (180 μL per well of the Nucleocuvette
strip). Using a pipette with an appropriately small-sized tip,
gently pipette up and down and then transfer the cells into a
prepared culture vessel with prewarmed media.

10. Culture the cells overnight and analyze GFP expression and cell
viability by flow cytometry (see Note 6).

11. Optimal electroporation settings are chosen based on percent
GFP positive cells, GFP intensity (mean fluorescence intensity;
MFI), and percent viable cells. An example of results is shown
in Fig. 1b. There may be a trade-off between cell viability and
GFP expression, and the best parameter will depend on the
requirements for the specific application. It may be necessary to
proceed with testing a few different settings for Cas9 RNP
delivery (Subheading 3.2).

3.2 Electroporation

of Cas9 RNP

1. Based on the results from Subheading 3.1, one or more elec-
troporation conditions are evaluated by Cas9 RNP electropo-
ration for the efficiency of INDEL formation.

2. Prepare a cell population with high viability (>90%) and in
logarithmic growth phase (see Note 1).

3. Immediately prior to preparing the cells for electroporation,
complex the Cas9 protein and the sgRNA by mixing 6 μg Cas9
protein with 3.2 μg sgRNA in a PCR tube per electroporation
sample (see Note 4). Mix by pipetting and incubate at room
temperature for at least 10 min and maximum 1 h.

4. Count the cells and distribute the desired cell number into one
Eppendorf tube per electroporation condition (see Note
2). Include cells for one extra sample that will not be electro-
porated. This will serve as a reference control during INDEL
quantification.

5. Pellet cells by centrifugation at room temperature at 300 � g
for 5 min.

6. Aspirate the supernatant and resuspend the cells in PBS.

7. Pellet the cells by centrifugation at room temperature at
300 � g for 5 min.

8. Aspirate the supernatant and gently resuspend the cells in
electroporation buffer (20 μL per sample) by pipetting up
and down (see Note 3).

9. Transfer 20 μL of the cell suspension to each of the PCR tubes
containing Cas9 RNP and mix by pipetting gently up and
down. 20 μL of cell suspension should be left that will serve
as an un-electroporated sample and is transferred directly into
a prepared culture vessel with prewarmed media.
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10. Distribute the cell + RNP suspensions into different wells of
the Nucleocuvette strip. Make sure the samples cover the
bottom of the wells and avoid air bubbles (see Note 5). Attach
the lid to the Nucleocuvette strip.

11. Program the nucleofection device according to the desired
electroporation program(s) identified in Subheading 3.1 and
electroporate the samples.

12. Immediately after electroporation, add prewarmed culture
media to the cells (180 μL per well of the Nucleocuvette
strip). Using a pipette with an appropriately small-sized tip,
gently pipette up and down and then transfer the cells into a
prepared culture vessel of appropriate size containing pre-
warmed media (see Note 7).

13. Culture the cells for at least four days and then harvest genomic
DNA. For INDEL quantification, we routinely use Sanger
sequencing of a PCR product spanning the sgRNA target site
and analysis with either ICE (ice.synthego.com) or TIDE (see
Note 8) [13]. See Fig. 2 for an example of INDEL frequency
results obtained in the PMDC05 cell line using four different
sgRNAs and optimized electroporation parameters.

4 Notes

1. Cells should be passaged 2–3 days before electroporation to
ensure a logarithmic growth phase. For adherent cell types

#1 #2 #3 #4
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Fig. 2 Gene editing efficiencies after optimization of electroporation conditions.
Bar graph shows the results of a TIDE analysis quantifying the Indels created in
the PMDC05 cell line after electroporation with four different sgRNAs targeting
the same gene. The buffer (Opti-MEM) and electroporation program (CM138)
was chosen based on the results obtained in Fig. 1b
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(e.g., fibroblasts) we recommend electroporating cells when
they reach 70–85% confluency as higher cell confluency may
cause lower electroporation efficiencies. Trypsin can be used
detach cells without affecting the electroporation procedure.

2. We routinely use 200,000 cells per electroporation for the
Nucleocuvette strips and include an extra sample for each
electroporation buffer that will serve as an un-electroporated
reference for viability and GFP expression during flow cytome-
try. As an example, if testing four different electroporation
buffers and five different electroporation programs, distribute
1,200,000 cells into each of four different Eppendorf
tubes (one tube per electroporation buffer, 5 � 200,000 cells
for electroporation programs and 1 � 200,000 cells for an
un-electroporated reference).

3. Avoid keeping the cells in the electroporation buffer for longer
periods as this may reduce cell viability and gene transfer
efficiency.

4. Cas9 protein, sgRNA, and GFP mRNA should be thawed and
kept on ice during the procedure to limit loss of efficiency due
to degradation of protein/RNA. Follow general guidelines for
handling RNA to avoid RNase-mediated degradation.

5. To avoid bubbles, add the cell-suspension carefully to the
bottom of the nucleocuvette strip well using an appropriate
pipette tip that is thin enough to reach the center of the well
without hitting the metal sides (we find p100 pipette tips or the
plastic pipettes provided by Lonza appropriate for this). After
adding the cell suspension, gently tap the strip to ensure that
no bubbles are trapped beneath the cell suspension. If bubbles
occur, use a p10 pipette and carefully remove these.

6. Depending on the cell type, GFP expression may be observed a
few hours after electroporation. However, we recommend ana-
lyzing the cells after ~16–36 h to get a better assessment of the
effect of the electroporation protocol/buffer on cell viability.

7. For precise gene editing (gene knock-in, gene correction, or
gene changes), the methodology may be combined with AAV-
mediated donor delivery directly after electroporation for use
of the homology-directed repair pathway [14].

8. Depending on the desired application, we recommend
performing additional assays to confirm the action of the
sgRNA, such as phenotypic or functional assays (e.g., protein
expression).
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Chapter 10

Efficient Gene Editing of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem
Cells Using CRISPR/Cas9

Saniye Yumlu, Sanum Bashir, Jürgen Stumm, and Ralf Kühn

Abstract

The generation of targeted mutants is a crucial step toward studying the biomedical effect of genes of
interest. The generation of such mutants in human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) is of an utmost
importance as these cells carry the potential to be differentiated into any cell lineage. Using the CRISPR/
Cas9 nuclease system for induction of targeted double-strand breaks, gene editing of target loci in iPSCs
can be achieved with high efficiency. This chapter covers protocols for the preparation of reagents to target
loci of interest, the transfection, and for the genotyping of single cell-derived iPSC clones. Furthermore, we
provide a protocol for the convenient generation of plasmids enabling multiplex gene targeting.

Key words Pluripotent stem cells, Gene editing, CRISPR, Cas9, Knockout, Knockin, i53, Trex2

1 Introduction

Editing of human induced pluripotent stems cells (iPSCs) is of
great importance in order to study the function of targeted genes
with the goal of disease modeling and gene correction. CRISPR/
Cas9 has led to a new era in the field of genome engineering
[1]. Since the first report of its applicability for genome engineer-
ing, a myriad of publications describe utilization of CRISPR/Cas9
for an ever-increasing number of genome editing experiments
[2, 3]. Gene targeting of desired genomic loci to remodel the
genome in a way which can be useful in understanding disease,
correction of mutation(s), and introduction of reporter gene cas-
settes into the genome are just a few examples [4–6]. These goals
can be achieved by initiation of site-specific DNA double-strand
breaks (DSBs) for introduction of precise mutations, gene correc-
tion, or gene inactivation. The targeted DSBs are repaired by one of
two predominant DNA repair pathways, namely non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR). Repair
via the NHEJ pathway often results in a variety of sequence mod-
ifications known as insertion-deletions (indels) and gives rise to
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knockout (KO) mutations. On the contrary, the HR pathway leads
to precise repair and is utilized to introduce sequences of interest
either via single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs) or
plasmid-based knockin (KI) donor vectors [7–10].

In a typical gene targeting experiment the basic components of
the CRISPR/Cas9 system, a Cas9 expression plasmid and a single
guide (sg) RNA expression vector are introduced into host cells
with or without an ssODN or KI vector. Prior to reagent delivery,
the best working transfection method for a particular cell line
should be established. If the goal of experiment is to target multiple
genes at once, new target sites can be easily addressed by expressing
multiple sgRNAs from a single plasmid while the Cas9 expression
vector remains invariant [11]. The gradual steps which are required
for representative multiplex KO and KI targeting experiments in
human iPSCs are explained in more detail in the successive methods
section. Nevertheless, the important considerations that should be
given to a CRISPR-based targeting experiment are (1) determining
the goal of an editing experiment, (2) selection of a target sites and
design of sgRNAs, (3) choice of appropriate reagents delivery
method (e.g.; plasmid vs. peptide-based), and (4) selection and
genotyping of edited cells. As a rule of thumb, selection of guide
RNA(s) should be made according to the goals of a specific target-
ing experiment such as generation of knockout alleles, insertion or
correction of few nucleotides, larger knockins or defined deletions
of a certain genomic sequence. An important consideration for
designing a knockout experiment is to select a guide RNA that
targets an exon so that chance frameshift mutations resulting from
NHEJ-based repair result in knockout phenotype. However, for
introduction of a precise mutation byHR the guide RNA should be
designed in a way that it is located in the vicinity of the desired
mutation location, in particular when the targeting is performed
using ssODNs [12–14].

The protocol detailed in this chapter is the standard practice we
routinely use for mutant iPCS cell line generation in our laboratory
(Fig. 1). These methods are based on lipofection of human iPSCs
using Cas9 and sgRNA expression plasmids for either transient
expression (Fig. 2a), or using a stably transfected cell line where
Cas9 is expressed from a strong doxycycline inducible promoter
(Fig. 2b). Where transient transfections can result in moderate
editing efficiency at desired loci, stable Cas9 expressing lines are
remarkably efficient in targeting multiple loci in a single experi-
ment. Here, a single plasmid expressing multiple sgRNAs as well as
a selection marker for antibiotic or fluorescence-based selection can
be transfected transiently with high efficiency and ultimately results
in high gene editing. Using this approach, we routinely obtain
mutant clones harboring indels at a frequency of 40–85% and
homology directed repair (HDR) alleles at a frequency of 30–70%.
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Fig. 2 Overview on both CRISPR/Cas9-mediated targeting strategies elaborated
in this methods chapter. (a) An expression vector carrying the Cas9 gene and a
guide RNA cassette transfected into hiPSCs enables effective targeting of a
single locus. (b) Simultaneous targeting of several loci can be achieved by
combining multiple guide RNA expression cassettes in one vector. Utilizing a
transgenic cell line that provides inducible expression of Cas9 further enhances
efficacy. Reporter genes included in both plasmids allow for flow cytometry-
based enrichment of successfully transfected cells
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Fig. 1Workflow for genome editing using plasmids. Having chosen a targeting site of interest and designed an
appropriate guide RNA in silico, respective expression vectors are cloned. These vectors are transfected into
hiPSCs, transfected cells subsequently enriched utilizing flow cytometry, and disseminated sparsely to ensure
arising colonies being single cell-derived. These colonies are isolated, expanded, and successful genome
editing verified by sequencing before establishing a cell line
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2 Materials

2.1 Cloning of

sgRNAs

1. sgRNA cloning vector (e.g., Addgene #86985; www.addgene.
com).

2. A pair of target specific sgRNA oligonucleotides with BbsI
overhangs.

3. BbsI restriction enzyme.

4. AscI restriction enzyme.

5. T4 Ligase.

6. Herculase II Fusion DNA Polymerase Kit.

7. dNTP Set.

8. Plasmid Miniprep Kit.

9. Chemically competent E. coli bacteria.

10. Carbenicillin.

11. LB medium and LB agar plates.

12. Thermocycler Agarose gel electrophoresis (setup and
consumables).

13. DNA gel extraction kit.

2.2 General hiPS Cell

Culture

1. hiPS cell lines (we use the human pluripotent stem cell registry
(https://hpscreg.eu/) lines BIHi001A or BIHi043-A (without
inducible Cas9) and BIHi001-A-1 or BIHi043A1 as lines with
Doxycycline inducible Cas9).

2. hiPS cell culture media (Essential-8).

3. Y-27632.

4. DPBS �/� (-Ca2+, -Mg2+).

5. Vitronectin (VTN-N) recombinant Human.

6. Cell culture plates.

7. Accutase solution.

8. Bambanker Serum Free Cell Freezing Media.

9. DMSO.

10. Doxycycline Hydrochloride.

11. Dissociation buffer: 0.18% NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA in DPBS
(to 491.92 mL DPBS add 5 ml of 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 and
3.8 mL of 5 M NaCl).

2.3 Lipofection of

hiPS Cells

1. Lipofectamine 3000 transfection kit.

2. Opti-MEM I reduced serum medium.

2.4 FACS Enrichment

of Transfected hiPS

Cells

1. 0.45 μm PTFE membrane filter.

2. FACS tubes with 35 μm strainer cap.
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3. Penicillin/Streptomycin (10,000 U/mL).

4. Gentamycin (10 mg/mL).

5. RevitaCell Supplement (100�).

6. Flow cytometry cell sorter.

3 Methods

Preparation of CRISPR Vectors for Gene Targeting.

3.1 Cloning of

a Single sgRNA

For the selection of sgRNAs we analyze genomic sequences using
the CRISPOR webtool (http:/crispor.tefor.net/). sgRNA oligo-
nucleotides can be cloned into short guidance RNA expression
vectors (e.g., Addgene 86985 www.addgene.org) by BbsI restric-
tion enzyme overhangs, with N1–N20 as the selected Cas9 guiding
target sequence (see Note 1).

3.2 Digestion

of sgRNA Expression

Vector

1. In a total volume of 100 μL, digest 5 μg sgRNA expression
vector with 50 units of the restriction enzyme BbsI and 10 μL
of 10� corresponding restriction buffer. Fill up the reaction to
100 μL with nuclease-free water and mix carefully. Incubate for
1–2 h at 37 �C.

2. Inactivate the restriction enzyme for 20 min at 65 �C.

3. Load and run the digested vector on a 0.9% agarose gel.

4. Extract the linearized vector using a DNA gel extraction kit (see
Note 2).

3.3 Annealing

of sgRNA

Oligonucleotides

1. Solve lyophilized sgRNA oligonucleotides at a concentration of
1 μg/μL in 1� TE-buffer.

2. Dilute oligonucleotides to a concentration of 10 ng/μL by
combining 1 μL of each oligo and 98 μL 1� TE-buffer.

3. Denature for 5 min at 98 �C in a heat block (see Note 3).

4. Cool down the mixture slowly to RT by switching off the heat
block.

5. Keep annealed oligonucleotides on ice for immediate use or
store at �20 �C for later use (see Note 4).

3.4 Ligation

of sgRNA

Oligonucleotides and

Transformation

1. Set up a ligation reaction with 100 ng BbsI linearized vector,
1.5 μL annealed oligonucleotides (10 ng/μL each), 1 μL T4
ligase, and 1.5 μL 10� T4 ligase buffer. Fill up to 15 μL with
nuclease-free water and incubate at 16 �C overnight.

2. Thaw chemically competent E. coli cells slowly on ice.

3. Add 5 μL of the ice-cold ligation reaction to 50 μL chemically
competent E. coli. Carefully triturate twice using a pipette to
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mix the competent cells with the ligation mix and incubate for
30 min on ice.

4. Perform heat shock in a water bath at 42 �C for 60 s.

5. Incubate for 3 min on ice.

6. Add 1mL LBmediumw/o antibiotics and incubate for 30min
at 37 �C at 200 rpm.

7. Plate the transformation on LB-Agar plates containing appro-
priate antibiotics, e.g., 50 μg/mL carbenicillin, and incubate
O/N at 37 �C.

8. At the following day pick up to five colonies, inoculate 5 mL
LB medium containing appropriate antibiotics, and incubate at
37 �C at 200 rpm overnight.

9. Perform plasmid mini preparations and verify the correct
sequence by Sanger sequencing using an appropriate primer
(e.g., hU6-fwd) (see Notes 5 and 6).

3.5 Cloning

of Multiple sgRNAs via

Gibson Assembly

Combining multiple sgRNA expression cassettes via Gibson assem-
bly requires that the individual sgRNAs have to be cloned separately
beforehand as described in the previous section. The following
protocol provides instructions for assembling three sgRNA expres-
sion cassettes in one vector. If it is intended to combine more than
three sgRNAs, primer pairs have to be designed with appropriate
assembly overhangs, according to manufacturer guidelines (see
Note 7).

3.6 Amplification of

Guide RNA Expression

Cassettes

1. Perform PCR amplification of the guide RNA cassettes for
every sgRNA you want to combine in a vector. Set up the
PCR reaction in 50 μL reaction volume with 5–20 ng DNA
of the single sgRNA cassette containing plasmids, 0.25 μM of
each primer, 250 μM dNTPs, and a proofreading DNA poly-
merase, e.g., 0.5 μL Herculase II. Fill up with nuclease-free
water.

2. Carry out the PCR reaction with following conditions: 98 �C,
2 min; [98 �C, 30 s; 55 �C, 30 s; 72 �C, 30 s]�30 cycles; 72 �C
2 min.

3. Load the PCR products on a 1% agarose gel and purify the
412 bp fragment using a DNA gel extraction kit (see Note 8).

3.7 Digestion

of sgRNA Expression

Vector

1. We suggest to use Addgene plasmid #86985 as backbone for
this cloning purpose but any other plasmid with matching
sequences and appropriate restriction sites can be used. Digest
5 μg of plasmid with 50 U AscI enzyme and 10 μL of 10�
corresponding restriction buffer. Fill up the reaction to 100 μL
with nuclease-free water and mix carefully. Incubate for 1–2 h
at 37 �C.
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2. Inactivate the enzyme for 20 min at 65 �C.

3. Load the digested vector on a 0.9% agarose gel and extract the
linearized vector backbone using a DNA gel extraction kit.
Expected fragment sizes are: 5586 bp for the vector backbone
and 383 bp for the empty sgRNA cassette.

3.8 Gibson Assembly

Reaction

1. To assemble three sgRNA expression cassettes, use 30 ng of
each purified PCR product from Subheading 3.6, 200 ng of
AscI digested plasmid backbone, and 10 μL Gibson assembly
master mix (2�). Fill up to 20 μL with nuclease-free water and
incubate for 1 h at 50 �C.

2. Perform transformation as described in Subheading 4.1.4.

3. When using Addgene plasmid #86985 perform a test digestion
with the restriction enzyme NdeI on five to ten plasmid mini
preparations. The expected fragment sizes are for three sgRNA
expression cassettes 5515 bp; 436 bp; 391 bp and 390 bp when
using plasmid #86985 as backbone. Subject two plasmids with
the correct digestion pattern for Sanger sequencing using
appropriate primers (see Notes 9 and 10).

3.8.1 Targeting

Procedure

Efficient transfection of a Cas9 nuclease and the sgRNA expression
vector is indispensable for successful genome editing. The choice of
a certain transfection method depends upon its efficacy in a hiPS
cell line of interest as well as on the viability of the cell line, when
subjected to the transfection method. However, where some cell
lines can be efficiently transfected by reagent or chemical-based
transfection methods such as Lipofectamine 3000, others respond
well to electroporation. To facilitate generation of gene-edited
clones we recommend using either a fluorescent marker if FACS
sorting is feasible or selection markers like puromycin or hygromy-
cin on the plasmid encoding for Cas9 and sgRNA to enrich trans-
fected cells.

Co-expression of factors facilitating either NHEJ-mediated
DNA repair pathway for the introduction of Indel mutations or
the HDR pathway to generate precise knockin further improves
gene targeting efficiencies. We recommend to co-transfect Trex2
(Fig. 3a), an exonuclease to promote Indel formation, or i53, an
inhibitor of 53BP1 that is a key regulator of NHEJ and favors DSB
repair by HDR (Fig. 3b).

3.9 Transfection

of CRISPR/Cas9

Constructs into hiPS

Cells

1. This protocol is based on hiPS cells grown in feeder-free con-
ditions in Essential 8 culture media in a 6-well cell culture plate.

Prepare plasmid DNA at a concentration of 0.5–1 μg/μL
in deionized water or TE buffer. The DNA used for transfec-
tion should be of high quality as poor quality of DNA might
decrease the efficacy of transfection.
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2. 24 h before transfection of the cells with the components for
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing, iPSCs should be pas-
saged. We recommend to use for every targeting experiment
three wells of a 6-well plate to obtain sufficient cell numbers
after the entire procedure (see Notes 11 and 12).

Remove medium and wash the cells once with DPBS. Add
0.5 mL Accutase per well of a 6-well plate and incubate for
3–5 min at 37 �C.When colonies begin to detach and fall apart,
add 2 mL iPSC growth medium. Pipet carefully up and down
to break cell patches to single cells and pellet the cells at 300 g
for 4 min. Resuspend iPSCs in an appropriate volume of
medium (1–2 mL per well of a 6-well plate) including 10 μM
Y-27632 and count the cells. Plate the cells on cell culture
plates with appropriate coating at a density of 5 � 104 to
1 � 105 (see Notes 13–15).

3. Change the medium ahead of transfection.

4. (A) When it is intended to generate cells with InDel mutations
to produce knockout mutations, dilute plasmids carrying Cas9
and/or sgRNA. Depending on the size, 1 μg DNA (for plas-
mids <8 kb (sgRNA and fluorescent reporter)) or 2 μg DNA
(for plasmids >8 kb (Cas9, sgRNA and fluorescent reporter))
together with 0.5 μg of a Trex2 and BFP encoding plasmid
(e.g., Addgene plasmid #111145) in 125 μL of Opti-MEM
reduced serum medium in tube labeled as A.

(B) When planning to create KnockIn alleles using transient
Cas9 transfection and short single-stranded oligonucleotides
(ssODN) dilute the following in 125 μL Opti-MEM: 1.5 μg
plasmid DNA (Cas9, sgRNA and fluorescent reporter), 0.5 μg
expression plasmid encoding for i53 and BFP (e.g., Addgene
plasmid #111145) and 30 pmol ssODN (see Note 16).

When utilizing doxycycline inducible Cas9 expressing
hiPSC lines, use 0.5 μg sgRNA and fluorescent reporter con-
taining plasmid DNA, 0.5 μg expression plasmid encoding for
i53 and BFP and 30 pmol of ssODN each (see Note 17).

i53Trex2

Delet ions
(Knockout)

Insert ion
(Knockin)

A B1 B2

53BP1

53BP1

Fig. 3 Trex2 and i53 increase frequencies of indel and HDR formation, respectively. (a) In case of a DSB
exonuclease Trex2 (red circle) trims nucleotides from 30 termini, resulting in deletions. (b) Following DSBs
transcription factor 53 binding protein 1 (53BP1) impedes HDR mechanisms. i53 (blue circle) inhibits this
effect, therefore increasing the frequency of HDR events
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5. Add 3.75 μL of p3000 reagent to tube A and mix well. Dilute
5 μL Lipofectamine 3000 reagent in 125 μL of Opti-MEM
reduced serum medium in tube B and mix well. Diluted Lipo-
fectamine 3000 should be used within 15 min, longer times
can result in decreased transfection efficacy.

6. Add the content of tube A to tube B, mix well by vigorously
pipetting or vortexing and incubate at room temperature for
5 min.

7. Add the DNA-lipid complex to one well of a 6-well plate in a
dropwise manner and gently rock the plate to ensure its distri-
bution over the whole well (see Note 18).

8. Change medium on the following day. When using iPS cells
harboring a doxycycline inducible Cas9, feed the cells for 48 h
with medium supplemented with 1 μg/mL doxycycline. 48 h
after transfection proceed with FACS sorting (Subheading 4.3)
(see Note 19).

3.9.1 FACS Enrichment

and Clonal Isolation hiPS

Cells

Selecting cells that were successfully transfected improves the rate
of gene editing cells. In this protocol, we describe the enrichment
of transfected cells by FACS. If there is no opportunity to utilize
FACS, other selection methods, e.g., using antibiotics like puro-
mycin or hygromycin, can be applied (see Note 20).

3.10 Flow

Cytometry-Based

Enrichment of

Transfected hiPSC

1. Prepare post-FACS medium: 50% fresh Essential 8 medium,
50% conditioned Essential 8 medium (medium that was
conditioned for 24 h on hiPS cells with 50–80% confluency of
the same line and filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE membrane
filter) supplemented with 10 μM Rock inhibitor Y-27632,
RevitaCell Supplement (1�), Pen/Strep (1�), and Gentamicin
(1�). Coat a 6-well plate with appropriate coating (see Notes
21–23).

2. For each FACS sample, prepare a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube
with 1 mL post-FACS medium and keep on ice.

3. Pre-warm Essential 8 medium containing 10 μM Y-27632,
Pen/Strep (1�), and Gentamicin (1�).

4. Dissociate cells using Accutase (Subheading 4.2.1).

5. Resuspend cells in 200–300 μL medium per well of a 6-well
plate at 70–80% confluency.

6. Strain through a strainer cap with a mesh size of 35 μm into a
FACS tube.

7. Put cells on ice and proceed with flow cytometry immediately.

8. Depending on the nature of your experiment and the chosen
fluorophore, sort for your desired cell population directly into a
cooled 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube containing 1 mL of post-
FACS medium.
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9. Seed 300–1000 cells per well in 2 mL post-FACS medium in a
6-well format as quickly as possible after sorting. Prepare two
to three wells for each sample (see Note 24).

10. Make sure single cells are evenly distributed throughout the
well to ensure emergence of single cell-derived colonies.

11. Additionally, seed the remaining cells at a higher density on a
separate well. This well can be used after expansion for gDNA
extraction from the sorted bulk population and subsequent
PCR-based genotyping to determine the rough gene targeting
efficacy, for example, by RFLP (see Notes 25 and 26).

3.11 Clonal Isolation

of hiPSCs

1. Culture the sorted cells for 5 days in 50% conditioned and 50%
fresh medium until small colonies emerge. Change medium
daily (see Note 27).

2. When colonies emerge, usually between day 4 and day 6 switch
to regular Essential 8 medium and continue with daily feeding.

3. Monitor the growth of the single cell-derived colonies to
exclude the possibility that neighboring colonies fuse together.
This can be done by circling neighboring colonies on the
bottom side of the well with a marker pen.

4. After approximately 7–10 days colonies are large enough for
manual picking.

5. Gently scratch the colonies into smaller, checkered patches
either using a small needle or using a 10 μL pipette tip utilizing
a stereo microscope in a sterile environment.

6. Transfer the patches of one clone to one well of a pre-coated
12-well plate containing pre-warmed medium supplemented
with 10 μM Y-27632.

7. Gently resuspend the cell patches by pipetting up and down
with a 1000 μL tip. After a few days colonies may need to be
dissociated with EDTA within the plate to break apart the large
colony and avoid differentiation of the cells. Change medium
daily.

8. When the wells reach a confluency of 80%, detach the cells (see
Subheading 4.2.1) of each well and transfer 20% of the cells of
each clone to a well of a pre-coated 12-well plate (back-up
plate).

9. Centrifuge the remaining 80% of cells, discard the supernatant,
and perform gDNA extraction, followed by PCR-based geno-
typing to detect CRISPR/Cas9-edited clones.

10. As soon as the back-up reaches a confluency of 60 to 80%, cryo-
preserve the cells in the plate (see Note 28).

11. Aspirate the medium and cover the wells with dissociation
buffer. Incubate the plate for 3–5 min at 37 �C. Aspirate the
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dissociation reagent and add 0.4 mL chilled Bambanker cryo-
preservation solution per well of a 12-well plate. Gently disso-
ciate the colonies by repeated pipetting. Seal the plate with
Parafilm and store the plate immediately at �80 �C in a Styro-
foam box until further use.

12. Thaw positive genotyped clones using a standard protocol,
expand the cells, and cryo-preserve at least 5 vials.

3.11.1 Analysis

Techniques of CRISPR/

Cas9 Induced Modifications

Various methods to analyze genome modifications are available.
Most of the techniques are based on PCR amplification of the
targeted region, and in such cases, optimization of the PCR reac-
tions is required for clear analysis results. In Table 1, we summar-
ized the most common methods for analyzing indels or point
mutations.

4 Notes

1. For sgRNA cloning in sgRNA expression vectors (e.g.,
Addgene #86985 or #86986) oligonucleotides with suitable
overhangs are required. Following sequences can be used to
design sgRNA oligonucleotides, with N1–N20 as the selected
Cas9 target sequence.

Table 1
Summary of analysis methods for genome genome modifications

Assay Advantage Disadvantage Application

Sanger/Tide Quick and simple;
High accuracy for single
cell-derived clones

Low accuracy for
quantification in
bulk population

Indel detection in clonal-derived
cells

Cloning/
Sanger

High accuracy Very laborious For verification of knockins or
indels in single cell-derived
clones

Fragment
analysis

Quick and simple;
High accuracy for single
cell-derived clones

Requires special
equipment/service

Indel detection in clonal-derived
cells or bulk populations

RFLP Quick and simple; High
accuracy for single cell-
derived clones

Low accuracy for
quantification on
bulk populations

Detection of knockins or indels in
single cell-derived clones or
bulk populations

Deep Seq High accuracy Requires special
equipment/service

Detection of KI or indels in bulk
populations and single cell-
derived clones

T7E1/Surveyor Quick and simple Need thorough
optimization

To pre-test sgRNAs in cell lines
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sgRNA-oligo-F 50 –CACC(G)N1NNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNN20 –3

0

sgRNA-oligo-R 50 –AAACNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNN(C) –30

2. Purify the linearized plasmid via gel extraction rather than
directly via a spin column to avoid contamination of the DNA
with undigested plasmid.

3. For denaturation and annealing of oligonucleotides a PCR
cycler programmed for 10 min at 98 �C and successive decrease
of 1 �C per minute to a temperature of 4 �C can be used
alternatively.

4. The abovementioned vectors allow expression of the sgRNA by
the humanU6-promoter. This promoter requires a “G” base at
the transcription start site. Hence, it is recommended using
CRISPR/Cas9 target sites starting with a “G.” Otherwise an
additional “G” should be added at the start of the sgRNA
sequence. It should be noted that wild-type Cas9 is amenable
to the inclusion of an extra “G” but other RNA guided
nucleases are not (Cas9-HF/eCas9).

5. When using the vectors mentioned in Note 2, sequencing can
be performed using subsequent primer sequence. hU6-For:
GAGGGCCTATTTCCCATG.

6. Re-digestion of the ligated plasmid using the enzyme BbsI
improves the cloning efficacy.

7. When using the suggested vector (Addgene #86985 or
#86986) for cloning multiple sgRNA expression cassettes in
one backbone, the latter primers can be used for cloning:

Gibson-pU6-A_F
CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCATGAGGGCCCCCTTCA
CCGAGGGCCTATTTC

Gibson-pU6-A_R
CCGATGGCCAGGCCGATGCTGTGATCAAAAAAAG
CACCGACTCGG

Gibson-pU6-B_F
ACAGCATCGGCCTGGCCATCGGGCCCCCTTCAC
CGAGGGCCTATTTC

Gibson-pU6-B_R
CTTGGCCATCTCGTTGCTGAAGATCAAAAAAAGC
ACCGACTCGG

Gibson-pU6-C_F
TTCAGCAACGAGATGGCCAAGGCCCCCTTCACCG
AGGGCCTATTTC

Gibson-pU6-C_R
GTCAATAATCAATGTCGAATCCGGGATCAAAAAAA
GCACCGACTCGG
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Use primer combinations A_F/A_R; B_F/B_R and
C_F/C_R if three cassettes are desired to be cloned and com-
binations A_F/A_R and B_F/C_R if it is desired to clone two
sgRNA cassettes.

8. Purify PCR product via gel extraction rather than directly via a
spin column to avoid contamination of the purified PCR prod-
uct with plasmid DNA. Alternatively, the PCR product can be
digested with DpnI, which digests only methylated DNA and
subsequently purified by spin columns.

9. To improve the transformation efficacy perform a cleanup of
the assembled reaction using a PCR purification kit, prior to
transformation.

10. When using vector Addgene #86985 or #86986 as plasmid
backbone, following primer sequences can be used for
sequencing.

pU6-(BbsI)sgRNAseqF: TTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGG

pU6-(BbsI)sgRNAseqR: GGCTATGAACTAATGACCCCG

11. Passaging iPSCs as single cells one day prior transfection
ensures that the cells are in the growth phase.

12. For a targeting experiment only use iPSCs of good quality that
are undifferentiated and have a normal karyotype.

13. Depending on the iPSC line and the confluency detaching of
the cells can take up to 15 min. Monitor the cells with an
inverted microscope every 2 min.

14. The optimal cell number needs to be figured out for every
cell line. iPS cell lines differ in their viability upon
transfection [11].

15. Use an appropriate cell culture vessel coating for your cell line.
We recommend truncated recombinant human vitronectin
(VTN-N) when possible. VTN-N minimizes movement of
cells on the plates.

16. We have observed that with transient Cas9-plasmid transfec-
tion up to two ssODNs with 30 pmol each can be used safely,
e.g., to create heterozygous KIs with one repair template for
carrying the desired mutation and a second wild-type template
that has a modified PAM sequence.

17. When using doxycycline inducible Cas9 expressing hiPSC lines
up to three ssODN with 30 pmol each can safely be transfected
with only minor cell death after transfection.

18. Some cell lines are sensitive to Lipofectamine 3000. The addi-
tion of 5 μM Rock inhibitor Y-27632 to the culture medium
for 24 h increases viability.

19. When lipofection is not convenient for your cell line try elec-
troporation methods.
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20. The procedure of FACS enrichment might induce cell stress;
therefore, we suggest processing the cells as fast as possible.
Dissociated cells should not be kept on ice for longer than
45 min.

21. Cultivating hiPS cells in 50% conditioned medium dramatically
increases cell survival of the FACS [15]. We have observed that
the usage of conditioned medium increases the viability of
single seeded iPS cells in low density and prevents the cells
from spontaneous differentiation.

22. To avoid contaminations during FACS we suggest using peni-
cillin and streptomycin as well as gentamicin during sorting
and for another 24 h.

23. We suggest VTN-N, this minimizes cell migration and there-
fore promotes cultivation of single cell-derived clones.

24. The number of seeded cells has to be determined for every hiPS
cell line for different cell lines have variable survival when
seeded at low density.

25. The analysis of the bulk cell population can be very helpful to
determine the number of single clones that need to be analyzed
for the specific gene targeting event.

26. In case of low gene targeting efficacy, two rounds of transfec-
tion and sorting can be of advantage to enrich for gene-edited
single clones. Therefore, seed all positive cells coming out of
the first sort. Once the cells have recovered, and have reached
an appropriate confluency, transfect them again, followed by a
second sorting step.

27. The addition of 5 μM Rock inhibitor Y-27632 for 1–2 days to
the medium (50% conditioned and 50% fresh medium)
improves viability of single cell-derived clones.

28. It is recommended to use the Bambanker cryo-preservation
solution instead of 10%DMSOwhen freezing iPSCs in a multi-
well plate. Bambanker enhances survival after thawing hiPSCs.
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Chapter 11

Editing the Genome of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem
Cells Using CRISPR/Cas9 Ribonucleoprotein Complexes

Michaela Bruntraeger, Meg Byrne, Kathleen Long, and Andrew R. Bassett

Abstract

Genome editing using the CRISPR/Cas9 system has rapidly established itself as an essential tool in the
genetic manipulation of many organisms, including human cell lines. Its application to human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) allows for the generation of isogenic cell pairs that differ in a single genetic
lesion, and therefore the identification and characterization of causal genetic variants. We describe a simple,
effective approach to perform delicate manipulations of the genome of hiPSCs through delivery of Cas9
RNPs along with ssDNA oligonucleotide repair templates that can generate mutations in up to 98% of
single cell clones and introduce single nucleotide changes at an efficiency of up to 40%. We describe our use
of a T7 endonuclease assay to identify active guide RNAs, and a high-throughput sequencing genotyping
strategy that allows the identification of correctly edited clones. We also present our experiences of
generating single nucleotide changes at 15 sites, which show considerable variability between both guides
and target sites in the efficiency at which such changes can be introduced.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Genome editing, Human iPSC, RNP, Point mutation, SNP

1 Introduction

Robust gene editing technologies based on the CRISPR/Cas9
system have greatly facilitated genetic manipulation in many differ-
ent contexts, and enabled genetic analysis of human cell lines at a
scale that was hitherto impractical. Similarly, the advent of human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) has made it possible to
produce a renewable source of untransformed cell lines from
hundreds of individuals. These can be differentiated into a multi-
tude of different cell types to model the cellular phenotypes under-
lying human disease states, many of which (such as neurons) would
be impossible to study except in postmortem tissues. The combi-
nation of these two technologies provides a powerful means to
understand the genetic contribution to particular diseases, to revert
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the causal genomic lesions, and provide potential therapeutic
opportunities.

Here we describe a simple and effective method to generate
single nucleotide changes in the genome of hiPSCs to generate
isogenic cell pairs differing in a single genetic lesion. This is a
powerful means to understand the importance of a specific genetic
change in a disease state by removing the influence of the genetic
background, which can often confound or mask phenotypes (espe-
cially subtle ones) when comparing iPSCs derived from patients
with healthy individuals [1].

The RNA-guided Cas9 endonuclease from Streptococcus pyo-
genes (SpCas9) consists of three components—the Cas9 protein, a
CRISPR RNA (crRNA), and a trans-activating CRISPR RNA
(tracrRNA) [2]. The first 20 nt of the crRNA determines the
specificity of the enzyme by base-pairing with its complementary
target site in the genome, which is therefore highly predictable. The
choice of target sites is only limited by the need for a protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM) sequence which is necessary immediately
adjacent to this 20 nt sequence in the genome, although is not
actually present in the crRNA itself (Fig. 1). In the case of the most
widely used SpCas9 enzyme, the PAM is NGG, which can be
present on either DNA strand, and given an even distribution of
each base, should occur approximately every 8 bp.

The Cas9 endonuclease is used to introduce a site-specific
double strand break (DSB) essentially anywhere in the genome.
This lesion is repaired by the endogenous cellular repair pathways of
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or various forms of homol-
ogy directed repair (HDR), although in most mammalian cell types
(including hiPSCs) the NHEJ-based pathways predominate
[3, 4]. Both forms of repair can be exploited to introduce changes
in the genome; NHEJ is somewhat error-prone and can result in
small insertions and deletions at the cut site, which can be used to
delete small genomic elements or introduce frameshifts in protein
coding genes. The method that we present here exploits the HDR
pathway by supplying a short ~100 nt ssDNA oligonucleotide
(ssODN) that is used as a template for repair, and can be used to
introduce defined changes such as single nucleotide polymorph-
isms, or short insertions or deletions of exogenous sequence.

Our lab has found that the use of Cas9 ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) complexes with synthetic guide RNAs (either crRNA/
tracrRNAs or full length sgRNAs) combined with a single-stranded
DNA oligonucleotide (ssODN) as a repair template is a highly
effective way to introduce single nucleotide changes. We describe
how to design the reagents, assemble and deliver the RNP complex,
test for efficiency using a T7 endonuclease assay (T7E1), and
generate and analyze single cell clones using a high-throughput
sequencing (HTS) genotyping strategy (Fig. 2).
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This method has many advantages over other systems, namely
that: (1) The reagents are immediately active and rapidly degraded
over 12–24 h, reducing the chances of off-target mutagenesis,
minimizing mosaicism, and maximizing HDR rates
[5, 6]. (2) There are no cloning steps involved, minimizing the
time and effort necessary to generate and validate such constructs.
(3) Nonspecific integration of DNA is minimized, since there is no
dsDNA being introduced into the cell. (4) Rates of HDR are often
increased when using ssDNA templates compared to dsDNA due
to use of somewhat different DNA repair mechanisms
[7–9]. (5) Toxicity and innate immune responses resulting from
transfection of dsDNA plasmids is reduced considerably through
use of the RNP complex. (6) Screening by HTS allows high sensi-
tivity to identify mosaic clones and scalability to screen large num-
bers of single cell colonies. It is also worth noting that a very similar

Fig. 1 Schematic of the CRISPR/Cas9 system used for gene editing. The CRISPR RNA (crRNA) contains a
unique 20 nt sequence that is complementary to the respective target sequence in the genome. Together with
the trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA), this complex guides the Cas9 protein to a specific region where it
is in turn responsible for generating the double-stranded break three nucleotides away from the protospacer-
adjacent motif (PAM)
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strategy without a ssODN HDR template can be used to generate
knockout mutations through frameshift in protein coding
sequences, but in order to maintain effective electroporation, it is
important to add a non-targeting ssDNA oligonucleotide.

2 Materials

1. TeSR-E8 (Stem Cell Technologies, 05990).

2. SyntheMAX (Corning, 3535) (see Note 1).

3. 10 cm tissue-culture treated dishes.

4. Distilled water.

5. D-PBS.

6. Gentle Cell Dissociation Reagent.

7. 4D Nucleofector System (Lonza, Core unit AAF-1002B and X
unit AAF-1002�).

8. CrisprRNAs and tracrRNAs or full length synthetic guide
RNAs (sgRNAs) can be purchased from a number of suppliers
(e.g., IDT, Sigma, Synthego) (see Note 2).

9. Cas9—either expressed and purified from E. coli, or purchased
(Feldan, A034b-a-0500PMOL or IDT, 1081058).

Fig. 2Workflow of genome editing in hiPSCs. hiPSCs are nucleofected with Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complexes
together with a short ~100 nt homology directed repair template. After recovery, cell pools are analyzed for
CRISPR efficiency using a T7E1 assay, frozen to maintain a stock and seeded at low density to generate clonal
populations. Colonies are picked, and duplicate plates are made for freezing in 96-well matrix vials, and
genotyping by high-throughput sequencing (MiSeq). Final clones are grown up and genotypes validated by
Sanger sequencing
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10. ssODN repair template (IDT, Ultramer DNAOligo, seeNote 3).

11. Cas9 storage buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, 300 mM
NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT.

12. P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector® X Kit L (Lonza, V4XP-
3012).

13. Accutase.

14. Rock inhibitor Y-27632.

15. 6-well plates.

16. Yolk Sac Lysis Buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl,
2 mM MgCl2, 0.45% IGEPAL CA-630, 0.45% Tween 20.

17. Proteinase K.

18. Oligonucleotide primers (see Note 4).

19. T7 endonuclease 1 (T7E1) with buffer.

20. KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (2�) (KapaBiosystems,
KR0370).

21. CloneR (Stem Cell Technologies, 05888).

22. 96-well plates.

23. U-bottom 96-well plate.

24. Matrigel, hESC-qualified (Corning, 354277).

25. Knock-Out Serum Replacement (Life Technologies,
10828028).

26. DMSO.

27. Matrix plates (Thermo, 3725).

28. Mineral oil (Sigma, M8410).

29. E-Gel Low Range Quantitative DNA Ladder.

30. E-Gel 96 Agarose Gels, 2%.

31. E-Base Integrated Power System for running E-Gels: Mother
E-base device.

32. SPRI beads.

33. DNA LoBind tubes.

34. KAPA library quantification kit.

35. 24-well plates.

36. PCR Purification Kit.

3 Methods

3.1 Gene Targeting

Strategy

The choice of CRISPR target site depends on a balance between
the position of the cut site in the genome, the specificity of the
guide RNA in terms of unwanted or off-target cutting, and the
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activity of the Cas9 enzyme when programmed with a particular
guide. When introducing single nucleotide changes, the position is
the major factor that needs to be considered, since the frequency of
introduction of mutations by HDR drops off very rapidly within a
few tens of nucleotides either side of the cut site [7, 8]. Ideally,
target sites should be chosen such that the cut site is as close as
possible to the mutation to be introduced, and preferably no more
than 10 nt either side, which normally limits the choice of guides to
1–3 for each desired change. In the case of SpCas9, the cut site is
3 nt away from the PAM (i.e., between positions 17 and 18 of the
crRNA) (Fig. 3a). Note that in some cases, it is not possible to find
an appropriate PAM sequence nearby, in which case it is possible to
use NAG PAM sequences, albeit at an approximately 10� lower
frequency [10]. Recent protein engineering has resulted in Cas9
enzymes with broadened PAM specificity to include NGA (VQR
[11]) and NGN (xCas9 [12]) which could also be employed in the
future.

It is well established that SpCas9 can tolerate mismatches
between the guide RNA and target DNA and still maintain its
ability to cut DNA [13]. This depends on both the position and
number of mismatches, those at the 50 end of the guide RNA being
more tolerated than those at the 30 (PAM-adjacent) end [13]. In
general, we have found that off-targets with 3 or more mismatches
are unlikely to be a problem unless the mismatches are clustered at
the 50 end of the guide. Target sites should be screened for potential
off-target sites elsewhere in the genome, and if possible chosen to
minimize such effects. Given the limitations in choice of gRNA for
introducing SNPs, it is sometimes unavoidable to choose those
guides with potential off-targets, and in this case, off-targets can
be screened for mutations by PCR amplification and sequencing.
Many software tools are available to do this, including WGE
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/wge/) [14], which provides pre-
computed off-target data for all exonic regions in the genome, and
guides should be screened using such software. We also routinely
use engineered high-fidelity variants of SpCas9 (e.g., eSpCas9_1.1
[15]) to mitigate this problem. Although we have seen very low
frequencies of off-target mutation in our system, we cannot exclude
the possibility that they exist, so it is important when designing an
experiment to control for such effects. This can be achieved for
instance by use of two independent guides to introduce the same
mutation, which will have completely different off-target sets.
Minimally, it is good practice to analyze multiple mutant and
control clones, which are highly unlikely to contain the same off-
target mutation. It is also sometimes possible to complement the
mutation by for instance expression of WT cDNA, or by repair of
the mutation in the newly mutated line by a second round of
engineering.
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On-target activity is another important consideration when
choosing guide RNAs, and there are a number of available pieces
of software that can predict the efficacy of a particular guide
[16]. In our hands, we have only seen a weak correlation of such
predictions to the actual activity of a guide, and find that around
20–25% of guides are not usable due to low activity. Therefore, we
routinely screen 2–3 guides per target site by nucleofection indi-
vidually into cells followed by a T7E1 assay on the pooled

Fig. 3 Schematic illustrating guide RNA, HDR template, and primer design. (a) The unique crRNA sequence is
the 20 nucleotides directly upstream of the PAM sequence (NGG). HDR templates are single-stranded DNA
oligonucleotides ordered in both the sense and antisense direction. They are designed to be ~100 bp in length
with the mutation (asterisk) situated in the middle. (b) 3 pairs of primers are required for sequence analysis.
(1) A set to produce a 500 bp amplicon (500_F and R), (2) a nested pair to produce a 200 bp amplicon with
universal appends (200_F and R), and (3) an i5 and i7 primer containing the remainder of the Illumina
sequencing adaptors and barcodes to allow for unique identification of DNA fragments
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population (Subheading 3.4, Fig. 2). This provides a good measure
of the efficiency of each guide, and we normally only continue to
single cell cloning with those guides that give a measurable signal in
this assay. It also ensures that the nucleofection and Cas9 endonu-
clease have been effective before substantial time, effort, andmoney
are invested in single cell cloning and genotyping.

In terms of ssODN homology construct design, we have found
that the total length of homology should be a minimum of 80 nt,
and we normally use ~100 nt oligos with 50 nt of homology either
side of the desired change(s). Importantly, when designing the
homology construct, it is imperative to block the ability of Cas9
to cut after the desired change has been introduced. If this is not
done, Cas9 will introduce further double strand breaks, resulting in
small insertions and deletions as well as the intended event. We find
that single nucleotide changes in the PAM sequence, or within
5 bases of the 30 end of the guide are sufficient to block re-cutting
in most instances, so if the desired change is within this region there
is no necessity to introduce further mutations. If this is not the case,
additional silent mutations, ideally within the PAM sequence, or in
the PAM-adjacent region of the target site can be introduced. Make
sure that you do not mutate the PAM from NGG to NAG, since
Cas9 still maintains some activity at this sequence, albeit at a lower
efficiency in general [13]. We have observed some difference
between sense and antisense ssODN templates, and this appears
to depend on the position of the cut site relative to the mutation
that is introduced (see Note 5). We have not observed any differ-
ence in efficiency between different purification strategies, so nor-
mally use desalted oligonucleotides, although PAGE or HPLC
purified ssODNs are equally as effective.

3.2 hiPSC Culture We routinely use the KOLF2_C1 induced pluripotent stem cell
(iPSC) line for editing, which was derived by the Human Induced
Pluripotent Stem Cell Initiative (HipSci) consortium [17], and has
additionally been derived from a single cell to maximize homoge-
neity within the population. It is cultured under feeder-free condi-
tions typically on 10 cm tissue culture dishes in TeSR-E8 medium
on SyntheMAX substrate at a final coating concentration of 2 μg/
cm2. Cells are routinely passaged 1:5 every 4–5 days. Cells are
cultured in a humidified incubator at 37 �C and 5% CO2.

1. Remove spent medium and wash cell layer once with PBS.

2. Incubated with Gentle Cell Dissociation Reagent (5 mL/
10 cm dish) at 37 �C for 3 min.

3. Aspirate Gentle Cell Dissociation Reagent and add 10 mL
TeSR-E8 medium.

4. Use a cell scraper to manually detach dissociated colonies from
the culture surface (see Note 6).
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5. Triturate cell suspension once with a 10 mL stripette to break
up larger clumps of cells into smaller clumps.

6. Transfer 2 mL cell suspension into a fresh 10 cm dish contain-
ing an additional 8 mL TeSR-E8 medium.

3.3 Gene Targeting

by Nucleofection

1. Resuspend RNA oligos (crRNA and tracrRNA) in IDTE solu-
tion to a concentration of 200 μM.

2. Mix crRNA and tracrRNA in equimolar concentrations in a
sterile microfuge tube to a final concentration of 45 μMof each
using IDT duplex buffer (Table 1).

3. Anneal the gRNA complex by heating to 95 �C for 2 min.

4. Remove from heat source and cool slowly to room
temperature.

5. Prior to RNP complex formation, Cas9 protein should be
diluted to a final concentration of 4 μg/μL in Cas9 storage
buffer (Subheading 2, item 11) (see Note 7).

6. Combine 5 μL (20 μg, ~120 pmol) Cas9 with 5 μL (225 pmol)
gRNA and incubate at RT for 10–20 min.

7. Remove spent medium from 10 cm dish and wash once with
PBS. Ensure that cells are still actively growing, by using cells
that have been passaged 3–5 days earlier, and that are approxi-
mately 70% confluent (Fig. 4).

8. Add 5 mL of accutase and leave for 6 min at 37 �C.

9. Aspirate accutase and scrape the cells in 10 mL TeSR-E8 sup-
plemented with rock inhibitor.

10. Triturate cells to create a single cell suspension.

11. Count the cells and aliquot 1 � 106 cells into a sterile
microfuge tube.

12. Centrifuge at 300 � g for 3 min to pellet.

13. Resuspend in 100 μL complete P3 buffer.

14. To use a ssODN repair template (to make base changes by
HDR), add 500 pmol of purified ssDNA oligonucleotide (5 μL
100 μM stock) to the RNP complex.

Table 1
Composition of crRNA:tracrRNA complex

Vol (μL) Component Amount (pmoles)

1 crRNA 200

1 tracrRNA 200

2.5 IDT Duplex buffer
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15. Mix the RNP complex with the resuspended cells using a
swirling motion with the pipette tip (avoid triturating the
cells too much).

16. Transfer cells to a nucleofection cuvette, dispensing carefully
between the electrodes to avoid formation of bubbles. (Final
amounts per nucleofection: 1 � 106 cells in 100 μL P3 solu-
tion, 5 μL (20 μg) Cas9 protein, 5 μL (20 μg) sgRNA).

17. Electroporate with the 4D-Nucleofector on program CA 137.

18. Transfer cells from the cuvette across 2 wells of a 6-well plate
(pre-coated with SyntheMAX at 5 μg/cm2 containing 2 mL of
TeSR-E8 + 10 μM Rock inhibitor) using a disposable Pasteur
pipette. Do not pipette up and down, since cells are very fragile
at this point (see Note 8).

Fig. 4 Cell morphology pre-/post-nucleofection. The state of the cells is important in achieving good editing
efficiencies. (a) KOLF2-C1 cells under a 5� and 10� objective showing ideal morphology of cells prior to
nucleofection. Note the defined borders of the colonies and even distribution and compaction of the cells. (b)
KOLF2-C1 cells under a 5� and 10� objective respectively post-nucleofection. Individual cells will appear
less round and more elongated or “spikey.” This is a result of treatment with ROCK inhibitor (Ri) and will
subside once Ri is removed and cells begin to form small colonies and compact together
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19. Incubate for 24 h, then exchange medium for TeSR-E8 with-
out Rock inhibitor (Fig. 4).

20. Feed daily until cells reach approximately 70% confluence for
subcloning.

At this stage, it is wise to confirm CRISPR activity using, e.g.,
T7E1 or TIDE analysis [18] (seeNote 9). This is an important step
before continuing with subcloning, since many guide RNAs
(~20–25%) have very low activity, and it is possible to eliminate
these at this stage.

3.4 Screening

CRISPR Efficacy with a

T7E1 Assay

1. For a single, confluent well of a 6-well plate, prepare 1 mL of
Yolk Sac Lysis Buffer and supplement it with 20 μL
Proteinase K.

2. Aspirate medium from the well and wash cell layer with PBS,
aspirating again.

3. Add the Lysis Buffer mixture to the well and allow to stand for
30–60 s.

4. Collect the lysate in a microfuge tube and incubate at 60 �C for
at least 1 h to overnight (see Note 10).

5. Inactivate the Proteinase K by incubating the lysate at 95 �C for
10 min.

6. Dilute the lysate 1:10 with nuclease-free water.

7. Use the diluted lysate to prepare a 20 μL PCRmix according to
Table 2, using the set of primers designed to generate a 500 bp
product (500_F/R).

8. Run the PCRwith the cycling protocol described in Table 3 (see
Note 11).

9. To 10 μL of the PCR product, add 1.5 μL NEBuffer 2 (10�)
and 1.5 μL Nuclease-free H2O. Include a second control reac-
tion which will receive no T7E1.

10. Form the hetero-duplexes by heat-cooling the mixture in a
thermal cycler using the protocol described in Table 4.

11. Add 2 μL of T7E1 (Diluted in NEBuffer 2 (1�) to a final
concentration of 1 U/μL). For control digests, use 2 μL NEB-
uffer 2 (1�).

12. Incubate at 37 �C for 1 h.

13. Add an appropriate volume of loading dye to the samples.

14. Run the samples on a 2.5% agarose gel at 70 V for 45 min (see
Fig. 5).

3.5 Subcloning Edited cells are expanded to ~70% confluency following nucleofec-
tion before subcloning. Approximately 1000–2000 cells are sub-
cloned onto 10 cm tissue culture dishes pre-coated with
SyntheMAX substrate at a concentration of 5 μg/cm2.
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1. Remove spent medium and wash mixed pool of edited cells
once in PBS.

2. Add 1 mL pre-warmed accutase/well of 6-well plate and incu-
bate at 37 �C for 6 min.

3. Remove the accutase and scrape cells in 10 mL TeSR-E8 sup-
plemented with 1� CloneR.

Table 3
PCR cycling program

Step Temperature (�C) Duration Cycle

Initial denaturation 95 3 min 1

Denaturation 98 20 s 35
Annealing 60–75 15 s
Extension 72 30 s

Final Extension 72 5 min 1

We recommend optimizing your primers beforehand in order to know accurate anneal-

ing temperatures

Table 4
Denaturation—annealing thermocycler program to obtain heteroduplexes

Temperature (�C) Duration

95 10 min

95–85 Ramp �2 �C/s

85–25 Ramp �0.3 �C/s

Table 2
Composition of a PCR mix using KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (2�)

Component
Volume
(μL)

Final concentration
(μM)

DNA Template 2

KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix (2�) (KapaBiosystems,
KR0370)

5 1�

Forward primer (10 μM) 0.3 0.3

Reverse primer (10 μM) 0.3 0.3

Nuclease-Free Water Up to 10

Reaction volumes can be adjusted between 10 and 50 μL by scaling the values stated

proportionately
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4. Triturate cells to dissociate into single cells for counting (see
Note 12).

5. Serially dilute cell suspension in order to generate a single cell
suspension at 1 � 103 cells/mL.

6. Transfer 1–2 mL of cells at 1 � 103/mL to a new 10 cm dish
with an additional 9 mL TeSR-E8 + CloneR and evenly dis-
persed across the surface.

7. Transfer to a 37 �C incubator.

8. Cells should be left undisturbed without feeding for 48 h.
Afterward, they should undergo daily feeding with 10 mL
TeSR-E8 medium for 8–10 days until colonies are approx
1–2 mm in diameter (see Note 13).

3.6 Colony Picking Single cell-derived colonies are manually picked from the culture
surface approximately 8–10 days after subcloning. At this point
colonies should be 1–2 mm in size, uniform, and round in appear-
ance with bright borders (Fig. 6) (see Note 14). Prior to picking,
equal numbers of 96-well plates should be prepared with Matrigel
or SyntheMAX substrate at a concentration of 5 μg/cm2. Each well
should be prefilled with 150 μL TeSR-E8 medium supplemented
with rock inhibitor.

Fig. 5 T7 Endonuclease Assay to assess CRISPR efficiency. (a) The T7E1 assay is based on the formation of
homo- and heteroduplexes between PCR amplified genomic WT and mutant DNA fragments. The latter will
contain mismatches which are identified and cleaved by the T7E1 enzyme resulting in either cleaved or full-
length fragments which can be visualized and distinguished on gel. (b) Example of a positive T7E1 assay,
indicating good activity of the guide at this target site. (c) Example of a negative T7E1 assay, indicating poor/
nonexistent activity of the guide at this target site
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1. Aspirate the medium from the 10 cm dish of colonies.

2. Wash once in PBS.

3. Add 5 mL of gentle cell dissociation buffer and incubate at
37 �C for 3 min (see Note 15).

4. Aspirate the Gentle Cell Dissociation Reagent taking care not
to disrupt the colonies.

5. Add 10 mL TeSR-E8 medium.

6. Using a dissection microscope and a P20 pipette (set to 10 μL),
manually pick individual colonies by scraping from the culture
surface and collecting in the pipette.

7. Transfer the cells to a U-bottom 96-well plate containing
100 μL TeSR-E8 medium supplemented with rock inhibitor.
Use a fresh tip per colony to prevent cross-contamination.

8. Colonies are usually picked in batches of 96 which can be
processed for genotyping as whole plates. Once sufficient num-
bers of colonies have been picked, triturate the cells 5–6 times
to break colonies into smaller fragments (see Note 16) and
transfer 50 μL into one matrigel and the other 50 μL into

Fig. 6 Ideal morphology of colonies appropriate for picking. Two colonies ~10 days post subcloning under a
5� and 10� objective respectively. It is impossible to be certain that a colony on a plate is derived from a
single iPSC, good indicators however, include colony size of 1–2 mm, round in shape with clear, bright
borders. Cells should also be even throughout and colonies should not be touching one another
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one SyntheMAX-coated plate, thereby creating two duplicate
96-well plates of colonies (see Note 17).

9. Cells should be cultured for approximately 5 days (or until
wells are confluent) with daily 200 μL TeSR medium changes,
before freeing/lysing (see Note 18).

3.7 Freezing Cells are routinely frozen 4–5 days (Fig. 7) after colony picking
from the matrigel plates (see Note 19).

1. Remove spent medium.

2. Wash colonies once in PBS.

3. Add 25 μL pre-warmed Accutase/well and incubate for 6 min
at 37 �C.

4. Quench the reaction with 75 μL Knock-Out Serum
Replacement.

5. Triturate the samples 6–7 times, then add 100 μL Knock-Out
Serum Replacement containing 20% DMSO (final concentra-
tion of 10% DMSO).

6. Mix 3–4 times with a pipette, and transfer the entire contents
into a 96-well matrix plate (see Note 20).

7. Add 100 μL sterile mineral oil over the top of the freeze
medium.

8. Incubate matrix plates at �80 �C overnight before transferring
to liquid nitrogen for long-term storage.

3.8 Genotyping When designing a genotyping strategy it is important to consider its
ability to identify mixed or mosaic clones (i.e., those colonies
deriving from multiple different edited cells), and its scalability to
the large number of clones that often must be screened in order to
obtain the cell line of interest. Here we present a high-throughput

Fig. 7 Freezing from a 96-well plate. Two wells of cells in a 96-well plate that are ready to freeze viewed
under a 2.5� objective 4–5 days after picking. Typically, confluency levels range between 80 and 100%
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sequencing based strategy that involves a three-step PCR from
crude cell lysates that are easily prepared from 96-well plates, fol-
lowed by sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq instrument that allows
screening of tens of plates on a single run. It is also highly sensitive
to detect each individual allele in a mixed population down to <1%
of the total alleles, making identification of mixed clones simple and
accurate.

Colonies growing on SyntheMAX can be lysed 2–4 days post
picking. Lysate plates are used for genotyping of edited clones and
are generated in a similar way to the lysates used in the T7E1 assay
(Subheading 3.4).

1. Remove spent medium.

2. Wash cells once in PBS.

3. Incubate with 100 μL Yolk Sac lysis buffer supplemented with
2 μL Proteinase K/well at 60 �C from 1 h to overnight (see
Note 10).

4. Inactivate the proteinase K at 95 �C for 10 min.

5. Store lysates at �20 �C or use directly for PCR.

6. Dilute lysates 1:10 in nuclease-free H2O.

7. Prepare 10 μL PCR reaction for each well, using the set of
primers designed to generate a 500 bp product (500_F/R)
(Fig. 3, Table 2).

8. Run PCR thermocycler program (Table 3).

9. Recommended: run 3 μL of product on a 2% E-gel, made up to
20 μL in ddH20 to ensure PCR was successful, with 10 μL
E-gel low range quantitative DNA ladder combined with 10 μL
H2O.

10. Assemble PCR as in step 7 (Table 2) using instead the 200_F/
R primers, and 0.5 μL of the round one 500 bp product as
template.

11. Run PCR thermocycler program mentioned in step
8 (Table 3). Recommended annealing temperature of 60 �C.

12. Recommended: run 3 μL of product on a 2% E-gel, as in
step 9.

3.8.1 PCR to Generate

Barcoded Amplicons

1. Prepare PCR as in Subheading 3.8, step 7, using the barcoded
i5 and i7 MiSeq primers [19, 20]. Each well of a 96-well plate
should have a different i7 primer. If multiple 96-well plates of
one gene are being analyzed, each plate should have a different
i5 primer. Different amplicons may use the same primer com-
binations. Use 0.5 μL of a 1/100 dilution of round 2 product
in nuclease-free H2O for the template.
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2. Run PCR thermocycler program mentioned in Subheading
3.8, step 8 (Table 3). Recommended annealing temperature
70 �C.

3. Recommended: run 3 μL of product on a 2% E-gel, as in
Subheading 3.8, step 9.

4. Pool 2 μL of each sample and mix well.

5. Add 100 μL of pool to 60 μL of SPRI beads in a LoBind
1.5 mL microfuge tube.

6. Incubate at room temp for 5 min.

7. Place tube on magnet and allow solution to clear. Remove and
discard supernatant.

8. Add 200 μL room temperature 80% ethanol, being careful not
to disturb beads.

9. Incubate for 30 s, then remove and discard ethanol.

10. Repeat steps 15 and 16 once more.

11. Remove tube from magnet and briefly spin.

12. Replace tube on magnet and remove final traces of ethanol.

13. Air-dry pellet for 2 min, or until all traces of ethanol are gone.

14. Remove tube from magnet and add 52 μL of elution buffer to
tube. Resuspend beads.

15. Incubate for 2 min.

16. Place tube on magnet. Once solution is clear, remove 50 μL of
purified DNA. Store in DNA LoBind microfuge tube.

17. Quantify DNA concentration using KAPA library quantifica-
tion kit, according to instructions in technical datasheet
(KR0405).

18. Submit DNA for 150 nt paired end sequencing. Aim for a
minimum of 1000 reads per sample.

19. Analyze fastq files with CRISPResso (https://github.com/
lucapinello/CRISPResso [21]). This software can be run
from the command line, and a typical desktop computer will
be sufficient to analyze hundreds of clones. We have developed
a graphical interface for simple identification of clones, but the
direct output files will provide all of the information necessary
to identify the correct edited clones (Fig. 8).

3.9 Thawing and

Expansion

Individual matrix vials containing clones of interest can be recov-
ered from liquid nitrogen storage and reintroduced into culture.

1. Remove vial and thaw rapidly.

2. Transfer contents of vial from under mineral oil into 1 mL
pre-warmed TeSR-E8 medium and centrifuge at 300 � g for
3 min.
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3. Gently resuspend cell pellet 1 mL TeSR-E8 medium supple-
mented with CloneR and transfer into a single 24-well (pre--
coated with SyntheMAX at 2 μg/cm2).

4. Culture overnight at 37 �C.

5. Perform 1 mL medium change to TeSR-E8 medium and
expand as necessary (see Note 21).

3.10 Re-genotyping Secondary sequencing is done on lysates of potential clones of
interest that have been thawed and expanded (Fig. 8).

1. PCR to generate 500 bp product (Subheading 3.4, step 2).

2. Purify the product by PCR purification or gel extraction.

3. Sequence the amplicon by Sanger sequencing.

4. Analysis of sequence trace can be done on various programs
(e.g., SnapGene).

3.11 Expected

Results

The efficiency of the editing process depends on a large number of
factors, including the efficacy of the chosen guide RNA, the geno-
mic context and sequence of the locus, and the cell line used. Using
the KOLF2_C1 hiPSC line, we have observed up to 98% total
mutagenic efficiency, counting either indel or HDR based muta-
tions (Fig. 9). This suggests that the delivery of the RNP is virtually
100% efficient, since there is no selection for its uptake, and also
that the protein is highly active in order to generate such a high rate
of mutations. However, the efficiency of mutagenesis remains

Fig. 8 Primary and secondary genotyping. (a) Primary genotyping sequence data of three potential clones
processed by MiSeq. CRISPR guide sequences have been highlighted on the aligned sequence and show the
number of reads for that sequence and what percentage of the total reads this represents. Due to errors during
the PCR and sequencing processes, a single sequence will not represent 100% of the reads, but caution
should be taken with sequences present at >1% of total reads. (b) Secondary genotyping of three potential
clones by Sanger sequencing. Sequence traces show clones representing WT, heterozygous and homozygous
lines and confirm the results from the primary genotyping
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highly variable between sites, with some guide RNAs failing to
work altogether (not shown), and some only at very low efficiency.
This is likely due to the guide RNA sequence itself, or the chroma-
tin structure at the targeted locus.

In terms of the proportion of mutations that are made up by
HDR-driven single nucleotide changes, this is also highly variable
between sites, with proportions varying from 0 to 70% of the total
mutagenic events. These differences are predominantly due to the
different sites which have been targeted, but in some cases, there is
also a significant difference between the two strands of ssODN
repair template (e.g., sites G or J, Fig. 9), so we recommend
performing two experiments per guide, one with the sense
ssODN, and a second with the antisense one.

The efficiency of HDR in the best examples is high, with up to
40% of alleles being modified in this way and in some cases more
than 25% of single cell clones being homozygous HDR events.
Despite this high efficiency at some sites, we still observe a large
variability between sites, and very low frequencies of the desired
mutation at some loci. Thus, although our system will prove emi-
nently usable in many instances, there is still room for improvement
of HDR efficiency. This could be achieved for instance biasing of
DNA repair outcomes with small molecules or by manipulation of
endogenous cellular factors [22], recruitment of HDR repair

Fig. 9 Analysis of editing efficiency across different genomic loci. Bars show the efficiency of HDR (SNP, dark
blue) and indel alleles (light blue) across 15 genomic sites (A–O) highlighting the variation in overall efficiency
and proportion of HDR. Strand of HDR template is also indicated (+ or �)
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templates to their site of action [23], alterations of cell state and
novel methods of selection for the correct event [24, 25]. Equally,
natural and engineered CRISPR variants [11, 26] will allow a
greater targeting range and enable editing of those sites in the
genome currently inaccessible to such mutagenesis due to a lack
of appropriate PAM sequences.

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has allowed us for the first time to
perform delicate genetic manipulations of human cell lines to
understand the functional consequences of genetic mutations.
The introduction of single nucleotide variants into iPSCs provides
a powerful means to generate and identify causal genetic variants
and cellular phenotypes that underlie many genetic diseases, and
potentially to manipulate stem cells for therapeutic benefit.

4 Notes

1. Synthemax is prepared by dissolving 10 mg powder in 10 mL
sterile distilled water to make a 1 mg/mL stock and stored in
aliquots at 4 �C. Further dilution in water 1:40 and 1:100make
a working dilution for coating plates at a concentration of
5 μg/cm2 and 2 μg/cm2, respectively.

2. We find that full length synthetic, chemically modified guides
from Synthego or Sigma are highly effective, and in most cases
superior to the crRNA:tracrRNA hybrid. We use the same
molar amounts and concentrations as for the crRNA:tracrRNA
hybrid, namely an approximately twofold molar excess of guide
RNA compared to Cas9 protein.

3. HDR ssDNA oligonucleotides can be ordered from many sup-
pliers, but we typically use Ultramer oligos from IDT, due to
the higher proportion of full length products with the correct
sequence that are obtained. We find that simple desalted purifi-
cation is sufficient, but HPLC or PAGE purified oligonucleo-
tides work equally effectively.

4. Three sets of primers are required to allow for analysis of gene
editing (Fig. 3b):

(a) 500_F/R: A pair of primers producing an amplicon of
approximately 500 bp with the mutation of interest
situated approximately in the middle. These are used for
T7E1 assay and as the first round of a nested set for
genotyping.

(b) 200_F/R: A pair of primers to generate the amplicon for
MiSeq genotyping. They will produce an amplicon of
200–250 bp (max 295 bp to allow assembly of paired
end 150 nt reads), with the mutation approximately
80–100 bp from the beginning of the forward primer to
maximize sequencing quality. The following appends
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consisting of the proximal part of the Illumina sequencing
adaptors should be added to the primer

50 ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGA
TCT-[gene-specific forward] 30

50 TCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGAT
CT-[gene-specific reverse] 30

(c) i5 Index and i7 Barcoded MiSeq primers: These are com-
mon to all experiments, and add the remainder of the
Illumina sequencing adaptors. Forward primer: i5 index
primer, a different primer for each 96-well plate. Reverse
primers: i7 index primers, a different index for each well of
a 96-well plate (Tables 5 and 6).

5. Recent results suggest that the predominant repair mechanism
when using a ssODN is by annealing of the oligo to the
resected 50 ends of the DNA that are formed after a double
strand break, and its use as a template for DNA polymerases

Table 5
Sequences of the i5 index primers used for MiSeq

Name Primer sequence 8 base barcode within primer

D501 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTAC
ACTATAGCCTACACTCTTTCCCTACAC
GACGCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

TATAGCCT

D502 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATC
TACACATAGAGGCACACTCTTTCCCTACA
CGACGCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

ATAGAGGC

D503 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CCCTATCCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

CCTATCCT

D504 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CGGCTCTGAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

GGCTCTGA

D505 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CAGGCGAAGACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

AGGCGAAG

D506 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CTAATCTTAACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

TAATCTTA

D507 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CCAGGACGTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

CAGGACGT

D508 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACA
CGTACTGACACACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC
GCTCTTCCGAT*C*T

GTACTGAC
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Table 6
Sequences of the i7 barcode primers used for MiSeq

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag1 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAACGTGATGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AACGTGAT

iPCRtag2 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAACATCGGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AAACATCG

iPCRtag3 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATGCCTAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATGCCTAA

iPCRtag4 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGTGGTCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGTGGTCA

iPCRtag5 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACCACTGTGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACCACTGT

iPCRtag6 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACATTGGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACATTGGC

iPCRtag7 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAGATCTGGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAGATCTG

iPCRtag8 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCATCAAGTGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CATCAAGT

iPCRtag9 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGCTGATCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGCTGATC

iPCRtag10 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACAAGCTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACAAGCTA

iPCRtag11 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTGTAGCCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CTGTAGCC

iPCRtag12 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGTACAAGGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGTACAAG

iPCRtag13 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAACAACCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AACAACCA

iPCRtag14 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAACCGAGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AACCGAGA

iPCRtag15 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAACGCTTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AACGCTTA

iPCRtag16 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGACGGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AAGACGGA

iPCRtag17 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGGTACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AAGGTACA

iPCRtag18 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACACAGAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACACAGAA

(continued)
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Table 6
(continued)

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag19 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACAGCAGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACAGCAGA

iPCRtag20 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACCTCCAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACCTCCAA

iPCRtag21 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACGCTCGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACGCTCGA

iPCRtag22 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACGTATCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACGTATCA

iPCRtag23 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACTATGCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACTATGCA

iPCRtag24 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGAGTCAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGAGTCAA

iPCRtag25 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGATCGCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGATCGCA

iPCRtag26 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGCAGGAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGCAGGAA

iPCRtag27 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGTCACTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGTCACTA

iPCRtag28 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATCCTGTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATCCTGTA

iPCRtag29 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATTGAGGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATTGAGGA

iPCRtag30 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAACCACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAACCACA

iPCRtag31 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAAGACTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAAGACTA

iPCRtag32 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAATGGAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAATGGAA

iPCRtag33 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCACTTCGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CACTTCGA

iPCRtag34 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAGCGTTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAGCGTTA

iPCRtag35 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCATACCAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CATACCAA

iPCRtag36 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCAGTTCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCAGTTCA

(continued)
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Table 6
(continued)

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag37 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCGAAGTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCGAAGTA

iPCRtag38 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCGTGAGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCGTGAGA

iPCRtag39 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCTCCTGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCTCCTGA

iPCRtag40 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGAACTTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGAACTTA

iPCRtag41 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGACTGGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGACTGGA

iPCRtag42 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGCATACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGCATACA

iPCRtag43 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTCAATGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CTCAATGA

iPCRtag44 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTGAGCCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CTGAGCCA

iPCRtag45 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTGGCATAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CTGGCATA

iPCRtag46 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGAATCTGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GAATCTGA

iPCRtag47 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGACTAGTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GACTAGTA

iPCRtag48 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGAGCTGAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GAGCTGAA

iPCRtag49 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGATAGACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GATAGACA

iPCRtag50 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCCACATAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GCCACATA

iPCRtag51 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCGAGTAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GCGAGTAA

iPCRtag52 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCTAACGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GCTAACGA

iPCRtag53 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCTCGGTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GCTCGGTA

iPCRtag54 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGAGAACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GGAGAACA

(continued)
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Table 6
(continued)

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag55 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGTGCGAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GGTGCGAA

iPCRtag56 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTACGCAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GTACGCAA

iPCRtag57 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTCGTAGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GTCGTAGA

iPCRtag58 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTCTGTCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GTCTGTCA

iPCRtag59 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTGTTCTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GTGTTCTA

iPCRtag60 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTAGGATGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TAGGATGA

iPCRtag61 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTATCAGCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TATCAGCA

iPCRtag62 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTCCGTCTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TCCGTCTA

iPCRtag63 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTCTTCACAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TCTTCACA

iPCRtag64 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGAAGAGAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TGAAGAGA

iPCRtag65 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGGAACAAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TGGAACAA

iPCRtag66 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGGCTTCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TGGCTTCA

iPCRtag67 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTGGTGGTAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TGGTGGTA

iPCRtag68 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTTCACGCAGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

TTCACGCA

iPCRtag69 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAACTCACCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AACTCACC

iPCRtag70 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGAGATCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AAGAGATC

iPCRtag71 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGGACACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AAGGACAC

iPCRtag72 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAATCCGTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AATCCGTC

(continued)
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Table 6
(continued)

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag73 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAATGTTGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AATGTTGC

iPCRtag74 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACACGACCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACACGACC

iPCRtag75 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACAGATTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ACAGATTC

iPCRtag76 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGATGTACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGATGTAC

iPCRtag77 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGCACCTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGCACCTC

iPCRtag78 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGCCATGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGCCATGC

iPCRtag79 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGGCTAACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

AGGCTAAC

iPCRtag80 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATAGCGACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATAGCGAC

iPCRtag81 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATCATTCCGAGATCGG
TCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATCATTCC

iPCRtag82 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATTGGCTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

ATTGGCTC

iPCRtag83 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCAAGGAGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CAAGGAGC

iPCRtag84 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCACCTTACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CACCTTAC

iPCRtag85 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCATCCTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCATCCTC

iPCRtag86 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCGACAACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCGACAAC

iPCRtag87 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCTAATCCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCTAATCC

iPCRtag88 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCCTCTATCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CCTCTATC

iPCRtag89 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGACACACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGACACAC

iPCRtag90 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGATTGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CGGATTGC

(continued)
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[7, 8]. Consistent with our results, these studies show that for
point mutations that are very close (�5 nt) to the CRISPR cut
site, it does not appear to matter which strand of ssODNHDR
template is used. However, for mutations that are further away
(5–20 nt), there is a significant difference between the two
strands of ssODN. A simple rule is that if the mutation to be
introduced is downstream of the CRISPR cut site, the antisense
template ssODN (i.e., the one that binds to the top strand)
should be used. Similarly, if the mutation is upstream of the
CRISPR cut site, the sense ssODN should be used. This is
irrespective of the strand to which the guide binds.

6. Cells adhere to SyntheMAX very well, so cell scrapers need to
be used to manually detach colonies which have not dislodged
during incubation with gentle cell dissociation reagent. Do not
use excessive trituration to dislodge attached colonies since this
will result in cell clusters which are too small for routine pas-
saging, leaving cells vulnerable to poor growth/colony com-
paction during onward culture. Continual passaging of
pluripotent cells as single cells has also been shown to increase
accumulation of karyotypic abnormalities [27, 28].

7. When diluting Cas9 protein, DTT should be added fresh from
a frozen, 0.1 M stock solution immediately before use.

8. Cells are very delicate following nucleofection; therefore,
handling of cells should be minimized. Transfer from cuvette
to culture dish using a wide bore Pasteur pipette and disperse
over the culture surface using a gentle swirling/back-and-forth
movement. Work quickly once mixing the RNP complex,

Table 6
(continued)

Name Primer sequence
8 base barcode
within primer

iPCRtag91 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTAAGGTCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

CTAAGGTC

iPCRtag92 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGAACAGGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GAACAGGC

iPCRtag93 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGACAGTGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GACAGTGC

iPCRtag94 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGAGTTAGCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GAGTTAGC

iPCRtag95 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGATGAATCGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GATGAATC

iPCRtag96 CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCCAAGACGAGA
TCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATC

GCCAAGAC
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template, buffer, and cells together, minimizing the length of
exposure of the cells to these components. The accutase treat-
ment duration time is somewhat cell line specific and can be
reduced to increase viability, but not so much as to compromise
obtaining single cells.

9. An alternative to the T7E1 assay is to send PCR products from
the 500 bp amplification for sequencing and analyze sequenc-
ing traces with TIDE [16] (https://tide-calculator.nki.nl/) or
ICE (https://ice.synthego.com/#/). Note that a WT sequenc-
ing read is also required to calibrate such software.

10. Lysis is usually performed for 1 h at 60 �C; however, incuba-
tion times can be increased to overnight if necessary.

11. If during the preparation of 500 bp PCR product, PCR is
unsuccessful, it is likely to be due to inhibition of the PCR by
the lysate, low DNA concentration, or ineffective primers.
Primers can be optimized by trying a range of annealing tem-
peratures or adding DMSO to the reaction mix (5% v/v final
concentration). Inhibition by components in the lysate can be
improved by diluting it, or lysing cells in a larger volume of lysis
buffer. If the DNA concentration is too low, try lysing in a
smaller volume of lysis buffer or not diluting the DNA before
adding to the PCR. Genomic DNA can also alternatively be
obtained using a column based system, such as Qiagen DNeasy
Blood & Tissue Kit (69504).

12. When counting cells, it should be clear under the microscope if
cells are single or in clumps. If there are clumps, try adding an
extra mix of the cell suspension or increasing the Accutase
treatment time. Cells can also be filtered with a 40 μm cell
strainer to help to remove clumps.

13. If there is poor cell survival after subcloning, add an additional
centrifugation step to remove residual trace amounts of accu-
tase before counting and diluting the cells. Reducing the accu-
tase treatment duration can help, but not so much as to
compromise obtaining single cells.

14. It is important to seed single cells during subcloning to ensure
colonies arise from single cells. hiPSCs do not grow well from
single cells, and will often survive better as small clumps of
cells. It can be difficult to identify colonies generated from
single cells but the size and shape of the colonies relative to
others on the plate can be a good indicator of success. Try to
avoid picking colonies which are growing close to each other or
touching (Fig. 10).

15. Incubation in cell dissociation reagent serves simply to aid
breaking apart of the colony during trituration and splitting
into matrigel/syntheMAX plates; it is not intended to detach
and break apart colonies from the plate before picking.
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16. If colonies are breaking into very small clumps (~5–10 cells)
during colony picking, reduce the incubation time with gentle
cell dissociation reagent. If colonies are dissociated too much at
this stage there is a high risk of cells floating off into the picking
medium which can result in cross contamination of colonies.

17. Matrigel plates serve as the freezing plates in which cell stocks
will be bulked up and frozen (Subheading 3.7) for storage until
genotyping confirms successful editing. The SyntheMAX
plates will be grown up and lysed for genotyping analysis to
identify suitable edited clones (Subheading 3.8).

18. If cells are picked out of the tissue culture hood or with the
front of the hood open, Penicillin and Streptomycin solution
(Thermo 15140122) can be added for 24 h to help prevent
contamination.

19. It is impossible to have all 96 clones ready to freeze at the same
time, and some wells will have to be frozen when under- or
over-confluent.

20. Matrix freeze plates are routinely used to freeze clones in this
format before genotyping analysis has been complete. They
enable single clones to be removed from LN2 storage for
expansion.

21. Cells are routinely grown in TeSR-E8 medium and can be
expanded ~1:5 into a 6-well plate when reaching 80% conflu-
ence (Subheading 3.2). Master cell banks are usually prepared
from a single 6-well. During preparation of a master cell bank, a
small sample of cells (~1/10 of a 6-well) is lysed in yolk sac lysis
buffer for secondary genotyping (Subheading 3.10).

Fig. 10 Inappropriate morphology of colonies for picking. Two colonies ~10 days after subcloning viewed
under a 5� and 10� objective. Colonies that do not have a regular round shape are likely to have been
derived from two or more cells. Identical genetic sequences can therefore not be ensured and is why such
colonies should be avoided when picking
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Chapter 12

Conditional Gene Knockout in Human Cells with Inducible
CRISPR/Cas9

Kirsten E. Snijders, James D. Cooper, Ludovic Vallier,
and Alessandro Bertero

Abstract

The advent of the easily programmable and efficient CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease system has revolutionized
genetic engineering. While conventional gene knockout experiments using CRISPR/Cas9 are very valu-
able, these are not well suited to study stage-specific gene function in dynamic situations such as develop-
ment or disease. Here we describe a CRISPR/Cas9-based OPTimized inducible gene KnockOut method
(OPTiKO) for conditional loss-of-function studies in human cells. This approach relies on an improved
tetracycline-inducible system for conditional expression of single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) that drive Cas9
activity. In order to ensure homogeneous and stable expression, the necessary transgenes are expressed
following rapid and efficient single-step genetic engineering of the AAVS1 genomic safe harbor. When
implemented in human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), the approach can be then efficiently applied to
virtually any hPSC-derived human cell type at various stages of development or disease.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, sgRNA, Inducible knockout, Tetracycline, AAVS1, Human pluripotent
stem cells

1 Introduction

The genomics revolution brought the key challenge of functionally
annotating an ever-growing list of both coding and noncoding
genetic variants linked to human development, physiology, and
disease [1, 2]. As a result, there is a high demand for simple,
scalable, rapid, and robust platforms for functional genetic analyses
in multiple human cell types, including populations that are transi-
tory during development, rare, or inaccessible. Loss-of-function
experiments in human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs: human
embryonic stem cells, hESCs, or human induced pluripotent stem
cells, hiPSCs) provide a unique opportunity to address this major
challenge, as hPSCs can provide an unlimited source of virtually any
somatic cell type of clinical interest [3–5]. However, the study of
gene function at specific stages of differentiation requires efficient
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methods to conditionally manipulate gene expression in both
hPSCs and hPSC-derived cells.

In recent years, our ability to interrogate gene function has
been revolutionized by the rise of gene editing methods based on
CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic
Repeats) and associated Cas genes, particularly CRISPR/Cas9
[6–8]. The most popular version of this approach is based on a
modified prokaryotic type II CRISPR/Cas9 system in which the
DNA endonuclease Cas9 protein is selectively targeted to a geno-
mic region by a single guide RNA (sgRNA). In such sgRNA, an
approximately 20 base pairs (bp) sequence-specific “target” region
(CRISPR RNA, or crRNA) is joined to an invariable “scaffold”
sequence (trans-activating crRNA, or tracrRNA). The target region
is designed to be perfectly complementary to a specific genomic
region that is immediately followed by the essential protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM) 50-NGG-30 site. Upon binding, Cas9 cleaves
the DNA to generate double-strand breaks that are predominantly
repaired by error-prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ),
resulting in random small insertions of deletions (indels) that can
generate loss-of-function alleles [9, 10].

CRISPR/Cas9-based methods for inducible loss-of-function
in hPSCs have been reported [11–13]. However, these approaches
are either significantly complex and time-consuming, as they
involve multiple genome editing steps that must be tailored to
each individual gene [12], or are not widely applicable in hPSC-
derived cells, as they rely on inducible promoters that are not stably
and homogeneously expressed following hPSC differentiation
[11, 13–16]. We recently developed an alternative approach that
bypasses these limitations by allowing generation of inducible
knockout hPSCs with a single gene editing step introducing trans-
genes that are stably expressed in hPSC-derived cell types [16]. This
method, which we named OPTiKO (for OPTimized inducible
gene KnockOut), allows streamlined, highly efficient, homoge-
neous, and rapid induction of loss-of-function mutations in both
hPSCs and hPSC-derived lineages [16]. Recently, this has also been
used as an in vitro platform for the screening of efficient sgRNAs to
be used for CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing in human embryos [17].

OPTiKO combines the CRISPR/Cas9 technology with an
optimized tetracycline-derepressible (TET-OFF) system: hPSCs
are genetically engineered to carry a constitutively expressed Cas9
protein that is only activated following tetracycline-induced expres-
sion of the sgRNA (Fig. 1). To its core, this relies on an H1 RNA
polymerase III promoter that was modified to include a tet opera-
tor (tetO2) sequence after the TATA box [18] (H1-TO; Fig. 2).
The tetO2 is strongly bound by a tetracycline-sensitive repressor
protein that was codon-optimized to maximize its expression in
human cells (OPTtetR) [16]. While this prevents sgRNA expres-
sion in normal culture conditions, as a result of tetracycline
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treatment the tetracycline-bound OPTtetR undergoes a conforma-
tional change that relieves its binding to the H1-TO promoter,
which is therefore derepressed. To ensure strong, homogeneous,
and stable expression even after hPSC differentiation, all of the
necessary transgenes are integrated into the well-characterized
AAVS1 genomic safe harbor [19–22]. This is achieved by means
of single-step zinc finger nuclease (ZFN)-facilitated gene editing
[23], which was optimized to ensure on-target recombination
efficiency greater than 90% [16, 20]. OPTiKO relies on targeting
each allele of the AAVS1 locus with one of two targeting plasmids:
the first (pAAV-Neo_CAG-Cas9) carries the constitutively
expressed Streptococcus Pyogenes Cas9 transgene, while the second
(pAAV-Puro_siKO) carries the inducible sgRNA cassette and the
constitutive OPTtetR (Figs. 2a and 3a). As these vectors also carry
two distinct gene trap-based drug resistance genes, respectively, for
neomycin and puromycin, hPSCs that express both transgenes are
selected by means of dual drug selection. When the resulting
OPTiKO hPSCs carry an inducible sgRNA designed to generate
NHEJ-mediated loss-of-function mutations, gene knockout can be
induced at any stage of hPSC differentiation by addition of tetracy-
cline (Fig. 1).

The following protocol describes all of the procedures required
for the generation and validation of OPTiKO hPSCs. First, the
sgRNA specific to the gene of interest is designed and cloned as a
double-strand oligonucleotide into pAAV-Puro_siKO (Subheading
3.1; Fig. 2). Then, hPSCs are nucleofected with the AAVS1 ZFN
plasmids and targeting vectors, and dual-gene targeted lines are
selected using puromycin and neomycin (Subheading 3.2; Fig. 3).
Clonal hPSC lines are isolated and characterized by genomic PCR
to identify correctly targeted clones (Subheading 3.3; Fig. 4).

AAVS1
i-sgRNA

Zinc Finger
Nuclease A

AAVS1
Cas9

Zinc Finger
Nuclease B

Human pluripotent
stem cells

Differentiated cells Knockout cells

+ TET

+ TET
ON

ON ON

OFFOFF

Tetracycline

Inducible
 sgRNA

Optimized 
tetR ON ON Inducible

 sgRNA
Optimized 

tetR

Cas9

AAVS1 locus

Cas9

AAVS1 locus

Knockout

Fig. 1 The optimized inducible knockout (OPTiKO) system. Schematic of the generation of OPTiKO human
pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) and of the resulting genetic circuit which allows tetracycline (TET)-dependent
induction of gene knockout both in hPSCs and hPSC-derived cells
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Finally, the resulting OPTiKO hPSCs are validated to induce effi-
cient gene knockout by confirming loss of the protein product
upon tetracycline treatment (Subheading 3.4; Fig. 5). The whole
procedure can be completed in 4–9 weeks depending on the exper-
imental design and expertise of the investigator, and allows genera-
tion of OPTiKO hPSCs with >90% efficiency. The protocol shares
similarities with a related method to generate inducible knockdown
hPSCs, which can serve as additional reference [16, 24].

CNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCAAA
TCCCGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

TAGGGACCACGTCCACCTGACTGAGTGGACGTGGACAAAA
ATCCCTGGTGCAGGTGGACTGACTCACCTGCACCTGTTTT

TAGGGCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNCAAAA
ATCCCGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTTT

AarI AarI

DSE

>H1-TO

PSE TATA BOX sgRNA scaffold Pol III term+1 AarITETO2

B

A

C

sgRNA (20-21bp)

AarI (2305)

AarI (2339)pAAV-Puro_siKO
9585bp

CGAACGCTGACGTCATCAACCCGCTCCAAGGAATCGCGGGCCCAGTGTCA
CTAGGCGGGAACACCCAGCGCGCGTGCGCCCTGGCAGGAAGATGGCTGTG
AGGGACAGGGGAGTGGCGCCCTGCAATATTTGCATGTCGCTATGTGTTCT
GGGAAATCACCATAAACGTGAAATGTCTTTGGATTTGGGAATCTTATAAG
TTCCCTATCAGTGATAGAGATCCCTGGTGCAGGTGGACTGACTCACCTGC
ACCTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTAT
CAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTGTC

Insert

Ligation

Vector

Fig. 2 Cloning of sgRNAs into the OPTiKO plasmid. (a) Map of the AAVS1 targeting vector carrying the inducible
sgRNA: the transgene is integrated following homologous directed repair (HDR), and employs a gene-trap
approach to drive the drug resistance gene through the endogenous promoter of the AAVS1 locus (Fig. 4).
HA-L/R left/right homology arms, SA splice acceptor, T2A self-splicing T2A sequence, PuroR puromycin
resistance cDNA, pA polyadenylation sequence, H1-TO tetracycline-inducible H1 RNA Polymerase III promoter
containing a tetO2 sequence, CAG CMV early enhancer, chicken β-actin, and rabbit β-globin hybrid constitu-
tive promoter, OPTtetR codon-optimized tetracycline-responsive repressor protein cDNA, AmpR ampicillin
resistance, ori high-copy origin of replication. (b) Nucleotide sequence of the tetracycline-inducible H1-TO
RNA Polymerase III promoter. Key features are color coded. The restriction enzyme sites used for sgRNA
cloning are shown in boxes (panel c). DSE distal sequence element, PSE proximal sequence element, TETO2
tet operator; +1 start position of RNA transcription, Pol III term poly(T) sequence inducing transcription
termination. (c) Schematics of the sgRNA cloning procedure described in Subheading 3.1
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2 Materials

Prepare all solutions using analytical grade chemicals, and DNase-
and RNase-free ultrapure deionized water (dH2O). Store all
reagents at room temperature, unless indicated otherwise below
or in the supplier’s instructions. Hazardous reagents must be han-
dled with care while wearing appropriate personal protective equip-
ment and in accordance with local safety regulations. Waste
materials are to be disposed according to the relevant regulations.
Standard equipment used in molecular biology and cell culture
research is required for this protocol (e.g. micropipettes, a tabletop
microcentrifuge, and a serological pipette controller). Certain
materials are required at multiple stages of the protocol.

A

B C D E

F G H I

hPSCs iKO hPSCs KO hPSCs

Puro-Neo selection 
+ clonal isolation TET

Nucleofection

Pre nucleofection

Ready for selection 24 h post selection 48 h post selection 7 days post selection

Accutase treated Post trituration 24 h after seeding

OPTtetRCAG OPTtetRCAGH1

TO

OPTtetR

Cas9

Cas9

sgRNA

OPTtetR

H1

TO

T

Cas9

Cas9

Cas9

T

T

T

AAVS1
i-sgRNA

Zinc Finger
Nuclease A

AAVS1
Cas9 AAVS1 AAVS1

Zinc Finger
Nuclease B

CAG Cas9CAG

Fig. 3 Generation of OPTiKO hPSCs by gene targeting. (a) Schematic of the gene targeting procedure described
in Subheading 3.2. The resulting OPTiKO transgenic alleles and their functionality in the presence or absence
of tetracycline (TET) are shown. ZFN zinc finger nuclease, i-sgRNA inducible sgRNA, iKO inducible knockout,
KO knockout. (b–i) Representative phase-contrast images of hPSCs at the indicated stages of the gene
targeting procedure. Scale bars: 250 μM
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2.1 Molecular

Cloning

1. pAAV-Puro_siKO plasmid (Addgene #86696).

2. Oligonucleotides for sgRNA target (custom, see Subheading
3.1, step 2).

3. AarI restriction enzyme (2 U/μL; ThermoFisher Scientific).

4. DNA loading dye (6�): 60% glycerol, 10 mM Tris–HCl
(pH 7.6), 60 mM EDTA, 0.03% bromophenol blue, 0.03%
xylene cyanol.

5. TAE electrophoresis buffer (50�): 2 M Tris base, 1 M acetic
acid, 50 mM EDTA disodium salt.

6. Agarose I, molecular biology grade.

7. Ethidium bromide: 10 mg/mL stock solution in dH2O.
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Fig. 4 Genotyping of OPTiKO hPSCs. (a) Schematic of the AAVS1 gene targeting event that generates the
OPTiKO transgenic alleles through homologous recombination of the donor plasmids (features are not in
scale). AAV prom: endogenous promoter of the AAVS1 locus (PPP1R12C gene), which drives the gene-trap
drug resistance genes. The genotyping strategies used to identify correctly targeted hPSCs are shown
(Subheading 3.3). Locus PCR PCR product of wild-type AAVS1 locus (indicating a non-targeted allele);
Loss-of-allele: potential PCR amplification that fails onto the targeted allele due to large size and high
GC-content; 50/30-INT PCR: PCR product of transgene 50/30-end integration region (indicative of expected
transgene targeting); 50/30-BB PCR: PCR product of vector backbone 50/30-end (indicative of nonspecific off-
target plasmid integration). (b) Representative example of genotyping results from 4 OPTiKO clonal sublines.
For all clones the AAVS1 locus is correctly targeted with both transgenes, while clones 3 and 4 also carry
randomly integrated copies of the targeting plasmid (Table 2). All clones could be used for further experiments.
The predicted size of each PCR amplicon is indicated (Table 1), and a molecular weight control is shown on the
left. WT control PCR from wild-type hPSCs, sgRNA control PCR from pAAV-Puro_siKO plasmid, Cas9 control
PCR from pAAV-Neo_CAG-Cas9 plasmid, H2O no template control
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8. Agarose gel in TAE: dissolve the required amount of agarose
powder into 100 mL of 1� TAE in a glass bottle. Place a cap on
the bottle but leave loose. Incubate at room temperature for
15 min to pre-dissolve. Microwave for about 1–2 min or until
all of the powder is fully dissolved, but do not let the solution
boil. Allow the solution to cool at room temperature for
5–10 min (the temperature of the solution should not go
below 65 �C to prevent premature gelling), and add ethidium
bromide to a final concentration of 0.5 μg/mL. After mixing
pour the solution into a gel casting tray equipped with the
appropriate combs and let the gel set for 30 min before use.

9. DNA electrophoresis apparatus.

10. DNA molecular weight ladder.

11. UV transilluminator.

12. QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN).

13. Oligo annealing buffer (10�): 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8),
10 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl.

14. Thermocycler with heated lid.

15. T4 DNA ligase (400 U/μL; New England Biolabs).

16. α-select Gold Efficiency E. Coli (�109 cfu/μg; Bioline),
17. Heated water bath.

18. Humidified bacterial incubator.

19. S.O.C. medium: 2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM
NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, and
20 mM glucose. Adjust to pH 7.0 and sterilize by passing
through a 0.22 μm filter.

20. Luria Bertani (LB) broth: 1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract,
171 mM NaCl. Adjust to pH 7.0 and sterilize by autoclaving.

21. Ampicillin: 100 mg/mL stock solution in dH2O, store at
�20 �C.

22. LB-agar ampicillin bacterial culture petri dishes: dissolve 20 g
of agar powder in 1 L of LB broth and mix well. Autoclave on a
liquid cycle and let to cool until it is warm enough to touch

�

Fig. 5 (continued) tetracycline-treated cells led to T7E1-mediated cleavage of the genomic fragment into the
indicated products (MUT-1 and MUT-2). (b) Quantification of EGFPd2 by flow cytometry in EGFPd2 OPTiKO
hESCs.>95% knockout could be achieved following 72 h of induction. (c–e) Analysis by immunocytochemis-
try of EGFP2d OPTiKO hESCs (c), hESC-derived neurons (d), and hESC-derived cardiomyocytes (e). EGFPd2
fluorescence is shown in green, while for (d) and (e) lineage-specific markers are shown in red. DAPI: nuclear
staining. Scale bars: 100 μM. Widespread loss of EGFPd2 expression could be achieved in all lineages. (f)
Analysis by flow cytometry of OCT4 OPTiKO hESCs [17]. Cells were analyzed for expression of OCT4 and of the
endoderm marker SOX17. The result demonstrates that loss of OCT4 expression led to endoderm differentia-
tion in a subpopulation of hESCs
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(approximately 50 �C). Add ampicillin to a concentration of
100 μM and swirl to mix (do not shake as this will create
bubbles). Pour into petri dishes to completely cover the bot-
tom surface. Allow the plates to set for 2 h at room tempera-
ture, and store sealed plates at 4 �C for up to 3 months.

23. Bacterial culture orbital shaker.

24. QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN).

25. siKO_fw primer: 50-CGAACGCTGACGTCATCAACC-30.

26. Glycerol for molecular biology (>99%).

27. QIAfilter Plasmid Midi Kit (QIAGEN).

2.2 Gene Targeting 1. Human pluripotent stem cells (in house or from various com-
mercial suppliers).

2. 100 mm tissue culture petri dishes.

3. TeSR-E8 medium (STEMCELL Technologies).

4. 250 μg/mL Vitronectin XF (STEMCELL Technologies).

5. UltraPure 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 (Life Technologies).

6. Humidified tissue culture incubator with CO2 supply.

7. Biosafety level 2 laminar air flow tissue culture hood.

8. Y-27632 dihydrochloride: 10 mM solution in DMSO. Prepare
single-use aliquots and store at �20 �C for up to 6 months.

9. DPBS no calcium and no magnesium.

10. StemPro Accutase Cell Dissociation Reagent (ThermoFisher
Scientific).

11. P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit L (Lonza).

12. Trypan blue: 0.4% w/vol solution in dH2O.

13. Hemocytometer.

14. pZFN_AAVS1-R-KKR plasmid (available from the
corresponding authors).

15. pZFN_AAVS1-L-ELD plasmid (available from the
corresponding authors).

16. pAAV-Neo_CAG-Cas9 plasmid (Addgene #86698).

17. pAAV-Puro_siKO-sgRNA plasmid (custom, see Subheading
3.1, step 11).

18. AAVS1-CAGGS-EGFP (Addgene #22212).

19. 4D-Nucleofector Core Unit and X Unit (Lonza).

20. Puromycin dihydrochloride: 10 mg/mL solution in dH2O. S-
terilize by passing through a 0.22 μmfilter, and store at�20 �C
for up to 1 year.

21. Geneticin (G418 sulfate): 200mg/mL solution in dH2O. Ster-
ilize by passing through a 0.22 μm filter, and store at �20 �C
for up to 1 year.
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2.3 Genotyping and

Validation

1. 24-well tissue culture petri dishes.

2. 10.000 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin.

3. Wizard SV Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega).

4. LongAmp Taq DNA Polymerase (2.5 U/μL; New England
Biolabs).

5. dNTP mix: 10 mM dATP, 10 mM dCTP, 10 mM dGTP,
10 mM dTTP.

6. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), PCR grade.

7. Genotyping primers (see Table 1 for full list and sequences):
5 μM stock solutions in dH2O.

8. Tetracycline hydrochloride (cell-culture grade; Sigma-Aldrich):
to prepare a stock 10 mg/mL solution dissolve 50 mg of
tetracycline hydrochloride in 5 mL of dH2O. The resulting
solution should have a mild yellow-orange color. Filter-sterilize
using a 0.22 μm filter, and prepare single-use 5 or 10 μL
aliquots. Store at �80 �C for up to 6 months. Prepare and
store this reagent protected from direct illumination.

3 Methods

Carry out all procedures at room temperature unless otherwise
specified.

3.1 Generation of

Inducible sgRNA

Targeting Vector

1. Identify a 20 bp sgRNA target sequence against the gene of
interest by taking advantage of available sgRNA design tools
(see Note 1). Testing of the candidate sgRNAs efficiency is
optional but is strongly recommended (see Note 2). If the
sgRNA sequence does not start with a guanine (“G”) or an
adenosine (“A”), add a “G” to the 50 end (see Note 3).

2. Design the “top” oligonucleotide by adding 50-TCCC-30 to
the 50 end of the sgRNA target sequence (without PAM), and
the “bottom” oligonucleotide by adding 50-AAAC-30 to the 50

end of the reverse complement of the sgRNA target sequence
(without PAM). Annealing of these oligonucleotides will create
a short double-strand DNA sequence with 50 overhangs suit-
able for subsequent directional cloning (Fig. 2c). Order both
oligonucleotides as desalted purified products from a preferred
vendor, and resuspend at a concentration of 200 μM in dH2O.

3. Prepare the backbone plasmid by digesting 5 μg of pAAV-
Puro_siKO in a 100 μL reaction containing 5 μL (10 U) of
AarI, 2 μL (0.5 μM) of the provided oligonucleotide, and
10 μL (1�) of the provided 10� AarI digestion buffer (remain-
ing volume dH2O). Incubate at 37 �C overnight (16 h; see
Note 4). AarI is a type II restriction enzyme that cuts outside of
its two recognition sites to create non-complementary 30
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overhangs suitable for seamless directional cloning of the
sgRNA target sequence in front of the sgRNA scaffold
(Fig. 2a–c).

4. Add 20 μL (1�) of the 6� DNA gel loading dye, and perform
standard DNA electrophoresis of the digestion product using a
1% agarose-TAE gel. Include a DNA ladder as molecular
weight control. Visualize the DNA using a UV transillumina-
tor, excise the 9551 bp band with a clean scalpel (see Note 5),
and gel-extract the DNA using QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantify the linear-
ized plasmid, and adjust the concentration to 50 ng/μL. Keep
on ice for same day use, or store in single-thaw aliquots at
�20 �C for at least 6 months.

5. Prepare the insert by annealing the top and bottom oligonu-
cleotides from Subheading 3.1, step 2 in a 20 μL reaction
containing 5 μL (50 μM) of each oligo and 2 μL (1�) of 10�
oligo annealing buffer (remaining volume dH2O). Incubate in
a thermocycler for 5 min at 95 �C, followed by slow descent to
4 �C by �0.1 �C/s, then dilute 1:500 in 1� oligo annealing
buffer. Keep on ice for same day use (do not store).

6. Assemble a 10 μL ligation reaction with 4 μL of the diluted
annealed oligo, 1 μL (50 ng) of the linearized plasmid from
Subheading 3.1, step 4, 1 μL (5 U) of T4 DNA Ligase, and
1 μL (1�) of the provided 10� T4 DNA Ligase Buffer
(remaining volume dH2O). Incubate at room temperature for
2 h.

7. Transform 2 μL of the ligation product into 25 μL of α-select
E. Coli according to manufacturer’s instructions using a heated
water bath for heat-shock. Recover the transformed bacteria in
250 μL of S.O.C. media for 30 min at 37 �C, then plate all of
the culture onto a LB-agar petri dish containing 100 μg/mL of
ampicillin. Incubate overnight (16 h) at 37 �C in a humidified
incubator.

8. Pick individual bacterial colonies using a sterile tip and inocu-
late them into 4 mL of LB broth with 100 μg/mL of ampicillin
(see Note 6). Incubate in a bacterial culture orbital shaker at
37 �C overnight (16 h) while shaking at 225 rpm.

9. Isolate plasmids from bacterial cultures using the QIAprep Spin
Miniprep Kit following manufacturer’s instructions. Save
200 μL of each culture and store in the fridge.

10. Confirm the presence of the desired sgRNA and the lack of
mutations by performing Sanger DNA sequencing using the
siKO_fw primer. Upon successful result, freshly inoculate the
bacterial clone by diluting the previously saved liquid culture
1:1000 in 50 mL of LB broth with 100 μg/mL of ampicillin.
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Incubate in a bacterial culture orbital shaker at 37 �C overnight
(16 h) while shaking at 225 rpm.

11. Prepare a glycerol stock to be stored at �80 �C for long-term
backup by mixing 200 μL of sterile autoclaved 50% glycerol in
dH2O with 200 μL of the bacterial culture. Isolate the plasmid
from the remaining culture using the QIAfilter Midiprep Kit
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Resuspend the
resulting pAAV-Puro_siKO-sgRNA targeting vector in dH2O
at a concentration of 1 μg/mL and store at �20 �C.

3.2 Gene Targeting

of Inducible CRISPR/

Cas9 Platform in

hPSCs

1. Grow hPSCs in mTeSR E8 medium and vitronectin-coated
culture dishes according to the manufacturer’s instructions in
a 37 �C incubator with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. Passage
cells every 3–5 days using 0.5 mM EDTA to facilitate mechan-
ical dissociation, and seed them as small clumps of 5–20 cells
with sub-cultivation ratio of 1:3 to 1:10 (seeNote 7). hPSCs to
be used for nucleofection should be within their exponential
growth phase (50–70% confluency; Fig. 3b), and 2 � 106 cells
are required for each nucleofection. Positive and negative
nucleofection controls are strongly recommended for first-
time users or when troubleshooting (see Note 8). Volumes
are given for cells cultured in 100 mm dishes.

2. 16–24 h before nucleofection feed hPSCs with 10 mL of fresh
TeSR-E8 media without antibiotics and supplemented with
10 μM Y-27632 (ROCK inhibitor; see Note 9).

3. Before beginning the nucleofection procedure, prepare two
vitronectin-coated 100 mm dishes for each nucleofection, aspi-
rate the coating solution, add 10 mL of TeSR-E8 medium
supplemented with 10 μM Y-27632, and place in the 37 �C
incubator to pre-warm and equilibrate. Thaw all the plasmids
and adjust their concentration to 1 μg/mL. Add the supple-
ment to the P3 nucleofection solution from the
4D-Nucleofector kit, and let acclimatize at room temperature.

4. Begin cell collection by aspirating hPSC culture medium, rins-
ing the cells with 10 mL DPBS, and adding 5 mL of Accutase.
Incubate for 3–5 min at 37 �C in the incubator until colonies
can be lifted by gently tapping on the side of the dish (Fig. 3c).
Add 10 mL of TeSR-E8 medium, and mechanically triturate
the colonies into clumps of 3–4 cells using a 5 mL serological
pipette (Fig. 3d).

5. Perform a live cell count using a hemocytometer after diluting
an aliquot of the cells 1:2 with trypan blue (see Note 10).
Aliquot 2 � 106 live cells in a separate conical tube for each
nucleofection, and pellet the cell suspension by spinning for
3 min at 115 g at room temperature. Remove the supernatant
as completely as possible.
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6. Prepare the nucleofection mix in a sterile tube by adding 2 μL
(2 μg) of pAAV-Puro_siKO-sgRNA, 2 μL (2 μg) of pAAV-
Neo_CAG-Cas9, 4 μL (4 μg) of pZFN_AAVS1-R-KKR, 4 μL
(4 μg) of pZFN_AAVS1-L-ELD, and finally 100 μL of P3
solution. Using a 1000 μL pipette tip transfer all of the mix
to the tube containing the cell pellet, and resuspend the cells
very gently by pipetting 3–5 times (see Note 11).

7. Rapidly transfer the nucleofection mix to the provided nucleo-
fection cuvette (see Note 12), and pulse the cells by operating
the program “CA-137” (see Note 13). Let the cells recover at
room temperature for 5 min.

8. Add 500 μL of TeSR-E8 medium supplemented with 10 μM
Y-27632 to the bottom of the cuvette, and using the provided
suction pipette very gently transfer half of the cell suspension to
each of the two pre-warmed 100 mm dishes from Subheading
3.2, step 3. Distribute drop by drop over the plate surface, and
gently shake the plate back and forth then left and right 3–5
times to promote even plating. Incubate overnight in the 37 �C
incubator (see Note 14).

9. On the following day, visually confirm efficient cell attachment
(Fig. 3e), and replace the culture media with fresh TeSR-E8
medium. Subsequently, perform daily media changes. After
3 days from nucleofection, or when cells reach 50–70% conflu-
ence (Fig. 3f), begin dual drug selection by adding 0.5 μg/mL
of puromycin and 25 μg/mL geneticin to the culture media (see
Note 15). For the first 48 h of selection, further supplement
the media with 10 μM Y-27632 (see Note 9). Selection should
be complete within 48–72 h (Fig. 3g, h; see Notes 8 and 16),
after which the drugs can be withdrawn. Individual colonies
should reach an appropriate size for passaging (1–2 mm;
Fig. 3i) by 7–10 days after nucleofection (see Note 17).

3.3 Genotyping of

OPTiKO hPSCs

1. Mechanically pick an individual colony by using a micropipette
equipped with a sterile tip. Use a microscope to facilitate visu-
alization during the procedure. Transfer each colony to a single
well of a 24-well tissue culture petri dish, then gently pipette
5–10 times to triturate. Add penicillin-streptomycin to the
culture media to minimize the risk of bacterial contamination,
and further supplement it with 10 μM Y-27632 to promote
hPSC survival. Repeat the procedure for 8–12 colonies (see
Note 18).

2. Once they reach 50–70% confluency, split each clonal line into
two wells of a 24-well plate: one with approximately 1/3 of the
cells and the second with the remaining 2/3. Cells in the first
well will be grown, while the second well will be used for
genotyping.
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3. When the cells prepared for genotyping reach >50% con-
fluency, extract genomic DNA using the Wizard Genomic
DNA Purification Kit according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Adjust the DNA concentration to 25–50 ng/μL.

4. Individually assemble the genotyping polymerase chain reac-
tions (PCR) detailed in Table 1 using LongAmp Taq DNA
Polymerase (see Note 19). For each reaction, prepare a 10 μL
mix containing: 100 ng of genomic DNA, 0.3 μL (300 μM)
dNTPmix, 0.5 μL (250 nM) forward primer, 0.5 μL (250 nM)
reverse primer, 0.2 μL (2%) DMSO, and 0.4 μL (10 U) Long-
Amp Taq Polymerase (remaining volume dH2O). Inclusion of
positive and negative controls is strongly recommended (see
Note 20).

5. Perform the PCR in a thermocycler according to the following
program (lid heated at 95 �C): (1) 94 �C for 5 min; (2) 94 �C
for 1500; (3) annealing temperature (see Table 1) for 3000;
(4) 65 �C for extension time (see Table 1); (5) repeat steps
2 to 4 for a total of 35 cycles; (6) 65 �C for 3 min; (7) hold at
10 �C.

6. Perform DNA gel electrophoresis for half of each PCR reaction
with a 1% agarose-TAE gel, and visualize the results with a UV
transilluminator (see Subheading 3.1, step 4; Fig. 4b).

7. Determine the genotype of OPTiKO clones by referring to
Table 2 (see Note 19). Only clones showing dual targeting of
both the Cas9 and sgRNA transgenes are OPTiKO hPSCs that
should be kept for further experiments.

8. Identify the clones of interest from the second 24-well plate
from Subheading 3.3, step 2. Once they are ready to be pas-
saged split them for expansion, banking, and experimental
analyses.

3.4 Validation of

OPTiKO hPSCs

1. Knockout can be induced in hPSCs or hPSC-derived cells by
adding the drug tetracycline to the culture media at a concen-
tration of 1 μg/mL (see Notes 21 and 22). The duration of
tetracycline treatment required to induce knockout in the
majority of the cells will depend on the efficiency of the
sgRNA and on the cell type (Fig. 5), but ought to be in the
range of 2–10 days (see Note 23).

2. Validation of gene knockout should be performed by means of
appropriate techniques described in detail elsewhere (seeNotes
24 and 25). The quantification of CRISPR/Cas9-induced
indels on the genomic locus can be efficiently assessed using
the Surveyor or T7 endonuclease 1 assay (Fig. 5a), by DNA
Sanger sequencing, and/or by next-generation sequencing
[17, 25] (see Note 26). Mutations introducing premature
stop codons will often result in decreased transcript levels due
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to nonsense-mediated decay, which can be easily measured by
quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR)
[26]. Finally and most importantly, loss of the protein product
can be validated by flow cytometry (Fig. 5b), immunocyto-
chemistry (Fig. 5c–e), and/or Western blot [16, 27–30] (see
Note 27).

3. Validated OPTiKO hPSCs may now be used to investigate the
biological question of interest (Fig. 5f; see Note 28).

4 Notes

1. sgRNA design should consider several aspects including the cut
site location (conserved and constitutive exons located toward
the start of the coding sequence and/or encoding for crucial
protein domains are to be preferred), and the predicted activity
and specificity of the sgRNA [31, 32]. Publicly available
resources for sgRNA design are numerous and reviewed

Table 2
Inferring the genotype of OPTiKO clonal lines from PCR results

50- and 30-INT
sgRNA

50- and 30-INT
Cas9 Locus

50- and 30-BB
(any) Possible genotypea

Both bands at
expected size

Both bands at
expected size

No band No bands Dual targeting of both sgRNA and
Cas9

Both bands of
expected size

Both bands of
expected size

No band At least one
band at
expected
size

Dual targeting of both sgRNA and
Cas9, with additional sgRNA/
Cas9 plasmid copiesb

Both bands at
expected size

One or more band
absent or at
incorrect size

Band at
expected
size

Any Targeting of sgRNA only

One or more
band absent or
at incorrect
size

Both bands at
expected size

Band at
expected
size

Any Targeting of Cas9 only

Both bands at
expected size

Both bands of
expected size

Band at
expected
size

Any Population is likely not clonal.

No bands No bands Band at
expected
size

At least one
band at
expected
size

Random transgene integration

aOnly the most common results are described. Refer toNote 19 and Fig. 4 to interpret other possible genotyping results
bAlternatively the targeting plasmid is still present in the cells as an episome
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elsewhere [33]. We recommend the online tools CRISPR
design (http://crispr.mit.edu) or GuideScan [34], or the stan-
dalone software Protospacer Workbench [35].

2. Even more so than for conventional CRISPR/Cas9 applica-
tions, identification of an efficient sgRNA is the most critical
factor in the success of OPTiKO experiments [16, 17]. The
sgRNA will be expressed from a single transgenic copy, and will
therefore be in limiting amounts. As a result, efficient gene
editing will be achieved only with a sgRNA highly effective in
inducing double-strand DNA breaks (seeNote 23). It is there-
fore highly recommended to prescreen 3 to 5 sgRNAs using an
appropriate method, such as the inexpensive T7 endonuclease I
(T7EI) assay [36], and to select the sgRNA showing the high-
est activity.

3. Distinctly from the U6 promoter (which prefers transcription
of sgRNAs starting with guanine), either a guanine or an
adenosine may support efficient and precise transcription
from the H1 Pol III promoter [37, 38]. Addition of a guanine
at the start of sgRNAs not satisfying this criterion does not
substantially influence gene editing efficiency.

4. AarI requires binding to two copies of its recognition sequence
for cleavage (the second copy is provided by the oligonucleo-
tide to be included in the digestion reaction), and is a slow
cutter that requires extended incubation for complete plasmid
digestion.

5. Occasional AarI star activity after overnight digestion can lead
to the presence nonspecific products smaller in size compared
to the expected linearized plasmid. Provided that the linearized
plasmid is the predominant digestion product and it can be
clearly identified and distinguished after an appropriate electro-
phoretic run, this will not interfere with the efficiency of
subsequent ligation. If this is not the case, however, the diges-
tion time should be shortened to 4–8 h.

6. We recommend screening 4 to 8 bacterial clones. If the proce-
dure was successful, the expected recombinant DNA should be
found in more than 90% of the clones. Should the efficiency
prove significantly lower, colony PCR can be used as a rapid
method to screen several clones [16]. For this, use the siKO_fw
primer and the bottom sgRNA oligonucleotide as reverse
primer in order to detect an approximately 250 bp product in
the clones carrying the sgRNA. Additionally, correct recombi-
nant clones can be screened by diagnostic digestion with AarI,
as this will be unable to digest the desired recombinant DNA
(provided no AarI site is found within the sgRNA sequence).

7. The culture conditions recommended in this protocol rely on
commercially available and commonly used reagents for feeder-
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and xeno-free hPSC culture. Nevertheless, OPTiKO hPSCs
have been successfully derived from cells maintained in various
culture conditions including gelatin-fibronectin coating with
an in house chemically defined media, matrigel coating with
mTeSR1, and laminin-521 coating with E8 [16, 17].

8. A positive control can be performed by using anAAVS1 target-
ing vector expressing a constitutive EGFP transgene (AAV--
CAGGS-EGFP) instead of the OPTiKO plasmids. Cells can be
visually monitored for EGFP expression the day following
nucleofection to confirm efficient plasmid delivery, and the
nucleofected cells can be subjected to drug selection to confirm
efficient gene targeting of the AAVS1 locus (see Subheading
3.2, step 9). Note that this targeting vector confers resistance
only to puromycin, so geneticin should be omitted. A negative
control nucleofection without any plasmid can be performed to
monitor the efficiency of drug selection: the nucleofected cells
should be completely killed within 48–72 h of drug selection.
Finally, an additional negative control nucleofection only with
the OPTiKO plasmids but omitting the AAVS1 zinc finger
nucleases can be performed to confirm the low rate of trans-
gene integration outside of the AAVS1 locus: no or very few
colonies should survive drug selection.

9. The use of antibiotics is optional at all other stages of the
procedure but must be avoided the day before and the day
after the nucleofection, as they are toxic in cells with increased
cell membrane permeability. The addition of ROCK inhibitor
before and after nucleofection increases hPSC survival by inhi-
biting apoptosis [39].

10. Viability should be greater than 90%. If this is significantly
lower, increase the duration of Accutase treatment up to
7 min to reduce the amount of mechanical trituration to the
minimum required to obtain 3–4 cell clumps.

11. Use of a pipette tip with a large orifice is key to limit shear stress
on nucleofected cells. Pipetting should be very gentle and
minimized as much as possible. In particular, cells post-
nucleofection are incredibly fragile and should be mixed only
a couple of times, preferably using a large bore pipette tip.

12. Ensure that no air bubbles are trapped at the bottom of the
cuvette. If so, a sharp tap should be sufficient to dislodge them.

13. The combination of the recommended nucleofection solution
and nucleofection program has been optimized for H9 hESCs,
and proved to work efficiently also in hiPSCs (40–60% nucleo-
fection efficiency). Nevertheless, this might require some
degree of optimization for certain hPSC lines. Consult the
nucleofector manufacturer’s instructions for alternative
nucleofection solutions and programs suitable for hPSCs.
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14. An alternative to the recommended feeder-free procedure is
plating the nucleofected cells onto feeder layers of mitotically
inactivated MEF cells [16]. While more expensive, laborious,
and not xenofree, this approach may increase gene editing
efficiency of certain hPSC lines due to improved survival both
after nucleofection and during drug selection. In this case,
utilize DR4 MEF (Applied StemCell) that are genetically engi-
neered to contain resistance to puromycin and neomycin, and
top up the feeder layer as needed during drug selection (some
cell death of the MEF feeder will be observed despite their
drug resistance).

15. The recommended drug doses have been optimized for H9
hESCs, and proved to work efficiently also for hiPSCs. Never-
theless, based on the results of the positive and negative con-
trols described in Note 8, optimization might be required for
certain hPSC lines. In this case, perform a kill curve experiment
to identify the minimal dose required to completely select wild-
type hPSCs within 48–72 h of drug selection (range:
0.25–2 μg/mL of puromycin and 12.5–200 μg/mL
geneticin).

16. During the first 48 h of selection it can be beneficial to increase
the media volume to 20 mL and to perform media changes
every 12 h in order to rapidly remove dead cells, thus reducing
the stress they impose on the surviving hPSCs.

17. 5–50 individual hPSC colonies should be obtained in each of
the two 100 mm dish. An individual colony is expected to
result from clonal expansion of a single cell that experienced
the rare gene editing event in which both AAVS1 alleles have
been targeted with the two different transgenes. Therefore,
provided that such a pseudo-clonal colony is not in close
proximity to any other, this will be considered and referred to
as “clonal.” Should a more stringent way to generate clonal
lines be desirable, hPSCs should be plated as single cells into
96- or 384-well plates and grown as bona fide clones.

18. Given the high efficiency of the gene targeting procedure, the
proportion of correctly targeted hPSCs is expected to be
greater than 90% [16]. As a matter of fact, while clonal isola-
tion is recommended in order to obtain an isogenic popula-
tion, this may be entirely bypassed in experimental situations
where this is not an important requirement (such as for ana-
lyses that will be performed at the single cell level). In such
case, simply passage the whole 100 mm dishes into new plates
and proceed to validation (Subheading 3.4).

19. The recommended genotyping strategies are illustrated in
Fig. 4a. The 50- and 30-integration (INT) PCRs are designed
to verify site-specific integration of the transgenes. Targeting of
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both alleles of theAAVS1 locus is further confirmed by loss-of-
allele PCR for the wild-type locus (this PCR fails following
successful transgene integration due to the large size of the
amplicon and the high GC content of the CAG promoter).
Finally, 50- and 30-backbone (BB) PCRs allow to determine if
the targeting plasmids have been integrated in a random geno-
mic region. Note that the BB PCRs are optional, as the pres-
ence of additional transgenic copies does not interfere with the
functionality of the method. Nevertheless, selection of clones
with exactly one copy of each transgene can be advantageous in
certain experimental settings, for instance when comparing the
efficiency of different sgRNAs [17].

20. Recommended controls are: wild-type genomic DNA, 100 ng;
pAAV-Neo_CAG-Cas9 (Cas9 targeting plasmid), 1 ng; pAAV-
Puro_siKO-sgRNA (sgRNA targeting plasmid), 1 ng; and no
template control, dH2O (Fig. 4b).

21. This dose of tetracycline is not toxic to hPSCs and does not
interfere with hPSC differentiation into multiple lineages from
all the germ layers [16]. Nevertheless, this might require opti-
mization for a specific sensitive cell type (range: 0.05–2 μg/
mL). Tetracycline is unstable in aqueous solutions, and should
be added fresh from single-use freshly thawed aliquots (see
Subheading 2.3). Media changes should be performed at
least every other day since the half-life of tetracycline at 37 �C
is of approximately 24 h.

22. Given the widespread use of tetracycline as an antibiotic in
livestock animals, animal-derived products such as fetal bovine
serum (FBS) may be contaminated with tetracycline. When
such reagents have to be included as part of the culture media
to be used for hPSC maintenance or differentiation, batch
testing to confirm lack of detectable tetracycline contamination
is strongly recommended. Tetracycline-free FBS is available
from commercial suppliers.

23. As introduced in Note 2, the speed and efficiency of knockout
will be predominantly dictated by the activity of the sgRNA.
Should the performance of a given sgRNA be insufficient to
appropriately investigate the biological question at hand, an
alternative is to build a pAAV-Puro_siKO plasmid containing
multiple copies of the sgRNA. This can be achieved by a
one-step Gibson assembly reaction using PCR-amplified
inducible sgRNA expression cassettes [16]. Of note, this
method can also be applied to express multiple distinct sgRNAs
against the same gene, or multiple sgRNAs against different
genes.

24. For most sgRNAs the level of gene knockout in the absence of
the inducer tetracycline should be minimal (less than 5%) even
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after prolonged passaging [16, 17]. However, rare exception-
ally potent sgRNAs can induce even substantial premature
gene knockout. In such case, it is recommended to repeat the
procedure using an alternative targeting vector for sgRNA
cloning: pAAV-Puro_siKO-2TO (Addgene #86697). In this
plasmid the inducible H1 promoter has an additional tetO2
binding site for the tetR before the TATA box, thus reinforcing
transcriptional repression in the absence of tetracycline
[16, 40]. Note that this modification also results in lower
sgRNA expression levels after addition of tetracycline, thus
making it a valuable option only in case of exceptionally strong
sgRNAs.

25. The kinetics by which acquisition of knockout mutations leads
to loss of the protein product is heavily dependent on the
stability of both the mRNA and the protein. Furthermore,
decrease in protein levels will be more marked in dividing
cells (which will serially dilute the protein after each cell
cycle) compared to non-proliferative cells. Therefore, the
timing required for efficient knockout ought to be determined
for each gene and cell type to be studied.

26. The same methods should also be applied to determine the
degree of possible CRISPR/Cas9 off-targets effects based on
in silico predictions. Indeed, while these ought to be mini-
mized by careful design of the sgRNA (seeNote 1), the method
relies on wild-type Streptococcus PyogenesCas9 protein, which is
known to suffer from some degree of off-target activity
[41, 42].

27. The OPTiKO method can also be applied to introduce indels
in noncoding regions of the genome, which represent an
important proportion of disease-associated sequences
[1, 2]. In this case, validation will primarily focus on determin-
ing the mutations at the DNA level.

28. Analysis of OPTiKO cells maintained in parallel and cultured in
the absence of tetracycline must be always implemented to
provide a reference for the experiment. Additionally, when
investigating a new cell type and/or biological process we
recommend to also analyze cells treated with tetracycline but
lacking the specific inducible sgRNA, in order to control for
potential nonspecific effects due to the drug [43, 44]. For this,
OPTiKO cells carrying a scrambled sgRNA are the ideal con-
trol, as they also allow to monitor for potential nonspecific
effects of CRISPR/Cas9 expression. Alternatively, use wild-
type cells, or cells expressing the Cas9 transgene. Since clonal
isolation of hPSCs can exacerbate biological variability, it is
important to analyze multiple OPTiKO clones for the same
sgRNA to ensure that the results are reproducible. Finally,
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analysis of OPTiKO cells carrying separate sgRNAs designed to
target the same gene will reinforce the conclusion of any exper-
imental analysis by ruling out the possibility that the observed
phenotypes are due to unappreciated off-targets of the sgRNA.
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Part IV

CRISPR Gene Editing in Other Cell Types



Chapter 13

CRISPR/Cas9 as a Genome Editing Tool for Targeted Gene
Integration in CHO Cells

Daria Sergeeva, Jose Manuel Camacho-Zaragoza, Jae Seong Lee,
and Helene Faustrup Kildegaard

Abstract

The emergence of CRISPR/Cas9 system as a precise and affordable method for genome editing has
prompted its rapid adoption for the targeted integration of transgenes in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
cells. Targeted gene integration allows the generation of stable cell lines with a controlled and predictable
behavior, which is an important feature for the rational design of cell factories aimed at the large-scale
production of recombinant proteins. Here we present the protocol for CRISPR/Cas9-mediated integra-
tion of a gene expression cassette into a specific genomic locus in CHO cells using homology-directed DNA
repair.

Key words Chinese hamster ovary cells, CRISPR/Cas9, Genome editing, Targeted integration

1 Introduction

CHO cells have a privileged position in biopharma industry as the
preferred host for the production of recombinant therapeutic pro-
teins. With a long record of regulatory approvals, therapeutic pro-
tein production in CHO cells now represents 60–70% of
biopharmaceuticals market [1]. Development of new biopharma-
ceuticals and biosimilars has put more pressure in biopharma indus-
try for shortening cell line generation time and lowering
manufacturing costs. This has prompted a renewed interest in
genome engineering of CHO cells to harness the whole biosyn-
thetic capacity for recombinant protein production [1]. Achieving
this goal calls for the generation of streamlined cell lines by means
of genetic engineering approaches aimed at mitigating the meta-
bolic and cellular bottlenecks that limit production.

Whereas small-scale production of recombinant proteins for
screening purposes or preclinical studies can be easily achieved by
transient gene expression systems, high productivity is largely
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dependent on the long-term retention of the plasmid encoding the
gene of interest (GOI), which generally decreases over time due to
cell division [2]. Consequently, the large-scale protein production
is generally accomplished in stable cell lines where the GOI has
been integrated into the genome.

Most methods for gene integration can be grouped into two
classes: random integration and targeted integration approaches.
Current CHO cell line development technologies are mostly based
on random integration and amplification of a recombinant gene
together with a selection marker, commonly, dihydrofolate reduc-
tase (DHFR) or glutamine synthetase (GS) [3]. Integration of
transgene into random genomic sites yields cell lines with a wide
range of expression, growth, and stability characteristics and
requires extensive clone screening to identify stable high producers.
In contrast to random integration, targeted integration allows the
selection of a transcriptionally active genomic locus that promotes
high and stable transgene expression with minimal perturbation of
the genetic context, keeping out confounding factors such as chro-
mosome position effects, copy number variability, and unwanted
mutations [4, 5]. Thus, targeted integration approach accelerates
development of cell lines with predictable performance and consis-
tent behavior.

Site-specific genome editing tools developed over the last dec-
ades rely on engineered nucleases and comprise zinc-finger
nucleases (ZFN), transcription activator-like effector nucleases
(TALENs), and, the most recent, clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated (CRISPR/Cas) sys-
tem [6]. These tools can be customized to recognize and cleave a
double-stranded DNA molecule at a specific site, which can be
subsequently repaired by one of two endogenous cellular pathways
mainly: non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-
directed repair (HDR). NHEJ generates indel mutations at the
repair site, which can be harnessed for the knockout generation at
the targeted locus. On the other hand, HDR can seamlessly repair
DNA break in the presence of a DNA repair template with homol-
ogous regions spanning the cleavage site [6]. The DNA template
used in HDR can be customized by placing a GOI in between two
homology arms and then delivered exogenously in a plasmid vector.
Even though HDR occurs at a lower frequency than NHEJ in
mammalian cells (particularly in CHO cells) [7], this strategy has
been successfully implemented for the targeted integration of a
GOI in a genomic locus in several mammalian cells, including
CHO cells [4, 5, 8–14].

Compared to ZFNs and TALENs, whose specific site recogni-
tion activity relies only on the protein structure of the nuclease by
itself, site recognition in the CRISPR/Cas9 system is carried out
within a nuclease/RNA complex. Base pairing between a small
RNA fragment and the target locus guides the nuclease to the
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target site in a sequence-specific manner. The RNA molecule used
by this system is called single guide RNA (sgRNA), which is a
synthetic fusion of two RNA molecules: a targeting RNA molecule
called CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and a scaffold RNA called trans-
activating crRNA (tracrRNA) [15]. Site recognition occurs by
base-pairing of the crRNA portion of the sgRNA and the genomic
target sequence when it is immediately next to a small 3 nt sequence
called the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). Upon target recogni-
tion, two endonuclease domains within Cas9 (RuvC and HNH)
become activated, generating a blunt double-stranded break (DSB)
between the third and the fourth nucleotide upstream from the
PAM site (Fig. 1a) [15]. The ease, versatility, and speed of creating
sgRNAs have fostered the use and evolution of CRISPR/Cas9 as a
tool over previous methods, making this system the preferred
genome engineering tool currently available.

In this chapter we describe the protocol for CRISPR/Cas9-
mediated targeted integration of a gene expression cassette in a
predefined genomic site in CHO cells. This method is based on the
delivery of three plasmids: Cas9, sgRNA, and a donor plasmid
(repair template). The donor plasmid harbors the GOI, a selection
marker, and homology arms (HAs) to promote homology-directed

Fig. 1 The use of CRISPR/Cas9 for targeted gene integration. (a) Complex of Cas9 and sgRNA recognizes
genomic target sequence in the proximity of PAM site and generates double-stranded break (DSB). (b) DSB
can be repaired by homology-directed repair (HDR) when a repair template with homology arms (HAs) is
provided. It results in the integration of the GOI in the predefined locus
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integration. Upon drug selection and fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS), cell lines with homogeneous and stable transgene
expression can be generated. This method is easily adaptable to site-
specific knock-in of genes in a predefined genomic site in various
mammalian cell lines.

2 Materials

2.1 Construction of

sgRNA and Donor

Plasmid

1. Glycerol stocks of E. coli transformed with sgRNA expression
plasmid (from Ronda et al. [16]) and donor plasmid (from Lee
et al. [5]).

2. 2� YT medium.

3. Kanamycin.

4. Ampicillin.

5. 250–500 mL baffled Erlenmeyer shake flasks.

6. Sterile pipette tips.

7. Incubator with shaker, 37 �C, 250 rpm.

8. Plasmid mini- and midiprep kit.

9. Nuclease-free water.

10. NanoDrop 2000.

11. Oligonucleotides containing sgRNA sequence (for design
instructions see Subheadings 3.1 and 3.2).

12. PCR primers for amplification of sgRNA backbone and donor
plasmid backbone (see Subheadings 3.2 and 3.4).

13. PCR primers for amplification of homology arms, drug resis-
tance cassette, and gene expression cassette (see Subheadings
3.3 and 3.4).

14. 2� Phusion UHot Start PCRMaster Mix (Thermo Scientific).

15. PCR tubes.

16. Thermocycler.

17. FastDigest DpnI enzyme (Thermo Scientific).

18. 10� FastDigest Green Buffer (Thermo Scientific).

19. 1 kb DNA ladder.

20. 1% agarose gel: 1 g agarose powder dissolved in 100 mL 1�
TAE buffer.

21. Gel chamber and power source.

22. PCR and gel purification kit.

23. Heat block.

24. USER enzyme (New England Biolabs).

25. CutSmart buffer (New England Biolabs).
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26. 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes.

27. Mach1 competent E. coli cells (Thermo Scientific).

28. Heat block, 37 �C, 300 rpm.

29. Tabletop centrifuge.

30. Sterile spatula.

31. LB-ampicillin and LB-kanamycin agar plates: 15 g/L Agar,
10 g/L Tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L Yeast Extract,
60 μg/mL ampicillin, or 50 μg/mL kanamycin.

2.2 Preparation of

Cas9 Expression

Plasmid

1. Glycerol stock with E. coli transformed with the codon-
optimized Cas9 expression plasmid (from Ronda et al. [16]).

2. Ampicillin.

3. 2� YT medium.

4. 250–500 mL baffled Erlenmeyer shake flask.

5. Sterile pipette tips.

6. Incubator with shaker, 37 �C, 250 rpm.

7. Plasmid midiprep kit.

8. Nuclease-free water.

9. NanoDrop 2000.

2.3 Transfection of

CHO-S Cells

1. CHO-S cells (Life Technologies).

2. Cell counter.

3. Growth medium: CD CHO medium (Life Technologies),
8 mM L-glutamine.

4. 15 or 50 mL centrifuge tubes.

5. 6-well plate, flat bottom, non-treated (Corning).

6. Humidified incubator, 37 �C, 5% CO2, 120 rpm.

7. OptiPro SFM (Life Technologies).

8. FreeStyle MAX reagent (Life Technologies).

9. sgRNA expression plasmid generated in Subheading 3.5.

10. Donor plasmid generated in Subheading 3.5.

11. Cas9 expression plasmid prepared in Subheading 3.6.

2.4 Antibiotic

Selection

1. Growth medium: CD CHO medium, 8 mM L-glutamine.

2. Selection drug (hygromycin B or G418).

3. 6-well plate, advanced TC (Greiner bio-one).

4. Humidified incubator, 37 �C, 5% CO2.

5. TrypLE select (Life Technologies).

6. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS).

7. 6-well plate, flat bottom, non-treated.
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2.5 Fluorescence-

Activated Cell Sorting

(FACS)

1. Fluorescence-activated cell sorter.

2. 384-well plates, flat bottom, tissue culture treated (Corning).

3. FACS sorting medium: CD CHO medium, 8 mM L-gluta-
mine, 1� Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Gibco), and 1.5% HEPES
(Life Technologies).

4. FACS tubes.

5. 30 μm cell strainers.

6. Image cytometer or microscope.

7. Humidified incubator, 37 �C, 5% CO2, no shake.

8. 96-well plates, flat bottom, non-treated (Corning).

9. Clone expansion medium: CD CHO medium, 8 mM L-gluta-
mine, 1� Antibiotic-Antimycotic, and 1 μL/mL Anti-
clumping agent (Life Technologies).

10. 96-well plates, V-Shaped (Greiner bio-one).

11. Breathable plastic bag.

2.6 PCR Verification

of Clones

1. QuickExtract DNA extraction solution (Epicentre).

2. Primers (for design instructions see Subheading 3.10).

3. 2� Phusion PCR Master Mix (Thermo Scientific).

4. Nuclease-free water.

5. PCR tubes or plates.

6. Thermocycler.

7. 1 kb DNA ladder.

8. 1% agarose gel.

9. Gel chamber and power source.

2.7 Expansion of

Clones

1. 12-well plates, flat bottom, non-treated (Corning).

2. 6-well plates, flat bottom, non-treated.

3. 125 mL Erlenmeyer shake flasks.

4. Clone expansion medium: CD CHO medium, 8 mM L-gluta-
mine, 1� Antibiotic-Antimycotic, and 1 μL/mL Anti-
clumping agent.

5. DMSO.

6. Cryotubes.

7. Humidified incubator, 37 �C, 5% CO2, 120 rpm.

2.8 Copy Number

Analysis

1. GeneJet Genomic DNA purification kit (Thermo Scientific).

2. NanoDrop 2000.

3. 20� TaqMan Gene Expression Assays for GOI and COSMC
(see Subheading 3.11 for instructions).
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4. 2� TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied
Biosystems).

5. Nuclease-free water.

6. Real-time PCR instrument.

7. Reaction tubes or plates suitable for qRT-PCR.

3 Methods

The following section is a general protocol that we use for site-
specific integration in CHO-S cells in our lab (Fig. 2). The protocol
includes generation of sgRNA plasmid, Cas9 plasmid, and donor
plasmid with GOI by USER cloning [16–18]. After co-delivery of
these plasmids and antibiotic selection, cells can be single-cell
sorted using FACS. Clones with targeted integration can be verified
using PCR analysis of junction sequences and copy number analysis
by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR).

3.1 Design of sgRNA 1. Find a sequence of the genomic locus you want to use for
integration in CHO genome (download genomic sequence
from NCBI).

2. Copy ~1500–2000 bp of the genomic region and paste it to a
CRISPR design tool (e.g., CRISPOR [19] http://crispor.tefor.
net/).

3. Select appropriate genome and PAM and search for target
sequences.

4. In the list of predicted target sequences, select one with the
highest specificity score and the lowest off-targets (seeNote 1).

5. Proceed with sgRNA plasmid construction.

3.2 sgRNA Plasmid

Construction by USER

Cloning

The sgRNA plasmid consists of two DNA bricks, which can be
assembled by USER cloning (Fig. 3): (1) sgRNA backbone, which
contains elements for replication in the bacterial host, U6 pro-
moter, sgRNA scaffold and termination signal to generate sgRNA
expression cassette. (2) sgRNA annealed oligonucleotides, contain-
ing target sequence.

1. Design and order a pair of sgRNA oligos using the following
sequences by replacing the N’s with your 20 nt target
sequence. The first position of the target sequence is a GC
pair, shown in bold (if your target sequence starts with another
nucleotide, replace it with G for proper U6-driven
transcription).

sgRNA_FW_oligo: 50-GGAAAGGACGAAACACCGNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTTTAGAGCTA
GAAAT-30.
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Fig. 2 An overview of the protocol for the generation of CHO cell lines with CRISPR/Cas9-mediated targeted
gene integration. The first step of the protocol is to design a sgRNA and homology arms for the specific
genomic locus. Second, sgRNA, Cas9, and donor plasmids are constructed. Next, CHO cells are transfected
with constructed plasmids and subjected to antibiotic selection and FACS sorting. Clones with targeted
integration should be ZsGreen1-DR negative since this fluorescent marker should not be integrated into the
genome. Then cells are expanded and verified using PCR and copy number analysis to isolate cell lines with
site-specific gene integration



sgRNA_RV_ oligo: 50-CTAAAACNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNCGGTGTTTCGTCCTTTCCACAAGA
TAT-30.

2. Anneal sgRNA oligos. Mix the following in an Eppendorf tube:
10 μL 10� NEBuffer 4, 10 μL sgRNA forward oligo
(100 μM), 10 μL sgRNA reverse oligo (100 μM), 70 μL
nuclease-free water.

Fig. 3 An overview of the sgRNA plasmid construction. The target sequence with extensions is ordered as two
short synthetic oligonucleotides. After annealing these oligos form 30 single-stranded overhangs, which will be
used in USER cloning. The universal sgRNA plasmid backbone is amplified using PCR primers containing a
single deoxyuracil residue. USER enzyme treatment creates 30-overhangs on sgRNA plasmid backbone, which
allows assembly of the target sequence and backbone, generating sgRNA plasmid
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3. Incubate at 95 �C for 5 min on a heat block, then turn off the
heat block and leave overnight for oligo annealing.

4. Request the sgRNA backbone plasmid from Ronda et al. [16]
and make a bacterial glycerol stock.

5. Inoculate bacterial stock in 4 mL of 2� YTmedium in a 14 mL
bacterial culture tube with 50 μg/mL kanamycin. Incubate
overnight at 37 �C with shaking at 250 rpm.

6. Extract plasmid using a miniprep kit. Resuspend in nuclease-
free water and quantify using NanoDrop 2000.

7. Order the following uracil-containing primers for sgRNA plas-
mid backbone amplification:

sgRNA_BB_FW: 50-AGCTAGAAAUAGCAAGTTAAA
ATAAGGC -30.

sgRNA_BB_RV: 50-ACAAGATAUATAAAGCCAAGAA
ATCGA -30.

8. Amplify the sgRNA plasmid backbone. Mix the following in a
PCR tube: 2.5 μL primer sgRNA_BB_FW (10 μM), 2.5 μL
primer sgRNA_BB_RV (10 μM), 25 μL 2� Phusion U Hot
Start PCR Master Mix, 1 μL sgRNA backbone plasmid
(2.5 pg–25 ng), 19 μL nuclease-free water.

9. Place the PCR tube in the thermocycler and run the following
PCR program: 98 �C for 30 s; 35 cycles of 98 �C for 10 s, 57 �C
for 30 s, 72 �C for 1 min 15 s; 72 �C for 10 min.

10. Treat the PCR product with DpnI enzyme to degrade the
methylated plasmid template by mixing the following compo-
nents: 44 μL sgRNA backbone PCR product, 5 μL 10�
FastDigest Green buffer, 1 μL FastDigest DpnI enzyme.

11. Incubate mixture in the thermocycler at 37 �C for 15 min.

12. Run the whole reaction mixture on a preparative 1% agarose gel
at 100 V for 30 min along with 1 kb DNA ladder.

13. Cut the band close to 4.2 kb and purify using a gel purification
kit. Measure concentration of backbone DNA brick using
NanoDrop 2000.

14. Assemble sgRNA plasmid by USER cloning. Mix the following
components in a PCR tube for sgRNA reaction: 7 μL annealed
sgRNA oligos, 1 μL backbone DNA brick, 1 μL CutSmart
buffer, 1 μL USER enzyme. For the negative control mix the
following: 7 μL nuclease-free water, 1 μL backbone DNA
brick, 1 μL CutSmart buffer, 1 μL USER enzyme.

15. Incubate the mix at 37 �C for 40 min and 25 �C for 30 min.

16. Add 1.5 μL of USER reaction to 15 μL of E. coli Mach1
competent cells in an Eppendorf tube and incubate on ice for
30 min.
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17. Heat shock at 42 �C for 30 s.

18. Place the cells on ice for 1 min and then add 950 μL of 2� YT
medium.

19. Incubate at 37 �C for 1 h at 300 rpm.

20. Spin down the cells at 2000 � g for 5 min.

21. Discard the supernatant and resuspend pellet in 100 μL of
2� YT medium.

22. Plate all the sample (100 μL) in an agar plate with kanamycin
and incubate at 37 �C overnight.

3.3 Design of

Homology Arms

1. Open genomic locus sequence from Subheading 3.1 in your
preferred sequence viewer software.

2. Identify CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage site as the site between the
third and the fourth nucleotide upstream from the PAM
sequence within your target site. Your 50 and 30 homology
arms (50-HA and 30-HA) will correspond to the sequence
extending ~750 bp to the left and to the right of the cleavage
site, respectively (Fig. 4).

3. Design primers for amplification of homology arms so that they
bind approximately 750 bp upstream and downstream of the
cleavage site. Using these primers, amplify ~1500 bp of geno-
mic region and use this PCR amplicon as a template for the
generation of homology arms.

3.4 Donor Plasmid

Construction by USER

Cloning

The donor plasmid consists of the following fragments, which can
be assembled by USER cloning (Fig. 5): (1) Donor plasmid back-
bone (amplified from plasmid from Lee et al. [5]). This backbone
includes elements for replication in the bacterial host and
ZsGreen1-DR expression cassette as a fluorescent reporter to rule
out cells with random integration of the donor plasmid using
FACS. (2) 50 and 30 homology arms (~750 bp each) to mediate
homology-directed targeted integration (amplified from genomic
DNA or synthetic template). (3) Drug resistance cassette, harbor-
ing neomycin or hygromycin resistance gene together with

Fig. 4 Design of homology arms. Homology arms are ~750 bp sequences upstream and downstream of
CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage site in the genome. The Cas9 cleavage site is located 3 nt upstream of the PAM site
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promoter and terminator sequences (amplified from another plas-
mid or synthetic template). (4) Gene expression cassette, harboring
gene of interest (GOI) with the desired promoter and terminator
sequence (amplified from another plasmid or synthetic template).

1. Request the donor backbone plasmid from Lee et al. [5] and
make a bacterial glycerol stock.

2. Inoculate bacterial stock in 4 mL of 2� YTmedium in a 14 mL
bacterial culture tube with 60 μg/mL ampicillin. Incubate
overnight at 37 �C with shaking at 250 rpm.

3. Extract plasmid using a miniprep kit. Resuspend in nuclease-
free water and quantify using NanoDrop 2000.

4. Design primers for amplification of homology arms (HAs),
gene expression cassette (GOI), and drug resistance
(DR) cassette. Primers for HAs should bind to 50 and 30 ends
of genomic region and at the cleavage site (Fig. 4). Add fol-
lowing uracil-containing overhangs on 50-end of your primers
for USER cloning (see Note 2):

50-HA_FW primer tail (Linker A): 50-AGTCGGTGU-30.

50-HA_RV primer tail (Linker B): 50-ACGCTGCTU-30.

GOI_FW primer tail (Linker B): 50-AAGCAGCGU-30.

GOI_RV primer tail (Linker O2): 50-ATCGCACU-30.

DR_FW primer tail (Linker O2): 50-AGTGCGAU-30.

DR_RV primer tail (Linker D): 50-ACTCAGACCU-30.

30-HA_FW primer tail (Linker D): 50-AGGTCTGAGU-30.

30-HA_RV primer tail (Linker O1): 50-AGCGACGU-30.

Fig. 5 An overview of the donor plasmid construction. Five DNA bricks (50 and 30- homology arms (HAs), gene
expression cassette (with GOI), drug resistance cassette (e.g., NeoR) and plasmid backbone) are amplified
using primers containing USER-linkers. After USER treatment PCR fragments are assembled in the desired
order and form the donor plasmid
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5. Order following uracil-containing primers for amplification of
donor plasmid backbone:

Donor_BB_FW primer (Linker O1): 50-ACGTCGCU
GTTGACATTGATTATTGACT-30.

Donor_BB_RV primer (Linker A): 50-ACACCGACU
GAGTCGAATAAGGGCGACACCCCA-30.

6. Amplify DNA bricks for USER cloning. For homology arms
amplification use the DNA of genomic region (25–250 ng)
amplified in the Subheading 3.3. For amplification of donor
plasmid backbone use plasmid (1–10 ng) prepared in step 3.
For amplification of DR and GOI use your source of sequence
(another plasmid or synthetic template).

7. Mix the following in a PCR tube: 2.5 μL primer forward
(10 μM), 2.5 μL primer reverse (10 μM), 25 μL 2� Phusion
U Hot Start PCR Master Mix, 1 μL template, 19 μL nuclease-
free water.

8. Place the PCR tubes in the thermocycler and run the following
program: 98 �C for 30 s; 35 cycles of 98 �C for 10 s, Tm for
30 s, 72 �C for 15–30 s/kb; 72 �C for 10 min.

9. If plasmid was used as a template for PCR reaction, treat the
PCR product with DpnI enzyme as was described in the Sub-
heading 3.2. Purify DNA bricks and measure concentration
using NanoDrop 2000.

10. Perform USER cloning reaction. Mix the components with an
equimolar ratio in a PCR tube as shown in Table 1.

11. Incubate the mix at 37 �C for 40 min and 25 �C for 30 min.

Table 1
Components for donor plasmid assembly

Component USER reaction (μL) Negative control (μL)

Donor plasmid backbone 1 1

50-HA 1 –

30-HA 1 –

Drug resistance cassette 1 –

Gene expression cassette 1 –

CutSmart buffer 1 1

USER enzyme 1 1

Nuclease-free water 3 7
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12. Add 1.5 μL of USER reaction to 15 μL of E. coli Mach1
competent cells in an Eppendorf tube and incubate on ice for
30 min.

13. Heat shock at 42 �C for 30 s.

14. Place the cells on ice for 1 min and then add 950 μL of 2� YT
medium.

15. Incubate at 37 �C for 1 h at 300 rpm.

16. Spin down the cells at 2000 � g for 5 min.

17. Discard the supernatant and resuspend pellet in 100 μL of
2� YT medium.

18. Plate the sample (100 μL) in an agar plate with ampicillin and
incubate at 37 �C overnight.

3.5 Analysis and

Preparation of sgRNA

and Donor Plasmids

1. Pick colonies from each plate of sgRNA and donor plasmid
transformation using a sterile pipette tip and inoculate 4 mL of
2� YT medium with the corresponding antibiotic in a 10 mL
bacterial culture tube.

2. Incubate at 37 �C and 250 rpm overnight.

3. Extract plasmid using a miniprep kit and use this preparation
for Sanger sequencing. Use sequencing primers that bind
before the U6 promoter of the sgRNA plasmid and sequencing
primers covering both 50 and 30 homology arms and sequence
in between these elements of the donor plasmid.

4. Analyze sequencing results using a sequencing analysis software
to make sure that your plasmids do not contain any mutations.

5. Grow a bacterial culture of correct transformants for plasmid
purification. Inoculate 100–200 mL of 2� YT medium in
baffled shake flasks, supplemented with the corresponding anti-
biotics, and incubate at 37 �C and 250 rpm overnight.

6. Extract plasmid using a midiprep kit and resuspend in
endotoxin-free water. Quantify plasmid yield using NanoDrop
2000 and dilute plasmids to 500–1000 ng/μL. These prepara-
tions will be used for the CHO-S transfection.

3.6 Preparation of

Cas9 Expression

Plasmid

1. Request Cas9 plasmid from Ronda et al. [16].

2. Inoculate 100–200 mL of 2� YT medium with 60 μg/mL
ampicillin in shake flasks with the bacterial stock using a sterile
pipette tip and incubate overnight at 37 �C and 250 rpm.

3. Extract plasmid using a midiprep kit and resuspend in
endotoxin-free water. Quantify plasmid DNA using NanoDrop
2000, dilute it to 500–1000 ng/μL, and save this preparation
for the transfection.
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3.7 Transfection of

CHO-S Cells

1. Cultivate CHO-S cells in the shake flask using CD CHO
medium supplemented with 8 mM L-glutamine. For transfec-
tion use CHO-S cells at low passage and viability above 95%.

2. One day before transfection measure viable cell density (VCD)
and calculate the volume needed to seed at 7� 105 cells/mL in
30 mL of fresh medium.

3. Spin down the required volume 200 � g for 5 min and discard
the supernatant.

4. Resuspend cells in 5 mL of prewarmed medium
(CD CHO + 8 mM L-glutamine) and transfer to 25 mL of
media in a 125 mL shake flask.

5. Incubate cells at 37 �C, 5% CO2, and shake 120 rpm for
16–24 h.

6. On the day of transfection, measure VCD and dilute cells in
prewarmed media (CD CHO + 8 mM L-glutamine) to a final
VCD of 1 � 106 cells/mL.

7. Add 3 mL of diluted cells to a 6-well plate and place the plate in
the incubator at 37 �C, 5% CO2, and shake 120 rpm.

8. Dilute plasmids in OptiPRO SFM to a final volume 60 μL. Mix
sgRNA, Cas9 and donor plasmids using a total amount of
3.75 μg of DNA in a 1:1:1 (w/w) ratio (Cas9:sgRNA:donor).

9. Invert transfection reagent tube (FreeStyle MAX). Dilute
3.75 μL of transfection reagent with OptiPRO SFM to a total
volume 60 μL. Mix gently. Incubate for 5 min.

10. Add diluted transfection reagent to diluted plasmid mix.

11. Incubate lipid-DNA mix for 8 min.

12. Immediately after incubation, transfer the transfection mix
(120 μL) to cells in the 6-well plate.

13. Incubate cells at 37 �C, 5% CO2, and shake 120 rpm for 3 days
(see Note 3).

3.8 Antibiotic

Selection

1. Measure VCD of transfected cells and calculate the volume
needed to seed at 3 � 105 cells/mL in 3 mL of medium
(CD CHO + 8 mM L-glutamine).

2. Spin down the calculated volume 200� g for 5 min and discard
the supernatant.

3. Resuspend the pellet in 3 mL of fresh growth medium with
added selection drug (seeNote 4) and seed in a 6-well advanced
TC plate.

4. Incubate at 37 �C, 5% CO2, no shake for 3–4 days. Live cells
will attach to the plate.

5. After 3–4 days carefully exchange spent medium for fresh
medium with selection drug, removing dead cells present in
the spent media.
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6. Repeat step 5 every 3–4 days.

7. Detach cells after around 2 weeks of selection. Remove old
media, briefly wash cells with 3 mL PBS, add 0.3 mL of TrypLE
reagent, and incubate for 3–5 min at 37 �C. Then add 3 mL of
prewarmed selection media to the cells.

8. Measure VCD. Cell concentration and viability of selected cells
should reach 5–10 � 105 cells/mL and 60–80%, respectively.

9. Transfer detached cells to non-treated 6-well plate and cultivate
in suspension at 37 �C, 5% CO2, 120 rpm.

10. When cells have recovered to >90% of viability, transfer stable
cell pool to the 125 mL shake flask in 15–20 mL of media at a
seeding density of 3 � 105 viable cells/mL. Keep passaging
cells in selection media until FACS.

3.9 Fluorescence-

Activated Cell Sorting

(FACS)

1. Prepare 384-well flat bottom plates with 30 μL of sorting
media for single cell sorting.

2. Filter cells through a 30 μm cell strainer into a FACS tube to
eliminate clumps and debris.

3. Use wild-type CHO-S and CHO-S transiently transfected with
ZsGreen1-DR as gating control for FACS.

4. Single cell sort stable cell pool, selecting for ZsGreen1-DR
negative cells (ZsGreen1-DR positive corresponds to cells
with a random integration of the donor plasmid), into one or
more prewarmed (37 �C) 384-well plates. If FACS is not
available, limited dilution can be used instead (see Note 5).

5. Spin plates at 200 � g for 5 min to make sure cells reach the
medium.

6. Place cells in a breathable plastic bag to limit evaporation and
incubate cells at 37 �C, 5% CO2, no shake.

7. After 10–14 days check for surviving cells using a microscope
or image cytometer. Cell count should preferably be >1000
cells in a well or confluency >50%.

8. Transfer selected colonies from 384-well plates to 96-well
plates. Carefully pipet cells up and down and move 30 μL to a
96-well flat bottom plate with 180 μL of clone expansion
medium.

9. Leave cells for maximum 4 days. When the clones have a
confluency >50%, carefully pipet up and down and transfer
50 μL cell suspension to a 96-well V-shaped plate. Refill the
flat-shaped plate with 50 μL of fresh media.

10. Spin down the V-shaped 96-well plate at 1000 � g for 5 min.
Remove the supernatant and add 20 μL of QuickExtract DNA
extraction solution to cell pellets.
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11. Resuspend the pellets and move them to PCR tubes or plates.
Incubate at 65 �C for 15 min and 95 �C for 5 min. Store at
�20 �C. This DNA will be used for PCR verification of clones.

12. Within 4 following days verify clones using PCR analysis.

3.10 PCR Verification

of Clones

1. Design primers that flank 50 and 30 donor:genome junctions
(Fig. 1b). You should have primers binding outside of homol-
ogy arms in the genomic locus (50 and 30 OUT primers), a
primer specific to 50 end of gene expression cassette and a
primer recognizing 30 end of drug resistance cassette (50 and
30 IN primers). Use 50 OUT primer with 50 IN primer and 30

IN primer with 30 OUT primer to amplify 50 and 30 junction
sequences, respectively.

2. Mix the following components in a PCR tube for 50 junction
PCR (for one reaction): 10 μL 2� Phusion PCR Master Mix,
1 μL primer 50 forward OUT (10 μM), 1 μL primer 50 reverse
IN (10 μM), 1 μL DNA template (genomic DNA extract from
Subheading 3.9), 7 μL nuclease-free water. Use genomic DNA
extracted from wild-type CHO-S as a template in the negative
control.

3. Place the PCR tubes in a thermocycler and run the program for
touchdown PCR as shown in Table 2.

4. Run PCR products on a 1% agarose gel and select clones with
expected amplicon size. No PCR amplicons with expected size
should be present in the negative control.

5. If desired, sequence respective junction PCR amplicons by
Sanger sequencing to ensure that the junction sequences are
correct.

6. Repeat steps 2–5 for 30 junction PCR on selected 50 junction-
positive clones using 30 forward IN primer with 30 reverse OUT
primer.

Table 2
PCR program for PCR verification of clones

Temperature (�C) Time (min) Number of cycles

98 00:30 1

98 00:10 10
Tm + 10
�1 per cycle

00:30

72 15–30 s/kb

98 00:10 30
Tm 00:30
72 15–30 s/kb

72 10:00 1

4 1 1
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3.11 Expansion of

Clones

1. Select 50 junction- and 30 junction-positive clones. It indicates
that your GOI was inserted in the selected genomic locus.

2. Move the selected clones from the 96-well plate when >90%
confluent to a 12-well flat bottom plate.

3. Maintain clones in the 12-well plate until confluent, then move
1 mL of cells to a 6-well flat bottom plate with 2 mL media.

4. When cells are confluent in 6-well plate, harvest 1 � 106 cells
for copy number analysis (see Subheading 3.12) and replenish
the harvested volume with fresh media.

5. When confluent, move cells from 6-well plate to a 125 mL
shake flask and seed at 3 � 105 cells/mL in 15–20 mL.

6. Freeze the clones that have one-copy integration (see Subhead-
ing 3.12). Spin 1 � 107 cells 200 � g 5 min, discard media,
resuspend pellet in 1 mL medium (CD CHO + 8 mM L-gluta-
mine) with 5–10% DMSO, and transfer cells to cryotube.
Freeze in a Styrofoam box at �80 �C the first 24 h before
moving to permanent storage at �180 �C.

3.12 Copy Number

Analysis by qRT-PCR

1. Extract DNA from 1 � 106 cells using Genomic DNA purifi-
cation kit. Measure the concentration using NanoDrop 2000.
Dilute genomic DNA to 10 ng/μL using nuclease-free water.

2. Design TaqMan assay for your GOI using, e.g., PrimerQuest
software (https://www.idtdna.com/PrimerQuest/). Order
the primers and assess their specificity and efficiency (see
Note 6). Select specific primers with efficiency between
90 and 105%. Order respective FAM dye-labeled TaqMan
probe and test efficiency of your TaqMan assay.

3. Order the following TaqMan assay with VIC dye-labeled MGB
probe for endogenous one-copy gene COSMC and test its
efficiency:

COSMC_FW primer: 50-ACCCGAACCAGGTAGTAGAA-30.

COSMC_RV primer: 50-ACATGTCCAAAGGCCCTAAG-30.

COSMC probe: 50-AGTGACAGCCATATTGGAACAGC
ATCC-30.

4. Calculate the number of reactions that you need (including no
template control) to perform copy number analysis of your
clones by qRT-PCR. Have at least three replicates of each
reaction.

5. Prepare the reaction mix and pipet in PCR tubes or plates. Mix
components (for one reaction): 10 μL 2� TaqMan Gene
Expression Master Mix, 1 μL 20� TaqMan Gene Expression
Assay (FAM), 1 μL 20� TaqMan Gene Expression Assay
(VIC), 2 μL DNA template, 6 μL nuclease-free water.

6. Run samples on a qRT-PCR instrument with following condi-
tions: 50 �C for 2 min; 95 �C for 1 min; 40 cycles of 95 �C for
15 s, 60 �C for 1 min.
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7. Calculate GOI copy number for each clone using the formula:

CN ¼ 1þ Ef COSMCð Þð ÞCtmean COSMCð Þ

1þ Ef GOIð Þð ÞCtmean GOIð Þ

where: CN is the number of GOI copies in the genome, Ct is
the threshold cycle, Ef(COSMC) is the efficiency of COSMC
TaqMan assay, Ef(GOI) is the efficiency of GOI TaqMan assay.

8. Select clones that have one copy of your GOI (see Note 7).

4 Notes

1. We recommend to design and test at least two different
sgRNA. Select the sgRNA with the highest DNA cleavage
efficiency. To validate sgRNA efficiency you can use T7 endo-
nuclease assay (see protocol from [18]).

2. USER cloning allows direct assembly of multiple DNA bricks
by using unique 30 single-stranded DNA overhangs (USER
linkers). Here we provide universal USER linkers used in our
laboratory, although other linkers can be designed and used as
well (see [17]).

3. Other transfection methods can be used for plasmid delivery,
e.g., electroporation. Follow instructions provided by the sup-
plier of electroporation system.

4. The drug concentration recommended for antibiotic selection
depends on the selection marker used and must be adjusted for
the specific cell line by performing a killing curve experiment
with different concentrations of the selection drug. For
CHO-S cells harboring neomycin resistance cassette, we rec-
ommend using 500 μg/mL G418, for hygromycin resistance
cassette we recommend using 600 μg/mL hygromycin. Pre-
pare media containing selection drug fresh each time (drug can
be added to each well individually).

5. Limiting dilution is an alternative way to isolate single cells. In
this case, you will need to screen more clones, as you cannot
rule out cells with random integration of the donor plasmid by
FACS enrichment.

6. It is important to validate your primers for qRT-PCR and assess
amplification efficiency of a qPCR reaction for accurate measure-
ment of GOI copy number. Design several sets of primers and
screen them using the standard curve and melt curve analysis.

7. Digital PCR can be used instead of qRT-PCR for copy number
analysis using the same TaqMan assays. Digital PCR is less
dependent on primer efficiency and provides a linear response
to the number of copies present, which can result in more
accurate copy number estimation.
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Chapter 14

Rapid and Efficient Gene Deletion by CRISPR/Cas9

Signe Neldeborg, Lin Lin, Magnus Stougaard, and Yonglun Luo

Abstract

CRISPR/Cas9 is a powerful genetic engineering technology that enables the introduction of genomic
changes such as deletions and insertions of specific bits of DNA in cells with high precision. Compared to
other programmable DNA nuclease such as ZFNs and TALENs, the specific binding of the Cas9 nuclease is
mediated by a small guide RNA (gRNA), which can easily be designed to target any locus in the genome.
The ease of generating novel gRNA vectors and its high efficiency has rapidly made CRISPR-Cas9 the
dominant tool in gene editing applications, including gene knockout, knockin, tagging, etc. Here we
describe our method for rapid and efficient generation of gene knockout or deletion cells using CRISPR/
Cas9 within the time span of one month. The design of gRNAs, plasmid cloning, transfection, cell
culturing, positive clone selection, and screening can be obtained from this method.

Key words Gene editing, Genomic engineering, Transfection, Endonuclease, gRNA, Deletion, DNA

1 Introduction

The CRISPR-Cas9 system utilized in genome engineering origi-
nates from bacteria where it serves as an adaptive immune system
responding to viral infections [1]. In 2012, CRISPR-Cas9 was first
harnessed for genome editing [2] and has since then been applied
rapidly to edit genes in almost all species including humans
[3, 4]. Simple gene editing utilizing CRISPR-Cas9 is based on a
sole DNA endonuclease, Cas9, that can be used for any genomic
locus in any species. The DNA nuclease domains of the Cas9
protein is not active until it interacts with a small guide RNA
(gRNA) and this Cas9-gRNA complex subsequently forms a com-
plementary complex with the targeted locus which harbors a pro-
tospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence. Once the nuclease
activity of Cas9 is activated, a double-strand DNA break (DSB) is
introduced to the target site. Un-repaired DSBs are lethal to cells as
this can lead to major chromosomal alterations. Therefore, cells
have developed two major DSB repair pathways: non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed repairs. Other DNA

Yonglun Luo (ed.), CRISPR Gene Editing: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1961,
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repair pathways have recently been described involved in repairing
the DSBs introduced by CRISPR-Cas9, such as microhomology-
mediated end joining and single-strand annealing. Repair of DSBs
introduced by CRISPR-Cas9 is predominantly by the NHEJ path-
way, which leads to small insertion or deletions (known as indels).
Therefore, the majority of CRISPR-Cas9 applications are gene
knockouts caused by the introduction of indels to the target gene.
Another major CRISPR-Cas9 application is the deletion of a spe-
cific piece of DNA or a whole gene, which is achieved through the
co-delivery of Cas9 and pairs of gRNAs targeting the desired loci.
We have previously showed that several factors can affect the effi-
ciency of CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing, such as gRNA design, chro-
matin accessibility, and secondary energy of gRNA guide sequences
[5]. Since the majority of indels introduced by a single gRNA is
under 10 bp, several methods have been developed during the last
few years for indel detection [summarized by Luo, see Chapter 2 of
this book]. However, these methods are laborious and we have
found that it’s more straightforward to generate knockout/dele-
tion cells through co-delivery of Cas9 and pairs of gRNAs [6]. One
major reason for this strategy is the ease of genotyping. To ensure
that Cas9 and the gRNA encoding plasmids are simultaneously
delivered into the same cell, we have previously developed an
efficient CRISPR gRNA expression array [6]. A detailed protocol
for the CRISPR gRNA expression array has been published in
Bio-protocols [7]. In this chapter, we will focus on describing the
detailed experimental procedure for generating gene knockout by
CRISPR, which comprises the design of gRNAs, rapid production
and assembly of gRNA expression plasmids, delivery of gRNA and
Cas9 plasmids into human cells, selection of transfection positive
cells, design of PCR screening primers, PCR screening of deletion
positive clones. Using this method, the generation of gene knock-
out or deletion cells can be achieved within one month.

2 Materials

2.1 Primer Design We typically use CLC Main Workbench software (QIAGEN) or
other primer design software such as primer 3 (http://bioinfo.ut.
ee/primer3-0.4.0/). When choosing primer targeting regions,
regions containing repeated sequences are excluded using the
RepeatMasker web tool (http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/
WEBRepeatMasker). Primer oligos with a GC content of 40–60%
and an annealing temperature of 57–63 �C are selected.

2.2 Preparation of

PCR Product for

Sanger Sequencing

1. Primers (stock 100 μM).

2. Thermal cycler (any brand).

3. 10 mM dNTP.
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4. Platinum™ Pfx DNA Polymerase or other equivalent polymer-
ase (see Note 1).

5. Agarose gel electrophorese equipment.

6. Agarose.

7. Ethidium Bromide.

8. UV transilluminator.

9. DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit or equivalent kit for DNA
purification.

10. NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean up kit or equivalent kit.

11. Mix2Seq kit or equivalent kit for Sanger sequencing.

2.3 In Silico gRNA

Design

In this book serial, Mac Gruell has summarized different web tools
for designing CRISPR gRNAs. One major driving force for the
rapid adaptation of the CRISPR-Cas9 engineering tool by the
scientific community is owing to all these open web tools, which
are used by numerous scientists from all over the world to design
their gRNA guide sequences as well as analyzing data. We have
typically used the web tool CRISPOR (see Note 2).

1. Computer with internet access.

2. Web link to CRISPOR: http://crispor.tefor.net.

2.4 Synthesis of

CRISPR gRNA Oligos

All CRISPR gRNA oligonucleotides were ordered from Sigma
Aldrich, desalt purification, 100 μM in TE buffer.

2.5 gRNA Oligo

Annealing

1. Heating block or thermal cycler.

2. Pipette tips: 10p, 20p.

3. Ice or cool rack for PCR tubes.

4. 200 μL PCR tubes.

5. 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes.

6. Single-stranded gRNA oligos (100 μM, each).

7. 10� NEBuffer 2.

8. Distilled H2O.

2.6 Golden-Gate

Assembly of CRISPR

gRNA Plasmids

1. Thermal cycler.

2. Pipette tips: P10, P20.

3. Annealed gRNA oligos from Subheading 2.5.

4. The All-in-One modular gRNA plasmids (available from
Addgene, see Table 1 for corresponding Addgene plasmid IDs).

5. T4 ligase (5 U/μL).
6. Fast digest BpiI(BbsI) restriction Enzyme.

7. 10� T4 ligase buffer.

8. Distilled H2O.
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2.7 List of Plasmids The modular gRNA expression plasmids can be requested by
Addgene or from Yonglun Luo’s lab, and the Cas9 expression
plasmids can be ordered from Addgene (Table 1).

2.8 Transformation

of E. coli Cells/Bacteria

Work in General/

Colony Screening/

Plasmid Purification

1. Shaking incubator (37 �C).

2. Thermal Incubator for bacterial (37 �C).

3. Ice.

4. 200 μL PCR tubes.

Table 1
Addgene plasmid IDs

Plasmid name
Addgene
ID Description

Cloning site for
inserting the guide
sequences

Cloning site for
second Golden-Gate
assembly

pMA-SpCas9-g1 80784 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 1

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g2 80785 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 2

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g3 80786 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 3

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g4 80787 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 4

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g5 80788 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 5

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g6 80789 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 6

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g7 80790 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 7

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g8 80791 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 8

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g9 80792 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 9

BbsI BsaI

pMA-SpCas9-g10 80793 For clone gRNA
expression block,
modular 10

BbsI BsaI

Cas9 plasmids
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5. Plate spreader (e.g., bent glass pipette).

6. P10 culturing dishes.

7. 14 mL round bottom falcon tubes.

8. Ligated plasmids containing gRNAs.

9. Distilled H2O.

10. LB Broth.

11. LB Broth with agar.

12. 5� KCM buffer: 0.5 M KCl, 0.15 M CaCl2, 0.25 M MgCl2.

13. Parafilm.

14. 50 mg/mL Ampicillin.

15. Competent E. coli cells.

16. 10 mM dNTP.

17. DreamTaq or another equivalent DNA polymerase.

18. Polymerase buffer.

19. Agarose gel electrophorese equipment.

20. U6-F forward primer: 50- CGCTATGAGGGCCTATTTCC-
CATG-30.

21. Antisense gRNA oligo (used as reverse primer, see Fig. 1).

22. Plasmid prep mini kit.

23. Proteinase K, recombinant, PCR Grade, 18 � mg/mL;
pH 7.5.

2.9 Cell Culture 1. Tissue culture incubator with 5% CO2, 37
�C.

2. Sterile flow bench.

3. Eppendorf tubes 1.5 mL.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of target gene, genotyping primers, CRISPR gRNA target site, gRNA expression
plasmid, and the guide sequences in the expression cassette
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4. 6-, 24-, and 96-well cell culturing plates.

5. P10 culture dishes.

6. Pipette filter tips: p10, p100, and p1000.

7. 10 mL Serological pipettes.

8. 1� PBS.

9. Cell culturing medium: DMEM (high glucose), 10% FBS, 1%
P/S, 1% Glutamine.

2.10 Transfection/

Puromycin Selection

1. Shaking incubator (37 �C).

2. Thermal incubator.

3. Sterile flow bench.

4. 24-well cell culturing plates.

5. Pipette filter tips: p10, p100, and p1000.

6. Opti-MEM™.

7. Xtreme Gene 9.

8. Cell culturing medium: DMEM, 10% FBS, 1%P/S, 1%
Glutamine.

9. Plasmids.

10. 10 mg/mL Puromycin.

2.11 PCR Screening

for Deletion Positive

Cell Clones

1. 10 mM dNTP.

2. Platinum™ Pfx DNA Polymerase or other equivalent
polymerase.

3. Agarose gel electrophorese equipments.

4. Cell lysis buffer CS: 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM
Tris–Cl, pH 8.5, 0.5% NP40, 0.5% Tween 20, 400 μg/mL
Proteinase K.

3 Methods

Carry out all methods at room temperature unless otherwise spe-
cified. Working with E. coli and tissue culture should be conducted
in classified laboratories.

3.1 Validate the

Targeted Regions in

Your Cells of Interested

by Sanger Sequencing

(see Note 3)

1. Define the intended target regions based on Repeatmasker
analysis and the aim of your experiment.

2. Once you have selected the targeted regions (typically which
exon(s), 500–700 bp), design PCR primers to amplify this
region for Sanger sequencing.

3. Purify genomic DNA from desired host cells which will be
targeted in later CRISPR experiments (see Note 4).
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4. Measure DNA concentration using a spectrophotometer.

5. Set up the Pfx-based PCR reaction on ice: 1 μL genomic DNA
(25 ng/μL), 0.6 μL target specific forward primer (10 μM),
0.6 μL target specific reverse primer (10 μM), 0.6 μL dNTP
(10 mM), 0.3 μL MgSO4 (50 mM), 0.24 μL Platinum Pfx
DNA polymerase, 3 μL 10� Pfx Amplification buffer, 3 μL
10� PCRX enhancer solution, and 6.06 μL H2O in a 200 μL
PCR tube (total 15 μL) (see Note 5).

6. A master mix (w/o PCR primers) can be prepared when
screening multiple target sites.

7. Place the PCR tubes in a thermal cycler. The following PCR
program works for most reactions: 94 �C for 2 min; 35 cycles at
94 �C for 20 s, 60 �C for 30 s, 68 �C for 45 s; and followed by
68 �C for 7 min. Save the PCR product at 4 �C or proceed
directly.

8. Purify PCR products using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR clean
up kit according to manufacturer’s protocol.

9. Measure DNA concentration using a spectrophotometer.

10. Diluted PCR product to 5 ng/μL.
11. Combine 15 μL diluted PCR product with 2 μL target specific

forward primer.

12. Sequence the PCR product using a qualified sequencing
platforms.

13. Once the sequences of the targeted cell lines are validated by
Sanger sequencing, they are ready to be used for gRNA design
(Fig. 1).

3.2 Design CRISPR

gRNAs

It is very straightforward to design CRISPR gRNA using the
CRISPOR web tool (http://crispor.tefor.net). A detailed instruc-
tion on designing gRNAs has been provided in this book serial as
well. In this section, we just highlight a few important points to
increase the success of designing the best possible gRNA. We
typically pick gRNAs based on the following criteria:

Off-target, the most similar off-target site should have no less
than 3 mismatches to the target site.

Restriction sites, as we generate the CRISPR gRNA vector
using Golden-Gate assembly, gRNAs should not contain restriction
enzyme recognition sites for BsmBI, BsaI, or BbsI.

Poly T, we exclude target sites containing poly T (over 4), as
this will be used as the termination signal for the U6 promoter.

Once the guide sequences are selected, add adapter nucleotides
to the gRNA sense and antisense sequences:

The genomic sequence containing the PAM sequence is always the
sense strand in the gRNA.

If target sequence starts with a G add adapter nucleotides:
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gRNA sense oligo: 50-CACCNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNN (N ¼ 20).

gRNA antisense oligo: 50-AAACNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNN (N ¼ 20).

If target sequence does not start with a G, add adaptor nucleotides:

gRNA sense oligo: 50-CACCGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNN (N ¼ 20).

gRNA antisense oligo: 50-AAACNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNC (N ¼ 20).

Order gRNA oligos from preferred manufacturer (desalt
purification).

3.3 Annealing of

Complementary gRNA

Oligonucleotides

1. Dilute each gRNA oligonucleotide to 100 μM if ordered as dry
format (we typically order the oligos in 100 μM stock).

2. Add 1 μL of each of the two complementary oligos for a given
gRNA in to a single PCR tube containing 2 μL 10� NEBuffer
2 and 16 μL of distilled H2O.

3. Mix the oligos by pipetting.

4. Quickly spin down the oligomixture to the bottom of the tube.

5. Place the tube in a thermal cycler, anneal the oligos using Delta
C program: First incubate at 95 � C for 5 min followed by
150 cycles where temperature is decreased by 0.5 �C after each
cycle. In each cycle, the reaction is held for 10 s. By the end of
the Delta C program, the reaction temperature is 20 �C (see
Note 6).

6. The annealed oligos can be used for ligation directly or stored
at �20 �C.

3.4 Golden-Gate

Assembly of gRNA

Plasmids

1. Prepare an ice box.

2. Place PCR tubes on ice.

3. Prepare Golden-Gate Assembly reaction (see Note 7): 1 μL
gRNA expression backbone plasmid (100 ng/μL), 1 μL
annealed gRNA oligo, 1 μL Fast digest BpiI restriction enzyme:
1 μL, 1 μL T4 DNA ligase, 2 μL 10� T4 ligase buffer, 14 μL
ddH2O. Pipette up and down to mix the reaction mixture.

4. Quick spin PCR tubes.

5. Place the tubes in a thermal cycler.

6. Assemble plasmids using the follow program (see Note 8):
10 cycles of 37 �C for 5 min and 22 � C for 10 min; 1 cycle at
37 �C for 30 min; hold at 75 �C for 15 min.

7. The ligated plasmids can be stored at 4 �C.
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3.5 Transformation

of E. coli Cells (see

Note 9)

1. Prepare an ice box.

2. Place one 1.5 EP tube on ice.

3. Heat LB medium to 37 �C.

4. Add 5 μL of ligation product from Subheading 3.3, 35 μL of
H2O and 10 μL of 5� KCM buffer to the EP tube.

5. Pipette up and down to mix.

6. Incubate on ice for at least 2 min.

7. Add 50 μL of competent E. coli cells to the reaction mixture,
gently pipette or swirl the tube to mix (!! Keep the reaction on
ice all the time).

8. Incubate on ice for 20 min.

9. Remove the tube from ice and incubate at room temperature
for 10 min.

10. Add 400 μL of preheated LB medium.

11. Incubate in a shaking incubator for 1 h at 37 � C, with
200–250 rpm.

12. Plate 50–100 μL of transformation mixture onto ampicillin
LB-agar plate (50 μg/mL).

13. Seal the plate with parafilm and incubate, bottom up, at 37 �C
overnight.

3.6 Colony PCR

Screening

This rapid colony screening method was developed for PCR-based
screening of transformed E. coli clones containing the target
plasmid.

1. For each gRNA colony plate, prepare two 8-well 200 μL PCR
strips (culture strip and lysate strip).

2. Add 50 μL LB with ampicillin 50 μg/mL to each well in one
PCR strip (culture strip).

3. Add 30 μL ddH2O to each well in the other PCR strip (Lysate
strip).

4. Use a 100 μL pipette tip to gently pick one colony.

5. First dip into one well in the culture strip.

6. Then dip into the corresponding well of the lysate strip, leave
the pipette tip in the well.

7. Repeat steps 4–6, and pick 3–5 colonies from each gRNA
colony plate.

8. The culture strip is incubated at 37 �C for 3–5 h and stored at
4 �C.

9. The lysate strip is lysed on a thermal cycler at 98 �C for 10 min.

10. Prepare an ice box.
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11. Set up the following PCR screening reaction on ice: 1 μL
E. coli lysate, 0.6 μL U6 promoter forward primer (5 μM),
0.6 μL gRNA antisense oligo (5 μM), 0.3 μL dNTP (10 mM),
0.08 μL DreamTaq polymerase, 1.5 μL 10�DreamTaq buffer,
10.92 μL ddH2O.Amaster mix can be prepared when screening
multiple colonies.

12. Place reaction in a thermal cycler.

13. Perform PCR reaction using the following PCR program:
1 hold at 95 � C for 3 min; 35 cycles at 95 � C for 20 s, 58 �

C for 20 s, and 72 �C for 30 s; 1 hold at 72 �C for 7 min.

14. Save the PCR product at 4 �C.

15. Check the PCR product in an 1.5% agarose gel. The PCR
product should be approximately 250 bp (Fig. 2).

3.7 Plasmid

Purification

1. Prepare a 14 mL Falcon tube or similar which can be used for
bacterial culture.

2. Add 5 mL LB + ampicillin (50 μg/mL).

3. Add 10 μL of PCR-positive E. coli culture from the culture
strip, step up two preps for each of the gRNA clones.

4. Incubate in a shaking incubator at 37 �C overnight,
200–250 rpm.

5. Purify plasmid containing E. coli culture using a plasmid prep
kit (see Note 10).

6. Validate the plasmid by Sanger sequencing with the U6-F
primer.

3.8 Transfection of

Targeted Cells

The transfection protocol used here is conducted using the Xtre-
meGene9 transfection reaction. Other cell transfection reagents
should be used according to manufacturer’s instruction.

Fig. 2 PCR screening of bacterial clones transformed with gRNAs. Agarose gel 1.5%. Bands visualized with
ethidium bromide. M ¼ 1000 bp marker. Run at 80 V in 1 � TAE buffer. PCR product size a 250 bp. Negative
controls are water control for each gRNA
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1. Seed an appropriate number of the targeted cells into a 24 well
plate 24 h before transfection (see Note 11).

2. Prepare a transfection mix by combining 150 ng of
plentiCRISPR-v2 plasmid and 50 ng of each gRNA containing
plasmid with 25 μL Opti-MEM.

3. Add 0.75 μL Xtreme-Gene9 to the transfection mix, mix well
by tapping.

4. Incubate at room temperature for 30 min.

5. Add the transfection mix to the cells in a dropwise manner.

6. Mix gently by swirling the 24-well plate from side to side.

7. Cells are incubated at 37 � C and 5% CO2 for 24 h.

3.9 Antibiotic

Selection of Targeted

Cells

1. 24 h post transfection, change the culture media to fresh media
containing puromycin (1 μg/mL) (see Note 12).

2. Incubate cells at 37 �C and 5% CO2 in puromycin selection
medium for 3–4 days, or until all cells in the non-transfected
control well are dead.

3. Change the culture media back to normal culture media with-
out puromycin, and culture the cells for 2–3 days more.

3.10 Establishment

of Single Cell Clones

by Manual Picking or

FACS Sorting

1. Trypsinize the cells with Trypsin-EDTA.

2. Resuspend cells in 1� PBS with 10% FBS and kept on ice.

3. If using a stereomicroscope to pick single cells, we typically
place the stereomicroscope in a sterile flow bench and use
either a mouth pipette or P10 pipette to pick cells manually.

4. Or single cells are sorted directly into 96-well plate by flow
cytometry if a FACS CORE facility is available.

5. Culturing single cell in a 96-well plate is somehow tricky for
some cell types, we recommend using 50% condition medium
to increase the success rate of establishing colonies from single
cells (see Note 13).

6. Culture cells at 37 � C and 5% CO2, with medium change every
3 days.

7. Depending on the cell type, colonies normally evolve after
approximately 2 weeks.

3.11 Colony PCR

Screening

1. For each cell colony to be screened prepare cell lysis buffer CS.

2. Culture media is removed from cells and cells are washed in
1� PBS.

3. Prepare one 96-well tissue culture plate, add 60 μL complete
cell medium to each well.

4. Prepare a 96-well PCR plate.
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5. Mark on the lid of the corresponding clones that are ready for
genotyping.

6. Wash the corresponding wells with PBS twice.

7. Add 30 μL Tripsin-EDTA, incubate at 37 � C for 3–4 min.

8. Add 90 μL complete cell medium with 5 ng/mL.

9. Use a 100 μL tip, set to 60 μL, pipette up and down a few times
(see Note 14).

10. Transfer 60 μL of cells to the 96-well tissue culture plate.

11. Transfer the remaining cells to the same position of the 96-well
PCR plate.

12. Repeat steps 4–9 until all clones are passaged.

13. For the 96-well plate with cells, place back to the incubator
with medium change every 2–3 days.

14. For the PCR plate, proceed to the genotyping.

15. Spin down at 500 � g, 5 min.

16. Pool the supernatant and tap on a piece of filter paper but not
too hard.

17. Quick spin the plate, typically there are about 10 μL medium
remained (see Note 15).

18. Add 50 μL cell lysis buffer CS per well to the cells.

19. Lysis cells at 65 �C for 30, 95 �C for 10.

20. Add 50 μL ddH2O to the lysate per well.

21. Use 1 μL for PCR screening.

22. A PCR is set up on ice by combining 1 μL cell lysate, 0.6 μL
target specific forward primer (10 μM), 0.6 μL target specific
reverse primer (10 μM), 0.6 μL dNTP (10 mM), 0.3 μL
MgSO4 (50 mM), 0.24 μL Platinum Pfx DNA polymerase,
3 μL 10� Pfx Amplification buffer, 3 μL 10� PCRX enhancer
solution and 6.06 μLH2O in a 200 μL PCR tube. Amaster mix
can be prepared when screening multiple colonies.

23. The tube is placed in a thermal cycler and run at 94 � C for
2 min, 35 cycles at 94 � C for 20 s, 60 � C* for 30 s, 68 � C for
45 s followed by 68 �C for 7 min.

24. Check PCR product with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis
(Fig. 3).

4 Notes

1. The platinum Pfx polymerase will be discontinued from Ther-
mal Scientific. Since we performed PCR from crude cell lysate,
it’s crucial to use a polymerase that is compatible with PCR on
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non-purified DNA samples. It’s recommend that authors
should optimize the PCR on cell lysate before genotyping
hundreds of clones.

2. The CRISPOR web tool provides several scores for choosing
the best gRNA guide sequences. No current in silico methods
can predict the on-target efficiency well and, therefore, we
normally do not select gRNA based on that parameter. How-
ever, we have previously discovered that the secondary energy
of the guide sequences affect gRNA activity [5]. We, therefore,
typically analyze the delta G of the 20 nt guide sequences using
http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/?q¼mfold/rna-folding-form.

3. Although the reference sequences for all genes are available
from, e.g., NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), Ensembl
(https://www.ensembl.org/index.html), or genome browser
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/), there are variations present,
e.g., SNPs, in the targeted gene that differs between cell
lines. Therefore, we typically sequence the intended target
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Fig. 3 PCR screening of transfected HEK293T cells. D transfected HEK293T cell
DNA with 441 bp deletion in BRCA2 exon 20. Deleted PCR product is seen at
183 bp. WT non-transfected HEK293T cell DNA. Non-deleted PCR product is
seen. NTC non-template/no DNA control, H2O. Capillary electrophoresis
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regions of the cell line of interest before conducting the massive
editing experiments.

4. DNA purification can be done using your preferred methods.
We typically use the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit.

5. Using Pfx, we have found that using 2� reaction buffer and
2� enhancer buffer work better. If using other DNA poly-
merases, please select proof-reading ones.

6. Some old-version thermal cyclers do not have the delta C
option. Alternatively, you can use a heating block to anneal
the gRNA oligos: first denature the reaction mixture (in one
1.5 EP tube) at 95 �C for 5 min, then remove the heating block
and let it cooling down naturally.

7. A master mix without annealed insert can be prepared without
the annealed gRNA oligo if multiple gRNAs are prepared at the
same time.

8. This Golden-Gate Assembly reaction program is optimized for
the restriction enzymes (RE) and T4 ligase used in this proto-
col. If using enzymes from different suppliers, the reaction
temperature for the RE and T4 enzymes should be modified
accordingly. For example: N cycles at XX1 �C (XX1, tempera-
ture for the RE) for T1 miutesn (T1, incubation time for RE
reaction) and XX2�C (XX2, temperature for the T4 ligase) for
T2 min (T2, incubation time for T4 reaction). The cycles
number N can be extended if the positive colony rate is low.
However, we have found that with 10 cycles the positive colony
rate is over 95% for all gRNAs tested in our lab.

9. This optimized protocol is used for chemically competent
E. coli cells.

10. We used the PureLink™ HQ Mini Plasmid DNA Purification
Kit as the plasmid can be used for subsequent cell transfection
directly. Alternatively, the plasmid can be purified with midi- or
maxi-prep kits.

11. 50 � 104 HEK293T and SK-OV-3 cells are seeded out at
50–60% confluency.

12. The concentration of puromycin should be optimized for each
cell type. Normally, 1 μg/mL of puromycin works for most cell
types.

13. Preparation of 50% condition medium: prepare a flask of wild-
type cells (60–70%), change to fresh medium, and culture
overnight. Save the overnight culture medium, filter the
medium with a 0.4 μM filter. Mix the filtered medium with
fresh medium at a ratio of 1:1. Save the condition medium at
4 �C and use within one week.
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14. Typically pipetting 5 times are enough. You can check under
the microscope if the cells are de-touched from the well. If not,
pipette a few more times.

15. Some wells might have a little bit more medium left. For those
with too much medium, you can remove it by pipette.
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Chapter 15

Genome Editing in Mice

Lisbeth Ahm Hansen and Ernst-Martin Füchtbauer

Abstract

Programmable nucleases like CRISPR/Cas9 enable to edit the mouse genome directly in the zygote.
Several methods have been successfully used for this. Here we describe injection into one of the pronuclei of
the zygote and electroporation of zygotes. Alternative methods will be mentioned.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Mouse, Genome editing, Pronucleus injection, Electroporation

1 Introduction

Programmable nucleases, in particular the CRISPR/Cas9 system,
have created unforeseen possibilities to modify animal genomes by
gene editing in the zygote or early embryos. The principals of
genome editing and design of experiments are well described in
other chapters of this book, so only methods directly related to the
application in mice will be described here. In addition to the
general advices for the design of gRNA, the genetic background
of the mouse strain should be considered, which is, e.g., possible
with “Breaking Cas” (http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/
breakingcas) [1]. This chapter will therefore focus on application
of CRISPR/Cas9 techniques to modify the genome in the mouse
germ line. Genome editing in zygotes differs from genome editing
in somatic cells in several ways. Mechanisms for repair of DSBs
might differ, transfer of the CRISPR/Cas9 components differs,
and, perhaps most importantly, the resulting founder mice can be
bred, which opens the possibility to remove off target mutations if
there should be any.

It would require an entire book to describe all techniques
needed for the generation, isolation, culture, injection, or electro-
poration, and final transfer of early murine embryos. Readers who
are not familiar with these techniques should consult one of the
numerous publications describing the generation of genetically
modified mice, e.g., [2, 3].
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2 Materials

2.1 CRISPR/Cas9 1. RNase free RNA duplex buffer: 100 mM potassium acetate,
30 mM HEPES, pH 7.5.

2. Cas9 dilution buffer: 300mMNaCl, 10 mMTris–HCl pH 7.4,
1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, 500 μg/mL BSA, 50% Glycerol
(see Note 1).

3. Custom designed crRNA (Alt-R™ crRNA) and generic
tracrRNA dissolved to a concentration of 100 μM in RNA
duplex buffer (see Notes 2 and 3).

4. Donor DNA (see Note 4).

2.2 Handling

of Mouse Embryos

1. Glass capillaries made from Pasteur pipettes.

2. Soft silicon tubes (outer diameter 8 mm, inner diameter 5 mm)
for mouth pipetting.

3. Mouth piece from glass micropipettes (Paul Marienfeld
GmbH, Lauda-Königshofen). Alternatively pipette tips for
200 μL pipettes without filter can be used.

4. Pipette tip for 1000 μL pipettes without filter as adaptor for the
Pasteur pipette.

5. Disposable Petri dishes 6 and 10 cm.

6. Sterile dissection tools.

7. Dissectionmicroscope set up for transmitted and reflected light
microscopy.

8. CO2 incubator set at 37
�C, 5% CO2, and 100% humidity.

9. M2 Medium.

10. Hyaluronidase, bovine testes Type IV-S, embryo tested, dis-
solved to 10 mg/mL in M2.

11. KSOM (Merck).

12. OptiMEM (Gibco).

2.3 Pronucleus

Injection

1. For detailed description of micro-injection setup refer to refer-
ence [2, 3].

2. Injection needles. If no needle puller is available, injection
needles can be ordered from several companies (e.g.,
Biomedical-Instruments, Zöllnitz, Germany, or Eppendorf).

3. PN injection buffer: 10 mMTris–HCl pH 7.4, 0.1 mMEDTA.

2.4 Electroporation 1. BioRad Gene Pulser XCell electroporator (see Note 5).

2. GSS-500 cell fusion chamber normally used for electro-fusion
of 2 cell embryos (BLS Biological Laboratory Equipment
Maintenance and Service Ltd. Hungary) (see Note 6).
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3 Methods

3.1 Generation

of RNA Duplex

and Ribo-protein

Complexes

1. Mix 5 μL crRNA (100 μM), 5 μL tracrRNA (100 μM), 35 μL
RNA duplex buffer and denature for 5 min at 95 �C.

2. Put the tube on the bench or turn of the heat block to cool the
RNA slowly to room temperature (see Note 7).

3. For Cas9-RNA complex formation mix 15 μL RNA duplex
(from step 2), 12.5 μL RNA duplex buffer, 2.5 μL Cas9
protein (61 μM) (see Note 8), incubate for 15 min at RT.

4. For 100 μL injection buffer mix 30 μL RNP complex (from
step 3), 70 –x μL pronucleus injection buffer and, if needed
x μL donor DNA (see Note 9).

3.2 Pronucleus

Injection

1. Superovulate and mate female mice according to standard
procedures.

2. Isolate zygotes from the ampulla according to standard
procedures.

3. Add hyaluronidase solution (10 mg/mL) to the drop with the
zygotes in a ratio of approx 1:1 and allow the zygotes to
incubate for around 5 min, until the cumulus cells will release
the zygotes and fall down to the bottom of the dish.

4. Collect all the zygotes and wash them in 3 drops of M2 to wash
away cumulus cells and debris.

5. In a Petri dish, make 2 drops of KSOMof ~40 μL and 1 drop of
~60 μL, covered with sterile mineral oil. Equilibrate overnight
at 37 �C with 5% CO2.

6. Wash the zygotes in the 2 smaller drops to rinse off M2 and
place them in the larger last drop for incubation.

7. Transfer the zygotes into the injection chamber and perform
PN injection following standard procedures.

8. In a Petri dish, make 2 drops of KSOMof ~40 μL and 1 drop of
~60 μL, covered with sterile mineral oil. Equilibrate overnight
at 37 �C with 5% CO2.

9. Wash the zygotes in the 2 smaller drops to rinse off M2 and
place them in the larger last drop for incubation.

10. Incubate zygotes over night to the 2-cell stage and transfer
them to a pseudopregnant mouse following standard
procedure.

3.3 Electroporation

of Zygotes

1. Superovulate and mate female mice according to standard
procedures.
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2. Mix 5 μL crRNA (100 μM) with 5 μL tracrRNA (100 μM),
incubate at 95 �C for 5 min, cool to room temperature slowly,
spin briefly (see Note 10).

3. Prepare the electroporation buffer, mix 13.6 – x μLOptiMEM,
1.3 μL RNA duplex (50 μM, from step 2) in RNA duplex
buffer, 1.1 μL Cas9 protein (61 μM), incubate at RT for
15 min, add x μL donor DNA if needed (see Note 11).

4. Isolate zygotes from the ampulla according to standard
procedures.

5. Add hyaluronidase solution (10 mg/mL) to the drop with the
zygotes in a ratio of approx 1:1 and allow the zygotes to
incubate for around 5 min, until the cumulus cells will release
the zygotes and fall down to the bottom of the dish.

6. Collect all the zygotes and wash them in 3 drops of M2 to wash
away cumulus cells and debris (see Note 12).

7. In a Petri dish, make a small drop (e.g. 3 μL) of electroporation
buffer (from step 3) and add the zygotes to the drop with as
little OptiMEM as possible.

8. Place 5 μL electroporation buffer between and over the elec-
trodes of the fusion chamber (see Fig. 1) and add the zygotes
with minimal additional volume.

9. Electroporate with 2 square pulses of 30 V and 3 ms duration
with an interval of 100 ms.

10. Carefully collect all the electoporated zygotes from the cham-
ber and wash them in 3 drops of M2 to rinse off the
electroporation mix.

11. In a Petri dish, make 2 drops of KSOMof ~40 μL and 1 drop of
~60 μL, covered with sterile mineral oil. Equilibrate overnight
at 37 �C with 5% CO2.

12. Wash the zygotes in the 2 smaller drops to rinse off M2 and
place them in the larger last drop for incubation.

13. Incubate them over night to the 2-cell stage and transfer them
to a pseudopregnant mice following standard procedure.

4 Notes

1. Use this to store diluted Cas9 protein when the original con-
centration is too high. According to IDT, Cas9 can also be
diluted in, i.e., RNA duplex buffer and stored at +4 �C or
�80 �C, but not at �20 �C.

2. Typically crRNA is ordered as 2 nmol which should be dis-
solved in 20 μL; typically tracrRNA is ordered as 5 nmol, which
should be dissolved in 50 μL.
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3. Alternatively a ds DNA oligo coding for the sequence specific
part of a gRNA may be cloned into an all-in-one vector, e.g.,
pX330, see Chapter 14.

4. If the experiment includes the insertion of a donor DNA either
ssDNA oligos with micro homolgies of appr. 50 bases on each
side of the CAS9 cut site can be used or, for longer insertions
long ssDNA molecules also with micro-homologies can be
used [4].

5. Any pulse generator which can deliver double pulses of 30 V,
3 ms duration with a pause of 100 ms between the pulses can
be used.

6. BioRad electroporation cuvettes with an electrode distance of
0.1 mm can also be used [5, 6], but retrieval of embryos after
electroporation is more difficult using narrow cuvettes.

7. The RNA duplex has now a concentration of 11.1 μM.

Fig. 1 GSS-500 cell fusion chamber in a 10 cm petri dish on the stage of a
dissection microscope. The gap between the two electrodes is overlaid with 5 μL
electroporation buffer. Note that the fusion chamber is not connected with the
power supply. The connector can be used to fix the chamber to the rim of the
Petri dish (not shown). The insert to the right shows zygotes in the fusion
chamber ready to be electroporated. The gap between the electrodes is
500 μm wide
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8. The RNP complex has now a concentration of approx. 5 μM.
Some protocols use an up to fivefold excess of RNA duplex
over Cas9 protein.

9. ssDNA oligos or long ssDNA should have a final concentration
of 5–20 ng/μL, super coiled plasmid DNA of 50 ng/μL.

10. The RNA duplex has now a concentration of 50 μM.

11. ssDNA oligos should have a final concentration of 0.5–1 μg/μ
L, long ssDNA of 5–20 ng/μL.

12. It is not necessary to remove or weaken the zona pellucida with
acid tyrode or pronase [5].
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Chapter 16

CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Gene Tagging: A Step-by-Step
Protocol

Xi Xiang, Conghui Li, Xi Chen, Hongwei Dou, Yong Li, Xiuqing Zhang,
and Yonglun Luo

Abstract

CRISPR/Cas9 provides a simple and powerful tool for modifying almost any DNA of interest. One
promising application of the CRISPR/Cas9 system is for tagging genes with a fluorescence marker or tag
peptides. For such a purpose, FLAG, HIS, and HA tags or fluorescence proteins (EGFP, BFP, RFP, etc.)
have been broadly used to tag endogenous genes of interest. The advantages of generating fluorescence
tagging proteins are to provide easy tracing of the subcellular locations, real-time monitoring the expression
and dynamics of the protein in different conditions, which cannot be achieved using traditional immunos-
taining or biochemistry assays. However, the generation of such a gene-tagged cell line could be technically
challenging. In this chapter, we demonstrate the generation of tagging the porcine GAPDH (pGAPDH)
gene GFP by CRISPR/Cas9-based homology-directed repair.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Gene tagging, Homologous recombination, GAPDH, Reporter gene,
copGFP

1 Introduction

The homologous recombination (HR) pathway is employed by
cells to repair harmful lesions introduced to the genome which is
known as DNA double-strand breaks (DSB). Harnessing the HR
pathway enables scientists to introduce exogenous DNA fragments
into a specific genomic locus, which is known as gene targeting. To
date, gene targeting strategy is widely used for gene knockout
[1–3], knocking in of functional elements (such as loxp, reporter
genes) to a safe genomic harbor [4], modifying or replacing endog-
enous DNA with other species-derived genetic material [5], fuse
tag proteins or fluorescence proteins to the target gene, etc.

Before the discovery of programmable DNA nucleases such as
ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas, the traditional gene targeting
method employs only a donor vector. A donor vector is a DNA
molecule that contains exogenous DNA fragments (or gene of
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interest) flanked by two homologous arms, which are usually
derived from context of target loci. As the success of gene targeting
highly depends on cell cycles and the HR pathway, the efficiency of
traditional targeting method is known to be disappointingly low in
mammalian cells [6].

It has been noticed that introduction of DSBs to the targeted
locus can increase HR efficiency. To date, there are three generation
of programmable DNA nucleases that are developed for such pur-
pose, including ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9. The
CRISPR/Cas9 is a simple and efficient tool to introduce DSBs
into specified loci of genome. In mammalian cells, the DSBs are
predominantly repaired by the non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ), while only a very small proportion of DSBs are replaced
by the homology-directed repair (HDR) pathways [7]. Although
the efficiency of HDR in cells are affected by various factors, intro-
duction of DSBs by CRISPR/Cas9 will greatly enhance gene tar-
geting by HDR in specified loci as compared to traditional gene
targeting [8].

One application of gene targeting is gene tagging, which allows
us to real-time monitor the endogenous activities of target pro-
teins. Unlike immunostaining and biochemistry assays, proteins
fused with a fluorescence protein enable live-cell imaging. The
gene-tagged cells provide a valuable tool to detect the subcellular
location and expression spatiotemporally of the targeted gene
[9]. In addition to gene tagging with fluorescence proteins, genes
tagged with small molecular tags, like His-tag, Flag-tag, HA-tag,
etc., can be easily purified and detected utilizing standardized anti-
bodies, solving the problem of unspecific or unavailable antibodies.

In this chapter, we take pig pGAPDH gene as an example,
giving a detailed protocol of fusing a GFP with pGAPDH by
CRISPR/Cas9 in PK15 cell line.

2 Materials

2.1 Web Tools 1. Download pGAPDH gene sequence from the National Center
of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) which the website is
freely accessible at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.

2. Many web tools are available for gRNA design, such as MIT
CRISPR (http://crispr.mit.edu), CRISPor (http://crispor.
tefor.net), CHOPCHOP (http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no),
E-CRISP (http://www.e-crisp.org/E-CRISP/).

2.2 Molecular

Cloning and Cell

Engineering

1. Primers: dissolved in ddH2O to 10 μM.

2. High fidelity DNA polymerase (e.g., PrimeSTAR premix of
Takara).

3. General Taq polymerase.
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4. ExTaq premix (Takara).

5. Genome DNA was isolated from PK15 cell line.

6. pCDH-EF1-copGFP (Addgene ID #73030).

7. Zero Blunt™ PCR Cloning Kit.

8. Standard gel electrophoresis reagents.

9. DNA markers.

10. LentiCRISPRv2 plasmid (Addgene ID 98290).

11. T4 DNA ligase.

12. 10� T4 ligase buffer.

13. Esp3i (BsmBI).

14. pcDNA3.1(þ) plasmid.

15. Ampicillin.

16. Competent cells.

17. LB medium.

18. DNA extraction kit.

19. Endo-free plasmid purification kit.

20. PK15 (ATCC®CCL-33) cell line.

21. 24-well plate, 96-well plate, 10 cm dish for cell culture.

22. Complete cell culture medium: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM), 10% FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/
mL streptomycin in, 1% Glutamine.

23. 0.5% Trypsin-EDTA.

24. PBS.

25. Opti-MEM.

26. Lipofectamin2000.

27. pEGFP-N1-FLAG plasmid.

28. T7 Endonuclease I (NEB).

29. 10� NEBuffer2.

30. 50 mg/mL G418.

31. Stereomicroscope.

3 Methods

Carry out all the experiment steps at room temperature unless
otherwise specified.

3.1 Gene Fusion

Strategy at pGAPDH

Locus

The seamless fusion of pGAPDH gene with copGFP is conducted by
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated HDR (Fig. 1). To achieve that, a Cas9, a
pGAPDH targeting gRNA, and a donor vector are needed. The
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donor plasmid contains the copGFP coding sequence which is
flanked by left and right homologous arms (HAs). The total HA
length for accuracy integration of large fragment is normally 1–2 kb
[10, 11]. However, we also find that HAs of 0.5–1 kb can yield
fairly high efficiency of homologous recombination [9]. A short
and self-cleavage peptide P2A [12] was used to link the target
protein to fluorescence reporter protein (see Note 1).

3.2 Design pGAPDH

gRNA and Screening

Primers

1. Download target gene sequence from NCBI: https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, select database “gene,” search gene
GAPDH and sus scrofa as the species (Gene ID: 396823).

2. Click “Full Report” and choose the “Gene table” option.
pGAPDH has 12 exons. Unfold the exon table of mRNA
NM_001206359.1. Then there is a table listing the region
and sequence hyperlink of the 12 exons. Click the coding
sequence of the last exon (64129952 to 64129883), copy the

Stop codon

GCCTCCAAGGAGTAAGAGCCCCTGGACCACCAACCCCAGCAAGAGCACGCGA
gRNA1 gRNA2

Stop codon

Stop codon

Stop codon

A

B

gRNA-spCas9

+
…….GCCTCCAAGGAG-p2A-copGFP-TAAGAGCCCCTGGACCACCAACC…..

Pig GAPDH

Pig GAPDH

Donor Vector

Pig GAPDH-p2A-copGFP

Fig. 1 Gene tagging strategy at pGAPDH locus. (a) Two gRNAs nearby the stop codon site of pGAPDH. (b)
Schematic diagram of CRISPR/cas9-mediated HDR and the structure of donor vector. Red letters are part of
the last exon sequence of GAPDH; Letters inside the red frames are PAM of gRNAs. The pale green blocks are
the noncoding parts of GAPDH and solid red blocks are coding sequence of GAPDH. Pink blocks represent p2A
element
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FASTA sequence and paste to a word document and named as
“pGAPDH targeting sequence.”

3. Expand and select the region from 64,127,952 to 64,131,883
(include 2000 bp on either side of the stop codon) in current
web page. Copy and paste the sequence to the word
“pGAPDH targeting sequence.” Search the last exon sequence
in this region and mark the exon by changing the sequence
color to be red. The last three base pairs TAA is the stop codon
of pGAPDH.

4. Design gRNA via the Zhang’s lab web tool: http://crispr.mit.
edu. Select “target genome” option to be “pig (SusScr3).”
Select 100–150 bp sequence include the stop codon TAA in
the middle as target sequence and paste into the web tool frame
“target sequence” (see Note 2), then click “submit.” The sys-
tem needs approximately 10–30 min to calculate and predict
the off-target efficiency of candidate gRNAs. Select gRNAs
with high score (high target specificity and low off-target effi-
ciency). It’s better to select gRNAs within or close to the
pGAPDH stop codon (see Note 3).

In this protocol, we selected gRNAs:

pGAPDH-gRNA1: GTCCAGGGGCTCTTACTCCTTGG
pGAPDH-gRNA2: TCGCGTGCTCTTGCTGGGGTTGG
(sequence underlined are PAMs)

5. Design primers for measuring gRNA activity. In this experi-
ment, we used T7 endonuclease I assay (T7E1) to test the
gRNAs activities. To achieve this, the forward and reverse
were designed at 200–400 bp proximity flanking the Cas9
target site to allow clear visualization of cleaved bands by gel
electrophoresis [13].

The screen primers for pGAPDH are (see Note 4):
pGAPDH -iden-F: TGTAGGTTTGGGTTGGAACAG
pGAPDH -iden-R: CAGCAAGCTCTAGTTCTCCTT
The amplicon size is 821 bp.

3.3 gRNA Assembly 1. Synthesize the gRNA oligos as below:

pGAPDH-gR1-SS: CACCGTCCAGGGGCTCTTACTCCT
pGAPDH-gR1-AS: AAACAGGAGTAAGAGCCCCTGGAC
pGAPDH-gR2-SS: CACCGTCGCGTGCTCTTGCTGGGGT
pGAPDH-gR2-AS: AAACACCCCAGCAAGAGCACGCGAC

For the backbone plasmid of LentiCRISPRv2, which is
designed to be digested by BsmBI, the linker sequence model
is: gRNA-SS: CACCN(20); gRNA-AS: AAACN(20). If the
first base pair of gRNA was NOT G, then an additional G
should be added at the first base pair of 50end (see Note 5).
Then the linker sequence model will be: gRNA-SS: CACCGN
(20); gRNA-AS: AAACN(20)C.
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2. Dissolve the gRNA oligos in ddH2O to 10 μM.

3. Mix 10 μL gRNA-SS and 10 μL gRNA-AS in a PCR tube.

4. Anneal the oligos in a thermocycler at 95 �C for 5 min, ramp
down to 25 �C at 5 �C/min.

5. Prepare the following Golden Gate Assembly reaction in a PCR
tube:

Reagents 1�
LentiCRISPRv2 100 ng

Annealed oligos 1 μL

Esp3i (BsmBI) 1 μL

T4 Ligase 1 μL

10 � T4 ligase buffer 2 μL

H2O To be 20 μL

6. Place the PCR tube in a thermal cycler and apply the following
program:

Condition Cycle number

37 �C for 5 min and 22 �C for 10 min 10

37 �C for 30 min 1

75 �C for 15 min 1

Save at 4 �C

7. Transformation. Transform 1 μL of the ligation product from
step 6 into 50 μL competent cells (mix gently), incubate on ice
for 30 min, and heat at 42 �C for 90 s (or follow the protocols
of your own lab). Add 150 μL LBmedium into the mixture and
incubate in a shaking incubator at 37 �C for 1 h. Plate 50 μL on
LB ampR plate and distribute evenly (store the remaining at
4 �C until colonies are observed). Incubate the plates at 37 �C
up-side-down for 16 h (�2 h).

8. In the next day, pick up two colonies for each gRNA and
conduct PCR screening using the following steps: (1) Pick up
one colony using a pipette with 10 μL tip and suspend the
colony in 6 μL ampicillin LB media by gently pipetting up and
down; (2) take 1 μL of the bacterial liquid from step 1 for PCR
screening.
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9. Set up colony PCR screening reaction.

Reagents 1�
Extaq Premix 10 μL

U6-Fa 0.4 μL

gRNA-AS 0.4 μL

Bacterial 1 μL

H2O 8.2 μL

Total 20 μL

aU6-F primer sequence used in the experiment: CGAAAGGTCGGGCAGGAAGA

10. Perform PCR with the following program.
Positive amplicon length is 287 bp.

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
58 �C 10 s 30
72 �C 30 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold

11. Expend the positive colony of each gRNA in 20 mL ampR LB
medium at 37 �C in a shaking incubator and overnight. Extract
the plasmids using an endo-free plasmid purification kit.

3.4 T7EI Assay

of gRNAs

Measure the gRNAs activities by T7EI assay [8] or sanger sequenc-
ing (see Note 5).

1. Recover the PK15 cells in a 24-well plate (see Note 6). Seed
0.05 � 106 cells in a 24-well plate 1 day before transfection.

2. The second day, change medium when the cell confluence is
around 50–70%. Then prepare the transfection reagents as
below:

Reagents A 1�
Lipofectamine2000 2 μL

Opti MEM 23 μL

Reagents B 1�
LentiCRISPRv2-gRNA 500 ng

Opti MEM To 25 μL
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3. Let the reagent A and B incubating at room temperature
separately for 5 min and then add B into A gently in a dropwise
manner (pipette up and down to mix). Incubate the A–B
mixture at room temperature for 15 min. Add the A–B mixture
into cell culture medium in a slowly dropwise manner and
shake the cell plate gently.

4. Put the cells in 37
�
C incubator with 5% CO2, change medium

24 h later after transfection.

5. Harvest cells 48 h after transfection and extract genome DNA
using general DNA extraction kit (or lysis the cells using lysis
buffer contains proteinase K).

6. Prepare PCR reactions as below.

Reagents 1�
Extaq Premix 10 μL

pGAPDH -iden-F 0.4 μL

pGAPDH -iden-R 0.4 μL

Genome DNA 100 ng

H2O To 20 μL

PCR programme is:

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
58 �C 10 s 32
72 �C 30 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold 1

The amplicon length is 821 bp.

7. T7E1 digestion. Mix 18 μL PCR product with 2 μL NEB
buffer2 in a 200 μL PCR tube. Denature and anneal the PCR
products at 95 �C for 5 min, ramp down to 25 �C at 5 �C/min.
Then add 0.2 μL T7E1 in the tube and mix thoroughly. Keep
the reaction in 37 �C for 1 h and then conduct the electropho-
resis gel assay (see Note 7).

3.5 Generation

of pGAPDH Donor

Vector

For gene targeting by HDR, it’s common to use a donor vector
with left and right homologous arms flanking the gene of interest
for insertion. It’s known that generating the targeting vector could
be laborious and time-consuming. In this protocol, we describe the
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rapid generation of donor vector by seamless fusion PCR (Fig. 2).
For fusion PCR, 50 bp homology sequence in the junction region
of the two DNA fragments is required. Nest PCR was conducted to
add 50 bp homologous adaptors to the junction sites of each HA
(Fig. 2a). For copGFP cloning, the p2A sequence was fused to 50end
of copGFP by PCR using a long forward primer (Fig. 2b). Then the
three fragments were fused together to be one intact fragment by
one round PCR (Fig. 2c). Then the fusion product was gel purified
and cloned into a blunt cloning vector (Fig. 2d).

1. HAs and copGFP cloning. Two rounds of PCR were conducted
to clone the left and right HAs. And one round PCR for
cloning of p2A-copGFP. Used high fidelity DNA polymerase
during the cloning and fusion steps. Primers used in this part of
experiment are listed in Table 1.

(a) First round of PCR for LA and RA amplification:
Prepare PCR reactions as below.

Left-HA Right-HA

copGFP polyA

copGFP
p2A

Left-HA Right-HA

A B

C

Left-HA Right-HA

copGFP

p2A

Left-HA copGFP
p2A

Right-HA

D

Blunt cloning

LA-F

LA-R

RA-F

RA-R

p2A50-
copGFP-F

copGFP-R

LA-p2A50-R

copGFP50-RA-F

RA-R

LA-F

Nest PCR Nest PCR

LA-F

RA-R

Fusion PCR

Pig GAPDH

Fig. 2 Donor vector construction. (a) Cloning of left and right HAs by nested-PCR. After the second round PCR,
50 bp of 50p2A-copGFP were fused to the 30end of Left-HA and 50 bp of 30copGFP were fused to the 50end of
Right-HA. (b) Cloning of copGFP. After the PCR, 50 bp of p2A were fused to 50end of copGFP. (c) The three
fragments fused to be one intact fragment by fusion PCR. (d) Cloning of the fused fragment into blunt cloning
vector
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Reagents 1�
PrimeSTAR Premix 5 μL

LA-F (RA-F) 0.2 μL

LA-R (RA-R) 0.2 μL

PK15 genome DNA 100 ng

H2O To 10 μL

Table 1
Primers for cloning of fusion fragments

Primer name 5’-3’ sequence*

LA-F ACTGAGCCAGAGCACGTTCT

LA-R TTTCCCTTGGGCTAACCTACT

LA-p2A50-R TCCATCCCTCCGGAGCCTCCGCCACCTGATCCGCCACCTCCGC

TCCCACCCTCCTTGGAGGCCATGTGGA

RA-F CTCATTTCCTGGTAGGGTGCTGG

RA-R TCTTCAAGCATCAGCCGAAGA

copGFP50-RA-F ATTCTGCCGTGGACGGCACCGCCGGACCCGGCTCCACCGGAT

CTCGCTAAGAGCCCCTGGACCACCAACC

p2A50-copGFP-F GGTGGGAGCGGAGGTGGCGGATCAGGTGGCGGAGGCTCCGG

AGGGATGGAGAGCGACGAGAGCGG

copGFP-R TTAGCGAGATCCGGTGGAGC

*pink sequence represents p2A and the green sequence represents part of copGFP.
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PCR programme:

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
55 �C 5 s 30
72 �C 90 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold 1

(b) Second round of PCR for LA and RA amplification:
Prepare PCR reactions as below.

Reagents 1�
PrimeSTAR Premix 5 μL

LA-F (copGFP50-RA-F) 0.2 μL

LA-p2A50-R (RA-R) 0.2 μL

PCR product of first round 100 ng

H2O To 10 μL

PCR programme:

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
55 �C 5 s 30
72 �C 90 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold 1

For LA, the target band length is 1097 bp and for RA
is 1022 bp.

(c) copGFP PCR,
Prepare PCR reactions as below.

Reagents 1�
PrimeSTAR Premix 5 μL

p2A50-copGFP-F 0.2 μL

copGFP-R 0.2 μL

pCDH-EF1-copGFP 10 ng

H2O To 10 μL
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PCR programme:

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
55 �C 5 s 30
72 �C 60 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold 1

The copGFP fragment is 804 bp.

(d) Three fragments seamless fusion PCR.
Prepare PCR reactions as below.

Reagents 1�
PrimeSTAR Premix 25 μL

LA-F 1 μL

RA-R 1 μL

PCR products of each fragment 1 þ 1 þ 1 μL

H2O 20 μL

PCR programme:

Condition Cycle number

98 �C 3 min 1

98 �C 10 s
55 �C 5 s 30
72 �C 60 s

72 �C 5 min 1

4 �C hold 1

The fused fragment is 2923 bp.

2. Gel purification of the fused fragment and clone it to blunt
cloning vector following the manufacturer’s instruction.

3. Prepare endo-free plasmid for cell transfection.
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3.6 CRISPR Gene

Tagging in Porcine

Cells

1. Seed 0.05 � 106 PK15 cells in a 24-well plate and conduct
transfection when cell density is between 50 and 70%. Transfect
cells with Lipofectamine2000 as below:

Reagents 1�
Lipofectamine2000 2 μL

pGAPDH-gRNA1 200 ng

Donor vector 200 ng

Linearized pcDNA3.1(þ)a 100 ng

Opti MEM To 50 μL

aWorks as aNeo gene provider for G418 screen and the neo plasmid ratio is usually

4:1 in our lab

Conduct the transfection procedure as Subheading 3.4,
steps 2–4.

2. Keep transfected cells in the incubator for 48 h without
disturbance.

3. 48 h post transfection, trypsinize cells.

4. Seed 1000 cells in a 10 cm petri dish (see Note 8), prepare 3–5
dishes would be sufficient for the screening (see Note 9).

5. Add G418 (800 μg/mL for PK15 cells) 24 h later and change
medium every 2 days.

6. Generally, the cells begin to die 6–8 days after addition of G418
and colonies are ready for picking up after approximately
12–14 days of G418 screening.

7. Mark the GFP-positive colonies under a fluorescence micro-
scope (see Note 10) and transfer the green colonies to 96-well
plates by ring-cloning (see Note 11).

8. Genotype the cell clones by PCR and sanger sequencing.

9. Expand the positive colonies and freeze in liquid nitrogen.

4 Notes

1. After gene fusion, the stop codon of target gene should be
deleted and replaced precisely by the coding sequence of
p2A-copGFP. If there were frame-shift indels around the junc-
tion site, the target gene function would be damaged and the
reporter would not work.

2. The input sequence length is required to be 23–250 bp in the
website.
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3. For selection of gRNAs outputted by the webtool, except
concerning about the predicted score, it is better to choose
the gRNA which contains the stop codon in the guide
sequence. For these gRNAs will not cleave the donor vector
itself and also will not disrupt the junction site again in the
successful gene-tagged cells. If there were not suitable gRNAs
which contain stop codon, it is better to choose gRNAs close
and downstream of the stop codon for minimized disruption of
target gene function. At the same time, it is required to mutate
the selected gRNA PAM sequence on the right HA of donor
vector to avoid cleavage of donor vector and re-cut of the
successful tagged gene by this group of gRNAs.

4. It is better to design and synthesize 2 pairs of primers in case
one of them does not work well.

5. The U6 promoter will recognize the first G and treat it as the
start site of transcription.

6. Transfection efficiency will affect the gene editing efficiency of
CRISPR/cas9 in different type of cells. For some hard-to-
transfect cells, it is hard to test gRNAs activities via either
T7EI or sanger sequencing. In this situation, we recommend
to change another easy-to-transfect cell type of the same species
or utilizing the c-check system [9] to screen for the best gRNA.

7. For electrophoresis gel test of the T7E1 digestion product,
load all the 20.2 μL sample in one lane to make sure that
even the weak bands after T7E1 digestion could be seen in
the gel images. The total length of digested bands should be
the same with the main band. In this experiment, the digested
bands should be 554 bp + 267 bp ¼ 821 bp for gRNA1 and
529 bp + 292 bp ¼ 821 bp for gRNA 2.

8. After recovering, passage the cells at least 1 time before
transfection.

9. The number of cells seeded depends on transfection efficiency of
the cell type. For easy-to-transfect cell type, seeding 1000 cells in
one 10 cm dish would be sufficient for colonies screening.

10. At the beginning it would be difficult to the see the green
fluorescence positive cells under microscope. It is better to
check the cell colonies 8–12 days after G418 screening.

11. The GAPDH protein only expresses in cytoplasm, so you can
see a round black area which refer to the position of cell nuclear
in copGFP-knockin positive cells (Fig. 3).
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Chapter 17

Gene Editing in Primary Cells of Cattle and Pig

Petra Vochozkova, Kilian Simmet, Eva-Maria Jemiller, Annegret Wünsch,
and Nikolai Klymiuk

Abstract

Gene Editing by CRISPR/Cas has revolutionized many aspects of biotechnology within a short period of
time. This is also true for the genetic manipulation of livestock species, but their specific challenges such as
the lack of stem cells, the limited proliferative capacity of primary cells, and the genetic diversity of the pig
and cattle populations need consideration when CRISPR/Cas is applied. Here we present guidelines for
CRISPRing primary cells in pig and cattle, with a specific focus on testing gRNA in vitro, on generating
single cell clones, and on identifying modifications in single cell clones.

Key words CRISPR/Cas, Primary cells, gRNA, Single cell clones

1 Introduction

Although Gene Editing has emerged only recently, it is already
evident that this technology resembles one of the most important
innovations in biotechnology history. The full power of Gene
Editing became obvious when the Clustered Regularly Interspaced
Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas system was shown to
efficiently modify mammalian genomes in vitro [1, 2]. The
CRISPR technology is derived from a kind of a prokaryotic adap-
tive immune system that defends bacteria from phage infection.
Basically, this system introduces exogenous phage DNA into a
defense locus within the bacterial genome [3] and then activates
these acquired DNA segments by transcription. These phage-
specific so-called crRNA transcripts form a ribonucleoprotein com-
plex with a linker RNA and an endonuclease [4] that eventually
destroys re-infecting phage DNA by introducing a double strand
break (DSB). The most relevant aspect in this system is that the Cas
protein is unspecific per se and is directed to its target site solely by
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the crRNA. The translation of this simple principle to a Gene
Editing tool is a charming approach, because theoretically any
RNA can be used to guide the Cas enzyme to a desired target
site. In biotechnology, simplified systems are used and there the
RNA directing Cas is most often called guiding RNA (gRNA).
Directing Cas endonucleases by a short RNA segment to a target
site is very simple and broadly applicable compared to previous
Gene Editing tools such as ZFN or TALEN. Since its introduction,
the CRISPR/Cas system revolutionized the entire field of life
science in a dramatic and sustained way, allowing breakthroughs
that would have been illusive a short time ago [5–8].

For sure, the invention of CRISPR/Cas resembled also a
change of paradigm for the genome modification of livestock spe-
cies, an attempt that has been a toilsome undertaking a couple of
years ago and limited its application to a handful of specialized
laboratories worldwide. Nowadays, an uncounted number of
groups are working on CRISPR/Cas-based Gene Editing in live-
stock, succeeding in modifying the genome of diverse species
[9–12], but to our knowledge there is no sufficient guideline on
how to use this technology in cells of these species. Based on our
extended experience in generating genetically modified livestock
models [13–19] as well as on our expertise in Gene Editing
[20, 21] we feel competent to give such a guideline for Gene
Editing procedures in primary cells of cattle and pig. Primary cells
are of outstanding interest, as in cattle and pig (as well in most other
species) no stem cells exist and their manipulation thus represents a
fast-forward way to produce genetically modified embryos or ani-
mals by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT).

We describe the entire process from designing gRNA to trans-
fection of pig or cattle primary cells and give protocols for evaluat-
ing gRNA efficiency as well as for generating and analyzing single
cell clones. We will, however, not give instructions for designing
recombination vectors as those mostly need very specific considera-
tions regarding the target site or the kind of modifications intended
to be introduced. Basic guidelines for such might be found in other
publications [22–24]. Numerous CRISPR/Cas systems have been
identified in different prokaryotic species and were sufficiently
adapted for Gene Editing, but we will exclusively refer to the by
far most widely used system that has been adapted from Streptococ-
cus pyogenes.

2 Materials

2.1 Designing

Appropriate gRNAs

1. Design gRNA for candidate regions with bioinformatic tools.

(a) chopchop (http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/, [25]).

(b) e-crisp (http://www.e-crisp.org/E-CRISP/, [26]).
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(c) CRISPR Design (http://crispr.mit.edu/, [27]).

2. Synthesize the gRNA by commercial suppliers.

2.2 Isolation and

Cultivation of Primary

Cells

1. Cell culture medium: DMEM (high glucose with GlutaMAX
and pyruvate), supplemented with 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol
(0.1 mM), 1% non-essential amino acids, 1% HEPES, 10% fetal
calf serum (FCS).

2. Sterile culture dishes coated with Collagen R 0.2% (Serva,
Heidelberg, Germany) diluted 1:10 in cell culture grade H2O
(Biowest, Nuaille, France), before use.

3. 37 �C incubator with humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.

4. Washing buffer: phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 0.2 g KCl,
8.0 g NaCl, 0.2 g KH2PO4, 2.14 gNa2HPO4 + 7�H2O in 1 L
cell culture grade H2O).

5. Passaging/dissociation reagent: 0.4% Difco Trypsin +0.032%
EDTA in PBS.

6. Freezing medium: FCS containing 10% DMSO.

7. Equipment for freezing: 0.5 mL or 1.5 mL Cryo Vials, Cool-
Cell freezing container, liquid nitrogen storage container.

2.3 Nucleofection

and Recovery

1. Amaxa Nucleofector® transfection device.

2. Basic Fibroblast Nucleofector™ kit including nucleofection
solution, cuvettes and Pasteur pipets (all Amaxa components
by Lonza, Basel, Switzerland).

3. Culture dishes; 100 and 35 mm.

2.4 Evaluation of

Mixed Clonal

Population

1. Genomic (g) DNA isolation kit (DNA Easy, Invitrogen by
ThermoFisherScientific).

2. End-point PCR kit (HotStart Taq and Long-range Taq, both
Qiagen, Hilden, Germany; Herculase II, Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA).

3. Commercially synthesized primers.

4. Agarose.

5. DNA extraction/PCR clean-up kit (NucleoSpin Gel and PCR
cleanup, Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany; Double-Pure
Combi Kit, Bio&Sell).

2.5 Generation of

Single Cell Clones

1. 96-well half area Costar 3696 culture plates (Corning Costar,
New York, NY, USA) or standard 96-well culture plates.

2. Cellavista automated cell culture microscope (Synentec, Elms-
horn, Germany).

3. Enriched cell culture medium (composed as described in Sub-
heading 2.2 with the exception of 15% FCS).
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2.6 Evaluation of

Single Cell Clones

1. Proteinase K, Tris (Tris(Hydroxymethyl)-Amino-Methan),
DTT (di-Thiothreitol), SDS (Sodium dodecyl-Sulfate),
EDTA (Ethylen-di-Amino-tetra-Acetic acid), NaCl, iPrOH
(iso-Propanol), EtOH (Ethanol).

2. Resolving buffer (T-buffer (1�): 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8.0.

3. PK-buffer (10�): 200 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl,
40 mM EDTA pH 8.0.

4. End-point PCR kit, agarose and DNA extraction kit
(as described in Subheading 2.4).

5. Components for Sanger sequencing: BigDye Terminator and
5� BigDye sequencing buffer (both ThermoFisherScientific).

6. FastStart Essential DNA Green Master (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland).

7. LightCycler96 (Roche).

8. DNA standards: DNA isolated by DNA Easy kit (Invitrogen by
ThermoFisherScientific) and diluted in elution buffer.

9. Raw data processing by the LightCycler96 software (version
1.1.0.1320, Roche) and Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA).

3 Methods

3.1 Designing

Appropriate gRNAs

gRNA binding sites are theoretically easy to design, as the only
strict requirement of the Streptococcus pyogenes CRISPR system is
the placement of the gRNA sequence upstream of a so-called NGG
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) that is directly recognized by
Cas9 via a protein-DNA interaction [28]. In practice, however,
numerous aspects influence the efficacy of a given gRNA to intro-
duce a DSB. A manifold of in silico prediction tools has been
developed for defining promising gRNA sequence and many of
them are available on open-access platforms. We follow a procedure
where we use three different programs (see Subheading 2.1) for
evaluating candidate regions independently. Although the predic-
tions diverge significantly most of the times, there is also a certain
degree of consistency between the respective suggestions (example
given in Fig. 1). Promising gRNAs can be chosen on the basis of
these rankings, but decision-making requires also some intuition
and experimental evaluation (see Notes 1 and 2).

According to the decision for one or more candidate gRNA,
those can be synthesized in a way that fits to the preferred transfec-
tion method. Due to historical reasons, we mainly rely on the
CRISPR/Cas components described in [2], using distinct plasmid
vectors encoding the Cas9 protein and transcribing a gRNA-
transcript, as well as an optional recombination vector. Other,
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more sophisticated vectors might work as well, including
approaches that use a single plasmid encoding all Gene Editing
components (see Note 3).

3.2 Isolation and

Cultivation of Primary

Cells

Isolation and cultivation of primary cells has been described in
numerous publications. We follow the procedure described previ-
ously [29], with some minor adaptations:

1. Isolate bovine and porcine primary cells:

(a) Isolate bovine cells from ear fibroblasts or kidney tissue.

(b) Isolate porcine cells are exclusively from kidneys.

2. After mincing and collagenase-digest of a 0.5 cm � 0.5 cm

� 0.5 cm piece of tissue, seed 1=8 � 1=4 of the resulting cell pellet
onto a 100 mm dish (see Note 4).

Fig. 1 Designing gRNA sequences. We search for gRNA with E-Crisp, Chopchop, and CRISPR Design and
compare the suggested candidates. As a representative example we show the data for a 245 nt target region
from the intron4 of the porcine OTC gene. The candidates are shown in their proposed rankings with their
approximate positions indicated above on the basis of screen shots from the respective programs. Some gRNA
are identified by all programs (marked by identical color) but at different rank. The algorithmic basis for the
identification and ranking differs for the three methods and is explained in more detail at the respective web
pages. Of note, also the genomic data used for estimating the off-target effects differ for the respective
programs, being Sscrofa10.2 for E-Crisp and Chopchop and susScr3 for Crispr Design
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3. After 24 h of incubation, wash off the non-adherent cells and
let the adherent cells grow to 80–90% confluence. Exchange
the cell culture medium every second day.

4. For passaging, wash the cells twice with PBS. Add the dissocia-
tion reagent and incubate at 37 �C for 3–5 min under visual
control (see Note 5).

5. Stop trypsin reaction by adding cell culture medium and cen-
trifuge at 150 � g for 5 min.

6. For further cultivation, resuspend the cells in cell culture
medium and seed at appropriate density (approx.
1.5–2.0 � 104 cells/cm2 � 1 � 106 cells/100 mm dish).

7. For cryo-preservation, resuspend portions of 1 � 106 cells in
precooled cryo-conservation medium (8 �C) and transfer to a
cryo-vial, which is placed in a CoolCell device and then stored
at�80 �C. After cooling for at least 3 h, vials can be transferred
to liquid nitrogen.

3.3 Nucleofection

and Recovery

The efficacy of introducing exogenous DNA into primary cells of
pig or cattle heavily depends on the transfection method. We have
gained best experience with the Amaxa Nucleofection technology
for this purpose [29], basically following the manufacturer’s proto-
col but with some important aspects to consider:

1. In both, pig and bovine, seed 1 � 106 somatic cells (passage
2–3) on a 100 mm culture dish and culture for 24 h to obtain
exponentially growing cells (log phase) containing a high pro-
portion of mitotic cells.

2. Before nucleofection, the following preparatory work should
be considered:

(a) Pre-warm the nucleofection solution at RT.

(b) Mix the DNA to be transfected in a 1.5 mL reaction tube
and pre-warm the DNA mix at RT (see Note 6).

(c) Equilibrate 35 mm dishes containing 2 mL of culture
medium in a cell culture incubator.

3. Dissociate cells by trypsin/EDTA. Resuspend the cells in cell
culture medium and determine the number of cells per mL.

4. Centrifuge 0.5 � 106 cells and resuspend cell pellet in 100 μL
Basic Nucleofector™ solution at RT.

5. Transfer the cell suspension to the tube containing the
prepared DNA mix, and then mix the DNA-cell suspension
by pipetting up and down carefully.

6. Transfer the entire suspension into a cuvette and place in the
Amaxa/Lonza Nucleofector® transfection device.
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7. Use the predefined nucleofection program U12 for both, pig
and cattle cells (see Note 7).

8. Wash out the nucleofected cell suspension of the cuvette with
the Pasteur pipet from the Nucleofection kit using 500 μL of
the equilibrated culture medium and transfer the cell suspen-
sion into 35 mm cell culture plate (see Note 8).

9. 24 h after nucleofection, exchange the medium to remove dead
cells and culture cells for another 24 h. Use the transfected cells
for isolation of gDNA from a mixed clonal population (see
Subheading 3.4) or for the generation of single cell clones
(see Subheading 3.5).

3.4 Evaluation of a

Mixed Clonal

Population

For reliably predicting how effective gRNAs are in reality, we
evaluate each gRNA for its ability to introduce non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ) mutations. This is done by analyzing mutation
events in a mixed clonal populations after nucleofection.

1. After recovery from nucleofection, detach and centrifuge the
cells as described in Subheading 3.2 and wash the pellet once in
1 mL PBS.

2. Use the cell pellet for DNA isolation or store at �80 �C for
later analysis.

3. Isolate the gDNA with conventional isolation kits according to
the manufacturer’s protocols (recommended amount is
1 � 106 cells).

4. Amplify the target site by end-point PCR from gDNA (see
Note 9) and analyze PCR product by electrophoresis on a
0.7% agarose gel.

5. Excise the band of the PCR product from the gel and extract
DNA with a conventional kit according to the manufacturer’s
protocols.

6. Use the purified PCR amplicon for evaluation of target sites by
distinct methods such as T7 endonuclease approach, next-
generation sequencing, TIDE or Sanger sequencing of cloned
PCR products (see Notes 10 and 11).

3.5 Generating

Single Cell Clones

Single cell clones are generated for identification of a desired modi-
fication in an individual clone prior to further experimental proce-
dures such as somatic cell nuclear transfer.

1. Passage the recovered nucleofected cells from Subheading 3.3
and resuspend the cells in enriched cell culture medium (15%
FCS) (see Note 12):

(a) For culture of cells without antibiotic selection, 100–200
cells per 10 mL.

(b) For positive selection, 1–2 � 104 cells per 10 mL.
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2. Transfer 100 μL of the cell suspension to each well of a 96-well
half area plates (see Note 13).

3. Let the cells grow under the conditions described in Subhead-
ing 3.2. Exchange culture medium every 48–72 h.

4. Starting at day 5–6 after seeding, scan the plates every second
day for proliferating single cell clones with the Cellavista cell
culture microscope (Fig. 2) (see Note 14).

5. At 50–90% confluence, harvest the culture of each single cell
clone with 20 μL of trypsin/EDTA solution and split each
culture into 2 wells of a standard 96-well plate (see Note 15).

6. After reaching 80–90% confluence, trypsinize both wells of the
proliferating clones again:

(a) Stop the trypsin reaction in one well by adding cryo-
preservation medium and transfer the cells into a cryo-
vial (see Note 16).

(b) In the other well, stop the trypsin reaction with cell cul-
ture medium. Centrifuge the cells and freeze the cell pellet
at �80 �C for DNA isolation (see Subheading 3.6).

Fig. 2 Screening for single cell clones. The Cellavista automated microscope identifies proliferating cell clones
at a 96-well scale (upper left image). The system also facilitates the documentation of proliferation for specific
cell clones as shown here for well B8 in the exemplary plate
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3.6 Evaluation of

Single Cell Clones:

gDNA Isolation

Single cell clones derived from primary cells have a limited prolifer-
ation capacity compared to stem cells. Thus, the maximum out-
come of material from clonal selection is in the range of 104–105

cells overall. Consequently, gDNA isolation needs to be efficient
and the quality needs to meet the requirements for identifying
mono-allelic modification by qPCR. We have tested a number of
gDNA isolation methods, including commercial kits for forensic
DNA isolation, but we learned that the high-salt precipitation
protocol described here is superior to any column-based method,
not only by its low costs and easy procedure, but also regarding
yield and quality.

1. Resuspend each cell pellet in 100 μL 1� PK-buffer, then add
10 μL 10% SDS and 4.4 μL 1MDTT, incubate at 60–65 �C for
1 h.

2. Add 2 μL Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) and incubate for another
hour at 60 �C.

3. Add 30 μL NaCl (4.5 M) and put the reaction tube on ice
immediately for 10min; centrifuge for 20min at RT, full speed.

4. Transfer supernatant to a new tube, add 0.7� volume 100%
iPrOH (approx. 110 μL), centrifuge for 20 min at RT, full
speed.

5. Remove supernatant and add 500 μL 70% EtOH, incubate
overnight in fridge (see Notes 17 and 18).

6. Re-pellet DNA for 2.5 min at full speed.

7. Carefully remove supernatant and air-dry for 6–10 min (see
Note 19).

8. Resolve pellet in an appropriate volume of T-buffer (30–60 μL)
and incubate for 1 h at 60 �C.

3.7 Evaluation of

Single Cell Clones:

Endpoint-PCR-Based

Evaluation Including

Sanger Sequencing

1. Amplify the target region from each single cell clone
individually.

2. Purify the PCR product directly from PCR reaction using the
PCR clean-up kit and resolve DNA in 30–40 μL of T-buffer.

3. Load 10–20 μL of the purified PCR product on agarose gel for
confirming the abundance of the desired amplicon.

4. Use 20–100 ng of the purified PCR product for Sanger
sequencing with BigDye Terminator (see Note 20).

5. Analyze sequencing electropherograms for introduced muta-
tions and polymorphic positions indicating the amplified alleles
(Fig. 3).

For many HR-based approaches a conventional end-point PCR for
screening is difficult or even impossible to establish. This is defi-
nitely true when HR vectors such as bacterial artificial
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3.8 Evaluation of

Single Cell Clones:

qPCR-Based Loss-of-

Wild-Type-Allele

(LOWA) Approach

chromosomes (BACs) are used, because of their extended homolo-
gous arms of several 10 kbs [14, 16]. It is also often difficult to
establish end-point PCR spanning the homologous arms of smaller
targeting vectors, in particular if the low amount of available tem-
plate DNA from single cell clones is considered. Constructing
control templates for the latter case might be an option, but this
is very laborious. Thus, we rely on a qPCR-based loss-of-wild-type-
allele (LOWA) approach as a standard method to detect the relative
copy number of the target site versus reference sites somewhere else
in the genome (Fig. 4).

1. Design and optimize one qPCR for the target site and two for
different reference genes (see Note 21).

2. Analyze a given set of clones in 96-well plates.

(a) Run each qPCR in a 96-well plate under its optimized
conditions.

(b) Compose each plate identically, comprising a standard
curve, mostly ranging from 4000 copies/μL to

Fig. 3 Sanger Sequencing of single cell clones. After amplification of the target region, the PCR products are
sequenced and the electropherograms are examined for mutations and polymorphisms. Clone 461 is a typical
example where different mutations were introduced into the two alleles, indicated by the mixed peaks in the
right part and by the polymorphic position in the left part of the electropherogram (brown arrow). Cloning of the
PCR product revealed the specific modification of the respective alleles (right side). Clone 442 shows a
continuous electropherogram throughout the amplicon, but the polymorphic site indicates that the same
modification has been introduced on both alleles. Again, this finding was confirmed by sequencing cloned PCR
products (right side)
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40 copies/μL, non-template controls, and 40 single cell
clones (Fig. 4).

(c) Run each standard concentration and each sample on a
plate in duplicates.

Fig. 4 Loss-of-wild-type-allele (LOWA) approach. A set of clones comprise a standard curve and a
non-template control (columns 1 & 2) as well as DNA from 40 single cell clones, with each sample run as
a duplicate (upper panel). Three different plates, one with the target qPCR and two others with reference qPCR
are run independently at their optimized conditions (middle panel). The copy numbers of the three qPCR is
determined for each single cell clones to calculate the relative copy number ratios (ref1: target) and (ref2:
target) on a MicroSoft Excel basis (lower panel). Clones with low copy numbers (<40 mean copies for both
reference sites) are not examined (indicated by the paragraph sign)
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3. Determine the copy numbers on the basis of the respective
standard curves for each site in each sample using the Light-
cycler 96 software.

4. Export copy numbers to Excel, determine and plot the relative
copy number ratios (reference site: target site) for each set of
clones (see Note 22).

5. In a statistical manner, perform following steps for identifica-
tion of modified cell clones in an iterative way (Fig. 5).

(a) Cell clones that obviously underwent bi-allelic modifica-
tion are identified by a copy number ratio that is tending
toward infinity (see Note 23). Exclude these clones from
the analysis.

(b) Calculate mean value and standard deviation for the
remaining copy number ratios.

(c) Define an exclusion limit for copy number ratio (mean
value +2� standard deviation).

(d) Cell clones with copy number ratios above this limit are
supposed to retain only one of the initial wild-type alleles
and are, thus, supposed to be modified on one allele.

Fig. 5 Iterative calculation of recombination events in single cell clones by LOWA. A specific data set is given
as an example. Clones with low copy numbers (<40 mean copies for both reference sites, indicated by the
paragraph sign) or with infinite copy number ratios (bi-allelic targeting, indicated by “x”) are excluded from
further analysis (upper left). Then exclusion limits for copy number ratios are calculated from mean values and
standard deviations of the remaining cell clones. Clones with copy number ratios> than exclusion criteria are
further excluded (upper right, indicated by asterisks) and calculation of mean value and standard deviation is
repeated. Recalculation is repeated until no more clones appear above the exclusion limit (lower panel)
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(e) In a second run, exclude the clones above the exclusion
limit from the analysis. Recalculate the copy number ratio
of mean value +2� standard deviation.

(f) Repeat the iterative recalculation until no additional
clones are identified above the exclusion limit (see Note
24).

(g) Cell clones that exceed the final exclusion limit for both,
(ref1: target) and (ref2: target), are seen as modified on
one of the alleles (see Note 25).

4 Notes

1. One of the most often discussed drawbacks of Gene Editing are
additional nuclease induced modifications somewhere else in
the genome, so-called off-target effects. Indeed, such
by-products of Gene Editing need to be considered, but on
the other hand it is extremely difficult to really estimate the
off-targeting prevalence. Any of the described prediction tools
consider off-targets on the basis of the available reference
genomes, but the quality of these genomes is far from perfect.
This is particularly true for the pig, where the Sscrofa10.2
genome was only of limited use for either in silico evaluation
or NGS-based full genome sequencing. The newly available
Sscrofa11.1 version seems to be a significant improvement,
but by now we cannot estimate how reliable the database really
is. The quality of the available bovine reference genomes (since
a couple of years it is mostly UMD3.1), in contrast, has been
classified as highly reliable.

2. Predicting gRNAs on the basis of pig and cattle reference
genomes may also be hampered by the significant genetic
diversity in the pig and cattle populations. As a consequence,
binding of a suggested gRNAs might be impaired or even
prevented if single nucleotide polymorphisms appear in the
target cell line. Thus, we recommend verifying the region of
interest by sequencing the target cell line before gRNAs are
designed. Polymorphisms might be helpful, on the other hand,
when they appear in vicinity to the gRNA binding site, because
they allow discrimination of the two alleles during screening of
single cell clones.

3. We, however, refer from such attempts, as we realized that the
assembly of such combination vectors for each specific purpose
is time-consuming. Rather, for transcribing any single gRNA
we have a plasmid commercially synthesized for low cost and at
fast supply (normally within 7 working days) that transcribes
the desired gRNA under the control of the human U6
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promoter. This allows minimal hands-on time and immediate
co-transfection of the gRNA plasmids together with the other
components upon arrival. The necessity for introducing multi-
ple distinct DNA vectors into a single cell at once is not a major
obstacle in our hands, as the nucleofection efficiency of DNA
into bovine and pig primary cells is regularly 80–90%.

4. The proliferation capacity of primary cells depends on several
factors such as the tissue source, the age of the donor animal
and the time between taking the sample and the starting of the
isolation process. Thus, the isolation protocols of primary cells
might need some adaptation.

5. The passaging process is a volatile process. Some adaptation
might be necessary as well, and visual control of the releasing
process is important. As a rule of thumb, we recommend the
following for passaging primary cells: For dispatching cells,
trypsinization solution should sufficiently cover the cells; tryp-
sinization is stopped by cell culture medium of a volume that is
normally used for cultivation.

6. The optimal concentration of DNA (gRNA and Cas9 plasmids
and, optionally, targeting vector) should be determined for
each cell type and for each gRNA. In general, mutation fre-
quency normally increases at high concentrations, but at the
cost of cell viability. Therefore, we recommend optimizing the
transfection process by nucleofecting several aliquots of
5 � 105 cells with varying concentrations of gRNA and Cas9
plasmids ranging 250–1000 ng/μL each. Due to the limited
capacity of total exogenous DNA in a transfection reaction,
concentrations of gRNA and Cas9 plasmids are reduced
(200–300 ng/μL) when combined with a targeting vector,
which normally ranges between 200–750 ng/μL.

7. We evaluated the transfection efficiency of different programs
supplied by the manufacturer and found program U12 to be
the most efficient for our cell types [29]. Nevertheless, we
agree to the manufacturer’s recommendations to test a variety
of suggested programs for any new cell type to optimize the
nucleofection procedure.

8. It is essential to transfer the nucleofected cells carefully into the
35 mm dish. It is important that the cell suspension from the
cuvette is added to the culture dish in a dropwise manner, as
recommended by manufacturer.

9. Before amplifying the target site from nucleofected mixed
clonal populations, the PCR primer pairs should be tested for
their specificity to both alleles in the respective target cell lines,
because the primer binding sites might be affected by poly-
morphisms. In that sense the abundance and amplification of
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SNPs within a PCR product are helpful indicators that both
alleles have been amplified.

10. NGS seems to be the fastest and easiest way to determine
gRNA efficacy. However, not all laboratories have immediate
access to such high-end methods and commercial NGS analysis
is often expensive and time-consuming until results are even-
tually available. T7 endonuclease assays still represent a stan-
dard method, but in our laboratory we found it difficult to
establish endonuclease approaches for different target sites.
Thus, we regularly clone PCR products into plasmids and
sequence them for estimating the gRNA efficacy. Analyzing
100 plasmids gives a good estimation of gRNA activity. Sanger
sequencing of PCR products and analysis of the electrophero-
grams by TIDE [30] looks a very promising short-cut of the
plasmid cloning approach, but we do not have enough experi-
ence to comment on its suitability for estimating gRNA efficacy
in primary cells.

11. In our laboratory we have evaluated gRNAs for 15 distinct
target sites in primary cells, mainly from the pig, and found
that NHEJ mutation frequency varies widely in a range
between <1–40%. It is of note that even the efficacy of
gRNAs that differ just in position of a few nucleotides or
have a different orientation can vary widely.

12. By following this strategy, one cell is statistically seeded into
each well. This should be, however, optimized for each cell
type, due to varying proliferation capacities of cells in clonal
selection.

13. Standard 96-well plates work as well, but we prefer using half
area plates, because their structure facilitates screening with the
Cellavista automated microscope.

14. For sure, it is possible to scan the plates by hand using a phase
contrast microscope, but only an automated system allows
effective production of single cell clones due to the much
higher throughput.

15. The proliferation capacity of single cell clones varies widely, so
the growth of each single cell clone has to be followed tightly
and the timepoint of passaging needs to be chosen individually.
In general, we follow the proliferation process for 5–6 days
before we passage well proliferating clones to standard 96-well
plates. If split too early, cell clones often fail to proliferate
further.

16. For convenience of work, we maintain these backup cells at
�80 �C for up to one month until screening of the clones is
finalized and appropriately modified clones are identified.
These clones are then thawed, propagated in three 96-wells
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and re-frozen in liquid nitrogen until used for experimental
purposes such as SCNT [31].

17. Removing traces of iPrOH or EtOH is a critical step, so we
recommend to carefully remove iPrOH and EtOHwith a small
(200 μL) pipet tip. When using a 1 ml pipet, a small pipet tip
should be placed at the top of the larger 1 mL pipet tip to
facilitate removing the alcohol entirely.

18. The overnight washing in 70% EtOH is strongly recommended
to achieve high DNA quality. Incubation for only a few hours
dramatically impairs its usage for end-point PCR and qPCR.

19. Remaining EtOH as well as over-drying of the DNA pellet,
e.g., in a vacuum concentrator or speed-vac, will impair sensi-
tive analysis such as qPCR. Air drying after precise removal of
EtOH gives the best results in our laboratory.

20. For Sanger sequencing of PCR products amplified from the
gDNA of single cell clones we slightly modified the manufac-
turer’s protocol:

(a) A sequencing reaction of 10 μL is prepared of 4 μL 5�
BigDye sequencing buffer, 1 μL BigDye Terminator,
5–10 pmol primer and template PCR product.

(b) The cycling program is generally done with 1 min at
95 �C, 40� (5 s at 95 �C, 10 s at 54 �C, 4 min at
60 �C), 10 min at 4 �C. The annealing temperature can
be lowered to 50 �C in case of A-T-rich templates or
stepwise increased to 60 �C in case of GC-rich templates.

(c) The sequencing reaction is mixed with 75 μL freshly made
precipitation solution (H2O:125 mM EDTA:
EtOH ¼ 10:5:60), incubated on ice for 15 min and
centrifuged for 30 min at 4 �C.

(d) The DNA pellet is washed with 150 μL 70% EtOH,
vortexed and centrifuged again for 2.5 min.

(e) EtOH is carefully removed and the pellet is air-dried for
6–10 min and resolved in 30 μL double-distilled water.

(f) Analysis of the purified sequencing reactions is done on a
48-capillary sequencer.

21. Designing and running qPCR is challenging, in particular if
one is intending to discriminate a 2:1 copy number ratio on the
basis of only a few hundred templates per reaction. We found it
practicable to design primers for amplicons not longer than
250 nt by conventional primer design programs and run the
primers with the FastGreen intercalating dye. For more details,
specific guidelines for establishing qPCR might be considered
[32, 33]. Once appropriate qPCR have been established, they
can serve for any new target site.
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22. If qPCR sets run perfectly, mono- and bi-allelically modified
cell clones can be clearly identified visually as illustrated in the
Fig. 4. In nonoptimal qPCR sets, however, the described sta-
tistical method may be helpful to identify the modified clones
appropriately.

23. The calculated copy number ratios for bi-allelically modified
clones vary widely. This is particularly true if only few copies are
in the sample, or if background noise is significant. We found it,
thus, practicable to set the exclusion criterion for bi-allelically
modified clones to 10 and to exclude samples that contain less
than 40 copies/μL of the reference genes from the analysis.

24. We have based the definition of our exclusion criteria on the
assumption that the copy number ratios within a given set of
clones distribute according to Gauss. Thus, defining an exclu-
sion criterion of mean value +2� standard deviation would
mean that 2.5% of unmodified clones would lie above this
limit, according to statistical deviation. We have not tested
this statistical assumption, but our extended experience in
using these exclusion criteria correctly identified modified
clones for many different target sites and fits for our purposes.

25. For sure, further examination of the clones identified by the
LOWA approach is recommended. This might include the
screening of the non-recombined allele for NHEJ-based mod-
ifications, the integration of the desired modification, etc. The
limited amount of DNA from single cell clones, however, pre-
vents the analysis for off-target events by NGS. The latter
might be theoretically feasible after whole genome amplifica-
tion (WGA), but we do not have experience with this method.
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Toward In Vivo Gene Therapy Using CRISPR

Kristian Alsbjerg Skipper and Jacob Giehm Mikkelsen

Abstract

CRISPR, a revolutionizing technology allowing researchers to navigate in and edit the genome, is moving
on the fast track toward clinical use for ex vivo correction of disease-causing mutations in stem cells. As we
await the first trials utilizing ex vivo CRISPR editing, implementation of CRISPR-based gene editing as an
in vivo treatment directly in patients still remains an ultimate challenge. However, quickly accumulating
evidence has provided proof-of-concept for efficacious editing in vivo. Attempts to edit genes directly in
animals have largely relied on classical vector systems based on virus-based delivery of gene cassettes
encoding the Cas9 endonuclease and single guide RNA, the key components of the CRISPR system.
However, whereas persistent gene expression has been the primary goal of gene therapy for decades, things
may be different in the case of CRISPR delivery. Is short-term presence of the CRISPR components
perhaps sufficient for efficacy and ideal for safety?—and are strategies needed for restricting immune
recognition of the bacteria-derived editing tool? Here, while answers to these questions still blow in the
wind, we review prominent examples of genome editing with focus on targeting of genes with CRISPR in
liver, muscles, and eyes of the mouse.

Key words Genome editing, Knockout, AAV, Alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency, Hypercholesterolemia,
Muscular dystrophy, Eye, Cas9 immune responses

1 Introduction

Enough said about CRISPR? Well, a revolution does not fade away
overnight, and this one—fueled by the groundbreaking discovery
of a genome navigation system—just got started and does not seem
to slow down now or in the near future. In the shadows of some of
the hype that inevitably followed in the wake of the discovery of
CRISPR, genome editing has quickly become a standard technol-
ogy in laboratories worldwide. Gene knockouts and genome-wide
CRISPR screens are moving into everyday research, and recent
discoveries demonstrating clinical-grade potency in stem cells
[1, 2] promise upcoming clinical trials utilizing CRISPR for
ex vivo genetic therapies in stem cells. It is not unlikely, hence,
that editing in hematopoietic stem cells for treatment of disease of
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the blood, like immunodeficiencies and sickle cell disease, will make
it into clinical trials in the near future.

For years, the ultimate goal of gene transfer technologies and
gene therapy trials has been life-long expression of one or more
therapeutic genes. And it still is. Vectors have been developed
allowing persistent gene expression from stably integrated or
episomal platforms for long-term treatment of dividing and nondi-
viding cells, respectively. Currently, the gene therapy community
leans toward using lentiviral vectors for integration of gene cassettes
and vectors based on adeno-associated virus (AAV) for purposes
that do not require genomic insertion of a transgene. With the
emergence of genome editing systems, initially based on zinc-finger
nucleases and TAL-effector nucleases and now primarily on
CRISPR, and their use in the next generation of genetic therapies,
it has come easily to the community to find inspiration in conven-
tional gene delivery systems for ferrying gene editing tool kits to
cells or tissues. In a typical CRISPR setup based on either lentiviral
or AAV-based vectors, one gene cassette encodes the Cas9 endo-
nuclease (often SpCas9 derived from Streptococcus pyogenes) from an
RNA polymerase II promoter, whereas a corresponding single
guide RNA (sgRNA) is produced from a separate expression cas-
sette driven by an RNA polymerase III promoter. This is a powerful
combination, but the ultimate goal of vector-based delivery has
changed: rather than aiming for life-long expression, potent deliv-
ery combined with short-term activity of the locus-targeted endo-
nuclease are now major criteria for successful and safe editing of the
genome. For ex vivo treatments in stem cells, it appears that elec-
troporation of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes consisting of
recombinant Cas9 and synthetic sgRNA fulfills the criteria, facil-
itating high levels of targeting in a short window of time [2, 3].

For correction of disease-causing mutations in the human
genome, the creation of a double-stranded DNA break using
CRISPR in a predetermined genomic location is a job half done.
For purposes that require exchange of one of more nucleotides, and
where classical gene knockout does not suffice, the delivery of the
endonuclease needs to be combined with the delivery of a DNA
donor for repair typically by homologous recombination. In hema-
topoietic stem cells, integrase-defective lentiviral vectors (IDLVs)
can serve as donors for repair [4, 5], and donors based on AAV
serotype 6 have more recently been shown to facilitate high levels of
repair [6]. In fact, a combination of RNP-based SpCas9/sgRNA
delivery and AAV6-directed delivery of the donor sequence cur-
rently seems as the most promising approach for correction of
mutations in hematopoietic stem cells [1, 2] and may soon be
offered to patients in the first clinical trials of their kind.

As we await the first trials utilizing ex vivo CRISPR editing,
implementation of CRISPR-based gene editing as a treatment
directly in patients still remains an ultimate goal, which is
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challenged by the need of combining potent in vivo delivery of
Cas9/sgRNA/donor tool kits with short-lived endonuclease activ-
ity and, not least, securing the timing between the formation of
double-stranded breaks and DNA donor accessibility. So far, efforts
to edit genes directly in animals have largely relied on conventional
gene delivery systems with the inherent risk of prolonging exposure
of the genome to endonuclease activity. Here, we review the cur-
rent status of virus-based genome editing in the mouse and with
focus on the liver, the muscle, and the eye highlight some of the
prime attempts that have been made to establish CRISPR-based
genome editing in vivo. Examples of gene disruption rates that have
been achieved by in vivo CRISPR delivery to these organs are listed
in Fig. 1.

2 CRISPR-Based Gene Knockout and Editing in Mouse Liver

Step by step over the last two decades AAV-based gene augmenta-
tion therapies in the liver have emerged as viable treatments for
liver-based disorders. For long, treatment of hemophilia has been
considered the holy grail of gene therapy, and recent findings
indeed document stunning therapeutic effects in patients suffering
from hemophilia B treated with AAV8 vectors carrying an opti-
mized factor IX gene expression cassette leading to high levels of
persistent factor IX production [7]. Although long-term follow-up
of efficacy and safety is still needed, it seems that the path to the
holy grail has unearthed, only to fuel hopes for the next generation
of genetic treatments targeting the liver.

Nuclease
SaCas9
SpCas9

SaCas9
SpCas9

SpCas9
SpCas9-VQR
CjCas9

Indel rate
20-40% 12,20

15-22% 21

2-4% 26,29

8% 29

27% 35

10% 40

31% 36

Muscle

Eye

Liver

Fig. 1 Graphic overview of in vivo indel rates that have been achieved by AAV-
directed CRISPR delivery in liver, muscle, and eye of the mouse. Key references
are listed in parentheses. The relevant organs are schematically represented and
do not reflect the exact anatomy of mouse organs
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Evidence of CRISPR-directed treatment in the liver was first
provided in studies utilizing hydrodynamic co-delivery of a plasmid
encoding SpCas9 and sgRNA and single-stranded DNA oligo
(ssDNA) as a donor for repair. In a mouse model of hereditary
tyrosinemia (HT), the authors repaired the disease variant gene
encoding fumarylacethoacetate hydrolase (FAH) in 0.4% of the
hepatocytes. In this disease model, however, selective advantage
and expansion of repaired hepatocytes compensated for the limited
correction efficacy and resulted in amelioration of the disease phe-
notype [8]. Taking advantage of potent liver transduction using
adenovirus-based vectors, Cheng and coworkers managed to intro-
duce indels in 90% of targeted Cebpα alleles in mouse liver [9],
whereas Ding et al. introduced knockout mutations in more than
half of the Pcsk9 alleles in mouse livers treated with adenovirus-
encoded SpCas9 and sgRNA. Notably, this level of targeting of the
Pcsk9 gene led to reduced levels of secreted PCSK9. Since PCSK9
supports degradation of the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) recep-
tor, Pcsk9 knockout was accompanied by increased levels of
LDL-receptor leading to a reduction in the plasma cholesterol
levels [10]. In a third study exploiting adenovirus-based delivery,
indel formation was achieved in >20% of the targeted pten alleles,
resulting in massive liver steatosis and liver phenotypes mimicking
phenotypes typical of pten deletion [11]. Targeted genomic altera-
tions by this approach were detectable as soon as 3 days after
adenoviral vector injection [10] and were maintained, as expected,
after liver regeneration induced by partial hepatectomy [9].

Due to the liver toxicity induced by adenovirus-based delivery
strategies, adenoviral gene delivery is currently not considered
viable for therapeutic treatment, and AAV-based vectors are by far
the most popular vehicles for delivery of genetic material to the
liver. Although early findings gave an indication of fairly low target-
ing rates in mouse liver treated with SpCas9/sgRNA-encoding
AAV vectors (roughly 0.5% targeting of the miR-122 locus), a
rapidly growing number of articles demonstrate efficacy of
AAV-delivered CRISPR components in the liver. Along with the
launch of the SaCas9 protein derived from Staphylococcus aureus
and the development of SaCas9 sgRNA design tools, Ann Ran and
coworkers showed robust knockout of the Pcsk9 gene in mouse
livers treated with AAV-8 capsids carrying a vector containing both
a SaCas9 expression cassette driven by the liver-specific thyroxine-
binding globulin promoter and an U6-driven matching sgRNA
[12]. Indel formation was observed in>40% of the targeted alleles,
leading to a massive drop in serum PCSK9 and an accompanying
reduction in blood cholesterol levels. In another approach using
AAV8 as a carrier, Thakore and coworkers delivered an expression
cassette encoding a catalytically “dead” SaCas9 variant (dSaCas9)
fused to the Krüppel-associated box (KRAB) epigenetic repressor
motif [13]. The dSaCas9-KRAB repressor was targeted to the Pcsk9
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gene by a sgRNA species expressed from a co-delivered AAV vector,
resulting in transcriptional silencing of the gene and reduction of
PCSK9 serum levels to 20% of the levels found in control animals.
This resulted in a moderate reduction of serum levels of LDL and
cholesterol. Although this approach also resulted in significant
transcriptional changes elsewhere in the genome, side effects that
will still need to be addressed, CRISPR-based regulators of gene
expression may have durable, long-term therapeutic effects in the
liver (in this particular case through 10 weeks) even without creat-
ing double-stranded breaks. The opposite phenotype leading to
hypercholesterolemia and formation of atherosclerotic plaques
was observed in mice in which knockout mutations in the gene
encoding the LDL-receptor (up to 54% of the alleles) were intro-
duced by transduction of the liver with AAV vectors encoding
locus-specific sgRNAs [14].

Patients suffering from alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency
(A1ATD), a hereditary liver disease typically caused by homozygos-
ity for the Z-variant of SERPINA1 gene, have an increased risk of
developing fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. Liver
toxicity in A1ATD patients is caused by intracellular retention and
aggregation of mutant alpha-1 antitrypsin produced from the SER-
PINA1 Z-allele, but homozygous patients also suffer from the lack
of alpha-1 antitrypsin function, which is needed to control serine
protease activity in the lung. A combination of CRISPR-based
genetic intervention in the liver combined with AAV-based A1AT
replacement gene therapy or delivery of a donor for direct repair of
the mutation could serve as a new treatment modality addressing
both the lung and liver pathology of A1ATD. Albeit with varying
success, evidence of SERPINA1 gene delivery to the liver has
already been established [15–19]. Now, examples of robust
CRISPR targeting of the SERPINA1 Z-variant in the mouse, aim-
ing at knocking out or repairing the Z-variant, are starting to
emerge. Using AAV8-delivered SaCas9, Shen and colleagues
achieved indel rates around 20% in the livers of PiZ mice carrying
the human disease-causing Z-allele [20]. This resulted in markedly
reduced levels of mutated SERPINA1 mRNA and for one group of
mice almost complete knockdown of A1AT expression, leading to
reduction of aggregate formation in the liver. To achieve targeted
correction of the Z-allele, the authors co-delivered two AAV8
vectors, one encoding SaCas9 and one carrying a mutant allele-
specific sgRNA expression cassette along with donor template for
homology-directed repair. This treatment resulted in production of
A1AT RNA transcripts (up to 4.8% of total A1AT transcripts)
encoding the repaired M form of A1AT, as measured 56 days
after treatment, and reduced formation of A1AT aggregates in the
liver. Roughly similar efficacies were obtained by Song et al., who
intravenously co-injected two AAV vectors, one vector packaged in
AAV9 capsids encoding SpCas9 and one AAV8-based vector
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carrying the sgRNA expression cassette and the donor template
[21]. By including a Myc tag in the donor vector, the authors could
specifically detect corrected M-type A1AT, and found that 14% of
the hepatocytes stained positively for corrected A1AT protein in
PiZ mice that were treated one week after birth. The indel rate at
the targeted locus was roughly 22% in these mice, whereas correc-
tion was detected at 2% of the targeted alleles. In adult PiZ mice,
the authors were able to introduce indels at 15% of the targeted
alleles and induce production of Myc-tagged A1AT in approxi-
mately one fifth of the hepatocytes [21].

The liver as a target organ for therapeutic genome editing has
innumerable applications, which may collectively benefit from
efforts that optimize and balance efficacy safety. Recent reports
show potent targeting of the Factor IX gene [22] and CRISPR-
directed cDNA insertion as a strategy for treatment of hemophilia
B [22] potentially showing a way for next-generation genetic thera-
pies for hemophilia. As of now, AAV-based vehicles are the obvi-
ous—and perhaps also easy—choice for efficient delivery of
CRISPR components. We will see an increasing number of reports
documenting targeted indel formation and repair in the liver, and
focus on optimized gene expression and boosted CRISPR activity
will probably lead to even higher levels of targeting. The safety of
such approaches, based on long-term expression of Cas9 protein
and sgRNA, should be looked at with caution, and therapeutic
translation may depend on systems allowing strict regulation of
gene expression and the ability to shut-down Cas9/sgRNA pro-
duction. The implementation of self-limiting expression circuits
allowing targeted, sgRNA-directed disruption of the Cas9 expres-
sion cassette is a feasible option for limiting the duration of Cas9
expression [23–25].

3 CRISPR Treats Muscular Dystrophies: AAV-CRISPR Partnership New Black Also in
the Muscle

More than a handful of recent papers have documented robustness
of genome editing using CRISPR in muscles leading to treatment
of mouse models of muscular dystrophies. Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD) is a muscular degenerative disease caused by
mutations, often deletions of one or more exons, in the dystrophin
gene causing frameshifts or loss of production of functional
dystrophin.

Using SaCas9 packaged in AAV8-vectors and a second
AAV-vector encoding two sgRNAs targeting introns flanking
exon 23 in the dystrophin gene, intramuscular and systemic deliv-
ery of the CRISPR system restored muscle function in the mdx
model of Duschenne muscular dystrophy [26]. In this case, a fairly
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low exon 23 deletion rate (>2%) resulted in a marked increase of
exon 23-deleted transcripts supposedly due to protection of these
transcripts from nonsense-mediated decay. In a parallel study,
corresponding findings were made in the mdx mouse made using
a similar saCas9/sgRNA delivery vector approach using AAV9
[27]. The same strategy was successful using a dual AAV9 vector
approach by which spCas9 was expressed from a miniCMV pro-
moter [28]. More recently, the delivery approach for treatment of
DMD has been further refined by exploiting a strong muscle-
specific promoter, CK8, driving expression of spCas9 in injected
muscles for treatment of the exon 53mutation in the mdx4cv mouse
model [29] and by delivering only a single sgRNA targeting a splice
acceptor site, allowing exon skipping and restoration of the reading
frame [30]. In an innovative approach, which may potentially
increase safety of the interventional procedure, AAV9 capsids
were exploited to co-deliver the spCas9 gene on one vector and
expression cassettes expressing a shorter, inactive sgRNA (referred
to as a “dead gRNA,” dgRNA) and a transactivation domain on
another vector [31]. By exploiting the synergistic activation medi-
ator (SAM) system developed by Konermann and colleagues [32],
the MS2-P65-HSF1 (MPH) activation domain was recruited to
epigenetically silenced genes in mdx mouse muscles by engineered
dgRNAs containing two MS2 loop domain [31]. By this approach,
targeted activation of the klotho gene was found to improve the
strength of AAV-treated muscles, leading to amelioration of the
DMD phenotype. Similarly, the utrophin gene could be activated in
transgenic mdx mice expressing SpCas9 causing partial rescue of
DMD in the model [31].

4 Treating Senses: CRISPR Genome Editing in Eye and Ear

The eye represents an easy accessible, immuno-privileged, and
highly compartmentalized system making it an ideal target for
in vivo genome editing. Indeed, several studies have utilized the
CRISPR/Cas9 system to target retinal degenerative diseases. So
far, the main focus has been on targeting inherited, monogenic
diseases of the eye such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and Leber
congenital amaurosis 10 (LCA10) [24, 33–38], but more complex
diseases, like age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and primary
open-angle glaucoma (POAG), have also been targeted [39–43].

In a proof-of-concept study a disease-causing mutation was
targeted in the S334ter-3 model of autosomal dominant RP. By
subretinal injection of plasmid DNA encoding sgRNA and SpCas9
followed by electroporation, Bakondi and coworkers achieved
allele-targeted disruption of the RhoS334-allele in approximately
0.32% of retinal cells. It should be noted that the sgRNA used
was only allele-specific in the sense that it targeted the transgene,
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mouse-derived RhoS334-allele, in a rat background. Nevertheless,
the researchers demonstrated robust retinal preservation and
increased visual acuity in treated eyes [33]. Likewise, another
study employing subretinal injections of plasmid DNA, this time
targeting theRhoP23H variant, also demonstratedRho knockout. As
above, the sgRNAs used in this study where not allele-specific and
also targeted wild-type alleles [38]. To achieve allele-specific target-
ing of the RhoP23H variant, the engineered SpCas9-VQR nuclease
recognizing a 5’NGA PAM motif was exploited by utilizing the
AAV9-PHP.B serotype for intravitreal delivery [34]. Remarkably,
using this approach, the researchers achieved transduction of the
entire retina. Indel rates were however mediocre in a FACS-
enriched population with around 10% efficiency. Even so, targeting
the RhoP23H variant appeared allele-specific, as no detectable cleav-
age was seen in the wild-type Rho allele. Curiously, this contradicts
a recent study where the researchers used the same sgRNA as above
and demonstrated that only a truncated version enabled the Cas9
protein to distinguish between wild-type and targeted genomic
variant [35].

The great genetic diversity in disease-causing mutations in RP
has spurred researchers to seek out mutation-independent
approaches for genetic treatment of RP. To that end, reprogram-
ming rod to cone photoreceptors by Nrl repression has been sug-
gested as a possible therapy [44]. In a recent report, Yu and
coworkers cotransduced AAV8-packaged SpCas9 and sgRNAs tar-
geting Nrl. Remarkably, deep sequencing showed indel formation
in up to 98% of transduced rods in C57bl/6j mice. The researchers
moved on and demonstrated that ablation of Nrl in three different
mouse models of rod-induced retinal degeneration led to signifi-
cant improvement of the disease phenotype [36]. In addition to
generating a complete knockout of Nrl, Cas9-mediated transcrip-
tional repression has been explored as a possible option for target-
ing Nrl. Although less efficient than a Nrl knockout control,
delivery of a catalytically inactive split-SpCas9 (split-dCas9) fused
to a KRAB repression domain together with sgRNAs targeting the
transcriptional start site of Nrl has been shown to mediate robust
knockdown leading to improved visual function [37].

An intronic variant (c.2991+1655A > G) in the CEP290 gene
constitutes around 15% of all LCA10 cases. By expressing dual
sgRNAs flanking the cryptic splice site expressed from an AAV5
vector and co-delivered together with SpCas9, a study performed
in C57BL/6J mice showed that introduction of an intronic dele-
tion did not interfere with normal splicing of CEP290 [24], thus
paving the way for studies in more complex models. Interestingly,
without enrichment for cells with successful transduction using
FACS, remarkably high indel rates ranging from 7.5 to 26.5% in
total retinal cells were obtained.
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In contrast to the monogenic diseases described above result-
ing from single, disease-causing variants, AMD is caused by a
dysregulation of angiogenic cytokines such as vascular endothelial
growth factor A (VEGFA), leading to choroidal neovascularization
(CNV). Treatments have thus focused on attenuating the signal
transduction with neutralizing VEGF antibodies. Several studies
have also focused on reducing CNV by introducing knockout
mutations into either vegfa, its receptor vegfr2, or the transcription
factor hif1a. In a pioneering study, researchers packaged expression
cassettes encoding the smaller CjCas9 derived from Campylobacter
jejuni linked to eGFP with a T2A peptide and a sgRNA targeting
vegfa or hif1a in all-in-one AAV9 vectors. At day 42 after intravi-
treal injection, the indel rates in RPE cells ranged between 22 and
31% for vegfa or hif1a, respectively, leading to a 20–24% reduction
in CNV in a laser-induced CNV model [43]. In addition to the
CjCas9, the SpCas9 has been utilized to treat AMD and delivered
to the retina using both dual AAVs, lentiviral vectors (LVs) and as
RNPs, all of which led to reduced CNV. While dual AAV1-based
delivery by intravitreal injections yielded an approximate 2% indel
rate in vegfr2 in total retinal cells [39], subretinal injection of LVs
yielded up to 84% in RPE cells expressing Cas9 [41]. Furthermore,
by subretinal injection of vegfa-targeting SpCas9 RNPs, indel rates
around 22% were seen in enriched RPE cells [40].

As with the eye, the ear offers easy access. Interestingly, in
contrast to the eye where AAVs have primarily been utilized to
deliver DNA encoding the editing machinery, recombinant Cas9
protein has been delivered directly to the ear in complex with
sgRNAs [45, 46]. By packaging these Cas9 RNPs into cationic
lipids and injecting directly into the cochlea, editing efficiencies
up to 25 % were reported [45]. In a recent study, this approach
was used to target the disease-causing Tmc1Bth allele in the
Tmc1Bth/+ mouse model. Although the on-target editing efficiency
was considerably lower than what had previously been demon-
strated, the researchers showed a significant increase in hair-cell
survival and rescue of progressive hearing loss in neonatal
mice [46].

5 Have Patients Been Exposed to Cas9 Before?: Preexisting Immune Responses
Against Cas9

As is stands out from the emerging literature, current strategies for
efficient in vivo genome editing are based primarily on administra-
tion—in some cases systemic—of viral vectors co-expressing sub-
stantial amounts of either SpCas9 or SaCas9 and matching
sgRNAs. Overall, this strategy results in high levels of targeted
DNA cleavage (Fig. 1). In most cases, however, this approach
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results in long-term production of the CRISPR components,
resulting in prolonged exposure to Cas9 endonucleases. In the
mouse, expression of SaCas9 evokes a cellular immune response
and induced production of Cas9-responsive T cells as well as pro-
duction of Cas9-specific antibodies [47], supporting the notion
that Cas9 proteins are recognized as antigens.

Clinical translation of novel CRISPR-based genome therapeu-
tics may strongly depend on the immune response to Cas9 in
humans. Importantly, previous reports have stated that the majority
of, if not all, human adults have been exposed to S. pyogenes [48]
and S. aureus [49, 50] and therefore are positive for antibodies
against these bacterial strains. This prompted recent investigations
of preexisting immune responses to Cas9 in humans [51]. Among
donors, 65% and 79% were seropositive for SpCas9 and SaCas9,
respectively, whereas anti-SaCas9 cytotoxic T-cells were detected in
half of the donors [51]. Although anti-SpCas9 T-cells could not be
detected in all individuals, possibly due to technical reasons, these
findings collectively bring to the attention that preexisting humoral
and cell-based immune response may act upon Cas9 protein and
Cas9-presenting cells upon administration of Cas9-encoding vec-
tors. For ex vivo genome editing purposes, this may not constitute
notable problems, but the related complications for in vivo use are
currently unclear and supposedly represent an important challenge
for direct clinical translation. It is speculated that sustained expres-
sion of either SpCas9 or SaCas9 will lead to immune clearance of
Cas9-presenting cells and potentially to toxicity in tissues in which a
larger percentage of the cells express Cas9 [51]. Such predictions
call for further refinements of CRISPR technologies; could
designed Cas9 variants potentially escape immune detection and
maintain efficacy?—or could natural Cas9 variants, for example
from bacterial species that are not present in humans, be more
appropriate for in vivo use?

6 Concluding Remarks

Along with focusing on the CRISPR components that are effective
and slip under the radar of the immune system, one may focus also
on the delivery approach. AAV vectors are cherished for their
capacity to support very high levels of transgene expression, but
perhaps, in the case of CRISPR delivery, less is in fact better. If Cas9
proten is delivered exclusively near or at the chromatin and with
high cell specificity, it may not be necessary to overexpress genome
editing tool kits in transduced cells with the risk of boosting Cas9
presentation to T cells. This is obviously easier said than done, but
alternative delivery systems may potentially support robust levels of
endonuclease activity with minimal cellular exposure to the protein.
Recently, we established virus-based delivery of enzymes, including
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endonucleases, allowing direct delivery of ready-to-go genome
editing tool kits [5, 52–54]. By facilitating direct protein delivery
to the nucleus resulting in robust and time-restricted enzymatic
activity [55], this approach may potentially allow safe CRISPR-
based intervention, but evidence of potency in vivo is still lacking.
Also, nonviral delivery approaches may have therapeutic potential.
Recently, nonviral delivery of chemically stabilized sgRNA along
with Cas9-encoding mRNA co-packaged in lipid nanoparticles was
shown to induce knockout of >80% of targeted Pcsk9 alleles in
mouse liver upon a single intravenous injection [56]. Like we
have seen for conventional gene therapies, different delivery strate-
gies may suit different tissues and different therapeutic purposes.
Although AAV-based delivery systems are currently at the forefront
of in vivo genome editing, alternative approaches designed specifi-
cally for delivery of genomic tool kits will be out of the shadows.
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Chapter 19

CRISPR Gene Therapy of the Eye: Targeted Knockout
of Vegfa in Mouse Retina by Lentiviral Delivery

Andreas Holmgaard, Sidsel Alsing, Anne Louise Askou,
and Thomas J. Corydon

Abstract

Genome editing and knockout by virus-based delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 may provide a new option to cure
inherited and acquired ocular diseases. Here we describe development and application of lentivirus-based
delivery vectors enabling knockout of the Vegfa gene. We show that Streptococcus pyogenes (Sp) Cas9 and
single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) delivered by such vectors selectively can ablate the vascular endothelial
growth factor A (Vegfa) gene in mouse retina following a single administration. These findings may
contribute to the development of a new therapeutic path in the treatment of ocular diseases including
exudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

Key words DNA cloning, Lentiviral vector, CRISPR/Cas9, miRNA, Antiangiogenesis, AMD,
VEGF, Retina, RPE

1 Introduction

Successful interruption of functional genes in living cells depends
on reliable tools allowing efficient and targeted knockout
(KO) within the genome. CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly inter-
spaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein 9)
has accomplished in a very short time to become one of the most
important scientific breakthroughs. This machinery holds the
potential to treat severe diseases through molecular surgery of the
genome. Based on our recent findings [1] we here describe in detail
the generation and application of virus-based gene therapy by
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene KO as a new option for treatment
of inherited and acquired ocular diseases of the retina.

To overcome the limitations of a “two-vector design,” the
generated lentiviral vectors (LVs), simultaneously encode SpCas9
and sgRNAs targeting murine Vegfa, as well as the fluorescent
eGFP marker protein. Using this approach, we demonstrated
robust KO of Vegfa and subsequent reduction of VEGFA protein

Yonglun Luo (ed.), CRISPR Gene Editing: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1961,
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in transduced cells. The top three of the designed sgRNAs induced
in vitro indel formation at a high frequency, ranging from 44 to
93%. Notably, the amount of VEGFA protein was significantly
reduced in these cells. A single unilateral, subretinal injection of
LVs resulted in disruption of Vegfa with an in vivo indel efficacy of
up to 84% in eGFP+ retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells isolated
five weeks post LV-delivery. Sequencing of Vegfa-specific amplicons
demonstrated the spectrum of indels, ranging from 4-bp deletions
to 2-bp insertions. Since dysregulation of the Vegfa gene, involved
in abnormal angiogenesis, is linked to exudative AMD [2–4], the
LV-based approach for delivery of editing and KO tools to retinal
cells described in this chapter has potential in amelioration of genes
involved in ocular diseases, including exudative AMD.

The LVs were generated by a simple cloning step, where
designed sgRNAs were inserted into an RNA scaffold under the
control of a U6 promoter in the lentiCRISPRv2 plasmid as
depicted in Fig. 1a–c. Simultaneously, the LV constructs encode
SpCas9 under the control of the elongation factor 1α short (EFS)
promoter. To ease visualization of CRISPR/Cas9 expressing cells
the lentiCRISPRv2 vector harbors the DNA sequence of a FLAG
tag fused to the SpCas9 cDNA sequence followed by DNA
sequences encoding a P2A self-cleaving peptide and the eGFP
marker protein (Fig. 1b) [1]. Broad Institute CRISPRko and
MIT CRISPR Design software were used to validate on-target
and off-target efficacy, respectively. In addition to the cloning
design (Fig. 1a, b) and LV production (Fig. 1c), the figure illus-
trates the functional validation of the various sgRNAs in transduced
cells and in the mouse retina following subretinal injection of LVs
(Fig. 1d–o) [1]. In order to identify in vivo KO events in mouse
retinal cells it was necessary to include a fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) step enabling isolation of eGFP+ cells. Efficient KO
of the Vegfa gene was documented five weeks post injection in
eGFP+ cells. Representative examples of KO events assessed by
Surveyor assay or Tracking of Indels by Decomposition (TIDE)
analysis are depicted in Fig. 2a–d, respectively. In conclusion, we
have generated LVs for delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 to the retina that
may contribute to the development of new KO and editing thera-
pies for amelioration of diseases involving intraocular
neovascularization.

2 Materials

Prepare all solutions using ultrapure water.

2.1 Cloning 1. BsmBI restriction enzyme.

2. Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP).

3. Compatible enzyme reaction buffers.
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Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of cloning design and functional validation of the various sgRNAs. (a) In silico
evaluation using CRISPRko and MIT CRISPR on-line tools for on-target and off-target analysis, respectively. (b)
Cloning of annealed oligos representing the various sgRNAs (selected in (a)) into the BsmBI restriction site of
the LV/Cas9-sgRNA vector. (c) Production of LVs. (d) Transduction of HEK293-Vegfa cells. (e) Assessment of
the VEGFA protein level in HEK293-Vegfa cells by means of Western blot analysis. (f) Delivery of LVs to RPE
cells of the retina following subretinal injection. (g) Dissection of retinal tissue and isolation of RPE cells in
single cell suspension. (h) FACS analysis resulting in the isolation of eGFP+ RPE cells harboring the LV/Cas9-
sgRNA vector, which thus also express Cas9 and relevant sgRNAs. (i) Isolation of gDNA from HEK293-Vegfa
and RPE cells. (j) Amplification of Vegfa sequences (exon 3) using relevant primers (see Table 1). (k) Surveyor
analysis of Vegfa amplicons. A representative fragment pattern is depicted. An illustrative example of obtained
Vegfa KO results using Surveyor assay is shown in Fig. 2a. (l) Sequencing and TIDE analysis of Vegfa
amplicons. (m) TOPO cloning of Vegfa amplicons followed by DNA sequencing. (n) Calculation of indel
frequency following Surveyor analysis using the equation shown in Fig. 2b (see also Note 7). Regarding
TIDE, the indel frequency was determined by sequence-based analysis (see also Note 8). Illustrative examples
of Vegfa KO results obtained with TIDE analysis are shown in Fig. 2c, d. (o) Assessment of indel sequence
following TOPO cloning and sequence analysis. Cas9 CRISPR-associated protein 9, Del deletion, eGFP
enhanced green fluorescent protein, eGFP+ eGFP positive, EFS elongation factor 1α short promoter (an RNA
polymerase II promoter), FACS fluorescence-activated cell sorting, FLAG octapeptide tag, gDNA genomic DNA,
HE hetero, HEK human embryonic kidney cells, HO homo, Ins insertion, Irr irrelevant (non-targeting) sgRNA,
P2A sequence encoding a self-cleaving 2A peptide, RPE retinal pigment epithelial cells, sgRNAs single-guide
RNAs, U6 human U6 promoter (an RNA polymerase III promoter), VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor, WB
Western blotting
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4. Loading dye for subsequent gel analysis.

5. LentiCRISPRv2-eGFP plasmid.

6. Designed sgRNAs oligos.

2.2 Gel Purification 1. 1� TAE: BIO-RAD 50� TAE buffer, diluted in water.

2. 7 � 10 cm UV-transparent agarose gel trays.

3. Preparative comb for agarose gel trays (containing two prepar-
ative and two reference wells).

4. 8- and 15-well combs for agarose gel trays.

5. Preparative agarose gel (0.7%): Prepare a 0.7% agarose gel by
adding 0.35 g agarose to 50 mL 1% TAE and heat the solution
to boiling. Leave the solution to cool to approx. 60 �C and add
1.5 μL GelRed or other nucleic acid gel stain. Cast the gel
within a 7 � 10 cm UV-transparent gel tray and immediately
insert a preparative comb (containing two preparative and two
reference wells) without introducing air bubbles.

6. Agarose gel (1%): Prepare a 1% agarose gel by adding 0.5 g
agarose to 50 mL 1% TAE and heat the solution to boiling.
Leave the solution to cool to 60 �C and add 1.5 μL GelRed or

Fig. 2 Assessment of indel formation. (a) Representative examples of agarose gel patterns observed following
Surveyor analysis of gDNA purified from cells treated with control sgRNA (Ctrl) or sgRNAs targeting Vegfa
(sgRNA1–2). Based on the Surveyor analysis, sgRNA1 results in 15% indel formation whereas sgRNA2
produces up to 65% indel formation. The DNA band marked with A represents uncut amplicons whereas
the B and C bands represent amplicons which have been cut. (b) The equation used to calculate indel
frequency based on the Surveyor agarose gel shown in (a). See also Note 7. (c, d) Assessment of indels
formed using TIDE analysis following treatment with sgRNA1 or sgRNA2. (c) In contrast to the result from the
Surveyor analysis sgRNA1 displays high indel formation efficacy following TIDE analysis. See also Notes 5–7.
(d) TIDE analysis showing high indel formation efficacy of sgRNA2 resembling the result from the Surveyor
analysis. See also Notes 5–7. Ctrl control, eff efficiency
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other nucleic acid gel stain. Cast the gel within a 7 � 10 cm
UV-transparent gel tray and immediately insert 1 or 2 (depend-
ing on the number of samples to be analyzed) 15-well combs
without introducing air bubbles.

7. DNA ladder.

8. QIAquick or other gel DNA extraction kit.

9. Gel loading buffer.

10. Nanodrop spectrophotometer.

11. Scalpel.

2.3 Ligation 1. T4 DNA ligase.

2. Compatible reaction buffer for the T4 DNA ligase.

3. pCR-Blunt-II-TOPO vector.

2.4 Transformation 1. Escherichia coli (E. coli) XL2-Blue or other ultracompetent
cells.

2. β-Mercaptoethanol.

3. LB medium: Mix 10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, and 10 g
NaCl with 800 mL water. Adjust pH to 7.4 and bring the final
volume up to 1 L. Sterilize by autoclaving.

4. LB ampicillin medium: LB medium containing 0.1 mg/mL
ampicillin.

5. SOC-medium:Mix 19 μL 1MMgSO4, 19 μL 1MMgCl2, and
38 μL 20% glucose with 1.8 mL LB medium in a sterile envi-
ronment. Prepare fresh.

6. 9 cm diameter Petri dish.

7. LB agar ampicillin plates: Add 15 g agar to 800 mL LB
medium and bring final volume up to 1 L utilizing LBmedium.
Autoclave to dissolve agar and sterilize. Let the LB agar solu-
tion cool to approx. 45 �C and add 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin.
Swirl the flask gently to mix and avoid air bubbles. Pour 10 mL
LB agar ampicillin solution into a Petri dish and leave at room
temperature (RT) to solidify.

8. Sterile inoculation needles.

2.5 PCR 1. DNA sequences of PCR primers are listed in Table 1. Primer-1
and primer-2 were used for amplification of Vegfa cDNA
sequence in HEK293-Vegfa cells (see Note 1). Primer-3 and
primer-4 were used for amplification of Vegfa exon 3 from
gDNA isolated from RPE. Primer-5 and primer-6 were used
for verification of correct insertion of sgRNA in the
lentiCRISPRv2-eGFP plasmid.
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2. Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase or another high-
fidelity DNA polymerase and compatible reaction buffer.

3. 100% DMSO.

4. PCR tubes.

5. MinElute or other PCR DNA fragment purification kit.

6. Redistilled water.

2.6 Lentivirus

Production

1. p15 dish.

2. Plasmids: pRSV-REV, pMD-2G and pMDLg/pRRE for third-
generation LV production.

3. CaCl2.

4. HEPES buffer solution.

5. Beckmann tubes.

6. Ultracentrifuge.

7. p24 ELISA assay or another measure for titer estimation [5].

8. Polybrene for LV transduction of cells.

9. Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS).

2.7 Cell Cultivation 1. HEK293-T cells.

2. HEK293-Vegfa cells.

3. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium, DMEM.

4. Fetal calf serum, FCS.

5. Glutamine.

6. Penicillin/streptomycin.

7. Trypsin.

8. PBS.

Table 1
Primers

ID Name Sequence (50-30)
Annealing
temp. (�C)

Amplicon
size (bp)

1 mVegfa cDNA Fwd. ATGAACTTTCTGCTCTCTTG 61 567
2 mVegfa cDNA Rev. CCTTGGCTTGTCACATCT
3 mVegfa exon 3 Fwd. AAAGGTCACGAAAGCAGATGG

TCAA
66 777

4 mVegfa exon3 Rev. GTGTATATACATAGCTG
TCCCCGG

5 U6 Fwd. CCCATGATTCCTTCATATTTGC 63 349
6 lentiCRISPRv2

Rev.
TTCCCACTCCTTTCAAGACC

mVegfa murine Vegfa, Fwd forward, Rev reverse
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9. PBS-EDTA.

10. Cell cultivation flasks.

11. 6-well plates.

12. RIPA lysis buffer or another cell lysis buffer.

13. cOmplete™ Mini or another protease inhibitor.

2.8 Animal

Experiments

1. C57BL/6J mice.

2.9 Subretinal

Injections

1. Carprofen.

2. Ketamine (Ketador).

3. Medetomidin (Cepetor).

4. 1% tropicamide solution (Mydricyl®).

5. Metaoxedrin 10%.

6. Carbomer eye gel (Viscotears®).

7. Microscope (e.g., Zeiss OPMI 1 FR pro).

8. Coverslips.

9. 5 μL Hamilton syringe.

10. Dumont style 3C Dumoxel tweezers.

11. 34-gauge (G) needle.

12. 0.5–1 mg/kg Antisedan/Alzane.

13. Heating pad.

2.10 Dissection

and Isolation of RPE

Cells for FACS

1. Dumont style 3C Dumoxel tweezers.

2. Vannas scissors.

3. Dispensable pipettes.

4. 2.5 mL syringe.

5. 27-G needle.

6. Petri dish.

7. PBS.

8. HBSS.

9. Trypsin/EDTA.

10. Filter papers.

2.11 Immuno-

staining

of Cryosections

1. Optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound.

2. Cryostat.

3. DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 μg/μL.
4. PBS.

5. Triton X-100.
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6. Normal goat serum.

7. ProLong™ Gold antifade reagent.

8. Paraformaldehyde (PFA).

2.12 Western Blot

Analysis

1. Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Vertical Electrophoresis Cell
(BIO-RAD).

2. Tris buffered saline with 0.1% Tween20 (TBS-T).

3. Tris/Glycine/SDS (TGS).

4. Mini-Protean® TGX™ Precast Gels (BIO-RAD) or other gels
for Western blotting.

5. Trans-Blot® Turbo™ Mini PVDF Transfer Packs (BIO-RAD)
or other membranes for Western blotting.

6. Trans-Blot® Turbo™ Transfer System (BIO-RAD) or another
blotting system.

7. Clarity™Western ECL Substrate (BIO-RAD) or another visu-
alization substrate for Western blotting.

8. ImageQuant LAS 4000 mini or another imaging system.

9. Polyclonal rabbit anti-VEGFA antibody.

10. Polyclonal Goat Anti-Rabbit Immunoglobulins/HRP
conjugate.

11. Protein ladder.

2.13 Indel Analysis 1. Surveyor® Mutation Detection Kit (Integrated DNA Technol-
ogies) or another mismatch detection kit.

2. TIDE software: https://tide-calculator.nki.nl/.

3. Zero Blunt PCR Cloning Kit (Thermo Fischer) or another kit
for TOPO cloning.

3 Methods

Carry out all procedures at RT unless otherwise specified.

3.1 Selection

of Single-Guide RNAs

for spCas9 Targeting

of Murine Vegfa

1. Obtain the genomic sequence of the murine Vegfa gene, i.e., by
searching GenBank (NC_000083).

2. Identify target locus: Determine exon-intron structure and
identify which splice variants are expressed in the target tissue.
Alternative splicing variants of Vegfa share exon 1–5. Vegfa
exon 3 was chosen as it is an early exon and it is the largest exon.

3. Predict sgRNA sequences using sgRNA prediction software.
Broad Institute CRISPRko and MIT CRISPR Design sgRNA
were used to survey Vegfa exon 3. On this basis 4 sgRNAs
designated sgRNA1–4 were designed (see Note 2).
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4. Estimate on-target efficacy by CRISPRko, as described in
[6]. In this case sgRNA2 and sgRNA3 were selected for further
analysis on this basis.

5. Evaluate off-targeting by MIT CRISPR Design, as described in
[7]. On this basis sgRNA1 and sgRNA4 were selected for
further analysis.

6. Order sgRNA sequences, for example, at Eurofins, as oligonu-
cleotides with a 50-CACC-30 or 50-AAAC-30 addition to the 50

end of the sense and antisense strand, respectively. These over-
hangs are compatible with the BsmBI cut-sites in lenti-
CRISPRv2-eGFP.

3.2 Cloning

of sgRNAs into

lentiCRISPRv2-egfp

Plasmid

1. Mix 5 μg of lentiCRISPRv2-egfp with reaction buffer and
5 units (U) of BsmBI restriction enzyme in a total volume of
100 μL and place at 37 �C overnight to linearize the vector (see
Note 3).

2. Add 20 U of CIP to the linearized vector reaction mixture and
leave for 15 min at 37 �C.

3. Add loading dye to the mixture and mix gently.

4. Purify the linearized vector using a 0.7% preparative agarose
gel. Place the gel in a submerged horizontal electrophoresis cell
and cover with 1� TAE buffer.

5. Apply the restriction digest mixture to the well and run the gel
at low voltage (40–60 V) for 1–2 h to ensure separation of
digested plasmid from undigested plasmid. This step also
ensures that the restriction enzymes are removed from
the DNA.

6. Briefly verify band separation utilizing a UV transilluminator.

7. Cut out the DNA band representing the linearized
lentiCRISPRv2-egfp plasmid with a scalpel.

8. Purify the DNA fragment from the agarose gel by applying the
QIAquick or another gel extraction kit according to the sup-
plied protocol.

9. Measure DNA concentration, e.g., by applying 2 μL of the
DNA solution on a nanodrop spectrophotometer according
to the user’s protocol.

10. Mix 400 ng of each pair of oligonucleotide sgRNA strands in a
total volume of 40 μL. Transfer annealed fragments to a 100 �C
water bath and allow to cool to RT. Annealing can also be
performed using a PCR machine.

11. Make separate ligation mixtures for each sgRNA sequence. Mix
6 μL of annealed oligonucleotides with 100 ng linearized
vector plasmid.
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12. Add 1 U T4 DNA ligase and ligase buffer in a total volume of
20 μL.

13. As negative control, replace annealed oligonucleotides with
water.

14. Mix gently by pipetting and incubate for 1 h at RT.

15. Thaw ultracompetent cells, e.g., XL2-Blue cells on ice (see
Note 4).

16. Aliquot 25 μL cells into each distinct tube on ice for each
sgRNA.

17. Add 0.5 μL β-mercaptoethanol and mix gently by tabbing the
tubes.

18. Incubate the cells for 10 min on ice, gently swirling the tubes
every 2 min.

19. Add 1.5 μL of each ligation mixture to the distinct tubes.

20. Gently mix by pipetting and incubate on ice for 30 min.

21. Heat shock the cells by submerging the tubes in a 42 �C water
bath for 30 s.

22. Incubate on ice for 2 min.

23. Add 225 μL of freshly made SOC-medium to each tube and
incubate at 37 �C in a shaking incubator (225–250 rpm) for
1 h.

24. Plate 50 μL of each transformationmixture on separate LB agar
ampicillin plates.

25. Incubate at 37 �C overnight.

26. Compare number of colonies on each sgRNA transformation
plate with the negative control plate. Several colonies should be
identified on the plates, while no colonies should appear on the
negative control as the vector should not be able to reanneal.

27. Select a number of colonies to be screened for insertion of the
sgRNA.

28. Use a sterile inoculation needle to transfer cells from a single
colony to a small tube containing 2 mL LB ampicillin medium.

29. Incubate the culture overnight (12–16 h) at 37 �C with shak-
ing at 225–250 rpm.

30. Purify plasmid DNA from approximately 1 mL of each of the
cultures utilizing the QIAprep Spin or another Miniprep kit
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

31. PCR amplification across the sgRNA insert: For each colony to
be tested, mix 2 μL of purified plasmid with 5 pmol of U6 fwd
and lentiCRISPRv2 rev primers (Table 1, primer-5 and primer-
6) with 10 μL Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase and
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0.6 μL 100% DMSO in a PCR tube. Bring total volume to
20 μL with water.

32. Run PCR according to the program presented in Table 2
(63 �C annealing temperature).

33. Mix the amplified PCR product with loading dye and analyze
over a 1% agarose gel. Place the gel in a submerged horizontal
electrophoresis cell using 1� TAE buffer.

34. Apply the PCR products to the wells and run the gel at medium
voltage (70–80 V) for 1 h. Uncut lentiCRISPRv2-egfp plasmid
may be used as negative control.

35. Use a UV transilluminator to verify correct band size. The PCR
products with correct sgRNA insertion should be 349 bp in
length.

36. Select positive clone based on correct band size and sequence
PCR products to verify correct sgRNA insertion.

37. The remaining 1 mL of each of the cultures is added to 100mL
LB ampicillin medium and incubated for 12–16 h at 37 �Cwith
shaking at 225–250 rpm before plasmid DNA extraction, i.e.,
by Qiagen PlasmidMidi Kit or another plasmid purification kit.

3.3 Lentivirus

Production

Lentiviral particles are produced according to the procedure
described in [1, 5, 8]. A detail method for product of lentivirus
can be found in this book serial by Ryø et al. In brief:

1. Day one: 1 � 107 HEK-293 T cells are seeded in a p15 dish.
The number of p15 dishes varies with experimental purpose. In
vitro use requires only one p15 and ultracentrifugation is
optional. In vivo application typically requires >9 p15 dishes
and requires ultracentrifugation for concentration of LV. The
cells are maintained in DMEM supplemented with FCS,

Table 2
PCR program for thermocycler used for amplification of gDNA

Cycles Temperature (�C) Time

1 98 1 min

35–40a 98 10 s
61, 63, 66b 25 s
72 1 min

1 72 7 min

a35 cycles were used for HEK293-Vegfa gDNA amplification and for confirmation of

sgRNA insertion in the lentiCRISPRv2-egfp plasmid. 40 cycles were used for amplifica-

tion of gDNA from FACS isolated RPE cells
bAnnealing temperatures of 61 �C were used for HEK293-Vegfa gDNA amplification,

63 �C were used for confirmation of sgRNA insertion and 66 �C were used for amplifi-

cation of gDNA from FACS isolated RPE cells
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glutamine, and penicillin/streptomycin (hereafter named
DMEM-complete).

2. Day two: Mix 7.26 μg of pRSV-REV, 9.07 μg of pMD-2G,
31.46 μg of pMDIg/pRRE, and 31.46 μg of the cloned
lentiCRISPRv2-egfp plasmid with water to a final volume of
1089 μL (see Note 5).

3. Add 121 μL 2.5 M CaCl2 to the DNA, and pipet the mix into
1210 μL 2� HEPES buffer. Incubate for 15 min.

4. Add 2.42 mL dropwise to the p15 dish.

5. Day 3: Apply 17 mL fresh DMEM-complete medium to the
cells.

6. Day 4: Harvest medium, filter in 0.22 μm filters, and spin on an
ultracentrifuge to concentrate the LV preparation. Dissolve
centrifuged LV particles in HBSS. The volume of HBSS
depends on the desired concentration for subsequent
experiments.

7. Estimate titer by a p24 ELISA assay, according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol.

Following production of LV particles, functional analysis of the
sgRNAs can be verified in vitro in transduced cells and in vivo in
RPE cells of mouse retina after subretinal administration of LVs.
The following sections describe such analyses. See also [1].

3.4 Transduction

of HEK293-Vegfa Cells

1. Day 1: Seed 200,000 HEK293-Vegfa cells in separate 6-well
plates for each LV/Cas9-sgRNA LV preparation, including the
irrelevant and a non-transduced control sample (Fig. 1d).

2. Day 2: Add fresh DMEM-complete containing 8 μg/mL poly-
brene to the cells.

3. Transduce the cells by adding 500 ng of each LV preparation
for the sgRNAs to be tested.

4. Day 3: Add fresh DMEM-complete.

5. Day 7: Validate transduction (5 days post transduction) by
fluorescence analysis of eGFP signal from the LV preparations
(Fig. 1d).

6. Harvest cells. Wash cells in PBS-EDTA and trypsinize by add-
ing a suitable trypsin solution to the cells. Spin for 3 min at
240 � g, and discard the supernatant. Resuspend in PBS and
repeat spin. Freeze the dry cell pellet at�20 �C or proceed with
genomic DNA purification.

3.5 Genomic DNA

Purification

and Amplification

of the Murine

Vegfa Gene

1. Purify gDNA from the cell pellets using DNeasy Blood and
Tissue kit or another gDNA purification kit, following the
manufacturer’s protocol (Fig. 1i).
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2. Measure DNA concentration, e.g., by applying 2 μL of the
DNA solution on a nanodrop spectrophotometer according
to the user’s protocol.

3. Amplify the murine Vegfa gene by PCR on gDNA using the
mVegfa cDNA fwd and rev primers (Table 1, primer-1 and
primer-2).

4. Mix 100 ng gDNAwith 5 pmol of forward and reverse primers,
10 μL Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase and 0.6 μL
100% DMSO in a PCR tube. Bring total volume to 20 μL
with water.

5. Run PCR according to the PCR program in Table 2 (61 �C
annealing temperature, see Table 2) (Fig. 1j).

6. Verify correct PCR product length on an agarose gel. The PCR
product should be 567 bp in length.

7. Purify the PCR product using the MinElute PCR Purification
Kit or another PCR purification kit according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol.

3.6 Assessment

of Genomic Indel

Formation in HEK293-

Vegfa Cells by

Surveyor Nuclease

Digestion Assay

Surveyor nuclease digestion assay was performed using the Sur-
veyor Mutation Detection Kit (Integrated DNA Technologies)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (see Note 6 and Fig. 1k).

1. Mix 200 ng of purified PCR product with water in a total of
8 μL in a PCR tube to allow for Heteroduplex formation.

2. Use a thermocycler to denature and reanneal DNA strands at
95 �C for 10 min, ramp down to 25 �C at 5 �C/min and 25 �C
for 1 min.

3. Add 2 μL of Surveyor Nuclease S, 1 μL of Surveyor Enhancer S,
and 1 μLMgCl2 solution to the tube and incubate at 42 �C for
1 hour.

4. Following incubation, stop the Nuclease S by adding 1.4 μL of
Surveyor Stop Solution and mix.

5. Add loading buffer to the tube and analyze using an agarose gel
running at 70 V for ~1 h. See also Notes 6 and 7.

6. Analyze the gel using a UV transilluminator. See Fig. 1k for an
example of a Surveyor assay agarose gel.

7. Quantify theDNA bands using ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov/ij/) [1].

8. Calculate indel frequency [9] using the following equation:
indel% ¼ 100 · (1�(1 � fcut)

1/2), in which fcut is the cleaved
fraction of total DNA. See also Figs. 1n and 2a, b, and Note 7.

3.7 Assessment

of Genomic Indel

Formation in HEK293-

Vegfa Cells by TIDE

Analysis

1. Perform sequence analysis of purified PCR product with
mVegfa cDNA fwd primer (Table 1, primer-1).

2. Apply the TIDE software (https://tide.nki.nl/) to assess indel
formation in the sequences (Fig. 1l, n).
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3. Insert sequenced control reference and edited sequences in the
software tool together with the sgRNA sequence.

4. TIDE outputs an indel score and delivers an overview of the
length of indels and an analysis of +1 bp insertions. See also
Figs. 1l, n and 2c, d, and Note 8.

3.8 Assessment

of Functional Knockout

by Western Blotting

1. Day 1: Seed 200,000 HEK293-Vegfa cells in separate 6-well
plates for each LV/Cas9-sgRNA LV preparation, including the
irrelevant and a non-transduced control sample.

2. Day 2: Add fresh DMEM-complete containing 8 μg/mL poly-
brene to the cells.

3. Transduce the cells by adding 500 ng of each LV preparation
for the sgRNAs to be tested.

4. Day 3: Add fresh DMEM-complete the next day.

5. Day 7: Validate transduction (five days post transduction) by
fluorescence analysis of eGFP signal from cells treated with LV
preparations.

6. Wash cells 3� in PBS.

7. Apply 150 μL RIPA þ cOmplete Mini or another lysis buffer
containing protease inhibitors to each well.

8. Incubate on ice on a tilting board for 10–15 min.

9. Transfer the lysate to an Eppendorf tube.

10. Spin at 18,000 � g for 15 min at 4 �C.

11. Transfer supernatant to a clean Eppendorf tube.

12. Mix 800 μL water with 200 μL Protein Assay (BIO-RAD) for
each sample to be measured (double measurements and stan-
dard curve).

13. Add (0, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 μg) BSA for the standard curve or
1–3 μL lysate for each sample and mix.

14. Measure absorbance at 595 nm in a spectrophotometer.

15. Calculate protein concentration according to the standard
curve.

16. Mix samples of 15 μg protein, 4 μL 5� loading dye and PBS in
a total of 20 μL.

17. Heat for 5 min at 100 �C.

18. Quick spin the samples.

19. Apply the samples (and an appropriate molecular marker) to a
SDS-PAGE gel, i.e., 4–15% Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ Precast
Protein gels (BIO-RAD).

20. Run in a vertical electrophoresis cell in tris/glycine/SDS
(TGS) running buffer (BIO-RAD) for 30 min at 200 V.
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21. Use the Trans-Blot® Turbo™ Transfer System to transfer pro-
teins to a PVDF membrane.

22. Block with 5% w/v skimmed milk powder in TBS-T for 1 hour.

23. Wash 3� 5 min with TBS-T.

24. Incubate with primary antibody against VEGFA (ab46154,
abcam) 1:1000 in TBS-T overnight at 4 �C.

25. Repeat step 23.

26. Incubate with secondary goat-anti-rabbit HRP conjugated
antibody (DAKO) 1:10,000 in TBS-T for 1 h.

27. Repeat step 8.

28. Visualize protein bands using the Clarity™Western ECL Sub-
strate (BIO-RAD) for 5 min.

29. Use ImageQuant LAS 4000 mini to take pictures of the mem-
branes. Graphic illustration of a representative Western blot is
shown in Fig. 1e.

30. Repeat steps 8–14 with anti-Histone-H3 antibody 1:10,000.

31. Use ImageJ to quantify and compare VEGFA and H3 protein
bands.

3.9 Subretinal

Injection of LV/Cas9-

sgRNAs in C57BL/

6J Mice

Subretinal injections were performed as previously described [1, 5,
8]. In brief:

1. Dilute LV preparations in HBSS to 70 ng/μL and place on ice.

2. Treat mice with NSAID carprofen prior to and following sub-
retinal injections.

3. Anesthetize C57BL/6J mice with a combination of
60–100 mg/kg ketamine/medetomidine hydrochloride
(Ketador) and 0.5–1 mg/kg Cepetor. Dilate pupils with a
drop of 1% tropicamide solution (Mydriacyl®) and Metaoxe-
drin 10% prior to subretinal injection. Apply generous amounts
of ViscoTears to the eyes and place a round coverslip (10 mm)
on each eye.

4. Inject 2 μL subretinally in one eye with a Hamilton syringe
34-G needle while holding the eye with a Dumont style 3C
Dumoxel tweezer.

5. Remove Viscotears from the fur and whiskers.

6. Inject mice with 0.5–1 mg/kg Antisedan and place on the
stomach on a heating pad for wakening.

3.10 Cryosectioning

of LV/Cas9-sgRNA

Injected Retinas

Analyze mice for eGFP expression in the RPE cells 35 days post
injection.

1. Euthanize LV/Cas9-sgRNA treated mice by cervical
dislocation.
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2. Enucleate treated eyes and transfer them to 4% PFA for 5 min.

3. Wash briefly in PBS and place in a Petri dish with a filter paper
soaked in PBS.

4. Remove excess tissue surrounding the eye and remove lens and
cornea by dissection and fixate eyes for 2 h in 4% PFA at RT [5].

5. Wash eyes in PBS and incubate in a 30% sucrose solution ON at
4 �C.

6. Orientate and transfer eyes to tubes containing OCT com-
pound and freeze on dry ice.

3.11

Immunostaining

of Mouse Retina

Sections

1. Thaw slides.

2. Rehydrate slides in PBS for 5 min.

3. Block in 100 μL of PBS þ 10% NGS þ 1% triton for 2 h in a
humidity chamber. Incubate slides covered with Parafilm.

4. Remove blocking buffer.

5. Add 2 μLDAPI (2 μg/μL) to 50mL PBS and place the slides in
the DAPI solution for 3 min.

6. Wash 2� 5 min in redistilled water protected from light.

7. Dip in 70% Ethanol and let the slides dry upright for
20–30 min protected from light.

8. Add 1–2 drops of ProLong™ Gold antifade reagent to each
slide and mount cover glass. Analyze slides using a confocal
laser scanning microscope. See also Fig. 1f and Note 9.

3.12 In Vivo Genome

Editing

To ensure a sufficient number of dissected RPE cells in which KO
has occurred, we utilized the fluorescent eGFP marker protein
simultaneously expressed from the LV/Cas9 vector. eGFP+ RPE
cells can be isolated by FACS and subsequently analyzed for KO
events following purification of gDNA. Dissect murine retina
35 days post injection and isolate RPE for evaluation of indel
formation (Fig. 1g).

1. Euthanize LV/Cas9-sgRNA injected mice by cervical
dislocation.

2. Enucleate LV-treated eyes and transfer them to a Petri dish
containing ice-cold HBSS.

3. Remove excess tissue surrounding the eye with vannas scissors.

4. Open eyes by cutting along ora serrata.

5. Remove the lens and cornea.

6. Remove the neuroretina.

7. Place the eye cup in ice-cold HBSS containing 1% trypsin/
EDTA (2 mg/mL) at 37 �C for 1 h.
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8. Flush the RPE cells of the eye cup with ice-cold HBSS using a
2.5-mL syringe with a 27-G needle.

9. Stop the trypsin digestion by adding 0.5 mL FCS.

10. Spin down cells at 500 � g at 4 �C for 3 min. Discard
supernatant.

11. Resuspend pellet in 1 mL HBSS containing 1% trypsin/EDTA
(2 mg/mL) and place at 37 �C for 1 h.

12. Spin down cells at 500 � g at 4 �C for 3 min. Remove
supernatant.

13. Resuspend pellet in ice-cold HBSS and vortex gently. The
resulting single cell suspension is ready for FACS analysis (see
below).

14. Pass single cell suspension of murine RPE cells dissected from
the retina through a 50 μm filter to avoid large clumps of cells
in the FACS machine.

15. Perform FACS analysis without discarding cells due to aggre-
gation or cell size (Fig. 1h). See Note 10.

16. Isolate cells with high eGFP expression for further analysis.

17. Freeze isolated RPE cells at �20 �C for further analysis (see
Note 11).

3.13 Genomic Indel

Analysis of In Vivo

Edited Cells

1. Purify gDNA from eGFP+ RPE cells using QIAamp DNA
Micro Kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Fig. 1i).

2. Use 10–100 ng of gDNA for PCR amplification (Fig. 1j).
Perform PCR with 10 μL Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Poly-
merase and 10 pmol of mVegfa exon 3 fwd and rev primers
(Table 1, primer-3 and primer-4). Run PCR according to
Table 2 with 66 �C annealing temperature.

3. Analyze the amplified PCR product in a 1% analytic agarose gel.
Place the gel in a submerged horizontal electrophoresis cell and
cover with 1� TAE buffer.

4. Add loading dye to the PCR products and subject the samples
to the wells. Run the gel at medium voltage (70–80 V) for 1 h.

5. Verify correct band size using a UV transilluminator. A single
uniform 777 bp long PCR band is expected in this setup.

6. Isolate and purify the PCR product from the gel using MinE-
lute PCR Purification Kit or similar PCR purification kit.

7. TIDE analysis (Fig. 1l, n) of eGFP+ RPE cells was performed as
described in Subheading 3.7, but with mVegfa exon 3 fwd
primer instead (Table 1, primer-3).
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3.14 TOPO Cloning

and Analysis of eGFP+

RPE Cells

TOPO cloning was performed using the Zero Blunt TOPO PCR
Cloning Kit (Fig. 1m).

1. Use 100 ng of PCR product amplified from murine RPE
gDNA (Subheading 3.6, step 3 pkt. 6). Mix with 1 μL of Salt
solution (applied in the Zero Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning Kit),
1 μL of pCR-Blunt-II-TOPO vector and water in a total of
6 μL.

2. Incubate for 5 min.

3. Transform into E. coli as described in Subheading 3.2, step 15.

4. Prepare a PCR reaction with 10 μL Phusion High-Fidelity
DNA Polymerase, 10 pmol of mVegfa exon 3 fwd and rev
primers (Table 1, primer-3 and primer-4) and water in a total
of 20 μL.

5. Use a sterile inoculation needle to transfer cells from a single
colony to the PCR tube.

6. Perform PCR as described in Table 2 with 66 �C annealing
temperature.

7. Analyze 2 μL of PCR product in a 1% analytic agarose gel as
described above.

8. Purify PCR product using MinElute PCR Purification Kit or a
similar PCR purification kit.

9. Sequence PCR product using mVegfa exon 3 fwd primer
(Table 1, primer-3).

10. Align sequences for each clone and identify indel types
(Fig. 1m–o). In the specific case, we frequently identified indels
ranging from 2-bp insertions to 4-bp deletions in Vegfa-spe-
cific amplicons [1] (see also Note 12).

4 Notes

1. HEK293-vegfa cells stably express high levels of murine
Vegfa [10].

2. The location of sgRNAs were based on identification of an early
coding exon which is common among splice variants and is a
large exon, which allows for design of multiple sgRNAs. Exon
3 of the murine Vegfa gene was chosen. We designed our
sgRNAs using Broad Institute CRISPRko (broadinstitute.
org/gpp/public/analysis-tools/sgrna-design) and MIT
CRISPR Design (http://crispr.mit.edu/). Broad Institute
CRISPRko assesses on-target efficiency from 0 to 1, with 1 as
the most efficient. In addition, the sgRNAs were ranked
according to off-targets risk. MIT CRISPR Design assesses
off-target risk on a scale from 1 to 100, where high scores
indicate low off-target risk. Initially, we chose sgRNAs both
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based on off-target risk and on-target efficiency. However, as
on-target efficiency was of the essence in our setup, we used the
most efficient on-target cleaving sgRNAs for in vivo studies.

3. As the LV/Cas9-sgRNA plasmid is linearized with a single
restriction enzyme addition of CIP to the digested vector is
imperative to prevent religation of the linearized plasmid DNA
in a subsequent ligation reaction. Ligation mix without frag-
ment was used as negative control for the transformation.

4. Competent cells are heat sensitive. Hence, tubes containing
competent cells should be transferred on ice immediately after
removing them from the freezer as well as thawed on ice. In
addition, the duration of the heat pulse is critical. Following
transformation plates should be left upside down. To avoid
drying-out plates must be wrapped in Parafilm. The negative
control plate should result in very few colonies, preferably fever
than 10. It is preferable to include a negative plate (e.g., linear-
ized and dephosphorylated vector) and compare the number of
colonies on this plate to the number on a positive plate. The
number of colonies on the latter should be many times greater
than the number on the negative control plate. If there are no
or very few colonies on the positive plate, or the number of
colonies is comparable to the number on the negative plate, the
transformation should be repeated. In this case circular plasmid
could be included as a positive control for correct transforma-
tion conditions. Ligation reactions can be stored at �20 �C. If
retransformation using the same ligation reaction is unproduc-
tive, the ligation should be repeated. Preferentially, redo
restriction digest and purification of DNA vector and fragment.

5. The applied LV particles are produced using a third-generation
LV-packing system. Relevant packing plasmids (in each case
three different) and LV/Cas9-sgRNA plasmids (Fig. 1c) are
used to transfect HEK-293 T cells [1, 5, 8]. For cell studies,
crude LV preparations can be harvested and for subretinal
injections, the LV preparations are typically concentrated by
ultracentrifugation. In each case the titers of the LV prepara-
tions can be assessed, e.g., by determining the HIV-1 p24
concentration by means of ELISA [11].

6. The key component of the Surveyor Nuclease Digestion assay
is the Surveyor Nuclease. Upon denaturation and random
reannealing of PCR amplicons, DNA strands with different
indels and DNA strands with non-edited strands will randomly
pair up. In some cases, this will result in mismatches between
the two strands due to the indels formed, i.e., heteroduplexes.
Reannealing between matching strands will result in homodu-
plexes. The Surveyor Nuclease detects mismatches and cleaves
the DNA sequence, making the formation of heteroduplexes
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essential for the Surveyor analysis. These heteroduplexes are
detected as edited DNA sequences, while homoduplexes will
be evaluated as non-edited DNA.

For reliable readouts of the Surveyor analysis, a few
assumptions are made. Firstly, that the wild-type sequence is
the predominant allele in the analysis mixture. Secondly, a
variety of indels are formed, as one unique indel will not result
in mismatches with reannealing with other edited DNA
strands. In some cases, one unique indel is formed in a large
proportion of the cells, making this the predominant allele. In
this case, reannealing will result in a large quantity of homo-
duplexes, which will result in false negative results of the Sur-
veyor analysis. An example of this is sgRNA1 (Fig. 2a, c) which
yields a score of ~15% by Surveyor analysis, but sequencing and
TIDE analysis reveals that a large quantity (87%) of þ1 indels
contain a unique A insertion. Homoduplexes of this þ1 A
insertion created a false negative result in the surveyor analysis.
For this reason, wild-type PCR amplicons can be mixed with
the sample PCR amplicons prior to denaturation and reanneal-
ing to account for this phenomenon.

Another pattern of indel formation was obtained using
sgRNA2. In this case several different indels were formed,
and the results obtained from Surveyor and TIDE analysis
were comparable (Fig. 2a, d).

7. Following Surveyor Nuclease Digestion, the samples are run
on an agarose gel. The gel is photographed, and three DNA
bands may be identified (Fig. 2a). The DNA bands with lowest
mobility correspond to the original PCR amplicon, i.e., uncut
homoduplexes (Band A, Fig. 2a). The two high mobility bands
(B and C, Fig. 2a) correspond to the two fragments created by
the Surveyor Nuclease cutting heteroduplexes, and should
together resemble the total length of the PCR amplicon. Cal-
culation of the indel frequency is performed using the equation
indel%¼ 100 · (1�(1� fcut)

1/2) (see Fig. 2b). fcut is the amount
of cleaved DNA out of total DNA: fcut¼ (BþC)/(Aþ BþC),
where A, B, and C are the three DNA bands with A being the
largest DNA band and C being the smallest cleavage product.

8. TIDE software is available at tide-calculator.nki.nl. TIDE anal-
ysis requires three components: the sgRNA sequence, the
sequence of a control and the sample to be evaluated. A few
factors can be modulated to assess indel frequency: alignment
window, decomposition window, and indel range. These can be
modulated according to the cut site and the size of indels you
want to assess. Based on the analysis, a total efficiency score is
provided indicating the fraction of altered sequences.

9. Subretinal injection of LV particles results in RPE-specific
expression [11, 12]. In the present case, RPE-specific expres-
sion was assessed by immunofluorescence analysis of eGFP
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expression in sections of mouse retina 35 days after subretinal
delivery of 140 ng p24 LV/Cas9-sgRNA (Fig. 1f).

10. During the FACS procedure no exclusion criteria were applied.
The overall aim of the procedure was to isolate all eGFP
positive cells. Normally, cells can be excluded due to size or
aggregation of cells. As we identified robust eGFP expression
limited to the RPE cell layer following cryosectioning, it was
not necessary to exclude cells due to size. Aggregation was not
an issue as isolation of eGFP positive RPE cells was the aim. In
hindsight, the procedure may have been improved by applying
RPE65 antibody to initially isolate RPE cells and then evaluate
these for eGFP expression.

11. A pool of RPE cells from 5 to 10 dissected retinas resulted in
between 2000 and 12,000 eGFP+ RPE cells.

12. TOPO cloning was performed to assess the types of indels.
Colonies were PCR amplified for exon 3 of murine Vegfa and
sequencing analysis of the amplicons revealed the types of
indels. Sequences were aligned according to the wild-type
sequence and indel frequency was estimated based here
on. While TIDE scores overall editing efficacy and identifies
bases ofþ1 insertions, TOPO cloning reveals precise deletions,
and insertions larger thanþ1 base pairs. This is a way to further
assess the types of indels formed following double strand
repair.
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Chapter 20

In Vivo Editing of the Adult Mouse Liver Using CRISPR/Cas9
and Hydrodynamic Tail Vein Injection

Francesco Niola, Frederik Dagnæs-Hansen, and Morten Frödin

Abstract

CRISPR/Cas9 technology allows facile modification of the genome in virtually any desired way through
the use of easily designed plasmid constructs that express a gRNA targeting a genomic site-of-interest and
Cas9. Hydrodynamic tail vein injection, on the other hand, is a simple method to deliver “naked” plasmid
DNA to 5–40% of the hepatocytes of the liver of adult mice. Here, we describe how these two techniques
can be combined to create a workflow for fast, easy, and cost-efficient in vivo genome editing of the adult
mouse liver. Using this method, large cohorts of mice with genetically modified livers can be established
within 3 weeks to generate models for gene function in normal physiology and diseases of the liver.

Key words Hydrodynamic tail vein injection, Liver, CRISPR/Cas9, Indels, Genetic mouse models

1 Introduction

The liver is the second largest organ in the body and the base of
numerous genetic, metabolic diseases. Furthermore, primary liver
cancer ranks second in mortality among all malignancies world-
wide. For these reasons, the mouse liver has been subject to intense
genetic engineering for the past many years with the aim of gen-
erating genetic models of disease or evaluating gene therapy
approaches for liver as well as for extrahepatic diseases.

Hydrodynamic tail vein delivery of plasmid-based genetic engi-
neering reagents to the adult mouse liver has emerged as a powerful
method for liver engineering. In this approach, “naked” DNA is
injected manually within 4–7 s into the lateral tail vein of the mouse
in a volume of physiological saline solution corresponding to ~10%
of the body weight—roughly equivalent to the total blood volume
of the animal [1, 2]. The bolus injection causes transient heart
failure and decreased heart rate, resulting in accumulation of the
injected solution in the inferior vena cava and an increased hydro-
static pressure [3]. This forces the solution into the liver via the
hepatic veins and sinusoids, i.e., in the reverse direction of normal
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blood flow. The mechanism of cellular uptake of plasmid DNA is
not fully elucidated but appears to occur via enlargement of sinu-
soidal fenestrae and generation of transient membrane pores and
vesicles in the hepatocytes [3–5]. HTV injection targets the liver
tissue relatively uniformly at the gross level [1, 2, 6]. Within the
individual liver lobules, however, hepatocytes in the region around
the hepatic venule (zones 2 and 3) constitute the vast majority of
the transfected cells [5, 7]. The reported total efficiencies vary, but
5–40% of liver cells may become transfected, as estimated by trans-
gene/reporter gene expression. If several plasmids are co-injected,
a high degree of co-delivery of plasmids to individual hepatocytes
has been demonstrated [8, 9]. Liver damage associated with HTV
injection is very limited; only ~5% of hepatocytes become necrotic
or apoptotic within the first day post-injection andmost of these are
cleared after a few days [1, 2, 5]. While the liver is the
all-predominant target tissue, other organs like kidney, lung,
spleen, and heart are also transfected by HTV injection, albeit at
>1000-fold lower levels [2, 4]. Because of these features, a large
number of studies have used HTV injection to manipulate the
mouse liver through delivery of plasmid DNA, DNA fragments,
bacterial artificial chromosomes, siRNAs, oligos, proteins, and
more since the method was reported two decades ago [10].

More recently, a series of studies have shown that the mouse
liver can be genome edited in almost any desired way through
hydrodynamic delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 reagents. Thus,
co-delivery of oligo donor and gRNA/Cas9 has been used to
knockin correct a point mutation responsible for a metabolic dis-
ease [11]. Liver cancer has been evoked by co-delivery of two
gRNAs and Cas9 to indel mutate (knock out) two cancer genes
[12], by delivery of 10 gRNAs to knock out 10 cancer genes [8] as
well as through delivery of genome-wide gRNA libraries for knock-
out mutagenesis screens [6]. Finally, we and others have
co-delivered two gRNAs and Cas9 to engineer a large (400 kb)
chromosomal deletion detected in fibrolamellar hepatocellular car-
cinoma patients to demonstrate a resultant Dnajb1-Prkaca fusion
gene as the causative oncogenic driver [13, 14]. In these studies,
the vector systems either transiently expressed the CRISPR/Cas9
constructs in the liver cells [11–14] or stably inserted a CRISPR/
Cas9 transposon expression cassette by a co-delivered transposase
construct [6, 8]. With respect to editing frequencies, one study
reported indel formation in 2–4% and knockin mutagenesis in 0.1%
of the hepatocytes 2 weeks after injection [12]. However, as the
experiment conferred positive selection on edited cells, initial edit-
ing rates may have been lower. Another study reported 0.4%
knockin editing frequencies 6 days after injection [11].

Here, we detail the procedures for in vivo editing of the mouse
liver using CRISPR/Cas9 and HTV injection. First, a vector sys-
tem is chosen and a series of gRNAs are designed for the desired
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genomic target site and cloned into the vector. The best CRISPR/
Cas9 construct is identified by transfection into a mouse cell line
followed by analysis of editing efficiency. Next, the best CRISPR/
Cas9 construct is delivered to the liver of adult mice through HTV
injection. Finally, a couple of the injected mice are analyzed at an
appropriate time point after the injection to assess whether the
desired level and type of editing has been achieved.

2 Materials

2.1 CRISPR/Cas9

Constructs

The choice of which CRISPR/Cas9 vector system to use naturally
depends on the intended experiment. Various vectors are detailed
in the studies referenced in Introduction, but in principle, any
vector system may work, as long as the promoter that drives expres-
sion is functional in hepatocytes. Here, we will outline the general
steps for generating and testing a CRISPR/Cas9 construct for
HTV injection using pX330-U6-chimeric_BB-CBh-hSpCas9
(Addgene plasmid #42230) as an example. This vector
co-expresses gRNA driven by the U6 promoter and Streptococcus
pyogenes Cas9 driven by the chicken β-actin hybrid promoter and
has been used in several liver editing studies [11–14]. The control
mouse cohort is injected with pX330-U6-chimeric_BB-CBh-
hSpCas9 without or with scrambled/irrelevant gRNA sequence.
Plasmids should be of high quality and purity with minimal con-
taminants, in particular of endotoxins. This can be achieved by
purifying plasmids with EndoFree Plasmid Kits from Qiagen.

2.2 For the Injections 1. Mice (6–12 weeks old) (see Note 1).

2. Heat chamber (box and heat lamp with a 120 watt red-ray
bulb). Cover the bottom of the chamber with bedding—an
uncovered bottom burns the feet of the mice.

3. Anesthesia: isoflurane, gas chamber, and anesthetics mask.

4. Scale.

5. Timer.

6. Injection working station with mouse tail restrainer.

7. CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid constructs (amounts are discussed
below).

8. Luer-Lock syringes (3-mL for mice <30 g; 4-mL for mice
>30 g), compatible 23-gauge, 1¼ in. injection needles and
polyethylene tubing with an inside diameter of 0.023 in. to
make the injection needle setup, as described below.

9. Ringer’s solution (147 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1.13 mM
CaCl2), autoclaved or filter sterilized.

10. 0.20 μm cellulose acetate filters and 50-mL Luer-Lock syringe.
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2.3 Injection Needle

Setup

To prepare the injection needle setup, use a pair of tweezers to
gently break a 23-gauge, 1¼ in. long Luer-Lock compatible syringe
needle close to the hub and another one close to the bevel (Fig. 1a).
Connect the injection needle and the needle with the hub with
approximately 15 cm polyethylene tubing having an inside diame-
ter of 0.023 in. (Fig. 1b). Mount the hub on a Luer-Lock syringe
(Fig. 1c) (see Note 2). We change the injection needle in this set
after three injections—thus, calculate how many needles to prepare
according to the number of mice that will be injected. We change
the other parts of the set when changing injection solution—thus,
prepare as many of these parts as there are different solutions to
inject (see Note 3).

To prepare the tourniquet, remove the seal from the plunger of
a 1-mL syringe (Fig. 2a). Pass both ends of a nylon or cotton thread
through the needle adapter and all through the barrel of the syringe
in order to create a loop protruding from the adapter (Fig. 2a). Pass

Fig. 1 Assembly of the injection needle setup

Fig. 2 Assembly of the tourniquet
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a spare thread through the loop (Fig. 2a). Tie both ends of the
thread that forms the loop to the plunger in such a way that the
length of the loop is 2–3 cm shorter than the barrel of the syringe
(Fig. 2b). Position the seal back on the top of the plunger (Fig. 2c)
and insert the plunger into the barrel. Use the spare thread to pull
the loop out of the adapter (Fig. 2d). The plunger can now be used
to pull the thread and narrow the loop around the mouse tail to
form a tourniquet. We normally have 2–3 tourniquets available for
an HTV experiment in case one breaks during use.

2.4 Liver Harvesting 1. Dissection instruments (forceps and scissors of sizes suitable for
mice).

2. Disposable scalpels.

3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).

4. Petri dishes (10 cm diameter).

5. A tray with ice.

6. Liquid nitrogen in a suitable container.

7. 4% Formaldehyde.

8. 70% Ethanol.

2.5 Testing Editing

Efficiency

1. Nucleic acids extraction kit for tissue.

3 Methods

3.1 Generating and

Testing the CRISPR/

Cas9 Constructs

1. Design 4–6 gRNAs for the intended genomic target site using
your favorite gRNA design tool, as, for example, WTSI
Genome Editing (WGE; https://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/
wge/) [15], which is very user friendly. When gRNAs have
been selected, sequence the target sites of the gRNAs in the
mouse strain to be edited to ensure that the mice do not
contain a SNP which would interfere with gRNA binding.

2. Order the gRNA sequences as sense and antisense oligonucleo-
tides, anneal the oligos, and clone them into the BbsI cloning
site of pX330-U6-chimeric_BB-CBh-hSpCas9, as
described [16].

3. Transfect a mouse cell line such as Neuro-2a with the individual
CRISPR/Cas9 constructs.

4. After 2 days, extract genomic DNA and determine the fre-
quency and size of indels elicited at the target sites of the
various gRNAs. This may be done by Indel Detection by
Amplicon Analysis of the PCR amplified target sites, as
described in detail [17] and exemplified in Fig. 3a (seeNote 4).
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3.2 Hydrodynamic

Tail Vein Injection (See

Note 5)

3.2.1 DNA Solution

Preparation

1. On the day of HTV injection, prepare a volume of Ringer’s
solution appropriate for the number and size of mice to be
injected in a 50 mL Falcon tube or similar. The total volume of
solution to be injected per mouse corresponds to 9% of the
mouse body weight (see Note 6). Thus, if the mouse weighs
25 g, it should be injected with 2.25 mL (25 � 0.09 ¼ 2.25).
We use a worksheet providing the volume of solution needed
per injection according to mouse weight (worksheet with
mouse weights at increments of 0.2 g) to assist a rapid execu-
tion of the injection and reduce the risk of mistakes.

2. Add CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid construct to a concentration of
15–60 μg/mL (see Note 7). Filter the solution through a
0.20 μm filter on a 50-mL Luer-Lock syringe into a sterile
50 mL Falcon tube or similar. Make sure that the DNA solu-
tion is at room temperature (20–25 �C) at the time of injection.
NB: blood contains aggressive DNAse activities and therefore
the DNA solution must not come in contact with used needles
or syringes.

3.2.2 Animal Preparation 1. Weigh the mouse on a scale (see Note 8). Take note of its
weight and the appropriate volume of DNA solution to be
injected in that particular mouse. Take these notes on a work-
sheet with six columns for: (1) mouse weight before injection,
(2) mouse weight after injection, (3) the calculated volume to

Fig. 3 Evaluation of indel mutagenesis. (a) Example of indels elicited in the trp53 locus in Neuro-2a cells
2 days after transfection with a given gRNA construct, as determined by IDAA. (b) Example of indels elicited in
the trp53 locus in the liver 2 months after HTV injection of the same gRNA construct used in (a), as determined
by Next-Generation Sequencing. Both assays reveal the size and frequency of indel mutations elicited by the
gRNA construct (some are highlighted). Note that the two most frequent indels, a 1 bp deletion and a 1 bp
insertion, are the same in Neuro-2a cells and in liver. This illustrates that the indel profile of a given gRNA is
often similar across cell types, meaning that testing the gRNAs in a murine cell line is often highly predictive of
editing outcome in the liver. Note also that the analyses reveal that the two major indels produce a frameshift
and thereby a functional gene knockout
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inject, (4) the volume injected based on pre- and post-injection
weight, (5) the plasmid construct injected, and (6) comments,
if any.

2. Load a 3-mL Luer-Lock syringe with a volume of DNA solu-
tion appropriate for the mouse plus extra 200–300 μL (see
Note 9). Remove any small bubbles from the syringe by
tapping it or by moving the plunger a little bit up and down.
Connect the needle set to the syringe, then push the air out of
the needle and tubing and eject the excess DNA solution into a
small waste container such that the syringe holds the exact
volume appropriate for the mouse to be injected.

3. Place the mouse in a heat chamber (Fig. 4a) and start the timer.
Optimal heating time depends mainly on the heat chamber
used, and typically is 2–4 min. NB: optimal heating is critical,

Fig. 4 Examples of a heating chamber (a), a gas vaporizer (b), and a gas
chamber and work station setup (c)
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as it makes the tail vein swell, thereby becoming more visible
and easier to inject. Subsequent steps until insertion of the
injection needle in the tail vein (Subheading 3.2.3, step 1)
must therefore be executed as fast as possible such that the
mouse cools down as little as possible (see Note 10).

4. Move the mouse to an anesthetic gas chamber (Fig. 4c). Gas
chambers are kept in a ventilated hood to minimize the expo-
sure of the operator to anesthetics. Cover the bottom of the gas
chamber with paper towel or similar to reduce heat-absorption
from the mouse.

5. Once the mouse is anesthetized, transfer it to an injection
station and place it such that its muzzle is inside an anesthetic
mask in order to keep the mouse lightly anesthetized (Fig. 4c)
(see Note 11).

6. Lay the mouse on one side, insert the tail of the mouse into the
loop of the tourniquet, and then pull the plunger to narrow the
loop around the tail and compress the veins (see Note 12).

3.2.3 Hydrodynamic Tail

Vein Injection

1. Hold and pull the tail with one hand. With the other hand,
insert the needle with the bevel facing up into the lateral vein
facing up 2–3 cm from the trunk of the mouse (see Note 13).
The needle should be at a 30–45� angle from the plane of the
tail. As the needle enters into the vein, move it to a position
almost parallel with the tail and then push it forward to insert
most of the needle into the vein (Fig. 5a) (see Note 14).

2. Loosen the tourniquet loop from the tail. Some blood should
now flow into the tubing, if the needle has been positioned
correctly into the vein (Fig. 5b).

3. Hold the syringe stable and start pushing the plunger to dis-
charge all of its content—it is suggested to keep the syringe
lying down on the operating table when injecting. Use a steady
movement and a constant pressure to inject the entire DNA
solution in 4–7 s. NB: it is critical to inject within this short
period of time, as delivery to the liver drops steeply with longer
injection times. You should feel minimal resistance during the
injection, indicating correct positioning of the needle in
the vein.

4. Withdraw the needle from the tail. Weigh the mouse on the
scale and take note of the post-injection weight on the work-
sheet. Label the tail of the mouse with a marker to indicate that
it has been injected and move the mouse back to its cage.
Observe that the mouse recovers fully, which should occur
after 2–6 min (see Note 15).

3.3 Liver Harvesting

and Analysis of Editing

Outcome

1. At an appropriate time point post-injection, sacrifice a couple
of mice from the injected cohort following national guidelines
(see Note 16).
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2. Collect the liver, place it in a Petri dish on ice and rinse it
quickly in ice-cold PBS. Collect a small sample (or several) of
the liver with a clean pair of scissors (or disposable scalpels) and
place it in a collection tube (see Note 17). Flash-freeze the
sample in liquid nitrogen. Place the remaining liver in a con-
tainer with 4% formaldehyde for 24 h at 4 �C and thereafter
change to 70% ethanol for fixation and preservation of the
tissue for immunohistochemistry, if needed.

3. Extract genomic DNA from one of the frozen tissue samples
using an appropriate kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (see Note 18).

4. Evaluate whether desirable indel sizes and frequencies have
been obtained by performing indel mutation analysis of the
gRNA target site. Depending on the extent of editing that has
been obtained, this may be performed by IDAA, TIDE or by
Next-Generation Sequencing [18]. The latter is exemplified in
Fig. 3b.

4 Notes

1. In the CRISPR/Cas9 editing studies reported so far, the mice
injected have been 6–10 weeks of age. However, mice of youn-
ger or older age can be HTV injected [2]. Any mouse strain can
be used, but the tail veins of albino strains are more visible and
hence easier to inject. If the mice are from another facility, plan
to receive the animals following national guidelines to allow
time (typically several days) for the mice to acclimatize to the
new environment of your animal facility before performing the
experiment.

Fig. 5 Steps of the hydrodynamic tail vein injection procedure. (a) Insertion of the injection needle into one of
the lateral tail veins. (b) Release of the tourniquet prior to injection. Note some backflow of blood into the
tubing, indicating correct positioning of the needle in the vein
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2. The use Luer-Lock syringes and compatible needles is impor-
tant, because the relatively high pressure during injection may
cause the needle to detach from the syringe if not secured by a
Luer-Lock.

3. This flexible needle setup makes it easier to insert the injection
needle into the vein as well as to perform a steady injection with
the syringe lying on the operating table. With mice<6 weeks of
age, the use of a 23-gauge needle may be a challenge, as the
veins are smaller. A 27-gauge needle attached to a smaller-
diameter tubing is a possibility, but the increased resistance of
the smaller-diameter tubing may increase the challenge of
injecting the large volume within the 4–7 s required. Alterna-
tively, a 27-gauge, ½ inch needle (Becton Dickinson, cat.
no. 305109) mounted directly on a Luer-Lock syringe may
be used for mice of any age [1], but may require more practice.

4. Alternatively indels may be characterized using Tracking of
Indels by DEcomposition (TIDE) analysis of the PCR ampli-
fied target sites [19].

5. In principle, one trained person can perform anHTV injection.
However, if injecting larger cohorts (>10 mice), it is highly
recommended for speed, accuracy and reproducibility that a
small team executes the procedure: one person should focus
entirely on the injections. Meanwhile, another one or two
persons take care of the mouse weighing, heating, and injection
solution calculation. In this way, one mouse can be prepared,
while another one is being injected. A team of trained persons
can inject a cohort of 40 mice within 2–3 h.

6. Most protocols inject a volume corresponding to 10% of the
mouse body weight, but we find that the less stress-full 9%
works well. Note, however, that 9% is close to the minimum
volume that can be used, as transfection efficiencies drop
steeply with lower relative injection volumes [1, 2]. Since the
weight of mouse strains vary considerably, weigh 6 mice to
estimate the average weight of the cohort to be injected. To
determine the needed volume of Ringer’s solution, calculate
the injection volume for the average mouse and multiply this
volume by 1.5 to allow for loss of solution at the various steps
of the procedure and for some re-injections (see Note 14).

7. The amounts will depend on the CRISPR/Cas9 vectors used:
constructs for transient expression are used in the higher range,
whereas the transposase-based constructs are used in the lower
range—refer to the studies cited in Introduction. We are not
aware of dose-response analyses of editing efficiency as a func-
tion of injected amount of plasmid, but the ranges given here
have been used in all of the published CRISPR/Cas9 studies
and, for example, yield indel frequencies in the range of 2–4% at
a targeted allele.
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8. Optimally, use a scale suitable for weighing un-anesthetized
mice. If not available, weigh the mice immediately after they
have been anesthetized, but do it fast so that they do not cool
down too much after the heat chamber. Note that it is not
unusual that the mice decrease a bit in body weight during the
heating procedure.

9. Or use a 4-mL Luer-Lock syringe, if injecting mice above 30 g.

10. Black mice heat faster than albino or mice with a lighter coat
color. As mice are getting heated, they start getting jumpy.
Note that while appropriate heating is critical, excessive heating
must be avoided, as the mice may die.

11. A 10-mL syringe (or 5-mL for small mice) can be used as an
anesthetic mask; sometimes it is easier to position the muzzle
of the mouse such that it receives an appropriate dose of
anesthetic in a syringe than in commercial masks.

12. The tourniquet helps keeping the tail vein swollen and thereby
easier to inject.

13. Two tail arteries run along the upper and lower side of the tail;
the two lateral tail veins run on either side of the tail, midway
between the arteries.

14. If correct insertion of the needle fails, it may be re-attempted in
the other lateral tail vein. However, if the procedure has taken
too long, the mouse may have cooled down and the tail veins
have become difficult to see. In that case, the mouse may be
transferred back to its cage, allowed to recover and injected at a
later time point of the session.

15. We normally achieve 100% survival in a cohort of injected mice.
However, occasionally one or two mice in a larger cohort may
not recover after the anesthesia and injection and may die or
need to be euthanized. The measured weight increase may not
exactly correspond to the weight of the injected volume, but it
helps evaluate whether the intended volume was approximately
injected. It occasionally happens that the deviation is significant
and in such cases it may be considered removing the mouse
from the experiment.

16. We evaluate editing efficiency at least 3 days post-injection in
order to predominantly analyze the cells that have survived the
injection (see Subheading 1). Editing efficiency may, however,
also be assessed at later time points, depending of the nature of
the experiment. When modeling liver cancer, we often perform
the analysis after e.g., 4 weeks to allow for some expansion of
edited cells. Thereby less sensitive, but simpler mutation detec-
tion methods like IDAA or TIDE can be used instead of NGS
analysis.
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17. As HTV injection targets the liver tissue relatively uniformly, in
principle, any part of the liver may be sampled. However, we
normally sample a part of the large liver lobe.

18. In some cases, analysis of mRNA may be a desired read-out
[13] and in such instances RNA should be extracted.
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Chapter 21

CRISPR-Based Lentiviral Knockout Libraries for Functional
Genomic Screening and Identification of Phenotype-Related
Genes

Emil Aagaard Thomsen and Jacob Giehm Mikkelsen

Abstract

Adaptation of the CRISPR system has enabled scientists to probe the genome and interfere with gene
function at an unprecedented scale. Adding to the use of CRISPR for generation of individual gene
knockout, which is by now conventional, the CRISPR system enables high-throughput functional screen-
ing of the genome. By combining the integrative properties of lentiviral vector delivery with the disruptive
nature of the CRISPR system, genome-wide CRISPR libraries provide the power to screen among
thousands of genes despite the high complexity of the entire genome and identify a list of genes potentially
affecting a certain phenotype. Genome-wide CRISPR screening is an advanced technology compiling
numerous practical aspects and a series of molecular biology techniques. In this protocol, we describe all
steps toward implementing CRISPR knockout screens in your research; we describe the core procedures
and key information as well as some tricks and tips needed to successfully perform a CRISPR screen.

Key words CRISPR/Cas9, Lentiviral, sgRNA, Genome-wide screening, Forward genetics

1 Introduction

1.1 General

Concepts of CRISPR-

Based Screening of the

Genome

The discovery of CRISPR, part of the adaptive immune system in
bacteria, has revolutionized the vision of editing genomic DNA
with high specificity [1]. The CRISPR system, adapted for use in
eukaryotic cells, consists of the Cas endonuclease guided to a
specific position in the genome by a single guide RNA (sgRNA)
molecule. In the most commonly used system derived from Strep-
tococcus pyogenes, the SpCas9 endonuclease forms a complex with
the sgRNA and binds to genomic DNA through base pairing
[1]. The resulting double-stranded break is subsequently predomi-
nantly repaired by nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ), a process
known to be highly error-prone, resulting in indels (insertions or
deletions) at the cutting site. Efficient targeting of genes leads to
knockout mutations that eliminate production of functional
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protein. By modifying the DNA-binding portion of the sgRNA, it
is possible to target and knockout any gene in the genome.

In high-throughput CRISPR library screening approaches
(Fig. 1), thousands of different sgRNAs are transferred to a popu-
lation of cells by lentiviral delivery. Emergence of knockout muta-
tions, determined by the unique sgRNAs expressed in each cell,
creates a heterogeneous cell population with knockout mutations
in all human genes. Following delivery of a single unique sgRNA to
individual cells a unique cellular genotype is generated in each cell.
By characterizing cells that are tolerant to a given drug treatment, it

Fig. 1 General CRISPR screen workflow. The conceptual workflow of a general CRISPR screen illustrated in a
stepwise schematic manner. The final readout is illustrated by a schematic boxplot representing sgRNA
distribution among different samples
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is possible to identify genes that affect the drug response. Other
selection modalities can be applied to select for a specific cellular
phenotype within the population. Genes affecting the phenotype
are identified by next-generation sequencing (NGS) of sgRNA-
containing PCR amplicons and downstream bioinformatic ana-
lyses. The targeted deep sequencing approach allowing identifica-
tion of genes that are targeted in CRISPR/Cas9 screens is made
possible by the integrative properties of lentiviral vectors. With the
controlled delivery by lentiviral vectors, the majority of cells contain
one transgenic element, each with a unique sgRNA sequence. With
only one sequence per cell, the sgRNA cassette serves as a unique
barcode. Identified by NGS, the quantification of these sgRNA
sequences, demonstrating either sgRNA depletion or enrichment,
will unveil candidate genes associated to the phenotype selected
during screening.

1.2 Preserving

Representation of the

Library

When performing CRISPR-based library screens a large number of
different sgRNAs are handled at once and through a series of steps.
In order to prevent a bias in the library pool of sgRNAs and
maintain the representation of the entire library, different precau-
tions must be taken. The recommended cutoff values, allowing
sufficient coverage to be maintained, are based on previous experi-
ence with pooled shRNA libraries [2] and CRISPR-based libraries
in the original Gecko V2 CRISPR library paper by Shalem and
coworkers [3]. Additionally, the technique was developed further
with launch of the Brunello libraries in work published by Doench
and coworkers [4].

To combat the potential lack of effectivity of specific sgRNAs,
pooled CRISPR libraries are in general designed with sgRNA
redundancy. In addition, sgRNA redundancy plays a key role in
readouts of library screen analyses by consolidating a potential
identified gene with hits by multiple sgRNAs supporting this.
sgRNA redundancy also contributes to a larger library in total.
With unpredictable amplification and lentiviral transfer efficacies
for each sgRNA, a theoretical minimum representation of each
sgRNA must be kept throughout the entire screening process. A
baseline coverage of 500 (e.g., 500 copies of each sgRNA present in
the library) will be used in this protocol.

1.3 Knockout

Libraries: Some

Introductory Remarks

At present, several different libraries suited for different screening
modalities and approaches are available on Addgene (www.
addgene.org). These include libraries used for knockout, activa-
tion, and inactivation screens. Besides genome-wide libraries sev-
eral smaller customized libraries targeting specific cellular pathways
or components exist. The procedures provided in the present pro-
tocol describe the essential steps of genome-wide knockout
libraries. Most steps, however, will apply to any library in general.
The protocols described herein take inspiration from the work and
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procedures presented especially by Shalem et al. [3] and Doench
et al. [4], who have pioneered these screening methodologies, and
in general from instrumental CRISPR work carried out at the
Broad Institute Genetic Perturbation Platform. In the protocol
presented here, we describe essentials of a knockout screen step
by step including some of the tricky aspects that are harder to
decipher from current CRISPR screening reports.

2 Materials

2.1 General

Appliances and

Reagents

1. Ethanol 99 and 70%.

2. Isopropanol.

3. MilliQ H2O or equivalent.

4. Centrifuge suited for 50 mL tubes.

2.2 Plasmid

Amplification

1. Electrocompetent bacteria; Lucigen Endura (Lucigen) or
DH5-α (New England Biolabs) are recommended.

2. Luria Broth (LB) medium.

3. Ampicillin (50 μg/mL) agar plates.

4. 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes.

5. 0.1 cm gap cuvettes (Bio Rad).

6. Bio Rad Gene Pulser (other electroporation systems will also
work, but cuvettes should be changed accordingly).

7. Recovery medium, corresponding to bacteria of choice.

8. Loosely capped falcon tubes.

9. Heating cabinet.

10. Maxi/Midi plasmid purification kit.

11. Plasmid from library of choice, several different libraries are
readily available from Addgene.

12. Bacterial plate spreader.

2.3 General Screen 1. Lentiviral preparation of your library.

2. Puromycin (final concentration suitable for your cell line).

3. Standard reagents for passaging cells.

4. Incubator with settings compatible with the cells used in
screen.

2.4 Genomic DNA

Extraction

1. Water bath or similar.

2. 6 M NaCl.

3. Proteinase K.

4. Lysis Buffer: Tris 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM, NaCl 150 mM, SDS
0.5%, pH 10.5.
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2.5 PCR

Amplification

1. Herculase II fusion polymerase (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA).

2. Thermocycler.

3. Gel extraction kit.

4. 1.5% agarose gels.

5. Electrophoresis equipment, preferentially with 15–20 well
combs 1.5 mm thick in a 15 � 10 cm (W � L) tray.

6. Reverse Phase column purified oligos for primers.

3 Methods

3.1 Plasmid

Amplification of

Libraries

The following section describes the amplification and reagents used
to amplify one genome-wide library (see Note 1). Preheat recovery
medium (~10 mL) and 21 ampicillin agar plates by placing them in
the heating cabinet at 37 �C.

1. Fetch a large amount of ice and place 4 cuvettes (0.1 cm gap)
and 4 microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL) on ice to prechill.

2. Prepare a second batch of ice and bring up the electrocompe-
tent cells (see Note 2) from storage freezer.

3. Let cells thaw slowly on ice (�8–10 min).

4. Aliquot 25 μL into prechilled microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL).

5. Add 2 μL of library plasmid (see Note 3) to the 25 μL cells in
the prechilled microcentrifuge tubes, mix gently, and avoid
bubbles.

6. Transfer the cell and plasmid solution into the narrow gap of
the electroporation cuvette and be sure not to make any bubbles!
(see Note 4).

7. As chilling of the tubes will leave traces of water on the outside,
wipe the tubes before inserting them into your electroporation
equipment, such as the Bio-rad gene pulser.

8. Place cuvette in Bio-rad gene pulser, enter the electroporation
settings according to your bacteria of choice (see Note 2);
release the pulse.

9. Immediately following the electroporation, add 973 μL of
recovery medium into the cuvette, gently pipet up and down
a few times, and transfer then to 14 mL loosely capped falcon
tube. Add 1 mL of additional recovery medium to the falcon
tube, resulting in a total of 2 mL for each electroporation (see
Note 5).

10. Repeat previous steps until reaching a total of 4 electropora-
tions for each library.
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11. Pool 4 electroporations per library in the loosely capped falcon
tube, resulting in a total volume of 8 mL recovery medium.

12. Incubate in shaking incubator for 1 h at 37 �C.

13. Prepare a 40,000� dilution for the control plate by transfer-
ring 10 μL from your total on 8 mL to 1 mL recovery media in
an Eppendorf tube; be sure to mix it well and then plate 20 μL
onto a pre-warmed agar plate.

14. Plate the remaining onto 20 pre-warmed agar plates, 400 μL
on each plate, and spread.

15. Incubate at 37 �C for 14 h (see Note 6).

16. Count the number of colonies on your control plate, if it is
above 100 proceed to harvesting (see Note 7).

17. Pipet 3 mL LBmedium onto each plate and scrape off the layer
of bacteria, repeat this process once. LB medium and bacteria
from each plate are pooled (�120 mL total) into a tube for
centrifugation. Note the weight of the empty tube.

18. Spin it down and discard supernatant; determine the weight of
the tube and calculate the weight of the wet bacterial pellet by
subtracting the weight of the empty tube.

19. Distribute into several purification columns or use a larger
column. Be sure not to overload the column. Check the capac-
ity of your preferred columns beforehand. Purify according to
manufacturer’s protocol. Expect between 2 and 3 g of wet
bacterial pellet. Using the NucleoBond Xtra Midi kit this is
equivalent to approximately six columns (see Note 8).

3.2 Production of

Lentiviral Vector

Libraries

3.2.1 Considerations

Related to Viral Vector

Production

To estimate the lentiviral transfer capacity (transductional titer) in
your cell line of choice, start out by producing a batch of “crude
virus” (sterile-filtered virus-containing medium from the producer
cells) following the protocol described by Ryø et al. [5], which also
describes different techniques for assessing viral titer. It is recom-
mended to perform this assessment with vectors produced using
pLentiGuide-puro [6], as this is the vector used in most libraries.
We refer to a lentiviral vector carrying vector RNA encoded by the
pLentiGuide-puro plasmid as LV/LentiGuide-puro. Assessment of
the titer of your prep of LV/LentiGuide-puro in your cell line will
help you to decide on the production method for producing the
final lentiviral library. If the titer of the lentiviral vector preparation
contained in medium from vector-producing cells (“crude virus”)
is below 1 � 105 in your cell line, it is recommended to upconcen-
trate the virus preparation by ultra-centrifugation. The extra work-
load for producing ultra-centrifuged virus is substantial, but for
most cell lines the crude vector preparation in filtered medium will
suffice. See Subheading 3.3 for guidelines to determine the viral
vector requirements for your library setup and calculate the
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production scale needed (see Note 9). After harvesting the virus
make separate small aliquots of your lentiviral vector preparation for
titration to avoid any impact of freeze-thaw cycles on your actual
library preparation.

3.2.2 Generation of

SpCas9-Expressing Cell

Line

Most of the commercially available libraries are based on a
two-vector approach by which the SpCas9 endonuclease is deliv-
ered separately from the sgRNA. Consequently, the sgRNA transfer
plasmid can be delivered with higher efficiency. Hence, a cell line
with stable SpCas9 expression is required (see Note 10), which is
the case, for example, when running the Brunello human genome-
wide knockout library. For more details on generating a stable
SpCas9-expressing cell line and validating SpCas9 function, we
refer to an accompanying protocol [5].

3.2.3 Titration of

Lentiviral Library

Preparation

To ensure sufficient coverage of your library during the screen and
to ensure mostly single transduction events per cell it is crucial that
your actual batch of library virus is titrated in the specific SpCas9-
expressing clone or a cell population intended for the screen. This
process of titration can be carried out as previously described.

3.3 General

Considerations

Related to the Setup

Although genome-wide screening using CRISPR is a powerful
technique it is important to emphasize that it will only provide
answers to the exact questions that you ask. Consequently, general
handling of cells when passaging will influence the final readout.
The success of a CRISPR screen relies heavily on the selection
scheme. As such, the desired selection scheme should be thor-
oughly tested in your SpCas9-expressing cells and preferentially
also under the exact conditions (culture scale) that you intend to
use during the screen. Besides thorough testing it is recommended
to include more selection schemes, e.g., different drug concentra-
tions. Here, we illustrate a suggested day-by-day scheme for a
standard setup with the Brunello genome-wide knockout library.

For a screen with the Brunello library expand SpCas9-
expressing cells to a minimum of 1.6 � 108 cells total, allowing
two replicates with 500� coverage (see Note 11).

1. Day 1. Seed 8.0� 107 cells per replicate at minimum density or
a density that will allow them to grow unhindered and without
passaging until puromycin selection starts.

2. Day 2. Transduce each replicate with a volume of library vector
preparation corresponding to 4.0 � 107 functional virus parti-
cles (see Subheading 3.2 on titration of viral particles). This
results in an MOI of 0.5, which is expected to result in an
acceptable number of cells with multiple transduction events
at (see Note 12).
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3. Day 3 (optional). Refresh medium if polybrene was used dur-
ing the transduction.

4. Day 4. Refresh medium on the library-transduced cells with
medium containing puromycin at a suitable concentration. At
this stage, your cells should be near confluent, and the puro-
mycin treatment should quickly thin out the population. How-
ever, if cells are confluent, they should be split and slightly
diluted. During the puromycin selection cells will have to be
passaged or expanded into more flasks (see Note 13).

5. Days 4–11. Cells are kept under puromycin selection, adjust
passaging of cells so enough cells are available for phenotypic
selection after puromycin treatment.

6. Day 11. All cells in each replicate are pooled and counted.
Depending on the setup, cells are seeded at 4.0 � 107 per
selection scheme, including a mock treatment. Optional: har-
vest 8.0–10.0 � 107 cells per replicate, which may serve as
control cells (referred to as “puromycin baseline”) for the
downstream analysis of the final library readout, this baseline
is recommended.

7. Day 11+. Phenotypic selection of cells is highly depending on
the specific drug or other selection modalities. However, a
general rule of thumb is not to prolong the screening process
for more than 3 weeks. Longer passage times will introduce a
growth-related bias in the library-transduced populations.

3.4 Genomic DNA

Extraction

Sufficient sgRNA representation, or coverage, must be maintained
throughout the screen, during transduction and passaging of cells
and after harvesting cells and genomic DNA extraction. Calculate
the required number of cells needed for genomic DNA extraction
in order to maintain coverage and add 20–30% to account for any
loss during the purification or testing of downstream PCR reactions
(see Note 14). The protocol for DNA extraction is as follows:

1. Harvest cells by pelleting them in a 50-mL falcon tube.

2. Pellet 1.0–1.5 � 108 cells in each tube. Usually one tube per
sample will do.

3. Resuspend the pellet in 1 mL PBS (see Note 15).

4. Add 12 mL of lysis buffer and 60 μL Proteinase K to each
falcon tube.

5. Incubate overnight (14–16 h) at 55 �C in a water bath or
similar.

6. The following day, add 4 mL of 6 M NaCl and shake each tube
vigorously.

7. Spin down at 4 �C, 3005 � g for 50 min.

8. Transfer supernatant to a new 50-mL falcon tube.
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9. Spin down at 4 �C, 3005 � g for 50 min.

10. Transfer supernatant to a new 50-mL falcon tube containing
20 mL of ice-cold 99% ethanol and invert roughly 50 times or
until a clear precipitate is visible.

11. Spin down at 4 �C, 3005 � g for 80 min.

12. Remove supernatant and add 5 mL of 70% ethanol, invert until
pellet detach from the tube.

13. Spin down at 4 �C, 3005 � g for 40 min.

14. Remove supernatant and let the pellet air dry; resuspend over-
night in 2 mL MilliQ water (preferentially on a rocking table).

3.5 PCR

Amplification Prior to

Next-Generation

Sequencing

The preparation of amplicons for subsequent NGS follows a nested
PCR approach. The first PCR (PCR #1)must preserve the coverage
maintained throughout the screen. Consequently, the genomic
DNA that serves as template must correspond to the number of
cells that equals the biological coverage. Assuming that each cell
contains 6.6 pg of DNA (take major aneuploidy of your cells into
account), ~256 μg of genomic DNA should be used as template for
PCR #1 in a screen with the Brunello library (77,441 unique
sgRNAs) using 500� biological coverage (as determined based
on the following calculation: 6.6 � 10�6 μg � 77,441 � 500
¼ 255.55 μg).

This entails multiple PCR #1 reactions per replicate, which will
later be pooled. In this protocol, each PCR #1 reaction is per-
formed with 10 μg genomic DNA as template, resulting in a total
of 26 reactions per screen condition.

To help achieve even amplification between samples from all
screening conditions, genomic DNA is diluted to ~200 ng/μL (see
Note 16), as higher concentration of genomic DNA is usually
sticky, which can lead to pipetting of uneven amounts of DNA.

3.5.1 PCR #1 For each screen condition prepare a master mix and briefly vortex,
before aliquoting 100 μL into separate PCR tubes. PCR #1 with the
primers listed here will produce a band of 551 bp (Tables 1 and 2).

The number of cycles should be kept as low as possible (from
16 to 20 cycles) to reduce PCR-introduced bias in the amplicon.
PCR #1 does not have to produce a band that is visible by analysis
by gel electrophoresis. However, if PCR #2 fails to produce the
amplicon resulting in a visible band on the gel, then the number of
amplification cycles should be increased. The number of cycles may
depend of the purity of the genomic DNA. If increasing the num-
ber of cycles does not lead to amplification and production of the
amplicon in PCR #2, lowering the amount of genomic DNA in
each PCR #1 reaction can help. Obviously, you will then need to
perform a higher number of PCR #1 reactions to preserve the
coverage.
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3.5.2 PCR #2 All PCR #1 reactions for each sample are pooled. This results in a
large volume of PCR #1 product. The number of PCR #2 reactions
should be high enough to yield sufficient PCR product for next-
generation sequencing while keeping the number of amplification
cycles as low as possible with each reaction. Perform one reaction
per 1.0 � 104 unique sgRNAs in your library. For the Brunello
library, this corresponds to approximately 8 PCR #2 reactions,
which should produce enough PCR product for downstream
analysis.

Depending on the specific sequencing platform, the primers
used in PCR #2 will change accordingly. For a finished and ready-
to-sequence pool of amplicons, the primers should contain Adap-
ters (e.g., Illumina-compatible), a stagger region to avoid mono-
template issues and a barcode. Depending on the number of sam-
ples to be multiplexed, barcodes can be added to the forward
primer alone or to both the forward and the reverse primer. Design
this type of primers in accordance with your NGS service provider’s
recommendations (see Note 17). As an alternative to ready-to-
sequence amplicons, it is possible to produce a pool of amplicons,
which is applicable for adapter ligation. This is also an issue that
needs to be considered in relation to your NGS provider. With
most primers, the reaction conditions listed below should work,
but preliminary tests and fine-tuning of the conditions for PCR #2
using your specific primers is recommended. Use the same thermo-
cycler conditions from PCR #1 or adjust the conditions in

Table 1
PCR#1 reaction conditions

5 μL 10 μM forward primer 50-TTTCCCATGATTCCTTCATA-30

5 μL 10 μM reverse primer 50-CGGCGCCAAAGTGGATCTCT-30

20 μL Herculase II Buffer X5

2 μL DNTP mix 10 mM

2 μL Herculase II polymerase

X μL DNA (10 μg)

66 μL H2O – X

Table 2
Thermocycler conditions

Stage 1: 1 cycle Stage 2: 16–20 cycles Stage 3: 1 cycle

95 �C 95 �C 56 �C 72 �C 72 �C

2 min 20 s 30 s 30 s 3 min
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accordance with your specific primers. Keeping the number of
cycles low is also crucial during PCR #2 (should be kept between
18 and 24 cycles, Table 3).

3.5.3 Gel Extraction of

PCR #2

1. Pool PCR #2 reactions from each sample.

2. Add loading buffer, the total volume amounts to ~900 μL for
each sample.

3. Run the gel for at least 50 min at 90 volts to achieve good
separation.

4. Purify the amplified PCR band. At this stage, PCR #2 still
contains remnants of PCR #1 amplicon as well as potential
chimeric products resulting from left-over primers from
PCR#1 and primers from PCR#2. As such, good separation
on the gel is ideal to certify that the PCR product is as clean as
possible for the NGS (see Note 18).

A 1.5% agarose gel cast with 15- or 20 well-combs 1.5 mm
thick in a gel tray minimum 15 � 10 cm (W � L), will produce
enough loading capacity to encompass PCR #2 product from
one sample. Excise the band precisely to avoid excess agarose
and purify it according to your gel extraction kit protocol. With
E.Z.N.A Gel Extraction Kit (Omega), one column can bind
25 μg of DNA. One column per sample is essentially sufficient,
but multiple loading rounds are required to load all melted gel
material from one sample.

3.6 Analysis of NGS

Data

Genome-wide CRISPR screens produce large quantities of data to
process and can be analyzed in many ways. It is highly recom-
mended to consult a trained bioinformatician when analyzing
library data. A few guidelines and suggestions for data processing
are provided in the following section.

1. Initially, check the quality of the data by using software such as
FastQC [7]. This will provide a nice and fast indication that the
technical part of your sequencing has been successful.

Table 3
PCR#2 reaction conditions

5 μL 10 μM forward primer

5 μL 10 μM reverse primer

20 μL Herculase II Buffer �5

2 μL DNTP mix 10 mM

1 μL Herculase II polymerase

5 μL of pooled PCR#1 reactions

62 μL H2O
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2. Once the quality is secured, the reads will have to be trimmed
down to the essential part, namely the sgRNA sequences.
Depending on how PCR #2 was performed, the length and
start position of your reads may vary, but a tool like Cutadapt
[8] will trim down the sequences based on a specific motif.
Cutadapt will also permit the user to adjust the promiscuity of
the motif and the final length of the trimmed sequence, allow-
ing you to accommodate some of the biases introduced during
PCR and sequencing.

3. Once trimmed, the reads will have to be mapped back to an
index file containing all the sgRNAs and corresponding gene
names within the used library. This is accomplished by using a
tool such as Bowtie [9], which is suited for mapping of short
sequences. The output of this mapping procedure is a read
count file, containing the total number of reads per sgRNA.

4. Quantifying and performing statistical analysis of the reads can
be carried out by a tool such as Mageck [10].

4 Notes

1. The procedures described will also apply to smaller libraries like
the Human Kinome knockout (Brunello) [4] and the mito-
chondrial DNA removal library (CRAM) [11]. With these
libraries containing fewer sgRNAs, it is possible to reduce the
number of electroporations and still obtain 50� coverage of
the plasmids. However, following this general procedure will
ensure plenty plasmid for downstream production of lentiviral
particles carrying the library.

2. Both Lucigen Endura and DH5- αwill suffice. However, in our
hands Lucigen Endura bacteria have performed best. Lucigen
Endura cells require two stock aliquots per amplification, while
DH5-α only requires 1. Settings are in accordance with manu-
facturer’s settings.

3. Addgene will ship approximately 10 μL of library plasmid. Do
not waste any of your plasmid by trying to measure the con-
centration. Quick spin the tube from Addgene and proceed
with amplification.

4. Bubbles in the bacterial suspension might cause arching; if this
happens consider repeating the electroporation. With a single
order of plasmid from Addgene the volume of plasmid may not
allow for a second electroporation. If this is the case, proceed
with the protocol and evaluate total efficiency based on the
control plate.
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5. Note that ~20 μL bacterial solution, corresponding to 1/50 of
the total volume, is remaining in the gap of the cuvette. For
maximum yield, use a p100 pipet to aspirate it.

6. The 14 h of growth is to limit the recombination between the
homologous lentiviral LTR regions in the plasmid. Accord-
ingly, the incubation can be done at 32 �C to further reduce
this process.

7. It is important to preserve 50� coverage during plasmid ampli-
fication. For Human Knockout library Brunello [4] with
77,441 sgRNAs, this is obtained with 100 colonies on the
control plate. Adjust number of colonies on the control plate
to correspond to the specific library of use.

8. To ensure acceptable representation throughout the plasmid
pool after amplification, it is recommended to sequence the
amplified plasmid pool before proceeding with virus produc-
tion. However, sequencing of the plasmid can be performed in
parallel with sequencing of the samples.

9. With a baseline coverage of 500 using Brunello with 77,441
sgRNAs, 3.87 � 107 cells will have to be transduced;
performing the screen in duplicates doubles this number.
This corresponds to 7.74 � 107 lentiviral particles needed for
a screen. Using a vector with a titer of 1 � 105 in supernatant
from vector-producing cells (“crude virus”), the volume of
virus needed amounts to 774 mL. Ensure that transferring of
this volume to your cells is feasible and adjust the production
scale accordingly.

10. It is important to consider whether using a SpCas9-expressing
cell clone or a SpCas9-expressing cell population best suits
your library setup. By choosing a setup based on a SpCas9
clone, even SpCas9 expression within each cell is ensured dur-
ing the screen. However, clonal lines will differ from your
population.

11. 500 times representation of each sgRNAs provides sufficient
coverage for most screens. However, a coverage ranging
between 300 and 1000 will work depending on the specific
screen setup. In general, a higher coverage is preferable in
screens with weaker selection methods or depletion-based
selection. On the other hand, some cell types, like primary
cells, may be hard-to-transduce and expand, which will auto-
matically result in a lower coverage. The number of transduced
cells may be altered in accordance with the specific cell type
used in your screen. If your cells grow slowly or you desire to
carry out a multitude of different phenotypic selections imme-
diately after puromycin selection, consider seeding and trans-
ducing more cells from the beginning.
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12. For cells in suspension, transduction can be carried out imme-
diately after seeding on day 1. MOI denotes the multiplicity of
infection which can be used as a guideline to control the
number of transduction events within each cell. The process
of transduction follows the poisson distribution; therefore, if
more stringency is needed transduce at an MOI of 0.3. If
multiple transduction events per cell is achieved due to a too
high MOI, an elevated background and appearance of false
positives may be observed in your screen.

13. Passaging of cells at any time during the screen has certain
thresholds never to exceed. First and foremost, the combined
population of each replicate must never be split below
4.0 � 107 cells, since this represents the baseline of a popula-
tion with 500� coverage of the library. It should be noted that
cells passaged at higher confluence that normal can introduce a
condition-based bias, affecting sgRNA distribution in your
population.

14. Genomic DNA extraction by salt precipitation does not usually
result in a high loss during purification and is a cheap alterna-
tive to column-based purification, which is attractive in consid-
eration of the large amount of DNA that must be extracted.
However, column-based extraction is also a viable option.

15. The pellet will be large, and once resuspended it will result in a
thick white suspension.

16. Re-suspension and dilution of genomic DNA in milliQH2O or
equivalent grade water is crucial to PCR performance.
Although DNA resuspended in water may be less stable than
DNA resuspended in TE-buffer, the PCR relies so heavily on
high efficiency that genomic DNA must be handled in milliQ
H2O. Dilute enough genomic DNA to perform the necessary
PCR reactions and prepare aliquots of the undiluted DNA to
be frozen for long-term storage.

17. Design of primers for PCR #2 is flexible, but make sure that
you achieve good quality reads spanning the sgRNA sequence
region. A standard design of primers compatible with Illumina
sequencing platforms is available in the supplementary meth-
ods of [3]. Follow the link to www.genome-engineering.org
for an excel spreadsheet with primer sequences.

18. Carryover PCR products and primers from PCR #1 is not a
major problem as long as good separation on the gel is
achieved. Figure 2 provides an example of PCR #2 products
separated on a gel. Potential unspecific PCR products will
reduce the amount of the actual product. However, by
performing additional PCR#2 reactions, sufficient material
can be obtained for NGS. It is important, though, to make
sure complete separation is achieved, allowing preparation of a
pure PCR fragment for NGS.
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